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TO

THE HEADS OF COLLEGES.

RIGHT REVEREND AND REVEREND SIRS,

T APOLOGIZE, as I ought to do, for

the delay in printing these Lectures, by

saying, that, when I had the honour to

be appointed by you, my particular en-

gagements, beside my ordinary employ-

ments, were so many, that I could not take

my subject till January, 1789; that some

of these engagements continued upon my
hands, all the ensuing spring ; and that,

after I had finished at St. Mary's, some

important concerns called me away the

whole summer, to a distant part of the king-

dom. On account of the haste in which

they were composed, I wished to revise

them, and found the subject increasing

upon me, in every page.



VI DEDICATION.

Such as they are, I now beg leave to

present them to you, in a form, which, I

judge, will give my extensive subject the

best advantage, accompanied with a hearty

wish for your health and prosperity in all

things ; that you may see the arts and

sciences, virtue, religion, and all good

learning flourish under your auspice ; that,

as your University improves in splendour,

it may advance in reputation ; and that, as

it is the first in ornament, it may be the first

in discipline.

I am, Gentlemen,

your most obliged,

and obedient Servant,

THE AUTHOR.

LiNC. Coll. July 10, 1790.



Extract from the last Will and Testament of

the late Reverend John Bampton, Canoii

of Salisbury.

" I direct and appoint, that the eight Divinity

Lecture Sermons shall be preached upon either of

the following subjects—to confirm and establish

the Christian faith, and to confute all heretics and

schismatics—upon the Divine Authority of the

Holy Scriptures," &c.





PREFACE.

ANEW edition of " The Chart and

Scale of Truth" was long and ear-

nestly demanded, during the life of its

learned author, but, through what he con-

fesses " his native indolence,'' he never

submitted to the labour of carrying it

through the press ; yet he appears to have

constantly kept this object in view, for

he has left a copy of his work, so much

enlaro;ed and altered, as in some measure

to give it the character of a new publi-

cation.

It is from this enlarged and corrected

copy the present edition has been taken ;

but the Editor has felt it his duty to

exercise his discretion in the choice of the

materials. The notes and observations

appear to have been written at different

intervals, during many years ; several are
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duplicates, with more or less variations,

others are unfinished, and nearlj^ all are

left for future consideration and improve-

ment. Under these circumstances, the

editor was intrusted with a discretionary

power to omit or admit whatever he might

deem expedient; and he has endeavoured

to exercise this discretion, according to the

best of his judgment.

The author, as it would appear from his

manuscripts, was desirous that, in any re-

publication of the " Chart and Scale,'' it

should assume the aspect of a distinct

logical treatise, and resign all appear-

ance of Bampton Lectures. But this

design was not sufficiently matured to war-

rant the Editor, in bringing out the work,

in this independent form. He has there-

fore still allowed it to retain its original

character ; but to render its arrangement,

as a treatise of logic, somewhat more com-
plete, it has been found necessary to ar-

range several of the earlier lectures, as a

general introduction ; and to throw the two
last chapters of the first volume, into the

form of an appendix.
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The principal new matter consists of the

chapters on metaphysics, which have been

retrieved from the author's manuscripts, but

there is scarcely a page, in which, some

additions or alterations may not be dis-

covered. Many of these respect merely

the style, which, it must be admitted, is

somewhat harsh and obscure, whilst others

are enlargements or illustrations of the

argument. There are also considerable

omissions, relating to temporary topics,

long since passed away. For some of

these, the Editor has the authority of Dr.

Tatham ; for others, he is himself respon-

sible, unwilling to perpetuate forgotten

controversy, or to reiterate charges, which

can no longer be sustained. The copious

table of contents and general index will

be found of unquestionable utility to the

scientific student.
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MEMOIR
AND GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

OF Edward Tatham, the learned and

acute author of the present work, we

have few biographical materials. He was

a native of Yorkshire, as appears from the

register of his baptism in the parochial

chapelry of Dent, in the parish of Sedbergh,

dated October 1, 1749, and the son of

James Tatham, gentleman, to whom he

affectionately inscribed his volume of Dis-

courses, introductory to the Study of

Divinity, published in 1780. It was no

ordinary gratification to an aged parent to

receive such a token of filial gratitude and

intellectual ability.

He was educated at Sedbergh Grammar

School, under the care of the Rev. Dr. Bate-

man, who appears to have been a teacher

of uncommon worth. Dr. Tatham, in his
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affectionate manner, always termed him, in

his Yorkshire accent, " OuM Bateman,''

and Dr. Haygarth of Bath, who was also

one of Dr. Bateman's pupils, appears to

have retained the same grateful recollec-

tions of his early instructor. To all, who

can enter into the feelings of grateful

pupils desiring to record the merits of their

old schoolmaster, it will give pleasure to

read the letters, many years afterwards

written by Dr. Haygarth to Dr. Tatham,

which are placed in the appendix to this

short memoir^. He was admitted of

Queen's College, 1769, and took deacon's

orders in 1776, and priest's in 1778. On
his first taking orders, he undertook the

curacy of Banbury, where he published

the sermons already mentioned. Whilst

resident at Queen's, the fire, in 1779,

which consumed a considerable part of the

college, destroyed his books and some of

his manuscripts. The materials on which

the Chart and Scale of Truth is founded

' Dr. King, the late Bishop of Rochester, was also edu-
cated at Sedbergh, and was the contemporary with
Dr. Tatham.—See Appendix, No. 1.
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are yet in existence ; but no place or date

is mentioned, by which it can be ascer-

tained, where or when they were put

together. In 1781, he was elected fellow

of Lincoln College, and became the acting

tutor. It was during this period he preach-

ed the Bampton Lectures, the first volume

of which was published in 1790, and the

second in 179'2. In March, 1792, he was

elected Rector of Lincoln College, on the

decease of Dr. Horner.

His powerful mind was not confined to

theological inquiries ; he took an active

interest in the political questions of that

critical period. In 1790, he published a

remonstrative Letter to the Revolution

Society, and in the year following, a Letter

addressed to Mr. Burke. But it is unne-

cessary to particularize his various minor

publications, as a list of their titles is sub-

joined to this brief memorial.

On the election of Dr. Tatham to the

rectorship, he became possessed of a hand-

some income, which he very liberally ex-

pended in improvements on the rectorial

houses at Combe and Twyford. At a
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later period, he was a munificent contributor

to the improvements in the college, Avhere

he was enabled to display his architectural

attainments.

In 1801, he married Elizabeth, daugh-

ter of John Cook, Esq., of Cheltenham,

by whom he had no issue. She still sur-

vives, to revere his memory, and lament

her loss.

He retained his health and vigour of

mind and body to an advanced age, but

when infirmities came upon him, he re-

mained, for the most part, in the rectorial

house at Coombe ; where, by the statutes

of the College, he had a right of resi-

dence. '^I'he new front of this house was

built by Dr.Tatham with much skill, in the

Gothic style, at a considerable expense;

Coombe being indeed his favourite resi-

dence, and he died there, April 24, 1834,

in the eighty-fifth year of his age. Some of

his last expressions testified his firm reliance

on the merits of his Redeemer. His re-

mains were, at his own request, deposited

in the collegiate church of All Saints, Oxon,

and an expressive, though not flattering
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likeness has been put up in the hall of Lin-

coln College.

In the oeneral character of his mind, as

well as in the style of his writings, Dr. Ta-

tham perhaps approached to the genius

of Warburton, more than to that of any

other writer. Throughout the Chart and

Scale of Truth may be discovered many of

the " disjecta membra'' of that original, but

eccentric author. There is much of the

same rough . unpolished strength in his

language, and his kindred attachment to

Warburton, may be discovered also in

his frequent reference to the Legation of

Moses^

2 In his exterior manners and address, Dr. Tatham had

many of those peculiarities, so often incidental to men of

genius, which result from living in a kind of intellectual

world of their own. He was rather negligent of those

official forms which are the ceremonials of a university. It

can scarcely be wondered, therefore, that he never served the

office of vice-chancellor. But it may be confidently stated,

that he was far above any feelings of envy or malignity,

however the pungency of his language might occasionally

offend. Two anecdotes, strongly characteristic, it may not

be amiss to introduce :—At the great entertainment given to

the allied sovereigns, at the peace, in the Oxford Theatre, the

first toast proposed by the Prince Regent was " the King."

—Dr. Tatham immediately arose, and begged to remind his

royal highness they always drank in that university—" Church
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Having given this short account of a

great and good man, we now propose to

furnish the reader with a brief introduc-

tion to the work, by which Dr. Tatham

will be hereafter chiefly remembered, and

this is the more necessary, on account of a

certain want of arrangement, which may

and King'." The prince, with his well known politeness,

acknowledged his error, and the toast was given accordingly.

—The other is of a higher order. On one of those college

festals, called gaudies, a number of the undergraduates had

kept their ovations to a late hour, and becoming somewhat

noisy in their mirth, the rector sent his old servant to desire

them to separate. Not obeying the mandate, he sent a more

peremptory order ; this so exasperated two of the party, who

were the most excited, that they rushed out of the room, and

following the servant into the lodge, commenced a violent

assault on the rector's person. Such an outrage they in-

ferred would lead to their summary expulsion; accordingly

they rose early and cancelled their names on the college

buttery book, and were about to take their departure.

Dr. Tatham, knowing their fortunes in after life would be

seriously injured, sent for them, and after a suitable repri-

mand, thus addressed them:—" Gentlemen, your names can

only remain on the books, on these conditions: you are to be

strictly confined to the college during the next vacation. As
to you, Mr. who are intended for the law, T require that

you furnish me with a comprehensive analysis of Blackstone's

Commentaries, and you, Mr. who are for the church, must
furnish a similar analysis of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity."

It is needless to say, they both gratefully acquiesced in these

terms.—This anecdote may well stand in the stead of any
laboured eulogium on Dr. Tatham's character.
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be accounted for, in some degree, from

the unfitness of the materials, as subjects of

pulpit address.

" The Chart and Scale of Truth,'' as

Dr. Reid has justly remarked in his letter^"^

to Dr. Tatham, is essentially a system of

logic, formed on the principles of Lord

Bacon's writings, and may be considered

as a practical commentary on the '' Novum
Organum." Not that he has followed

Bacon in a servile and undeviating man-
ner—for he has adopted his general divi-

sions of mind from Aristotle—but that, in

the general texture and composition of the

work, it is based on that principle of in-

duction, as opposed to syllogism, which

constitutes the main distinction between

ancient and modern science.

The primary and pervading principle

of the entire work is this— that truth,

though essentially the same and uniform in

the Divine Mind, becomes varied and

modified, as it passes through the human
faculties— just as light receives a hue and

^ See Appendix, No. II.
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colour from the medium through which it

passes—and that, in this manner, truth may-

be considered as passing through the intel-

lect, the will, and the imagination, and

branching out into the various departments

of mathematics, physics, metaphysics, mo-

rals, history, and poetry, demanding specific

modes ofreasoning and evidence, yet retain-

ing a common resemblance, so that they

may all and each be brought to bear upon

the " summum genus'' of knowledge,—the

knowledge of revealed theology. This is

the fundamental principle, which pervades

the work, and if the reader keeps this in

mind, he will find little difficulty, in master-

ing its details.

In working out this comprehensive pro-

blem, the author is first led to consider the

principles of mathematical reasoning, which

are strictly demonstrative, and which bear

no relation to the principles of induction.

He then remarks, that it was by a profound

analvsis of this mathematical reasonins:,

Aristotle discovered the method of syllo-

gism, and that all syllogisms are reducible
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to those of the first figure (barbara). Syl-

logism is properly and strictly only appli-

cable to matters of pure demonstration ;

that is, to the subject of pure mathematics.

Hence he infers its comparative unfitness

and incompetency to deal with subjects of

probable and contingent truth.

Such is the master key to this new system

of logic, and when properly examined, it

will be found to explain all the controver-

sies which have arisen between the advo-

cates of the Aristotelian and Baconian

systems. In matters of geometry and

arithmetic no induction is required ; the

truth is self evident and indubitable, it rests

on definitions which can allow of no dis-

pute or variation, and upon axioms which

carry their own evidence, and postulates

which are admitted the moment they are

enunciated. To subjects of this purely

theoretic kind, the syllogistic method of

reasoning (into which all mathematical

reasoning may be resolved) is strictly

applicable ; but it is applicable only, under

very great restrictions, to any other ; be-
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cause all other kinds of truth refer to dif-

ferent states of mind, than that of pure

intellect.

And hence it is, that logic, as Dr. Whate-

ly himself acknowledges, as an art, has

nothing to do with the truth of the major

proposition. This it always takes for

granted, assuming its truth, like that of

mathematics. But though the geometer

may always safely assume his major pre-

mise, it is not so with the reasoner on other

subjects. And hence it is, that syllogism

becomes so totally inefficacious as the in-

strument of moral or theological reasoning.

The evil of the syllogistic logic consists,

therefore, in attempting to apply the art of

demonstrative reasoning, to subjects which

do not admit of demonstration; and the

consequence is, that all moral truths, which

are screwed down by syllogism, are nothing

else than so many identical propositions

;

the conclusion being nothing less than a

repetition of the major proposition (which

is always universal), under a specific form.

But, though not an instrument for the

discovery of probable truth, it is contended
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by many, that syllogism is an admirable

instrument for the detection of error. It

would indeed be invaluable, if such were

the fact; but a few considerations may
point out its very narrow limits even in this

respect.

That we may convict opponents of pa-

ralogisms, or false syllogisms, by a proper

use of syllogistic reasoning, there can be no

question; but it is only an error oi form

that we can possibly detect. If we ascend

to principles or premises, we must first de-

scend to the method of induction ; we can

only examine universals, by an investigation

ofthe particulars contained under them ; but

all major propositions may be considered

as universals : consequently, all major pro-

positions require to be examined by the

inductive process. The errors, therefore,

which can be detected by syllogism, are

exclusively those which may arise in the

use of syllogism. They respect not the

truth of things, but the truth of words, the

proprieties of language ; thus far and no

farther, the range of the syllogistic logic

may extend. '' The greater logic,'' says
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Sir John Herschel, '' may be termed

rational ; whilst to the inferior department,

which is conversant with words alone, the

epithet vei^hal^ may for distinction be ap-

plied^^^

And hence it is the application of syllo-

gism can find little or no scope, in the pro-

gress of modern science, and that amidst

all the brilliant discoveries of physics,

chemistry, or geology, the inductive pro-

cess is constantly brought into action,

whilst that of syllogism is scarcely ever

alluded to. But, what still further demon-

strates its narrow limits is this—that the

purely geometrical process, which can be

reduced to syllogism, has itself been found

somewhat too cumbrous for the compli-

cated calculations of modern science. Had
Newton or La Place confined themselves

to the process of the ancient geometry,

they could never have succeeded in their

sublime discoveries. It is well known, that

the celebrated Matthew Stewart did not

succeed in emplojdng the ancient geometri-

* Prelim. Discourse to Nat. Philos. p. 19.'
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cal process to the interpretation of the Prin-

cipia.—How deplorable then would be the

attempt to demonstrate Newton, by the in-

tervention of syllogism^.

But it may be thought, that it affords, at

least, a useful discipline and exercise for

the youthful faculties, and that, as such,

even though its immediate benefits are tri-

^ To perceive the utter inutility of syllogism, whether on
subjects of demonstrative or probable truth, it is only neces-

sary to state, that, to demonstrate the first proposition of

Euclid syllogistically, no less than eight syllogisms are re-

quired. Of these, the first four are conditional, which are to

be reduced to barhara by four others, to convert the problem

into a theorem.—See Whateley's Logic, book iii. chap. iv.

sect. 6.

This stultus labor ineptiarum may, however, serve to con-

vince the student, that Dr. Talham was not mistaken in his

conjecture, that the invention of syllogism may be traced to

the logical analysis of such geometrical problems. It may
also convince him, how unprofitable it must be to apply

this cumbrous machinery to the investigation even of the

simplest mathematical process.—But let us suppose, that,

instead of theA and B of geometers, or instead of a problem,

demanding only one self-evident postulate and one equally

self-evident definition, these eight syllogisms were con-

structed of propositions of probable or contingent truth : not

only would the process be greatly protracted, but, at every

step, some new objection might be taken, which would give

birth to a new brood of syllogisms, and these might be mul-

tiplied almost ad irifinitum. Such was the prolific study of

the schoolmen, whose understandings were perpetually ob-

scured with syllogistic fog, and whose tongues were kept

for ages, by such a logic, in unceasing rotatory motion.
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vial, it ought to be retained, for its ten-

dency to expand or invigorate the intellect.

To this, it would seem sufficient to reply,

that the syllogistic logic produced no such

beneficial result on the minds of those, who

formerly cultivated it to the greatest extent

;

and that the experience of the middle ages

will for ever demonstrate its futility, as an

element of rational and intellectual educa-

tion. But it may be questioned, whether,

in the present state of science and literature,

it is capable of improving the mental facul-

ties, even to the limited extent, which it

may be supposed to have attained, in ano-

ther and very different stage of moral, lite-

rary, and philosophic intercourse. It has

been acutely remarked by Dr. Reid, that

the ancients, in their logical researches,

attended only to categorical propositions,

which have one subject, and one predicate,

and of these, to such only, as have a general

te7'?n for their subject ; whereas the moderns

have attended chiefly to relative proposi-

tions, which express a relation between two

subjects, and these subjects always general

ideas^.

^ See Chart and Scale, vol. i. p. 113, 114.
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Now, it deserves consideration, whether,

by this transfer of categoric to relative pro-

positions, the entire value and propriety of

the syllogistic logic has not been set aside

on all topics of probable and contingent

reasoning. The " dictum de omni et de

nullo,'' on which this whole logic is based,

does not apply to the agreement or dis-

agreement of ideas. It can serve only to

elucidate propositions which are strictly

categorical, which have one subject, one

predicate, and which have for their subject,

a o;eneral term. It cannot be brouo;ht to

apply to propositions when compared with

others, whose subjects are general and corre-

lative ideas. Of such propositions, as Wallis

has remarked, the test should consist in

another axiom— " Quae conveniunt in

eodem tertio, conveniunt inter se.''

And this difference may serve to explain

the extreme puerility of all the questions

which can now be examined by the scho-

lastic logic. It can be applied only to the

most simple and categorical reasoning

—to reasoning which carries with it its

own evidence, and which approaches the

simplicity of Euclid. As soon as any ques-
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tion becomes complex or obscure, demand-

ing the scrutiny and comparison of our

thoughts, its utility, as a test, is destroyed ;

it can only add to our difficulties, by con-

tracting our attention to the terms, instead

of expanding it over the whole compass of

the reasoning. It is, in fact, incapable

of measuring such modern inquiries ; and

hence it was, that Locke, though he imper-

fectly understood the rationale of the an-

cient logic, perceived enough of its defi-

ciency, to enable him to reject its claims, as

an instrument for enlarging, regulating, or

improving the human understanding.—But

why should we invoke the spirit of the

dead, or insult the corpse of that mighty

monster, who once bestrode the world,

"like a Colossus?'' The scholastic logic

has long since lost its sway. It now serves

only " to point a moral or adorn a tale.'' It

has sweetened the pleasantries of Gold-

smith, and heightened the satire of Swift.

In offering these observations, it is not my
object to make any formal or preconcerted

attack on that system of logic, which is still

taught at Oxford ; but merely to justify the
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principles of the work, which I have been

requested to revise. It has long been my
firm conviction, that the principles of this

work are built on a basis, which can never

be shaken ; and that, when ancient preju-

dices have passed away, its merits will

be felt and acknowledged, even by the

Abna Mater of its author.

Be this as it may, the work now comes

before the public, in an enlarged and im-

proved form, as a practical comment on

the inductive logic. In this respect, its

merits were widely acknowledged on its

first appearance. It is well remembered,

that Mr. Burke called on Dr. Tatham,

soon after its publication, and expressed

himself in the highest terms of approbation.

The letters of Dr. Reid and Dr. Doig''

will speak for themselves. The Editors of

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, in the article

" Logic,'Thus announcetheir obligation, and

their opinion of its merits :
—" This chapter

is almost wholly taken from Dr. Tatham's

' Chart and Scale of Truth,' a work, which,

' See Appendix.
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notwithstanding the ruggedness of its style,

has so much real merit, as a system of

logic, that it cannot be too diligently

studied by the inquirer, who would travel

by the straight road to the temple of

science/' These observations, which are

principally applicable to the first volume,

(in which the various kinds of truth relating

to human science are explained) may also

be partially transferred to the second, which

relates exclusively to theology.—Theologic

truth, according to Dr. Tatham, rests

originally on our belief in the Divine vera-

city. Faith is the basis of its logic, but

its external and internal evidences form

the proper subjects of human reasoning

and inquiry. He views it with Bacon

—

" tanquam portus et sabbatum humana-

rum contemplationum omnium.'' Whilst he

allows it is more distinct and separate in

the nature of its truth, than any of the

human arts or sciences are from each other,

and confesses the informality of its logical

arrangements ; he appropriately represents

Theology, as their queen and potentate,

to whom they all respectively subserve and
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minister—" Tlie virgins that be her fellows

do bear her company/'

Considered in its general character and

design, " The Chart and Scale of Truth''

may be viewed, therefore, as a practical and

continuous comment on the Novum Orga-

num of Bacon. It is its leading object

to establish the value of the inductive prin-

ciple, as opposed to the syllogistic. The

one proceeds on the analytic, the other on

the synthetic method. It is almost needless

to observe, that whilst synthesis prevails in

the works of nature, analysis should prevail

in the studies of nature. All the works of

nature and of art to be investigated with

precision, require to be analyzed with pre-

cision, before they can be understood.

It is proper however to remark, that, in

some of the strictures on Bishop Lowth, on

the rules of biblical translation, and on the

comparative value of the Hebrew and the

Septuagint, many readers may be found to

differ from the author. These are topics

open to freedom of discussion, and, on

which, some of the best and most learned

men have entertained different opinions.
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But, whatever be the agreement or disagree-

ment of the reader on these secondary

topics, the Editor feels no uncertainty, as

to the general decision, on the high and

original value of the entire work,—that it

is one of those permanent productions,

which will always retain its rank and sta-

tion, in the library of the learned theolo-

gian. For himself, he deems it only an

act of justice to acknowledge, that he owes

much of the formation of those analogical

studies, which have been his chief occupa-

tion through life, to the early study of this

original treatise, in conjunction with the

kindred works of Butler, Brown, Reid, and

Stewart.
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II.—DR. REID'S LETTER TO DR. TATHAM.

REV. SIR, Oct. 1791.

Some time ago, Dr. Doig of Stirling sent me your
" Chart and Scale of Truth," as a present from the

author. My best acknowledgments are due for so

unexpected a testimony of your regard, and for the

honour you have done to the short account of Aristotle's

Logic. As I wished to read your book before I re-

turned my thanks for the present, I have now also to

thank you most cordially for the pleasure and instruction

I have had by it. You call it very justly a new logic,

and I think it is a sound logic; tracing distinctly the

diiFerent regions of human knowledge, and pointing out

the first principles, the kind of evidence and method of

reasoning proper to each. I shall recommend it to our

Professor of Logic, who, I doubt not, has the candour

and the good sense to discern its merit, and will have

the opportunity of making it known to many. Such a

work might be expected from so able a disciple and

admirer of Lord Bacon. I hope it will teach philoso-

phers to give more attention to the instructions of that

great reformer in philosophy, than they have done.

Newton understood his merit, and traced with success

the path he had pointed out
; you w ill lead many others

to do the same. That you may not understand this, as

an unmeaning compliment, will you forgive me. Rev.

Sir, mentioning one thing, wherein I do not perfectly go

along with you ? After giving just and liberal praise

to the great man last mentioned, you seem to find fault

with the forces he has introduced to account for the

planetary motions, as things, which, without his inten-

tion, have given a handle to materialists, and which he
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should have held forth only, as an hypothesis, for the

benefit of calculation, and not as really existing in

nature. I am humbly of the opinion, that, of all the

followers of Bacon, Newton has most closely followed

his rules, without deviating to the right hand or to the left.

The two first books of the " Principia," are properly

called "Mathematical principles of natural philosophy."

The propositions are mathematically demonstrated,

and nothing but mathematical principles are assumed,

except the three laws of motion, which, as physical

principles he took to be sufficiently confirmed by induc-

tion, by those who went before him. The third book
is the application of those mathematical principles to

physical astronomy. The rules of philosophizing laid

down in the beginning of the third book, are, I think, as

good a compound, as can be given, in so few words, of the

Novum Organum. The phenomena are facts, and the

propositions are deduced from those facts, by reasoning

according to the rules laid down. The sum of this

physical astronomy is, that by reasoning from facts,

according to his rule of philosophizing, he extends to

the heavenly bodies two laws of nature, or forces, which

were before allowed to obtain universally in earthly

bodies. These are the vis inerticn and the vis gravitatis.

As to the handle given by these forces to materialism,

is it not equally strong, when they are imputed to earthly

bodies as when to the heavenly ? If this be so, Galileo,

Torricelli, Wren, Wallis, Huygens, &c. are the persons

chargeable with giving this handle, and Newton only

left it as he found it. But, to consider the forces them-

selves ;—the vis inertia Newton indeed thinks to be in-

herent in matter ; but it means no more but passiveness,

that matter perseveres in any state, in which, it is put,

till by some impressed force it be made to change it.

This seems to me, to be so far from giving a handle to

materialists, that it is subversive of their whole system.

A consistent materiahst must hold, that every animal
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on the face of the earth, and perhaps every vegetable,

contradicts this law. Yet if it be not true, Newton's

system is a rope of sand.—Perhaps it is the vis gravi-

tatis that gives the handle. This Newton holds, not to

be inherent in matter, but an impressed force ; and he

must necessarily do so, to be consistent ; for if it were

inherent, it would be evidently contradictory to the vis

inertics. Matter continues to be inert, even when its

state is constantly changed by the force of gravity;

being passive, it yields to every impression. As all

action impUes an agent, an impressed force implies

some being that impresses it, either body or mind. If

the impression be made by a body, that body must also

have had its force impressed, and the chain of bodies

impressed and impressing must end in some being, which

has an inherent power of impressing motion upon matter,

and, consequently, which is not matter. This, I think,

is the fair conclusion from Newton's doctrine of gravity,

the conclusion which he saw and intended; and it ap-

pears to be as unlucky a handle for the materiahst as

even the vis inertice ; indeed, these are so connected,

that, though the inertia of matter does not imply its

gravity, the impressed force of gravity implies its

inertia.

Nor can I help thinking, that Newton had reason to

hold forth his system, as the true physical principles of

astronomy, and not barely as an hypothesis, by which

the phenomena might be solved, and calculation assisted.

He had learned from Bacon, to disdain as the fictions of

men, hypotheses whose truth is not legitimately proved

by induction from fact. This appears from his second

law of philosophizing. If the heavenly bodies be inert

and inactive, every change of their state from rectiUneal

motion, necessarily implies an impressed force, and an

uninterrupted change implies a force uninterruptedly

impressed. That such a force really exists in nature,

and is not an arbitrary hypothesis, appears to be a
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necessary conclusion, from these two premises ; to wit,

that matter is inert, and that the heavenly bodies move

in curve lines. It is impossible to evade this conclu-

sion, unless there be in nature a power of giving motion

to matter, which is neither in the matter itself, nor

external to it. There seem to me to be two ways, in

which, Newton's system may be fairly, I do not say

successfully, assaulted : one way is, by showing that his

rules of philosophizing are not, in the present state of

human nature, the only foundation, on which, a true

system of physical astronomy can be raised. For this,

Bacon, as well as Newton, is answerable, as the rules

are the same in both. The other way is, by showmg

that his conclusions are not justly deduced from the

phenomena of the heavens, according to those rules.

For this, Newton alone is answerable.—He seems like-

wise to me, to have just stopped, where a natural philoso-

pher ought to stop. Having traced the chain of natural

and dependant causes, as far as he was able, and shown,

that the highest link he was able to reach, still implied a

higher, which must be either a natural and dependant

cause, or the finger of God.

But your opinion of Newton's system does not affect

your " Chart and Scale of Truth," nor does it affect

the great regard and esteem, with which, I have the

honour to be,

Rev. Sir,

Your very much obliged humble servant,

THOMAS REID.
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III.—DR. HAYGARTH'S LETTERS TO DR. TATHAM.

REVEREND DOCTOR, Bath, June 22, 1807.

The just praise, with which, you have honoured the

character of the Rev. Dr. Bateman in a late pubhcation,

could not fail to afford high gratification, to all his

scholars. It has revived a wish, which I have often en-

tertained, that his Latin and Greek phrase books might

be published. They were composed, you know, of

notes upon classical authors, to explain difficult and

illustrate beautiful passages. Being the work of many
years, by a man of uncommon learning, might not a

monument be thus erected, which would be highly

honourable to the memory of so excellent a school-

master ? Would not such a publication promote clas-

sical erudition, and afford very useful assistance to the

upper boys of large schools ?

I left Sedbergh school in 1759, and, soon after that

period, my time and study have been chiefly employed

on other, particularly, on medical subjects, so that I

should be very ill qualified to publish such a work.

Besides, mine are much less perfect, than future copies,

as you may remember, that Dr. Bateman was constantly

adding new annotations to his phrase-books. Your
departure from Sedbergh was probably at least ten

years later. Are you in possession of good copies of

them, or can you find any, among your friends at

Oxford ?

If you approve this proposal, you will undoubtedly

require, that the business should be executed, in a proper

manner. For this purpose, may it not be necessary to

engage a man of learning; first, to correct all the
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numerous schoolboy errata^ which the very best copies

may probably contain, by a careful reference to all the

original passages which are quoted? second, to make
an index of all the authors, referring to all the passages

explained in the order of their works, so that each

phrase may be found, by the classical reader, without

difficulty ? I prevailed upon a young friend of mine to

form such an index to my Latin phrase-book. Should

not these phrase-books, with such corrections and

indexes, be published in a small and cheap form, so as

in both senses to fit a schoolboy's pocket ?

Can you recollect any Sedbergh scholar, who would

be able and willing to undertake the task of editor ?

No attempt will be made to accomplish this proposal,

without the approbation of at least one of Dr. Bate-

man's sons. I have already desired my friend, John

Dawson-, to communicate this plan to the Rev. S.

Bateman, with whom you may probably be better

acquainted than I am. With Col. Bateman I had

become more intimate at Bath, but he is returned to

India.

This address from an utter stranger might require

many apologies. But my hope that you will pardon

the liberty I have taken, is in the desire we mutually

feel to advance the honour of our highly respectable

schoolmaster, and to promote useful knowledge.

I have the honour to be.

Your very respectful and faithful servant,

JOHN HAYGARTH.
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IV.

SIR, Oxford, Aug. 13, 1807.

On my visit to this place, it would have given me great

pleasure to obtain a personal conference with you, on

the business explained in the letter, which, though a

stranger, I took the liberty to address you. Your full

approbation of my proposal gave me great satisfaction.

I have not yet received any answer to the request sent

through Mr. Dawson to the Rev. S. Bateman. As he

has the honour to be your friend, your recommendation

may probably have much influence. I cannot think,

that he can have any objection, to the publication of

the Latin and Greek phrase books of his very learned

and respectable father, if executed in a proper manner.

As I understand that you sometimes visit Bath, it

would give me much satisfaction to have the honour of

seeing you there, when we might more fully discuss this

business.

I have the honour to be, with great respect,

Your obliged and faithful

J. HAYGARTH.

v.—DR. DOIG'S LETTER TO DR. TATHAM.

REV. SIR, Stirling, Aug. 16, 1794.

As Mr. Ireland, a native of this country and an apo-

thecary in your city, is returning directly to Oxford, I

could not deny myself the pleasure of writing you a few
lines by that conveyance. Perhaps you may recollect

to have seen in Oxford, towards the end of June, 1791,
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two Caledonians of a very different aspect ; the one, a

country squire, with rather a larger stock of erudition,

than usually falls to the share of that species of beings

on your side the Tweed ; the other, a smatterer in

Greek and Latin, and some other ancient languages.

The former was a Mr. Ramsey, and the latter a Dr.

Doig. The remembrance of your attention and civilities

to my fellow-traveller and myself upon that occasion

has brought this trouble upon you, which is, I beg

leave to assure you, a tribute of the most sincere gra-

titude. Why this tribute was not paid sooner is another

question. The reason was, the want of a commodious

channel of conveyance, and, perhaps, because I could

not think of troubling you with a letter, by the ordinary

course, without having something to communicate of

more importance than a mere compliment.

I spent an evening about a fortnight ago with your

correspondent. Dr. Reid, of Glasgow, who still speaks

in very high terms of your Bampton system of logic,

and heartily wishes to see it generally adopted. He is

a very old man, much bowed down and very deaf, but

still enjoys a great share of health and vigour ; and, as

far as I can pretend to judge, the same strength of

mind he did forty years ago.

You may probably have forgot, that when I had the

honour of being with you at Oxford, you prescribed

me, by way of task, to read Aristotle's Politics. This

task I have performed most faithfully, and have, I

think, reaped both pleasure and profit from the opera-

tion. That treatise is little known here. I fear the

Egyptian priest's stricture upon the Greeks, recorded

by Plato, will be too long applicable to my coun-

trymen.

About tw^o years ago (8vo. 1793), there was pub-

lished a trifle of mine, under the title of " Two Letters

on the Savage State, addressed to the late Lord Kaims."

They were patronised by the late Dr. Home, Lord
d
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Bishop of Norwich, who died, however, before it was

pubUshed. Lord Kaims and the other demi-christians

here maintain, that once upon a time all mankind

were in a state of savagism. I endeavour to controvert

this article. If you will give me leave, I shall transmit

you a copy of it the very first opportunity. I have hke-

wise written a dissertation on the origin of the tribe of

the Greeks called Hellenes, which was read before the

members of the Royal Society, Edinburgh, and is pub-

lished in the third volume of their Transactions. A
copy of it shall accompany

" Beatus Fannius, ultro

Delatis capsis et imagine."*

Mr. Ramsey is in tolerable good health and spirits. I

believe he wrote to you by the same conveyance. He
has not yet lost all hopes of seeing the Head of Lincoln

College at his sweet villa, and regaling him with his

various and delicious fruits, the produce of the neatest

and most diversified garden in this country. In this

case, I too should flatter myself with the hopes of an en

passant.

Your goodness will excuse this enormously long

scrawl, which shall end where it should have begun,

that is, with congratulating you on your preferment,

and sincerely wishing you long life, good health, and

high spirits to enjoy it, and begging you will rest

assured, that I am.

Rev. Sir, with the greatest respect.

Your most obedient humble servant,

DAVID DOIG.

* This alludes to a poem published (4to. 1796) by the Doctor,

entitled, " Extract from a Poem on the Prospect of Stirling Castle."

— Editor.
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VI.—DR. GEDDES' LETTER TO DR. TATHAM.

[The following short letter from Dr. Geddes, is too characteristic

of the writer to be omitted.

—

Editu?-.^

REV SIR, London, Jan. 21, 1794.

I HAVE just now received your very polite letter of the

18th of last December, with the acceptable present of

your " Lectures." I was not before a stranger to them,

although my scanty purse had not been able to purchase

them. I have read that part which you point out with

much pleasure. We differ on some points : but I trust

we shall always differ, as liberal and honest men ought

to differ. To delineate the " Chart of Truth" is an

arduous task, which few have accomplished so well as

yourself; but still, I fear, Pilate's query will occur,

Ti eqiv cLkvi^uci. Relative truth is, I hope, not uncommon,
but absolute truth is, perhaps, unattainable in this vale

of tears. Be that as it will, your labours are extremely

laudable, and must class you among the first scholars of

the present age. Your name in the list of my sub-

scribers is a great acquisition, especially at a time when
bigotry, and something worse than bigotry, is trying to

injure me. If Cooke have no copy let me know, that

one may be sent hence. I have ordered my two last

publications to be presented to you, and am, with very

great regard,

Rev. Sir,

Your obliged humble servant,

A. GEDDES.





PRIITCETOIT

CHART AND SCALE OF TRUTH,

BY WHICH TO FIND THE CAUSE

OF ERROR.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

Sect. I.

Of Ti'uth in genei^L

ISDOM is a term which has a morew limited and a more extended signifi-

cation. Some of the ancient philosophers

used it to express only a superior skill or

proficiency in the arts^ ; others raised it to

the comprehension of the speculative sci-

ences, whilst they excluded from its meaning

all practical virtue, which, in their mistaken

* Tt)^ ^e (TO(f)iav iv raJg re'^vaig, To7g ciKpifje'^droig Tcit;

TE'^^yag diroli^ofxevy olov ^etSiav, Xidapyoy cro(j)6y, Kal

YloXvKXeiToy, dv^ptavTOTTOidy' ivravQa /uev ovv ndiv aXXo

(TtjjLialvoi'TEg Trjv ao(f)iav, ij on dperrj re^vrjg e'tiv.—Aristot.

Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 7.
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estimate of the value of things, was to confer

upon it, as they thought, the highest honour*.

But others, anticipating the superior dignity

to which it was in future to be exalted, gave

it a construction more enlarged and liberal

;

allowing it to embrace every virtue both of

the heart and understanding, and making it

to comprehend all moral as well as intel-

lectual good\

In this more comprehensive and exalted

sense, w isdom was applied by the most illus-

trious of her children, who in his animated

and almost enthusiastic descriptions, has

adorned this queen of virtues with a splen-

^ Efj^at ce Tivat; (TU(pti<; olof.i.e6a oXox/ « tcarct fiepoc> sM
aWd Ti ri cro(f)Ov^, iO(T7r£p"OjU7]pdg ^i/trtv eV ru) ^iapyeiTT],

Top ^' ST dp (TKairrripa deoi Oeaap, «/ dpoTiiptty

OvT aXXwc Tl (T0(l)6y.

o)'^B ^r]\oy OTL rj aKpif^E'^drt] dv riov iTrL^)]f.iiov i'lt] rj (ro(pta.

^ii apa TOP cro(j>dp fxrj fxopop tu eic tcop dp^iop eiMpaif dWd
Kai TTEpl Tdg dp-^d*^ dXtjOevctp. wV ht] dp rj (TO(j)ia pat; Kui

eTTt^rj^rjf kui loairap KscjiaXrjp ey&aa Eiri'^rj/^yj t(op Ti/HKOTaTtdP,

UTOTTOP ydp, ei ti(; ttjp eirc^rj/j-iip iroXtTiKijp, i^ ttjp ({>pdp}](T(p

(TTTs^aiOTdTTfp o'uTai eipat, si fxr) to dpi'rop tu>p ep T(f KOOfxc^

di'Opioirog e-^ip Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 7.

^ Yldffa iTri'=:r]/iitj yropii^o/jiepi] ^laiKoavptjg Kal Trjc aXX>/c

dpeT7J<^ 7raj'H/)y»'a, dXX h rro^/a, cpaipsTat.—Plato in Menex. §

19.

Princeps omnium virtutum est ilia sapientia quae aocpUip

Graeci vocant.— Cic. de OfT. HI), i. cup. 43.
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dour and magnificence of diction peculiar to

himself, and celebrated her in terms of the

sublimest eulogy :

—

" She is the brightness

of the everlasting light, the unspotted mirror

of the power of God, and the image of his

goodness \'' And the same extensive and

divine prerogative was given to her by one

who was wiser than Solomon, who was him-

self both the architype and exemplar of all

good, " Christ the powder of God and the

wisdom of God ^ \' whose evangelical dispen-

sation divides this universal virtue into two

cardinal collateral and co-existent branches,

truth and charity ^ the foundation and the

consummation of all things, corresponding

to the two constituent parts of human nature,

the intellect and the will, those singular and

* Wisdom, vii. 26.

^ 1 Cor. ii. 24, and Luke, iii. .52.

^ 'O \6yoq adpi, EyevETO—kuI iOEaffcificOa rr/r ^o^av avrs,

^o^av o)g fiovoyiVH(; irapd irarpotj, irXijprjc j^dpirog KCtl

dXtjOsia(;.—John, i. 14.

'H '^dptg Kui y dXfiOsia ^id 'L;cra X/)^^^ eylvtro.—John, i. 17.

'Ev THT<f yviorrovTCti iravreq on e/iiol ^aO^rai i'^e, edv

dydirtjv e\;>?rf eV dWrjXoig.—John, xiii. 35.

ILdpit; has a more extensive sense than dydiry, and in-

cludes its meaning—Gratia, beneficiiim, sed in ea sij^nifica-

tione qua ponitur pro amicitia seu benevolentia fratrum

geminorum. See Steph. Thes. Ling-. Gr.
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supereminent distinctions by which man be-

comes the subject of a rehgion which will

make him wise unto salvation.

There is no expression by which our Lord

presents himself and his holy gospel to our

apprehension with a more intense devotion,

or which he enforces with a stronger em-

phasis, than that of truth. " Sanctify them

through thy truth. Thy word is truths'' He
joins it with life, as connected by a close and

necessary tie, and as constituting the way

which leads immediately to the end of his

religion. " I am the way, and the truth, and

the life ; no man cometh to the Father, but

by me^''

Descended from a celestial parent, and

allied to a sister of such purity and perfec-

tion, this branch of wisdom is a subject at

all times most deserving our cultivation and

regard, for its own sake, and more especially

for the sake of Him who had all truth, who,

" from his good-will to men,'^ hath given us

' John, xvii. 17. ^ John, xiv. 6.
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those sublime and supernatural portions of it,

which are most accommodated to our neces-

sities, and who, " knowing what is in man,''

hath conveyed them to us in a manner by

which we can receive and improve them to

our best advantage. She is the brightest

object and ornament of the understanding,

as her sister Charity is of the heart.

To open this vast and important argument

of truth in general, by a formal, and what is

called a logical definition, would betray both

ignorance and presumption, and promise

little success in the conclusion. Aristotle

indeed is said to have reproached Democri-

tus as a teacher and philosopher, because he

dealt in similitudes and analogies, and did not

define and dispute in form^: and, under the

sanction of his authority, the method of defin-

ing has been attempted by some philosophers,

perhaps with more confidence than success ^^

Truth is of the nature and essence of God,

like him incomprehensible in the whole, and

^ Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. vi. cap. 2.

'® How imperfect and illogical is that of Wollaston !

Def. 2. Sect. I.
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ineffable in its sublimer parts. It is more

than the other attributes, it embraces and

comprehends them all. For these and other

reasons it cannot admit of an adequate defini-

tion. And who in the beginning of his re-

searches, would presume to define that, which,

after all his longest and best-conducted la-

bours, he can only hope partially, and often

imperfectly to comprehend ; and of which

an essential part can neither be directly ex-

pressed, nor directly understood " ? We may

indeed esteem ourselves highly favoured by

the Author and Finisher of all truth, if at the

end of our researches, we shall be able any

way to understand, in order to apply a few

" See Bp. Browne's " Divine Analogy," p. 84, who cites

these remarkable words from Aquinas: " Intellectus noster,

eo modo apprehendit eas (perfectiones), secundum quod sunt

in creaturis, et secundum quod apprehendit, ita significat

per nomina."
" What faculties other species of creatures may have to

penetrate into the nature and inmost constitutions of things,

we know not. This we know, and certainly find, that we
want other views of them besides those we have, to make
discoveries of them more perfect. The intellectual and
sensible world are in this perfectly alike, that the parts

which we see of either of them hold no proportion to that

we see not ; and whatsoever we can reach with our eyes, or

our thoughts of either of them, is but a point in comparison
of the rest."—Locke, Hum. Und. book iii. chap. 3.
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particular portions and detachments of it, and

to guard them from error and corruption.

When, upon a solemn occasion, the question

was put to our Lord by a Roman governor,

" What is truth V though it was what he

fully and perfectly knew, and what he came

purposely and professedly to teach '\ he did

not define it. He knew that definition was

never the best method of instruction, and

that, in its common use and application, it

was seldom the friend of truth. Philosophi-

cally viewed, words do not constitute truth.

They are only the vocal instruments by

which it is communicated, or the written

signs by which it is recorded. The latter

are the daughters of earth, the former the

sons of heaven. By an inquirer therefore

things are to be examined, rather than words

defined. By a teacher, things are to be con-

veyed by words in some form or other, which

are doubtless to be explained to the under-

standing, if not sufficiently understood before.

But explanation is one thing, and definition

'^ Kat CK TSTO iXrjXvGa ek roy KOtr/Liov, 'ha fxapTVprtau rj}

dXtjdai^. Hue 6 (ov EK riig QiXr]di:ia<;, dtciiei /nu Trjt; (l>o}vrjc,
—

John, xviii. 37.
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is another. Explanation is the first office

of a teacher ; definition, if it be good, is the

last of the inquirer, after the truth be found

;

and is then the most advantageously employed

by the teacher, when his previous instructions

have prepared him for its possession.

But let us mark the conduct of the teacher

professedly sent from God. Himself the

fountain and conductor of truth, he is repre-

sented in the sacred oracles as the sun^^ the

fountain of light, and as the day-spring from

on high^\ the harbinger of light : and of

these apt similitudes, familiar to all even

without an explanation, which had been em-

ployed by Solomon in some of his sublime

portraits of wisdom, He often availed him-

self, expressing truth by the significant em-

blem of " light and the light of life.^'

Whatever opinion therefore we may enter-

tain of the doctrines and tenets of these two

ancient philosophers, from the example of

One who was wiser and " greater'^ than

they, we may venture, in the present in-

stance, to prefer the native of Abdera to the

J^' Psa. Ixxxiv. 11. Mai. iv. 2. ^* Luke, i. 78.
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master of the Lycaeum : and, instead of in-

stituting the present investigation, by vainly

attempting to define, it may be safer to fol-

low the example of Him, who, in manner as

well as in matter, was infinitely above the

Stagyrite, and to avail ourselves of this simi-

litude, as a fit illustration of truth in general.

God is supremely a Mind, and truth is

consequently an attribute of mind.

To the sun " declaring at his rising a mar-

vellous instrument ^V^ He, " by whom all

things were made^V hath delegated the

power of enlightening the material system ;

whilst he hath reserved to Himself the office,

which is more suitable to his nature, of

giving light and knowledge by his eternal

truth to the mind of man. But, whether he

act through the instrumentality of his crea-

tures, or more immediately from himself, he

is uniform and consistent in his operations,

so that one part of his divine economy is

always illustreitive of another. As the sun

sheds his light over the material creation to

>^ Eccles. xliii. 2. '« Jo^n, i. 3.
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be apprehended by the eye, truth is the

hght shed down from heaven to be appre-

hended by the intellect, given to illumine

every subject natural and moral, corporeal

and spiritual, so far as they are qualified by

their different natures to convey it to the

human mind ; or rather, perhaps, so far as

the human mind is qualified to receive it

from them. For the diflSculty of truth does

not exist so much in the subjects, as in our-

selves ; and truths, which are the strongest in

themselves, may sometimes shine upon our

minds with the weakest force ^^

'^ "IffuQ ^£ teal 7-?/c ^aXeTrorrjToq ii(Tr]q Kara Svo roTTH*,-, «/c fV

TOig TTpdy/LLaffLy, dW ev tijjllv to aiTiov avTr]c,. (oaTrep yap

Kul rd Tuu vvKrepihov o/njuara irpog to (peyyog extL to fxtff

T)fikpavy hVw Kal Trjq rjfxiTepag \pv')^T](; 6 vovg irpog tu tj] (pvaet

(payspcoTaTu Trcivrwv.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. ii. cap. 1.

De causa difficultatis in veritatis cognitione discrepantes

sunt sententiae : alii enim res ipsas hujus difficultatis causam

esse, alii nos ipsos esse censent. Heraclitus et Academici

omnes res fluxas et caducas nullamque omnino stabilem et

immutabilem esse putarunt, et in rebus ipsis difficultatem

possuerunt. Alii, omnem veritatis difficultatem in imbecil-

litate nostri intellectus habuerunt, hisce nisi argumentis:
" Siqua res esset cognitu clifficilis, ea esset talis respectu

cujuscunque intellectus; sed ratione divini Intellectus nulla

res sit cognitu difficilis." Et " Quicquid per se tale est, id

ea re non est difficile lale." Sed intermedia sentenlia reci-

pienda est. Quod difficultas cognoscendae veritatis partim ad

nos, partim ad res ipsas referenda sit.—Joan. Ludov. Haven-

reuterus Com. in Aristot. Metaph. lib. ii. cap. 1. Svo. Franc/,

1604.
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Thus from the Divine mind, truth becomes

an attribute of the human, and must be in

proportion to the mind in which it is ; and,

from a comparative view of these different

minds, so far as we can judge of them, how-

ever imperfectly that may be, assisted by

this scriptural similitude of light, we may

hope to arrive at a general conception of

truth, as it relates to man.

In the Divine mind, which pervades and

comprehends all things, truth is universal

(allowing for the inadequate comprehension

of our ideas and words when applied to the

Deity) ; in the human, which, though it be

capable of enlargement from the body, and

can reach to distant times and places, is not

of all times and places, it is partial ; as the

light of the sun, by the rotation of the earth,

is to the human eye. For, whereas our

minds are only in particular places at par-

ticular times, it is the sole prerogative of the

Divine to be present in all places and at all

times. In the Divine mind, which is sepa-

rate and distinct from body, it is immediate

and intuitive ; in the human, which is joined
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by a mysterious union with the body, it is

mediate and progressive, advancing from the

information of the senses through the opera-

tions of the intellect, like the gradual dawn

of light. In the Divine mind, which is

simple and uncompounded, it is of equal

force ; in the human, which is composed of

different faculties adapted to different sub-

jects, it is of different degrees and kinds,

according to the difference of its faculties

and the subjects presented to them ; as the

light is varied into many degrees of shade

and colour, according to the different media

through which it passes. In the Divine

mind, which is pure, it is unerring and infal-

lible ; in the human, which is corrupt, it is

subject to error, as the pure light of the

sun is darkened and obscured by the grosser

exhalations of the earth. But as the Divine

mind is incapable of change, so also hath he

formed the human the same in all men and

nations, in reference to general truths and

faculties ; so that whatever be the imperfec-

tions or shades of any truth as relative to

men, it is essentially immutable, that is,

absolute and opposite to falsehood, as " dark-

ness to light, and light to darkness.''
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Thus of truth, which, in its omniscient

fountain, is universal, immediate, equal, and

infallible, from the infirmity and inferiority

of their nature, men are only blessed with a

partial, progressive, various, though immuta-

ble ray, which is obstructed by passions,

prejudices, habits and vices, the causes of

error, as clouds and vapours obscure the sun.

Yet partial and imperfect as it is, truth is

the greatest gift which God could bestow, or

man receive—but it is not bestowed on us,

even thus partially and imperfectly, on un-

conditional terms. It is hidden in darkness,

and involved in difficulties, intended like all

the other gifts of heaven, to be sought and

cultivated by all the different powers and

exertions of human reason.

The love of truth is accordingly one of the

strongest passions of the mind, a stimulus*^

which prompts it incessantly to its sublimest

exercise ; and the investigation of its various

'^ "Ops'^K; havoyjrtK)), ^i<;t6 ev kuI Kaiaoi:, to aXtjOei; teal xpevcog.

—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. v. cap. 2. sdey clvOpoiTro}

Xaj^tty /Liel^oyf >/ -^api^eadai 0fw anjxvoTepov aXijdeiag. —
Plutarch.
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kinds, whether they rest in contemplation ^\

are apphed to action ^*', or operate in effect^\

is the most honourable employment of human

life. This honour, to which all who have

leisure and opportunity should ambitiously

aspire, is enhanced three ways ; by the utility

of the truth in question, by the assiduity and

ability employed to overcome the difficulty

of the search, and by the willingness with

which, when found, it is received and adopted

;

forming together an exalted union of intel-

lectual and moral virtue. One, who was

the most highly honoured of earthly poten-

tates, could withdraw from the splendour of

his riches and the glories of his crown, as a

candidate for the higher honour of culti-

vating this wisdom, and of ministering in all

her provinces. " The glory of God,'' says

Solomon, " is to conceal a thing ; and the

honour of the king to search it out^^''

Conscious however of the fallibility which

attends the best exertions of human reason.

2' Yloojaii^.—Aristot. Elhic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 3, 4.

-- Proverbs, xxv 2.
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sensible of the darkness under which the

Author of all truth hath left some of its

most interesting and important parts, and

convinced withal, that as the search of it is

the duty, so the invention will be the happi-

ness of man, the honest and ingenuous in-

quirer will enter upon the task with humility,

with diligence, with desire, and all the best

affections of heart and understanding, with

hope, not unmixed with fear. There is but

one path to truth, whereas error is open to a

thousand ways, and is prepared, as an enemy

in ambush, on all occasions, to turn him aside

from the direct and successful road.
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Sect. II.

Of Mind in general,

THE mind of which truth is an attribute,

is not easily made the object of its own

view and contemplation. By our conscious-

ness, which is the first ground of judgment,

incapable of being resisted or evinced by

reason, aided by reflection, we are partially

informed of the motions, capacities, and ope-

rations of that invisible agent; which, though

removed from external sense and abstracted

from common apprehension, has been ana-

lyzed and arranged in its faculties both by

ancient and modern philosophers.

Taken in its largest comprehension, as the

knowledge of abstract and separate sub-

stances, Aristotle raises the philosophy of

mind above all other parts of learning. He
assigns to it the investigation ofthe principles

and causes' of things in general, and ranks

' Asi ya^ ravT)]v toov Trpiortov dp'^coy Kal aWiiov elvai deoipt]-

TiKrir.— Aiistot. Metapli. lib. i. cap. 2.
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it not only as superior, but also as prior, in

the order of nature, to the whole tribe of

arts and sciences.

But " what is first to nature is not first to

man/' Nature begins with causes which

produce eflfects. Man begins with effects

and by them ascends to causes. Thus all

human study and investigation proceed of

necessity in the reverse of the natural order

of things, from sensible to intelligible ; from

body, the effect ; to mind, which is both the

first and final cause. Now physic, being the

name given by the Peripatetic to the phi-

losophy of body, from this necessary course

of human studies, some of his interpreters
^

called that of mind metaphysic ^ implying

also by the term, that its subject, being

more sublime and difiicult than any other as

relating to universals "*, the study of it would

* Alexander and Philoponus.

^ Twv fX£Ta TO. (pvaiKa. Cujus inscriptionis haec ratio est,

quod in hoc opere ea tractentur quorum theorea posterior

est doctrinae naturali saltern quoad nos, qui a corporum

cognitione rerumque caducarum, in substantiarum immate-

rialium atque immortalium conternplationem proveliimur.

—

Du Val. Synops. Doctr. Peripat.

* 2v£^o»/ ^£ Kal '^aXeirJtTara yvoypii^eiv roJfj dvBpu)'iron: i^l

C
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come most properly and successfully after

that of physics.

Taking it however in its natural order, as

furnishing the general principles of all other

parts of learning, which descend from thence

to the cultivation of particular subjects ^

Aristotle himself called this the First philoso-

phy ; but, as its subject is universal being ^,

particularly mind which is the highest and

most universal, he gave it also the appella-

tion of the Universal Science, common to all

the rest^ : and, lastly, to finish his enco-

mium of this First and universal philosophy,

7-a judXi'^a KadoXs' TToppiordro} yelp rojy aladrjffeuv i'^iy.—
Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 2.

^ 'Y'7ro\ajiij3dyo/j,£)' hj, irpcoTOv fxev liri'^aaQai /udXc^a irdvra

T()v ao(j)Ov (og ev^e-^ETai, fxrj Ka& tKa<^ov ey^ovTa eiri'^rj^rjv avruy.

—Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 2.

^ Aristot. Metaph. lib. ii. cap. 1, 2.

' "Ecrriv iTTKTT)) /.IT) TIC, f} deiopel to op t] ov.—Aristot. Metaph.
lib. iv. cap. 1.

® 'H irpojTr) 0iXo(7O0/a /ca^oXa iraaCjv kolvi].—Aristot.

Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.

Ut physica tractat res naturales et corporeas quse materia

constant et forma; sic metaphysica res incorporeas et mate-

riae expertes, cjuae divinae dicuntur.—Agit, primo, de ente

generatim ejusque principiis, essentia scilicet et existentia et

partibus, sive de summis generibus entis et categoriis, ut res

sint sive partes entis; deinde, de substantia spiritual! sive

spiritu, et, ultimatim, de Deo. -Est scientiarum universalis-

sima. Disserit generatim per supremas causas et univer-

sales, primaque principia ; unde nominata Sapientia et Prima
Philosophia.—Du Val. Synops. Doct. Peripat.
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he honoured it with the exclusive name of

Wisdom \

And though in his celebrated partition

of the sciences. Lord Bacon has made the

distribution of metaphysics somewhat differ-

ently from that of the old philosophers, he

treats this First philosophy with the greatest

respect and attention, calling it the general

root or stem out of which the other parts of

learning shoot into separate branches, view-

ing it in hopeful prospect, when more philo-

sophically cultivated, as supplying a collec-

tion of axioms and universal propositions

appropriated to no particular science, but of

more general application, considering it as

the parent of them all, declaring it tran-

scendent, and calling it with Plato, the science

of things divine and human ^^

^ Primus philosophus res speciilatur quatenus abstnicta?

sunt, ab omnique nexu libera?. Philosophia autem prima

ea est quae etiara sapientia dicitur, cujus ambitu omnes
disciplinae cinguntur. // TroXvvfjLyrjrog (To(f)ia, i)v koL uvT))y

cnrXoJQ £7rt<r/y/x/^v h:Xr}Teoy, Kai fxaXi^a eTriTriiJirjp, ut inquit The-

mist. in 1 Poster. Ipsa enim tenet et speculatur primarias

rerum causas.—Budaei Comment, in Ling'. Gr.

'H (TO(f>la Trepi riyag alvLag /cat ctjO^^ac fc^tv iin'^ifjxri.—Aristot.

Metaph.lib. i. cap. I.

^^ De Augm. Scient. lib. iii. cap. 1. See Plato in Thaeet.

and Cic. 2, Tusc. Quaest.
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Mr. Locke has taken the most useful part

of this fruitful field of ancient erudition,

which forms the most difficult as well as the

sublimest subject of investigation, and has

descended, with peculiar genius and ability

and a native strength of mind, to the analysis

of the Human Understanding. And if this

great philosopher had followed the example

of the learned Cud worth in his Intellectual

System, and built his work upon the founda-

tion of the ancient metaphysicians, he would

have added much to its merit and perfection,

and have greatly enhanced that fame which

it has already made immortal.

The study of this universal science or

philosophy of mind, the seat of all learning

and the storehouse of all truth, is both the

first in dignity and the largest in compre-

hension. It is a study both deep and diffi-

cult ; a study which has been too much

conducted on false principles founded only

in imagination, too long perverted and ob-

scured by the subtleties of logic, and too

often terminating in something more injuri-

ous to truth than mere refinement and spe-

culation. When founded however on just
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observation and sound reflection, and con-

ducted by rational investigation, it is a study

which paves the way to a more scientific and

successful cultivation of all the other parts of

knowledge".

Waving for the present the further pur-

suit of this fundamental science, this first

philosophy, in its use or in its abuse, through

the volumes of ancient and modern meta-

physicians, and without descending to a more

minute investigation of the human mind,

that imperfect emanation of the Divine, it

will be suflScient for the purpose of these

Lectures that its general functions have been

distributed into three different provinces :

—

the theoretic, the practic, and the poetic

mind^^ which I shall otherwise express by

the intellect, the will, and the imagination.

" To fxev TiavTa tTrfVao-^at rw juaXi<ra e')(0VTi rrjy KaS'oXs

ETTi'^rjixr]}' avajKoiov v7rdp-)(eLV. ovrog yap olci irwg irdrra ret

vnoKelf-iEva.—Aristot. Metapli. lib. i. cap. 2.

'^ rido-a lidvoLa, i] irpaKTiKt], ?/ TroniriKt], Tj ^eiopr]Tii:ri.—See

Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1, for the philosophical distinc-

tion between them.

Philosophia theoretica est cujus finis est veritatis niula

solaque contemplatio.
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To each of these faculties, in their opera-

tion upon their respective objects external or

Philosophia practica cujus finis est praxis, id est actio

interna, libera, ex electione profecta, et ad bonum directa.

Philosophia poetica cujus finis est poesis, id est eflfectio,

seu actio externa.—Du Val. Synops. Doclr. Peripat.

Plato divided the mind into four faculties or affections,

v6r](Tig, ^lavoia, Tnarig, ekaaia : intelligentia, cogitatio, fides,

simulatio—correspondent to the different degrees of truth.

NoTjtrig £771 7w avioraro), diavoLa tirl rw ^tvrtpw, tm rpirtf ttltlq, kui

Toj reXevrara) ekaaia.—De Repub. sub fine. This distribution

is not however so well calculated to distinguish the several

kinds, as tt/otic has a common relation to all the kinds.

Lord Bacon makes his general partition of learning as it

relates to the memory, the imagination, and reason. " Par-

titio doctrinae humanae ea est verissima quae sumitur ex

triplici facultate animi rationalis quae doctrinae sedes est.

Historia ad memoriam refertur, poesis ad phantasiam, philo-

sophia ad rationem.—Neque alia censemus ad theologica

partitione opus esse."—De Augm. Scient. lib. ii. c. 1.

And in the seventh book he refers morality to the will

under the conduct of reason.

This distribution of our great philosopher and reformer of

learning seems also to be imperfect; for reason is the

general instrument of the mind common to all its faculties

(and his words are " ex triplici facultate animi rationalis"),

and common alike to all the kinds of truth or learning.

I have therefore preferred the distribution of the Peripa-

tetic to those both of the Academic and English philosopher,

as being more proper and distinct, and equally comprehen-

sive; for under his division cidvoLa ^emotitiki), he classes all

those parts of learning which do not belong to the other two.

Tpeig (pLko(TO<piai ^eioprjTiKcti, fiaB'rjixuTiKi), (pvaiK}), •S'foXoyt/c//.

—

Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.

And for the same reasons I deem it much more just and

philosophical than Locke's Division of the Sciences in the

conclusion of his Essay.
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internal, truth in general divides into special

relations, or correspondencies ; and the dis-

tribution of its several parts, forming the

whole circle of learning divine and human,

will be most naturally and philosophically

made, according as they range under one or

other of these general provinces of hmiian

intellect.

The universal science or philosophy of mind

is the true foundation of the universal art

or philosophy of logic, the organ or instru-

ment, by which truth is to be found and cul-

tivated in all different relations and corres-

pondencies to the different parts or faculties

of the mind, of which it is an attribute. And

the general office of this logic or universal

art is, first, to find and establish right princi-

ples ; secondly, to institute a right method

of reasoning correspondent to the principles ;

and, thirdly, to estimate the kind and value

of the truth when found, whether it belong

to the intellect, the will, or imagination.
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Sect. III.

Of Finnciples in general,

THAT all truth of which the mind is

capable, to whatever faculty it may

relate, is derived from certain principles* or

first and fundamental truths, which are the

causes why other things are true, is a maxim

older than the days of Aristotle, and in which

all sound philosophers have necessarily con-

curred ; since, by the contrary supposition,

there could be no such thing as truth at alP

:

* Ylaaa cihaanaXia kol Trdaa ^a^rjo-iQ ^larorjriKi], ek irpovTrap-

"ViJarjQ yivtrai yrojcreu)^. ^arepov Ce tsto SeMphorip etti

Traffdr. at te yap i^iaSijjjiaTiKai tG)V E7ri<^qf.iu)P hia Ttim th

rpOTTs TtapayivovraL, /cat tG)V aXKh)v EKa.'^r] te^vojv.—Aristot.

Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 1.

OvK \afiEV Ie to a\r)-^EQ arEV rfJQ ahia^. EKCf^ov ^e fxaXi^a

avTO rCJv oXXujv, A.a^' o Kcti TO~ig ciXXuiQ uTrap^ci to avvojvv^oVi

oioV TO Ttvp ^EpfXOTaTOV. Kfll yCtjO To'lQ ClXXoig TO aiTlOV T»TO Trjg

^EpnoTTjTog. (U7€ <cat aXrjS'E'^aTOP to Toig v'^ipoig d'lTLOv th

aXr)^Eaiy Eivai. ^i6 Tag tCjv clei ovtcjv up')(^ag, a.vayKa~iov cleX

Eivai aXti^E^ciTag. ov yap ttote uXyj^eJc, e'^' EKslvaig a'lTiov ti

£<rt ra etvat, aXX' EKE~ivaL Tolg aXXoig. tl'tr^' EKa^ov (Jg e")(el th

EJvai, ovTU) Kal Tfjg aXij-^Eiag.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. ii. cap. 1.

^ Aristot. Metaph. lib. iv. cap. 4.
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for, as all the productions of the material

creation owe their existence to seeds of one

kind or other ; so every true production in

the intellectual system owes its existence to

some sort of principles analogous to seeds.

But though all philosophers, who are in

any respect entitled to that name, are una-

nimously agreed in the existence of such

principles, as the only foundation of sound

learning ; it is amazing to reflect how widely

they differ from each other in determining

what they are. Almost every one who has

embarked in the search of knowledge has

exhibited a train of his own as the grounds

of his future reasoning ; and others refusing

to admit them have, upon equal authority,

substituted different ones in their room ^

Aristotle himself, after refuting those of all

his predecessors^ was the prolific father of

various principles ; and, collected from one or

' Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 3— 6, in which the Peripa-

tetic delivers the different opinions of the ancient philoso-

phers, Hesiod, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Leucippus, Demo-
critus, Pythagoras, Parmenides, Xenophanes, Melissus, and

Plato.

* Aristot. ^letaph. lib. i. cap. 7.
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other, their number, their variety, and their

inconsistency are ahiiost infinite.

Principles hke seeds are of many and

various kinds, and to canvass and examine

them, to reduce them to simpUcity and order,

to arrange them into classes, and determine

them with precision, is the first and most

essential oflice of sound logic.

As they are indispensable to all truth ^

JVhat are principles is a previous question

essential to the final and more comprehen-

sive inquiry, " What is truth V
Are they such axioms or universal propo-

sitions^ as those upon which Aristotle and

the sages of antiquity erected sciences and

systems, and such as our Newton established

for his Principia ? If this question be affirmed

(and it cannot be denied), it will bring

after it another of equal moment. Are these

axioms such principles as are properly first

;

^ MaXt-ra c£ tTTiT/yra ra Trpwra koI ra ciiria. ^la yap rcivra,

Kcil Ik thtwv ToXXa yi^wpi^erai, aW a ravra Cia twv virotctt-

^evMv.—Aristot Metapli. lib. i. cap. 2.

Aristot. Metaph. lib. it. cap. 2.

^ KciS'oXh yap ^oXtTa, kol -KavTiou ap^^^at ra ul,LU)jJiara t'^iy.—
Aristot. Melaj)h. lib. iii. cup. 2.
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such as have the seed absolutely in them-

selves, that is, such as are derived from no

others of any kind whatever by any act or

process of reason ; such as, in the w^ords of a

late writer, " are intuitively certain, or intui-

tively probable, and are known by a power

of the mind which perceives truth not by

progressive argumentation, but by an instan-

taneous and instinctive impulse ; derived

neither from education nor from habit, but

from nature ; acting independently upon our

will, whenever the object is presented, accord-

ing to an established law, and therefore not

improperly called sense, and acting in the

same memner upon all mankind, and there-

fore properly called common sense, the ulti-

mate judge of truth^?" Or, are they the

result of the laborious investigations, reason-

ings, and deductions of a few philosophers ?

If the latter part of this alternative be true

(and the Categories from which Aristotle

formed his axioms, whether philosophically

or not is here no question, as well as the

Principia of Newton, have immortalized the

' Beat tie on Truth, p. 36 and 42.
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fame of their inventors as splendid monu-

ments of human reason ;) there must be

other grounds or evidences productive of

intuitive certainty or intuitive probabiUty,

obvious, instantaneous, and incapable of be-

ing deduced by reason, which constitute the

first principles from which these secondary

ones are, by a process of reason, formed.

These primary principles (and they have

surely the first title to the name of princi-

ples) are mentioned by the same author to

be—the evidence of external sense ; the evi-

dence of internal sense or consciousness ; the

evidence of memory, and some others^.

This general division of principles into

primary and secondary, original and derived,

evidences and axioms, let the distinction be

made in what terms you will, however novel

it may sound, is, I hope, philosophically

made^ : and, if so, it will be found of great

« Beattie on Truth, p. 43.

^ These original evidences are acknowledged by Aristotle

in book ii. cap. 19 of the Post. Analyt. as the genuine

foundation from which all axioms are derived : and though

he chooses to reserve an equal honour to the latter, he
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importance in the search of truth in general,

as it will divide our reasoning, which should

always be governed by the principles, into

two direct kinds or methods.

Sect. IV.

Of Reasoning in general.

ALL truth, to whatever province or de-

partment of mind it bears a reference,

is deduced from principles by an act or

reason, the organ which is common to them

all, and the distinguishing prerogative of

human nature.

It is observed by the excellent Lord Bacon

in his Advancement of Learning, that sound-

ness of direction in the application of the

means takes away error and confusion, and

forms the principal of those general expedients

allows the former to be necessary to their existence. 'Amyfc?/

ciua (-X^iv fiey rtva ^vvafiiv, p) TOiavrrjv 3' c'x^tv, rj 1<^l rarioy

Tifj-Korepa /car aKpiteiav—CvrufiLy avfXipvTOV KpiTiKt)yf ip' KaXoffLU

aiadrjffiy, etc.
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by which every work must be successfully

conducted ^

To execute a work in the line of his pro-

fession with competent ability, the artist not

only should understand the power and com-

pass of his instrument, but the particular

manner in which, according to the nature of

his materials and the progress of the work it

should be employed. And it is of equal mo-

ment for the philosopher to know the general

power and compass of reason, the instrument

of truth ; and also the particular method in

which it is to be applied on different sub-

jects, and in different stages of the investi-

gation : because the want of a just attention

to these fundamentals of sound logic has

often misled the reasoner, increased his

labour, and disgraced his learning.

A false estimate of reason heightened, as

' Merito primas tenet, Consilii prudentia et sanitas; hoc

est, monstratio et delineatio viae rectae et proclfvis ad rem

quae proponitur, peragendam. " Claudus enim (quod did

solet) in via antevertit cursorem extra viam :'* et Solomon
perapposite ad banc rem :

" Ferrum si retusum fuerit, viri-

bus utendum majoribus : quod vero super omnia praevalet,

est sapientia." Quibus verbis innuit, medii prudentem elee-

tionem efficacius conducere ad rem, quam virium aut inten-

tionem aut accumulationem.—De Augrm. Scient. lib. ii.
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it has often been, into a wild conceit of its

all-sufficiency, that it is itself the cause

and the standard of all truth, is a fatal rock

on which many adventurers in philosophy

have either suffered shipwreck before they

were w^ell embarked, or else have been

thrown out of the direct road, and left to

the mercy of the waves to be tossed upon a

tempestuous sea, by every blast of doctrine,

into all the harbours round the world, except

the right one. Supposing that from its own

underived resources, by acting and reacting

upon itself, reason can discover all truth of

consequence to man, they totally mistake

both its nature and office ; as it is neither the

original cause nor the standard of truth.

So far from being the cause of truth, it

cannot penetrate into or even apprehend

the essence or substances of things corporeal

or mentaP. It can only pass over their

surface to take account of their qualities,

powers, properties, operations, and affections,

which are the causes ; and that not directly

^ Internas substantias nuUo sensu, nulla actione reflexa

cognoscimus.—Newtoni Sch. Gen. sub fine Princip.
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and of itself, but by the help of such evidence

as nature has supplied, which is the standard

of truth.

Reason consists of perception and judg-

ment, and operates by comparison ; and its

office is to judge of evidences, to form and

to apply axioms, and to trace similitudes ;

so that it is properly the organ or instrument

of truth. And in the execution of its office,

it acts liberally and impartially, when not

perverted and abused, accommodating its

method and operation to the principles and

nature of the subject, whatever they may
be, upon which it is employed.
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Sect. V.

Of Reasoning by Induction,

EVERY thing in the universe whether of

mind or body, however mixed with

others, presents itself to our observation in

its individual state ; so that perception and

judgment employed in the investigation of

all truth have, in the first place, to encounter

with particulars. With these reason begins

or should begin her operations. She ob-

serves, tries, canvasses, examines, and com-

pares them together, and judges of them by

some of those native evidences and original

lights, which, as they are the first and indis-

pensable inlets of knowledge to the mind, we

propose to call the primary principles of

truth \

' Homo naturae minister et interpres tantum facit et intel-

ligit, quantum de ordine naturae opere vel mente observa-

verit; nee amplius scit, aut potest.—Bacon De Interp.

Naturae, et Nov. Orig. lib. i. aph. 1.

^avepov ce Kat, on, ei tiq aiffSrrjffiQ eKXeXonrev, avaytcrj teal

eTn<rriiir]y tlvcl eicXeXoixivaij ^v advvaroy \d€elv—eTrax^rjvaL de

fi^ {.')(OVTag a'iaS^rjaiv, a^evarov. tmv yap /ca^' EKa'^ov >/ aiff^rj-

cTLQ.—Aristot. Analyt. Post. lib. i.

D
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By such acts of observation and judgment,

diligently practised and frequently repeated,

exercised on many particular or individual

subjects of the same class and of a similar

nature, noting their agreements and marking

the differences however minute, and rejecting

all instances which, however similar in ap-

pearance, are not in effect the same, reason

with much habour and attention extracts

some general laws^ respecting the powers,

properties, qualities, actions, passions, vir-

tues, and relations of things, which are the

causes of discovering truth.

This is no hasty, premature, notional ab-

straction of the mind, by which images and

ideas are formed that in nature have no ex-

istence. Nor is it a careless and partial enu-

meration and induction of a number of par-

ticulars negligently examined and carelessly

applied, by which general propositions can

be formed with any philosophical solidity.

It is a rational, operative, experimental pro-

cess ^ instituted and executed upon the real

* AfjXoy drj OTt r/fuv ra Trpuira STraywyrj ypcjpii^eiv avayKoiov'

KOL yap Kcii 1] aitrS^TjcriQ sroi to Ka^oka IfiTrote'l.—Aristot.

Analyt. Post. lib. ii. cap. 19. See lib. ii. cap. 13.

^ Manus hominis nuda, quantumvis robusta et constans,

ad opera pauca et facile sequentia sufficit : eadem ope in-
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nature and constitution of things. By this

process, reason advances from particulars to

generals, from less general to more general

;

till by a series of slow progression and by

regular degrees, she arrives at the most general

ideas, called forms or formal causes \ And
by affirming or denying a genus of a spe-

cies, or an accident of a substance, or of a

class of substances through all the stages of

the gradation, we form conclusions, which

if logically drawn are axioms^, or gene-

strumentorum multa et reluctantia vincit. Similis est et

mentis ratio.—Bacon. Nov. Org.

* Qui formas novit, is, quae adhuc non facta sunt, qualia

nee naturae vicissitudines, nee experimentales industriae un-

quam in actum produxissent, nee cogitationem humanam
subiturae fuissent, detegit et educit.—Ibid.

* Axioms are the result of the most laborious and recon-

dite learning, and that they should be firmly established, is

an object of the first importance to the success of every

branch of science. Lord Bacon therefore strenuously con-

tends that they should never be taken upon conjecture, or

even upon the authority of the learned ; but that, as they are

the general principles and grounds of all learning, they are

to be canvassed and examined with the most scrupulous

attention, " ut axiomatum corrigatur iniquitas, quae ple-

rumque in exemplis vulgatis fundamentum habent.''—De
Augm. Scient. lib. ii. cap. 2. " Atque ilia ipsa putativa

principia ad rationes reddendas compellere decrevimus,

quousque plane constent.'^—Distrib. Operis.

That all axioms are intuitive and self-evident truths, is a

fundamental mistake, into which Mr. Locke (Essay, book iv.

chap. 7, sect. 1) and others (see Ancient Metaphysics, vol. i.
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ral propositions ranged one above another,

book V. chap. iii. p. 389, and vol. ii. p. 335) have been betrayed

to the great injury of science. This error has, I apprehend,

been engrafted upon another equally prevalent. That mathe-

matics is a system, or, at least, a specimen of universal rea-

soning; and, as mathematical axioms are presumed to be

intuitive, they hastily presumed that all others were intuitive.

Mr. Locke was gifted with a strong mind, though not cul-

tivated with much learning. In many parts of his Essay, he

has shown himself an able metaphysician in the most useful

part of that difficult science. He has however no where

shown himself an able logician. He judged of the school-

logic from its weak and useless effect in promoting the real

interests of learning, and from its tendency to nothing but

endless dispute and fruitless jargon. But though from a

view of the end, he justly condemned the means, he did not

understand them.

Surely he had neither read Aristotle nor Bacon, or he

would not have discovered such a want of logical philo-

sophy as this chapter of Maxims betrays ; at the same
time, that in the midst of so much darkness, like the sun

from a cloud, his native strength of mind breaks out with

this luminous sentence :
—" In particulars, our knowledge

begins, and so spreads itself by degrees to generals ; though

afterwards the mind takes the quite contrary course, and

having drawn its knowledge into as general propositions as it

can, makes those familiar to its thoughts, and accustoms

itself to have recourse to them, as to the standards of truth

and falsehood." Book iv. chap. 7, sect. 11.

He totally mistook the maxim of the schools. That all

reasoning is ex praecognitis et praeconcessis (Essay, book
iv. chap. 2, sect. 8, and chap. 7). He seems indeed to have

been unacquainted with the true philosophy of reasoning,

and not to have understood the nature of those intermediate

ideas to which he attributes the advancement of all know-
ledge, nor the true mode of their application ; and he ap-

pears to have been mistaken in the nature of that agreement
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till they terminate in those which are uni-

versal ^

Axioms thus investigated and established,

are applicable to all parts of learning, and

are the indispensable^ and the truly admi-

rable expedients by which reason pushes

on her inquiries in the particular pursuit

of truth, in every branch of knowledge.

The method of reasoning by which they are

and disagreement of ideas, of which he has said so much as

the sole criteria of truth.

In the twelfth chapter of this book indeed he exposes the

absurdity of taking axioms upon credit; but shows how little

he understood of their use. His conception of the improve-

ment of learning was very imperfect ; for though he might

understand the nature of physics, he was unacquainted with

the philosophy of ethics and mathematics.

^ Duae viae sunt atque esse possunt ad inquirendam veri-

tatem. Altera a sensu et particularibus advolat ad axiomata

maxime generalia, atque ex his principiis eorumque immota

veritate judicat et invenit axiomata media : atque hsec via in

usu est. Altera a sensu et particularibus excitat axiomata

ascendendo continenter et gradatim, ut ultimo loco perve-

niatur ad maxime generalia
;
quae via vera est et intentata.

—

Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 19. See also lib. i. aph.

102—107.

' Td>v apyJUv ^E al fxev sTraywyij 0£Wjo5vrat, at he aiadrjcreiy

at he iBia^w tlvL, /cat aXKat he aXXwc. M-eruvai he Treipareov

£/ca<rae t; Trg^vfcao-t, (77r«^aWov he ottojq opifrBuxn KaXwg. M.eyaXT]y

yap e\ii(n poTv^v Tvpog ret eTTOfxeva. Aoket hv TrXetov r] to ijfXL<rv ra

TravTog elvai rj (ipx^y ^^'^ ttoWcl efxcpavi] yiveaOuL hi avrfjg ribv

^r}Tuixiv(i)p.—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. i. cap. 7.
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formed is that of true and legitimate in-

duction ^ which is therefore called by the

best and soundest of logicians, the key of

interpretation ^

If instead of taking his axioms out of the

great families of the categories by an imme-

diate and indolent extraction, and erecting

them by his own sophistical invention into

the principles upon which his disputation

was to be employed ^"5 the analytical genius

of Aristotle had presented us with the laws

of the true inductive logic by which axioms

are philosophically formed, and given us

an example of it with his usual sagacity

® Inductionem censeraus earn esse demonstrandi formam

quee sensum tuetur et naturam premit, et operibus imminet

ac fere immiscetur.—Bacon. Distrib. Operis.

» Ibid. Nov. Org. lib. ii. apb. 10.

^^ Ex experientia arripiunt varia et vulgaria, eaque neque

certo comperta, nee diligenter examinata et pensitata ; re-

liqua in meditatione atque ingenii agitatione ponunt.

—

Hujus generis exemplum in Aristotele maxime conspicuum
est, qui pbilosopbiam dialectica sua corrupit, quum mundiim
ex categoriis effeeerit, et innumera pro arbitrio suo naturae

rerum imposuerit, magis ubique sollicitus quomodo quis

respondendo se explicet, et aliquid reddatur in verbis posi-

tivum, quam de interna rerum veritate.—Ille enim prius

decreverat; neque experientiam ad eonstituenda axiomata

rite consuluit; sed, postquam pro arbitrio suo decrevisset,

experientiam ad sua placita tortam circumducit et captivam.

—Ibid, lib. i. aph. 62, 63.
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in a single branch of science'^; he would

have brought an offering more valuable and

acceptable to the temple of truth, than he

effected by the aggregate of all his logical

and philosophical productions.

It is after the inductive process has been

industriously pursued and successfully per-

" Though in different parts of his works he gives a general

idea of induction ('0/zotwc ^e ical Trepl rovg XoyBg, o'l te ^lcl

ffvWuyifffxiop, KUi 01 di eTraydjyijg' ajKporepoL yap dia TrpoyiyoJcr-

KOfxiviov TroLHVTat T)]v ^idaffKaXiav' 01 jiev, Xajj-^avot'Teg (hg Trapa

^vviivTioV ol de, leLKvvvTEg to KuS'oXiif ^la t5 ^fjXov elvai to

Ka^EKa'^ov.—Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. i. 'E/c TrpoyLViixTKOfxivfov

Ze irdaa didaaKaXia. 'H jjlep Zl ETrayioyrjg^ f] Ze avXXoyLafxo).

'H fiEv Zrj ETrayojyi) ap^i) e'^l kuI ts ku^oXh. 'O Ze a-vXXoyi(TiJ,6g

EK TU)v Ka^oXn, ^Icrlv apa ap-)(a.l, e^ cop 6 ffvXXoyKTfxog, lov e/c

fVt (TvXXoyi(TiJ.6g.—Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 3.) from the

whole of them, analytical, topical, and physical, it is clear he

was very imperfectly acquainted with the particular philo-

sophy of the inductive organon : and it is apparent from a

passage in his Ethics (fjn) XavdavETco 3' ^{idg, 6tl ^m^cpwo-tv

ol aiTO Twy apj((i>v Xoyoi, Kat ol ettI Tag ap^^g. Ey yap Kal

TIXaT(t)v rjTropEL tsto Kal Ei^rjTEtf iroTEpov cctto TCt)v apyCjVy rj ettI

Tag ap')(ag e'^lv rj bZog, djorirEp iv tu ^adiM, airo twu d^Xo^ETojy

ettI to iripag, rj dvairaXLV. ^ApKTEOV jieu yap cnrb tu)v ynopifiojp.

Tavra Ze ZiTTwg. Ta fXEv yap fjfUVj to. Ze anXCig, "laiog sv i]}xiv

ye apKTEoy arcb tujv r]}x1v yviopi^iov.—^PX^ 7"P "^^ ^^^' '^^'- ^'^

TSTO (paivoLTO a.pKHVT(i)g, ti^EU Trpoa^EiiaEL T» dtOTL.—Ethic.

Nicom. lib. i. cap. 4.) that he never put it in practice in the

formation of his axioms and principles, which he chose

rather to assume gratuitously, or to fabricate by his own
invention. See Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 24.
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formed, that definition*^ so pompously but

prematurely, so formally but gratuitously

affected by the old logicians and their dis-

ciples of the schools, may be logically and

usefully introduced, by beginning with the

genus, passing through all the graduate and

subordinate stages, and marking the specific

difference as it descends, till it arrive at the

individual which is the subject of the ques-

tion. By adding an affirmation or nega-

tion of the attribute of the genus, to the

species or individual, or that of a general

accident, to the particular substance so de-

fined, and thus making the definition a pro-

position, the truth of the question will be

logically solved, without any farther pro-

cess *^ So that instead of being the first,

as employed by the logic in common use,

definition should form the last act of reason

in the search of all truth, except that which

is strictly mathematical.

But we are now anticipating the subject of

the following section.

^^ Afl yap c'l wv 6 opifTfioq, TzpoEicivaL koX elyai ypu^pifxa,—
Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 7.

»=* Aristot. Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 10.
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Sect. VI.

Of Tteasoning by Syllogism,

^P^HESE axioms or general propositions

^ thus inductively established, become

another species of principles which may be

properly called secondary^ and which lay the

foundation of another and different method

of reasoning.

When these are formed, and not before,

we may safely admit the maxim with which

the old logicians set out in the exercise of

their art, as the great hinge on which their

reasoning and disputation turn,—from truths

that are already known ^, to derive others

which are not known. Or to state it more

comprehensively, so as to apply to probable,

as well as to demonstrative reasoning—from

truths which are better known ^, to derive

others which are less known.

* 'E| aXT/^wv KoX TzpojTiov KoX afie(r(t)V Kai yviopifioreptov Kat

TTporepojy /cat alriojv t» av^nripaff^aTog.—Aristot. Analyt. Post,

lib. i.

' Ex praecognitis et praeconcessis.
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These known or better-known truths

constitute those axioms or general proposi-

tions, the existence of which this other

method of reasoning, not only requires, but

of which it also demands a subordination and

gradation. On these as principles, all its

operations are founded, and on the truth and

soundness of these its success must ulti-

mately depend.

Philosophically speaking, this reasoning

consists in reducing under general propo-

sitions others which are less general, or

which are particular^, where the proof arises

out of higher and more general propositions ;

since the inferior are only known to be

true, as we trace their connection with the

superior. For what is true of any whole

class, must be true of all in that class ; but

the class itself must be pure and without any

thing extraneous, and the particular truth

which is to be proved must belong to that

class, or the conclusion will be false. Logi-

cally speaking, it is to predicate a genus

^ Manifestum est artem judicandi per syllogismum nihil

aliud esse, quam reductionem propositionum ad principia.

—Bacon. De Augm. Sclent, lib. v. cap. 4.
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of a species, or individual contained and

comprehended under it% or an accident

of the substance in which it is inherent^

:

for whatever, as a whole or genus, contains

another, as a part or species, it communi-

cates to it its nature and properties ; and

whatever common accident is actually in-

herent in a class of substances, it commu-

nicates itself in a logical sense, to every

particular of the class. Therefore, when a

question arises upon any subject, the inquiry

is. What is true of the genus or family under

which it classes ? for that will be always true

of it, whether a species or a particular and

vice versa, upon the great logical maxim,

that what is true of the whole is true of all

its parts ^ Thus it is the business of syllo-

^ Ka0' VTroKeijuevov— TCJy ovriov, rh fiep fcaS"* vTvoKeifxeva

TtvoQ Xiyerai, tv v7ro/C£t^ej'&> ^e. s^evl S'^iy. o'lov, 6 ar^pojTrog,

KaS^ vTroKEifxivH fXEv Xeyercu ra rtvog ay^pcjira, kv viroKEi^ivio ^e

^IevL E^ip. Aristot. Categ. cap. 2.

^ E»' VTVOKElfXEyOJ TO. ^E, EP VTTOKELfJiEVi^ flEV E'^L, ICa^^ VTTOKEL'

jXEVti ^e tidevog XiyErai' {eu viroKEifXEVM oe Xiyw, 6 ev tlvl jjl^ ojq

fJiipoQ VTrapypv^ advvaroy x^P'^ Eivai ra ep to E'tiv) oiov rj rig

ypafx/xaTLKi), kv inroKELfXEi'u ^iv l^^t r^ 4'^XV'
'^'^'^' ^^OKEifxivs

^E ^^Evog XiyEraC /cat rarl to XevkoVj ev vttokeiixevm fxiy e'ti t<o

(Tiofxari, (ctTrav yap "^pw^a^ kv au)fiari,) /ca^' viroKEifiiva ^e u^EVog

XiyETai'—Ibid.

^ Quod verum est de toto verum est de omni.

This is generally expressed by dictum de omni, a logical
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gism to form under general propositions

others which are less and less general,

till we descend to the particular which is

the object of our research. And here we

arrive at the true foundation of that agree-

ment and disagreement, which logically

speaking constitute affirmative and negative

truth.

This method of reasoning has obtained

the name of Syllogism or Collection, which

has been analysed by Aristotle in a minute

and laborious process, with a wonderful de-

gree of subtlety and acumen. He has ex-

hibited it to view in every possible shape,

enacted the laws by which it is to be

governed, and invented all the modes and

figures into which it may be cast. Such

was the study which exercised the wits of

all the schoolmen for nearly a thousand

years.

axiom, that what is affirmed of the genus or whole, may be

affirmed of all the species and individuals under it. And
the opposite axiom is dictum de nullo, that what is denied

of the genus or whole may be denied of its species or indi-

viduals. By these axioms all the modes of the first figure

are governed, to which all the legitimate modes of the other

figures are reducible.
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Thus induction and syllogism are the two

methods of direct reasoning corresponding

to the two kinds of principles, primary and

secondary, on which they are founded, and

by which they are respectively conducted^.

In both methods indeed reason proceeds

by judging and comparing, but the process

is different throughout. In the exercise of

induction, the first thing is to perceive and

to judge of particulars, from their respective

evidence by single apprehension, as the

senses do of objects. The next is to com-

pare these judgments together by single and

simple acts, and that immediately^, from

the agreement of a number of which col-

' 'OfiOiwQ ^e Kai Trepl r«c Xoyac* o'l re dia (TvXKoyiafi&v^ koX

OL ^L eTrayojyTjg' aficporepoi yap ^ta 7rpoyivu)(TKOfiiv(i)y TrotSvrat

T7]y dihaaKaXtaV oi fiev \afi€,avovTeg oig vrapa ^vviivriov' ol ^e,

^eiKvvvTEQ TO /caS^dXa, Cia t^ drjXov elvat to Ka^eKU'^ov.—Aristot.

Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 1.

^ "E^t Be o TOL^TOQ avXkoyLafAOQ Ttjg Trpwrr^c k^cll afxias irpoTa-

aetog.—Aristot. Analyt. Prior, cap. 23.

In arte judicandi, aut per inductionem aut per syllogis-

mum concluditur. At, quatenus ad judicium quod fit per

inductionem, uno eodemque mentis opere illud quod quaeritur

et invenitur et judicatur. Neque enim per medium aliquod

res transigitur, sed immediate, eodemque fere modo quo fit

in sensu : quippe sensus in objectis suis primariis simul et

objecti speciem arripit et ejus veritate consentit. Bacon.

De Augm. Scient. lib. v. cap. 4.
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lateral judgments, general ideas and proposi-

tions are derived. In the exercise of syllogism,

the first thing is to compare by double and

complex comparisons, through the help of a

third or middle term severally applied to the

two original terms of the question % making

two propositions called the premises. The

second thing is to judge of these premises in

order to collect a third proposition or con-

clusion, different from them both^". As

therefore these methods of reasoning proceed

on different principles, so are they not only

different, but the reverse of each other";

and, though it may have the sanction of

Aristotle, an inductive syllogism ^^ is a sole-

cism.

Till general truths are ascertained by in-

duction, these third or middle terms by which

^ "^QiP fiEP yap E^L fxiffoy, ^la r5 /xeVa 6 avWoyifffioQ' <Sy

^£ fii] fTt, ^i eiraywyriQ.—Analyt. Prior, cap. 23.

Aliter fit in syllogismo, cujus probatio immediata non

est, sed per medium perficitur. De Augm. Scient. lib. v.

cap. 4.

^^ HivWoyiafioQ de etI Xoyog, kv w, teOevtiov rivijjv, Erepov ri

TU)V KEifXEVwv E^ avayKYiQ avyi^aivEL rw ravra eivai.—Aristot.

Analyt. Prior, lib. i. cap. 1.

*' Kai rpoTTOv rtva avriKELrai ?/ ETrayojyr} rw (rvWoyifffx^j

are the words of Aristotle himself. Analyt. Prior, cap. xxiii.

'2 Analyt. Prior, lib. ii. cap. 23.
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syllogisms are made, are no where safely to

be found ; for it is only by the middle terms

and propositions taken from general truths,

that less general or particular truths can

be evinced ^\ " The invention of the middle

term or argument by induction, is therefore

the one and first thing, and the judgment

of the consequence, from the argument

by syllogism, is the other and second ^^^^

So that another position of the Peripatetic,

" that syllogism is naturally prior in order

to induction ^^^' is equally unfounded ; for

induction does not only naturally but neces-

sarily precede syllogism, and is in every

respect indispensable to its existence ; since

till generals are established, there can neither

be definition, proposition, middle term, or

axiom, and consequently no syllogism.

1^ Let the truth in question be whether A contain C, and

the general truth that A contains B. B the subject of the

general proposition is the middle term, by which a middle

proposition is formed, that C contains B, from which the

truth in question is deduced. Aristot. Prior. Analyt. on the

invention of middle terms.

'^ Itaque alia res est inventio medii, alia judicium de

consequentia argumenti. De Augm. Scient. lib. v. cap. 4.

^^ ^vaei fiEV Hv Trporspog Kal yvcjjpifjiojTepogj diet r5 fiiau

(rvWoyLfffjiog' i]ii1v de eyapyi'^epog, 6 dia rrig lirayioyrig,—Analyt.

Prior, cap. 23.
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And as induction is the first, so is it the

more essential and fundamental instrument

of reasoning ; for as syllogism can never

produce its own principles ^^ it must have

them from induction ; and if the general

propositions or secondary principles be im-

perfectly or infirmly established, and still

more if they be taken at hazard, upon autho-

rity, or by arbitrary assumption, like those of

Aristotle, all the syllogizing in the world is a

vain and useless logomachy ^^, instrumental

only to the multiplication of false learning,

and to the invention and confirmation of

error. The truth of syllogism depends ulti-

^^ Syllogismus ad principia scientiarium non adhibetur.

Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 21.

" Syllogismus ex propositionibus constat, propositiones

ex verbis, verba notionum tesserae sunt. Itaque si notiones

ipsae (id quod basis rei est) confusae sint et temere a rebus

abstractae, nihil in iis quae superstruuntur est firmitudinis

:

itaque spes est una in inductione vera. Nov. Org. lib. 1.

Apb. 14. 'ABvvaTOV dt TO. /ca^dXa S^eojpfjcrai, el ^?) di eVayw-

yfjg' {sTrel koi to. e^ aipaipioreiog Xeyofieva 'irat ^i inayioyfjg

yvfjjpijiia, Kav tiq (^skqTai yvwpifxa ttoleIv on VTrdp^ei £/ca<rw

yeyet 'ivta)—ovre yap Ik twv Ka^oXa avev iiraywyrJQy sre ^la rrjg

Eirayu)yrig avev rrjg alaS^naewg.—Analyt. Post. lib. i. But the

iiraytjjyrj of Aristotle is a very vague and imperfect repre-

sentation of sound and legitimate induction, which he never

studied or cultivated with the pains and analytical acumen
he bestowed on the syllogism.
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mately on the truth of axioms, and the

truth of axioms on the soundness of induc-

tions.—Thus induction is not only different

from, but prior and essential to syllogism,

and likewise superior in value ^^

But though induction be more useful in

the first invention of truth, syllogism it

is said is more useful in teaching it when

found.

Truth is more easily conveyed than found.

Induction is not only the sole method of

invention, but of initiation also, taken in its

enlarged and classical meaning, for all parts

of human learning, except the mathematics,

owe to it both their origin and advance-

ment. Being however more difficult and

laborious, and less ostentatious than the

other, it has been too much neglected, and

almost quite abandoned, to the great loss of

truth in general. Syllogism affects indeed

'^ '' In matters to which the theory of syllogism extends, a

man of good sense, who can distinguish things that differ,

can avoid the snares of ambiguous words, and is moderately

practised in such matters, sees at once all that can be inferred

from the premises ; or finds that there is but a very short

step to the conclusion." Dr. Reid, in Appendix to vol. iii.

of Lord Kaims's Sketches.
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to be the method of science, and the method

of instruction ; though perhaps when duly

estimated, with less title to those distinctions

than the former. It is indeed the method

of mathematics, which have unfortunately

been mistaken by logicians for the rule of

universal reasoning^^ : and, as the word signi-

fies teaching, or that by which men are taught,

from another mistake of its meaning ^\ they

thought syllogism was, of course, the me-

thod both of science and instruction. In

all other parts of science however, whether

we wish to add to their truths by farther

inventions, or, really to exemplify, illus-

trate, or teach what is already known, the

only method of science, and the best method

of instruction is that of invention and initia-

tion by induction 21

'^ Duncan, p. 118, and almost every other book of logic.

Mr. Harris somewhere calls it the praxis of universal logic

:

and Mr. Locke was perhaps as much misled by this mis-

taken notion as any other philosopher.

^ The true and original meaning of yua0/y^ara was, to

teach men to ascend from material to immaterial subjects,

that is, from physics to metaphysics.

^' Scientia, quae aliis tanquam tela pertexenda traditur,

cadem methodo (si fieri potest) animo alterius est insinu-
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Thus I have taken a general and compre-

hensive, but compendious view (and they

who know how many volumes have been

employed upon syllogism alone cannot think

that I have been prolix) of the whole exercise

of reason, as it advances in the direct investi-

gation of truth, which is ascending and

descending; ascending by induction from

less to greater, from particulars to generals

;

and descending by syllogism from greater to

less, from general to less general, and to

particulars.

anda, qua primitus inventa. De Augm. Scient. lib. vi.

cap. 2.

On the general subject of this chapter, consult Reid's

Analysis of Aristotle's Logic ; Stewart's Philosophy of the

Mind, vol. ii. ; HerschelPs Introduction to Natural Philo-

sophy ; Barrow's Lectiones Mathematicae, Lect. vi. ; the

article Logic in the Encyclopaedia Britannica ; Campbell's

Philosophy of Rhetoric, vol. i. chap. 5, &c.

—

Editor,
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Sect. VII.

Of Reasoning by Analogy '.

TO these two kinds of reasoning which

are direct, we add another of great im-

portance and extent which is indirect and

collateral.

The principle, in which this branch of

logic has its foundation, is a native bent and

propensity of the mind, strengthened by ex-

perience and confirmed by habit, by which

we are involuntarily led to expect that nature

and truth are uniform and analogous through-

out the universe—that similar causes of

whatever kind will, in similar circumstances,

at all times produce similar effects : or, if

the causes cannot be known, that similar

effects^ will explain, illustrate, and account

for similar effects.

* On the general subject of this chapter, consult Butler's

Analogy; Reid's Essays, vol. i. chap, iv.; Stewart's Ele-

ments, vol. ii. chap. 4, sect. 2, § 3.

^ If the liberty of arguing from a similarity of effects be
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This principle then resolves itself into

similitude, and reason acts upon it, as in

all other cases, by comparing and judging.

Thus we argue from truths which have been

proved bj direct reasoning, or which are

obvious to simple apprehension, to others

which are similar in cause or in effect; and

if, upon comparing and judging, the principle

will bear us out, we conclude the latter to be

also true ; a conclusion which will supply us

with a kind and degree of truth sufficient

for most of the uses and purposes of human

life.

This method of reasoning is Analogy, which

according to Quintilian, is " to refer a thing

that is doubtful, to something similar and

different, that uncertainties may derive their

proof from certainties ^"

This kind of reasoning has a more per-

manent and certain foundation than perhaps

may appear to some upon a superficial esti-

once denied us, all experimental philosophy will be in a

manner useless. Jones's Philosophy, p. 119.

^ Analogiae haec vis est, ut id, quod dubium est, ad aliquod

simile, de quo non quaeritur, referat, ut incerta certis probetur.

Quintilian. Inst. Orat. lib. i. cap. 6.
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mate of that similitude on which it rests.

" This is not/^ says the excellent Bishop

Browne, " an appearing and metaphorical

similitude ; it is the substituting the idea or

conception of one thing to stand for and

represent another, on account of a true re-

semblance and correspondent reality in the

very nature of the things compared. It is

defined by Aristotle, an equality or parity of

reasoning'' ; though, in strictness of speaking,

the parity of reasoning is rather built on the

similitude and analogy, and consequent to

them, than the same with them^'^

The result of this reasoning is however

not properly conviction ; it is only strong

presumption at best; and, from the view of

the truths we know, arises an opinion con-

cerning those we do not know, which opinion

will of course vary in the degrees of its

force almost from the point of absolute cer-

tainty through the whole scale of proba-

bilities, down to the confines of doubt and

conjecture—according to the nature of the

* 'H avaXoyia laorrjc tVt Xoya. Ethic. Nicom. lib. v.

cap. 3.

^ Bp. Browne's Divine Analogy, p. 2.
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truths from which we reason—according to

their greater or less extent and—according

as the cases and instances compared are

more or less similar.

Analogy is a species of logic on which the

Stagyrite has been as frugal of his philo-

sophy^, as he was upon induction. It is

however a method of reasoning of most

useful and important application and almost

of universal extent in life.

It is the business of the first logic to convey

truth and information to the mind, easy in

its application and obvious in its conclusion.

And besides this advantage, resulting from

its plainness and familiarity (an advantage

which the ablest philosophers and the di-

vinest teachers have been careful to improve),

it has other privileges. Many truths, divine

and human, of the last importance to men

are incapable both of direct proof and direct

** The Trapdhiyjjia, of which he speaks in the twenty-fifth

chapter of the second book of the Prior Analytics in a very

cursory way, is indeed something like anaJogij, rsra de -rrhiQ

EK TU)V ofxolojv— (pavepbv tty on to Kapcihuy^a eriv, nre wc

o\ov TrpoQ jJepog, sre ojq fxepoQ irpog oXov, a\X w'c fiipog irpoQ

^(.po<:y orav af-Kpoj j^ier ^ vivo to civto, yrwpifxoy Ce ^ciTtpov.
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communication^, and can only be evinced

and conveyed to the understanding, by this

indirect and collateral channel. Many
which can be directly proved and directly

conveyed, it illustrates with clearer and

fuller light, and sets them in a point of view

easier to be seen and apprehended by us.

But analogy has also a scientific use which

is conspicuously displayed, when it acts as a

necessary supplement and auxiliary to induc-

tive reasoning, without which, this useful

part of logic would remain very defective

and confined. When the philosopher has

founded a general truth or proposition upon

a certain number of particular comparisons,

it is by the help of analogy that he gives it

an extent over all similar instances through-

out the universe, till it may happen to be

contradicted by one, in which it is found to

fail. So that by analogy the whole province

of truth is facilitated, illustrated and en-

larged, and widened beyond the strict and

proper limits both of inductive and syllo-

gistic reasoning.

* Bishop Browne's Divine Analogy.
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Thus we see this method of reasoning is

totally different from those preceding. Whilst

they alike agree in two general points—that

they argue from truths known before^ either

particular or general, and—that they reason

by comparing and judging ; yet is it from

different first truths or principles, and in a

different way. And whilst the student or

philosopher is deriving advantage from each,

let him take care to keep them separate and

distinct, and in their proper sphere ; or,

by a promiscuous application, he will be in

danger of employing them where they will

not usefully apply, and instead of leading

him to truth, where they will betray him

into error.

These three different methods constitute

the proper, and, I think, the whole, business

of logic, that useful and universal art, which

for two thousand years has been twisted and

^ 'E/c Twv TrpoyivotTKOjJierioi' Tvaaa hidaaKaXia. Aristot.

Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 3. Ex prsecognitis et praecon-

cessis.

Udaa ^i^affKoXla Koi traaa fxadrjcrig diavorjTiKtj ek TrpovTrap-

X^<^m yt-virca yyujatiOQ. Ibid. Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 1.
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tormented into ten thousand shapes ; which

has been proudly and formally professed by

many, but philosophically practised or under-

stood by few.

This logic is legitimate in its origin and

rational in its progress. It rejects the old

logic as illegitimate, or the foundling of

imagination, rather than the offspring of

reason. Considering all truth as the furni-

ture of the mind and modified by its faculties,

it takes account of these faculties from the

first philosophy, with which universal science

it has a near connexion*", distinguishing

their separate objects and operations. It

then applies reason to the evidences or first

principles of every kind, advancing by a

slow and gradual motion to general truths

or secondary principles, which form the basis

of farther conclusions to be deduced in

another but easier way. And it evinces and

illustrates the whole, by correspondent and

'° *H he CiiaXeKTiK^ riiv Trpwrrjv fJifxsfievr] (pCkoao^Lav to.

Travra Treipdrai heiKvvyat., Cjcrirep TzavTiov avr^ viroKtifikviov.—
Philoponus.
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collateral proofs. Thus it fixes a just criterion

for determining its assent in all.

It does not begin with definitions of its

own invention hypothetically formed and

verbally constructed, calculated only to

answer its own views, and to serve its own

intentions. It does not erect its own ima-

ginary notions and premature assumptions

into dogmas and principles which are gratui-

tous, and which it forbids to be examined.

Instead of pursuing the quibbles and niceties

of terms divorced from things and arbitrarily

defined, it descends to the minutiae and

subtlety of things themselves experimentally

examined ; making it the chief object to

canvass and to establish the real principles

of knowledge. From these principles, it does

not spin the cobwebs of imaginary systems

without use or end^^ but erects upon them

" Hoc genus doctrinae minus sanae et se ipsam corrum-

pentis invaluit, praecipue apud multos ex scholasticis, qui

summo otio abundanies, atque ingenio acres, lectione autem

impares (quippe quorum mentes conclusae essent in pauco-

rum authorum, praecipue Aristotelis dictatoris sui scriptis,

non minus quam corpora ipsorum in ccenobiorum cellis)

historiam vero et naturae et temporis maxima ex parte

ignorantes ; ex non magno materiae stamine, sed maxima
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the superstructure of useful and substantial

science.

Instead of relying on mere memory for

information, it prompts the mind to the ex-

ercise of reflection. Instead of building on

the vague authority of others, where it can

it judges for itself. Thus prejudices begin to

soften and prepossessions to vanish, and that

weak opinion, which governs the multitude,

to lose its influence.

It is not presumptive but inquisitive, not

indolent but active, not verbose but practical.

It does not waste our time in wrangling and

disputation, which, however they may have

been magnified in their use when viewed

through the medium of that ignorance of

which they are the patrons, or extolled by

the tongue of foolish adulation, had never

any other purpose, than to retard the progress

spiritus, quasi radii, agitatione, operosissimas illas telas,

quae in libris eorum extant, confecerunt. Etenim, mens
humana si agat in materiam, naturam rerum et opera Dei

contemplando, pro modo materiae operator, atque ab eadem
determinatur ; sin ipsa in se vertatur (tanquam aranea texens

telam) turn demum interminata est, et parit certe telas

quasdam doctrinae, tenuitate fili operisque admirabiles, sed

quoad usum frivolas et inanes. De Augm. Scient. lib. i.

p. 40.
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of good learning, and to check the growth of

truth ^\ and, in the pointed language of the

apostle, " to minister questions and to gen-

der strifes/' What it fairly acquires of what-

ever kind, it enjoys with gratitude, and

communicates with simplicity. It discrimi-

nates between certainty and probability,

knowledge and conjecture, and their several

modes. It endeavours to ascertain the just

limits and extent of the human understand-

ing, and has the courage to be ignorant of

what lies beyond its reach.

Professing to fill the great and general

office of conducting men in the invention

and communication of all it is possible they

can know, it disdains the narrow limits of

human system, and refuses to be considered

as an art, which by that system is made

complete and perfect. Though subject to

the rules which are prescribed by the nature

of the truth which is its object, it disdains to

be confined within the trammels of mode and

figure, and to be cramped in its motion by

'2 Logica quae in usu est ad errores stabiliendos et figen-

dos valet, potius quam ad inquisitionem veritatis ; ut magis

sit damnosu quam ulilis. Nov. Org. lib. ii. aph. 12.
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the artificial forms of Aristotle, Smiglecius,

Burgersdicius and Wallis. It is always in a

state of free investigation and progressive

improvement, changing with the changes,

and advancing: with the advancement of

learning, till all truth be discovered.

Sect. VIII.

Of the respective Kinds of Truth,

IT^ROM the view that has been taken of

truth in general, and the relation which

it bears to the intellect, the will, and the

imagination, the three great provinces of the

human mind, and of its general principles,

primary and secondary, from which all rea-

soning divides into two direct methods, the

inductive and the syllogistic, assisted by a

third, which is the analogic, let us descend

to the consideration of particular principles,

their correspondent method of reasoning, and

the kinds of truth in which they terminate.

Truth, which we have been hitherto con-

sidering in the gross, like every thing in
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the universe, will be found upon a nearer

inspection to vary its features, to assume a

particular complexion, and to take a special

form, according to the different nature of its

means, which are all those various substances

and subjects of the universe, both of mind

and body, from which its particular princi-

ples and grounds ofjudgment are supplied \

And as we have observed the general

method of reasoning, to differ with the gene-

ral division of principles ; so we may reason-

ably expect to find that all these particular

principles, as they shoot from the common
stock into all the arts and sciences, and give

life to every branch of the tree of knowledge,

demand a different sort of proof or evidence,

and a method of reasoning appropriate to

themselves'.

' At ap\a}. Kal tci airia ^i^relrat rG>v ovriov' ^rjXoy Ce on 7]

ovra. "E-Ti yap tl airtov vyietag Kal Eve^iag. Kat tu)v na^rj-

fxariKwr elaiv ap^al Kal TOt^ela, /cat a'tna. Kat oXiog ^e Trdaa

iwi'^tjfiTj diavorjTiKr], rj /cat ^iTE^aaa tl ^lavoiag, Trepl airiag Kal

apxag i'^iv, rj aKpi^STepag, rj a-nrXu'^epag' aWa Trdaai avrai Trepl

tv Tl, Kat ytvog tl Trepiypa-d^afievaL, irepl thth irpayfiaTEvovTaL.

—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.

' At fjLEV alor^r](TEL TToiriaaaraL avTO hi]kov, at 3' vTro^eati'

\at,H(TaL TO Tl tTtv, «'ra> tIl Ka^' avra vrrapyovTa rw yivEi TZEpi

o eiaiy, uTrodEiKvvaaip r} avayKaiOTEpov rj jxaXaKioTEpov.—Al'istot.

Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.
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But what is of still higher importance,

we shall find that all these different princi-

ples, so differently conducted, terminate in

different kinds of truth, and also possessed

of various degrees of evidence and conviction.

Thus we see the fruits of the harvest or

of the vintage differing from each other both

in shape and quality, according to the differ-

ent seeds from which they spring, and to the

different mode of their cultivation.

And here we may contemplate with ad-

miration and not without advantage, that

amazing similitude, that universal harmony,

and exact proportion, which, in the midst of

the most wonderful variety, pervade the

mental and material systems ; by which a

clear and resplendent ray of light is reflected

from the one part upon the other, however

remote and distinct, and even independent

of each other they may appear.

" And God said. Let there be light and

there was light
^''—" And God said, Let the

earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding

3 Gen. i. 3.
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seed, and the fruit-tree yielding fruit, whose

seed is in itself, after its kind upon the earth ;

and it was so\'' In all his w^orks, however

diversified, he is uniform in operation and

consistent with himself; and this mandate of

the Deity giving law to the various kinds or

productions of his vegetable kingdom may
be considered from the analogy of things

as extending to those of his intellectual.

We may thus consider the several kinds of

truth with which the world is replenished, as

springing from seeds or principles of their

own, which they possess wdthin themselves,

ripening when matured by proper cultiva-

tion into every species of knowledge human

and divine, producing that measure of cer-

tainty or probability of which they are

naturally capable, and terminating in those

several degrees of conviction and assent

which are shaped and proportioned to them-

selves.

This mode of illustrating mental opera-

tions and affections by the analogy of vege-

table productions, was emplo3^ed by One,

* Gen. i. 11.

F
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whose method, as it was on all occasions the

aptest and most familiar, may be imitated

with advantage, and whose example, as it

was in all things the model of perfection,

may be followed without reserve.— " Ye

shall know them by their fruits. Do men

gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles?

Even so every good tree bringeth forth good

fruit, but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil

fruit^''—This mode of reasoning is at once

simple and energetic ; and by reversing the

analogy we may say, that as to expect a

produce of wheat from the seed and cultiva-

tion of barley, or the fruit of the olive tree

from the plant and culture of the vine, would

in common life be marked as an absurdity

akin to madness ; so to suppose that truths

from different principles and deduced in a

different way will result the same, will

shine with an equal degree of brightness, or

be attended with the same measure of con-

viction, involves an absurdity equally great,

though perhaps not quite so glaring. Yet,

whilst the former is an absurdity of which

the peasant is utterly incapable, the latter

' Mattli. vii. 1(5, 17.
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has too often disgraced the philosopher or

theologist and involved them in error and

confusion.

From the vast number and variety of

substances and subjects both mental and

material with which the universe is so abun-

dantly replenished and so beautifully adorned,

the particular principles or seeds of truth may
be expected to consist of many and various

kinds. But to take them up purely and

distinctly in their proper existence, that is,

as every substance or subject is calculated

by nature to make its address to the under-

standing and to afford it a just and solid

ground of judgment ; and then to pursue

them each in its distinct and proper pro-

vince in the way which they lead them-

selves to the end which they are calculated

to fulfil and to no other, and in that end to

repose with confidence, this is the particular

oflSce of pure and genuine logic,—that uni-

versal art, to which when fairly and phi-

losophically^ not scholastically exercised,

science and learning have been and must

ever be indebted.

Here then a wide and various field of study
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and speculation lies open before the rational

and ingenuous inquirer, full of irregularity

and order, of variety and consistency, of

number and uniformity, for the exercise of

his judgment and the trial of his industry.

By a process of reasoning philosophically

instituted and logically conducted, adapted

with address to the nature and genius of

different subjects, and varied with their prin-

ciples, he may hope to conduct his researches

in the safe but silent, in the slow but sure

investigation of the causes of truth and

error. And if after his most diligent and

best directed labours, he should fail of success

in many parts of this vast and various field,

he will have learned the wisdom and possess

the fortitude to rest in ignorance, thankful

for what he is allowed to know, and without

presuming that Providence intended he

should know the whole.

Thus though truth with other exclusive

perfections be of equal certainty in the

Divine mind, (for all truth is equally opposite

to falsehood, though the opposition be not

equally obvious to us,) that partial, pro-
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gressive, various and deceptive though im-

mutable ray of it which iUumines the human,

when logically and distinctly found, does not

shine out upon all subjects with the same

force and brightness, but is varied into many

kinds and degrees, like the different shades

of light and colour, according to the different

origin and the different medium through

which it comes ; the darkest of which shades

of truth may even be ordained by his

omniscient will to be the " Light of life."

Yet Wisdom will instruct her children, of

whom in all virtue and knowledge she is

justified, to despise and dishonour none

;

but to cultivate all truth with diligence and

humility, with " meekness and fearV' and

in their researches of every kind to adopt

something like the following rule

" To take up the principles of each part

of learning as they exist in nature, in its

distinct and proper province ; to judge and

reason in the method which these principles

prescribe ; and, when the truth is found,

whatever it may be, to embrace and honour

« 1 Pet. iii. 15.
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it as the gift of Heaven by a reasonable and

virtuous assent, and to rest satisfied in it, as

the fittest and the best, and as all that Pro-

vidence in his wisdom intended to give/'

By the use of such expedients and by the

application of such a rule as sound logic and

philosoph}^ prescribe, with the aid of virtue

and religion, we may hope to search into

the nature, genius, and dependencies of the

different kinds of knowledge ; to trace the

several links of the golden chain which the

Poet so finely imagined to be let down from

the throne of Jupiter ; and to be enabled to

perceive how reason ascends step by step,

through all the regions of science human and

divine, to the universal fountain of light and

truth.
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THE GENERAL PLAN.

The rule of reason which I have attempted

to estabhsh on the prehniinary principles

discussed in the preceding sections, is I

hope just and philosophical, and subject to

no fair ground of objection. To exemplify

this general rule by applying it particularly

to some of those important parts of know-

ledge which are cultivated in this celebrated

university, or in other words, to reduce the

particular parts under the general rule, may

be to all who can peruse it a useful, and to

some an interesting work.

According to this plan therefore we shall

attempt to trace the distinct and proper

principles, to point out the right method of

reasoning, and to make that just assent, which

appertain to the different kinds of truth, all

corresponding with each other, as they seve-

rally relate to the intellect, the will, and the

imagination ; and this for the express and
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special purpose of ascertaining the proper

nature, the particular method, and the pecu-

liar genius of theologic truth. This design,

should I be able to execute it according to

the hope perhaps the presumption which I

have indulged, promises to lay the deepest

as well as the broadest base on which " to

ground and establish the Christian faith '/^

This will form the first part of my design

and be preparatory to my second object,

which is—to show how all the other kinds

of truth minister and subserve, in their proper

use, both to the introduction and support

of theological, and thus contribute to the

further confirmation and illustration of that

faith.

The second part will pave the way to our

third object,

—

viz. to discover, in the different

modes of abuse of the several kinds of truth

as they pass in review before us, several of

the principal and most inveterate causes of

heretical and schismatical errors^. By laying

bare their root and pointing out their origin,

1 See the Extract from the Will of Mr. Bampton prefixed to

this volume.
^ See the same extract.
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this method will prove the most logical and

effectual to eradicate and expose them.

In the first Part which is the ground-plot

of the two following, we shall take a logical

estimate of the different kinds of knowledge,

and chalk out a general chart of their distinct

and separate provinces, exhibiting a parallel

or comparative view of the different logic

appropriated to each— a parallel of their

principles—a parallel of their reasoning

—

and a parallel of their truth.

Such a general chart and estimate, by

distinguishing them from each other and by

presenting before the eye a full and com-

prehensive prospect of their order and dis-

position, their relations and connexions, their

bearings and dependencies, may afford many

facilities to the advancement of universal

learning, may contribute to remove much of

the difficulty of science, and assist reason in

piloting her way with safety and success

through every part of her literary voyage.

From general views of science the student

derives strength of mind and clearness of
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comprehension. Like the enhghtened tra-

veller with a map of the roads and districts

in his hand, he can take the whole country

before him at one glance. He can mark

clearly with his eye every confine, division,

and subdivision of the whole, and can see

distinctly every object and its situation,

within the extent of the horizon. Instead of

wandering about in a perpetual maze of

error and confusion from narrow and con-

tracted views, as if led by the glimmerings

of a torch through the darkness of the night

;

he moves from place to place with ease and

certainty in the enlargement of his mind, as

under the direction of the sun at noon.

" Were it not better,'^ says the incomparable

Bacon, " for a man in a fair room to set up

one great light, or branching candlestick of

lights, whereby all may be seen at once, than

to go up and down with a small watch candle

into every corner ? For when you carry

the light into one corner, you darken all the

rest .

Delivered by such an enlarged and com-

^ De Augra. Scient. lib. i. p. 40.
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prehensive view of things from all attach-

ments and aversions which are partial and

confined, he is dispossessed of prejudice, which

is always an inveterate, and often an in-

vincible enemy of truth ; which warps and

misleads the judgment, and draws all the

powers of the understanding within the con-

fines of its own contracted prison. And

beside the yoke of prejudice, he can shake

off those embarrassing diflficulties which have

their origin only in partial views ; but which

however insignificant, puzzle and confound

the reasoner. " The sciences by their com-

bined and confederated force,'' according

to the observation of the same philosopher,

" ought to be the true and brief way of con-

futation and suppression of all the smaller

sort of objections \'' He can also rid him-

self at once of those trifling and minute in-

quiries, which whilst they waste his labour,

contract his genius and perplex his judgment,

are frivolous in themselves, and unworthy

his attention. Thus by reflection from sci-

ence to science, intellectual light is redoubled

* De Augm. Scient. lib. i. p. 40.
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and concentrated ; and as it diffuses itself

with impartiality and perspicuity over the

whole field of learning, it is like that of the

sun breaking through ,a cloud, which dispels

the mists and vapours that surrounded the

bewildered traveller, and enables him to

overcome all the difficulties and obstructions

which beset his journey.

Thus enlarged in his views and cleared

of his impediments, and raised by a general

elevation above the level of the particular

parts of science, the student can descend to

the cultivation of each with every fair and

advantageous prospect of success. Whilst

he withdraws his attention from the general

scene to particular objects, he is still mindful

of the keeping and consistency of the whole.

He sees them in their connexion and depend-

ence upon each other, and without being in

danger of mixing and confounding them

together, he avails himself of the assistance

which they mutually lend and mutually

borrow. In their separate cultivation, he

consults the nature and genius of each, and

actuated by liberal and impartial motives, he

pursues each in its own way as it leads him
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by a clue of reasoning to truth and happi-

ness, and finally conducts him to their sub-

limest height, even to their abode near the

footstool of the Almighty.

But amidst scenes of knowledge so various

and extensive as those which are displayed

in the universal theatre of truth, some objects

may be clearly and distinctly viewed by the

naked eye ; whilst others are not to be dis-

covered without the help of instruments skil-

fully applied ; and others from their remoter

distance or more refined tenuity vanish

entirely out of sight. Whilst many subjects

of inquiry burst fully upon the understanding

by their native force and evidence ; others,

though discoverable, are in themselves more

obscure and intricate ; and others perhaps

more numerous than both lie beyond the

verge of all mortal cognizance.

To distinguish in this general scene of

things what is light and what is darkness

—

what he can know, and what he cannot

know ; and then to mark the different force

and clearness of the light, and the different

shades in which it is dispensed—the modes
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and degrees in which he knows, are objects

of the last importance to the philosophical

inquirer, both for the apprehension of truth

and the detection of error.

These important objects will be more easily

and effectually secured by the help of such a

general chart ; which as it estimates and

displays the principles of all true learning,

will exclude every thing not possessed of

such principles, thereby determining what is

knowable from what is not, and deciding

between what is light and what is darkness.

And as it places those parts of truth which

are within the verge of human comprehension

in juxtaposition with each other, by affording

him an easy opportunity of comparing them

together in every relation, in their principles,

in their reasoning, and their truth, it will

enable him from these comparisons to furnish

himself with a general scale or common
measure, by which to ascertain the particular

nature and relative force of every kind of

truth and to adjust them with precision.

Thus by the help of this intellectual scale

he will be enabled to range truths above

each other so far as relates to their convic-
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tion, according to their respective evidence,

and the assent to which they are respectively

entitled, and to mark from its operation in

each, the exact proportion and degree of the

strength or weakness of human reason.

Though possessed neither of the instrument

nor the means of boundless knowledge, he

will find that the Author of all truth hath

supplied him with what is sufficient of both

for the purposes of human life, and for the

pleasures of intellectual enjoyment ; and the

more he knows, the more will he rest satisfied

in that sufficiency. By applying his reason,

the instrument, fairly and logically to the

different subjects, which are the means, that

present themselves before him, he will find

whether they can supply him with sound

principles of judgment, and what those prin-

ciples are. Thus he will secure the former of

these objects by discovering the capacity

and extent of reason, and what lies within

and without its reach. And by the appli-

cation of the instrument fairly and logically

to the subjects, w^hich are the means, con-

stituting all the different kinds of truth in

their respective provinces, and by a compa-
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rative estimate between them, he will ensure

the latter, by distinguishing the modes and

degrees of knowledge.

Thus by submitting to the nature and the

constitution of things through the whole of

its instrumental employment, the logic he

applies will neither lead him away from truth

into speculative dreams by fancied objects

which in fact have no foundation ; nor into

the endless maze of error and confusion by

sending him in pursuit of truths which are

above his comprehension. But what is of

still more importance to the great cause of

learning, as involving an evil which is more

generally incurred, he will not be in danger

of misleading his judgment and betraying

his assent by the expectation of stronger or

different evidence, than the nature of the

subjects and the truths resulting from them

can afford, that is, by requiring more or less

than they are calculated to afford.

A logic so general in its views and appro-

priate in its method, will on the contrary

both abridge his labour and ensure his

success. It will abridge his labour by cut-

ting off all that is useless and superfluous,
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which vainly attempts to search after truths

that have no existence, or which as vainly

struggles after those which it can never

reach. And it will promise him success by

directing his researches right, and confining

them within the proper track in which the

truth in question can be found, as well as by

aiding and conducting him through every

stage of the inquiry.

And since both the means which supply

the principles, however different from each

other, are at all times and to all persons in

themselves the same, and also the instrument,

viz. reason, however it may differ in degrees

of. strength with times and persons, is the

same essential faculty in all ; the end which

is truth, however various in kind, if faithfully

sought and successfully found, will be un-

changeably and individually the same to all.

Where then is error, that many-headed

monster which goes on triumphing and to

triumph, though not conquering and to con-

quer (since truth will be victorious at last

is the faithful promise of One on whom we

can steadfastly rely), and leading thousands

captive in her train ?—She lies hidden under

G
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the toils of a dark and partial logic, by which

the learned have suffered themselves to be

enslaved, and which by its various artifice

and chicanery, gives to some of the worst of

falsehoods the privilege to wear the face of

even the best of truths.

In the pursuit of a plan which embraces

so many different and distant objects, I shall

have occasion to visit the sources of the arts

and sciences, and to run the circuit of

general learning ; but whatever may be my
failings in the execution of a design stretched

over so wide and various an extent (which I

fear will be many), let me in some measure

bespeak their pardon, and endeavour to

atone for them in the outset, by a promise,

to be plain and undisguised in every part.

I had much rather betray my own igno-

rance and want of ability than attempt to

impose upon the judgment of others^

* Neque enim aut confutationum triumphis, aut antiqui-

tatis advocationibus, aut authoritatis usurpatione quadam,

aut etiam obscuritatis velo, aliquam his nostris inventis

majestatem imponere aut conciliare conamur; qualia reperire

non difficile esset ei, qui nomini suo, non animis aliorum

lumen afFundere conaretur. Non (inquam) ullam aut vim
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As far therefore as the plan will allow,

I should wish to pursue the initiative

method ; not that which begins with defini-

tions and proceeds by dogmas, which obtrudes

itself upon the judgment and expects to be

believed ; but that which puts the mind upon

inquiry and solicits to be examined ; not

that which seeks popularity as its dearest

object by gratifying the indolent, who form

indeed too great a majority ; in which the

author has only to select a subject interesting

to the superficial and sentimental feelings,

and capable of much adventitious ornament,

and by a fashionable and sonorous diction,

to hide his ignorance and to ensure his fame*^

;

but that which invites the active and inquisi-

aut insidias hominum judiciis fecimus aut paramus ; verum
eos ad res ipsas et rerum foedera adducimus ; ut ipsi videant,

quid habeant, quid arguant, quid addant, atque in commune
conferant. Nos autem si qua in re vel male credidimus,

vel obdormivimus et minus attendimus, vel defecimus in via

et inquisitionem abrupimus; nihilominus iis modis res

nudas et apertas exhibemus, ut errores nostri, antequam
scientiae massam altius inficiant, notari et separari possint

;

atque etiam ut facilis et expedita sit laborum nostrorum

continuatio. Bacon. De Augm. Scient. Pra?f.

* Hand facile quis verbis assequatur, quantam calami-

tatem attulerit hoc ipsum quod dicimus : quod homines,

ingenita superbia et gloria vana, eas materias tractationum,
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tive in the spirit of philosophy to go along

with it, in which he lays himself fairly and

freely open, solely and honestly devoted to

the interests of truth ^

" One of these methods,"" says Lord Bacon,

" delivers popular subjects as to the illiterate ;

the other, sciences as to the sons of science */^

and the latter is that which alone can be

worthy of the author, or of his audience.

Popularity is an idol to which the ambitious

may bend the knee. Truth is that divinity

which a philosopher need not blush to

worship.

eosque modos tractandi sibi delegerint, quae ingenia ipsorum

potius, commendent, quam lectomra utilitatibus inserviant.

Optime Seneca, " Nocet illis eloquentia, quibus non rerum

facit cupiditalem sed sui :" siquidem scripta talia esse de-

bent, ut amores documentorum ipsorum, non doctorum

excitent. li igitur recta incedunt via, qui de consiliis suis

id prsedicare possint, quod fecit Demosthenes, atque hac

clausula ea concludere, " Quae si feceritis, non oratorem dun-

taxat in praesentialaudabitis, sed vosmet ipsos etiam, non ita

multo post, statu rerum vestrarum meliore." Ego certe, ut

de me ipso, quod res est, loquar, et in iis quae nunc edo, et

in iis quae in posterum meditor, dignitatem ingenii et no-

minis mei (si qua sit) saepius sciens et volens projicio, dum
commodis humanis inserviam. Bacon. De Augm. Scient.

lib. vii. cap. i.

' When we set out in pursuit of truth as of a stranger,

and not in search of arguments to support our acquaintance

with preconceived opinions ; when we possess ourselves in a
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And if in pursuing an argument, which

from its vast and universal moment has

been often treated, we should go wide of the

common road, (not from a love of novelty

which I disclaim, but from that love of truth

and utility which, in all temperance and

humility, I avow), as I solicit examination

and am under just correction, let me con-

fess I had rather commit errors in a new

way, though more dangerous and difficult to

be found, than walk more safely and indo-

lently over ground which has been beaten a

perfect indifference for every thing but known and well-

attested truth ; regardless of the place from whence it comes,

or of that to which it seems to be going; when the mind, I

say, is in this state, no one, I think, can fairly suspect the

reality of its attachment. Warb. Div. Leg. bookiv. p. 12.

Nos aeterno veritatis amore devicti, viarum incertis et

arduis et solitudinibus nos commisimus ; et divino auxilio

freti et innixi, mentem nostram, et contra opinionum vio-

lentias et quasi instructas acies, et contra proprias et internas

haesitationes et scrupulos, et contra rerum caligines et nubes,

et undequaque volantes phantasias, sustinuimus ; ut tandem

magis fida et secura indicia viventibus et posteris comparare

possemus. De Augm. Scient. Praef. p. 10.

Postremo omnes in universum monitos volumus, ut sci-

entiae veros fines cogitent ; nee eam aut animi causa petant,

aut ad contentionem, aut ut alios despiciant, aut ad com-

modum, aut ad famam, aut ad potentiam, aut hujusmodi

inferiora, sed ad meritum et usus vitae, eamque in charitate

perficiant et regant. De Augm. Scient. Praef. p. 1 1.
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thousand times. It is only by trying many

and different roads to knowledge, that men

can hope to discover the right path to her

temple.

Sensible how great, how various, how

extensive is the work we undertake ; fearful

of degrading by mixtures of human weak-

ness that ineffable Wisdom, which in part

we are attempting to display, and deeply

conscious of my own defects,—I feel the task

I have proposed too heavy for my unassisted

abilities.— " O send her out of thy holy

heavens and from the throne of thy glory,

that being present she may labour with me,

for she knoweth and understandeth all

things; and she shall lead me soberly in

my doings and preserve me in her power ^
!'

8 Wisdom, ix. 10, 11.

8 1^^
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CHAP. I.

MATHEMATICS.

Sect. I.

Of the Logic of Mathematics.

EVERY thing which is the subject of

human knowledge belongs either to

mind or body.

The two parts of learning metaphysic

and logic which have been touched in a

summary way in the preceding pages, treat

more immediately of mind, its powers and

operations, its acts and energies. The for-

mer, producing by speculation the general

principles of all other parts of knowledge, or

at least affecting to produce them, is the

universal science. The latter, descending

more practically to the particular investiga-

tion and establishment of the principles of
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each as they exist in nature and affect the

mind, and then pursuing them in a just and

rational way into all their different effects,

is the universal art. In universality this

as well as in many other respects they have

a close connection and aflfinity with each

other \ All the other sciences and arts, as

has been before observed, apply to particular

subjects^ which are of different kinds and

various extent.

Physics form the science which treats more

immediately of body or matter organized,

its properties and affections, its motions and

operations, its qualities and internal struc-

ture.

Between these sciences of mind and body,

lies one which is intermediate and which

partakes of both, taking its subject from the

sensible qualities of body, but having it per-

fectly separated therefrom and made abstract

' Aristot. Metaph. lib. iv. cap. 2.

M.6vr] ^e y Trpiorr) (piXoaocpia teal y ^laXeKTiKrj VTZoKELfievov

'i^Et TTcivra ra ovra.—Philoponus in 1 Post. Analyt.

^ '^KCKXTT] fXEV ETTiaTTjfXI] TTEpl EV TL JEVOQ KavayivETaL, PllilO-

poniis in 1 Post. Analyt.
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by an act of mind^ This intermediate

science is mathematics, which as it is related

to both, becomes the connecting hnk by

which they are united in the grand system

of knowledge. The transition from meta-

physics and general logic, to the particular

logic of physics and the other parts of learn-

ing, will be made aptly and advantageously

through the mathematics.

^ Aristotle disting-uisbes the three sciences thus, >/ /ley

yap <pv(TLKr} Trepi a^a;pi<Ta /x£J', aXX' hk aiiivr]Ta' rfjg de ixa^r]fxa-

TiKfjg 'ivia Trepi aKivrjra fiey, « ^(upt<ra ^£ itriog, aXX' u)g kv vXr}'

// ^e TrpijTt] fcai Trepi )^wpt<ra koX aKivrjra'—Aristot. Metaph.

lib. vi. cap. i. Which is thus explained by Du Val—Physica

quidem versatur circa substantiam mobilem et materialem :

Mathematicae purae agunt de rebus reipsa mobilibus, et a

materia sensibili re inseparabilibus, sed tamen ea ratione qua
sunt immobiles, et cogitatione separatee; vel, quod idem

est, prout in sui consideratione, materiam sensibilem non

includunt. Ut ergo physica, mobilium et inseparabilium;

mathematica vero, velut immobilium et separabilium ; sic

metaphysica est revera immobilium, seternorum, separabi-

lium, et divinorum contemplatrix. Doct. Peripat. Synoj3.

p. 22. And again Aristotle distinguishes mathematics both

from physics and metaphysical forms, etl 3?/ Trapa ra aladrjra

Koi ret eicr], ra fxaQrjfxuTLKci rojy irpayyidTwv eivai (pacn fiera^Vy

^la^ipovra tCjv fikv alfr^qriov, rw aihia kol aKiyrjra elyai' rwy

3' £f3wv, rw ra fuev ttoXX' arra OjxoLa elvai, to he ti^og avro, ty

eKw^oy ixoyoy.—Metaph. lib. i. cap. vi, which is thus explained

by another commentator.—Indicat Aristoteles Platonem

aliud adhuc genus rerum posuisse [principalium] a rebus

sensibilibus et ab ipsis ideis diversum. Nam, praeter sen-

sibilia et suas formas, res mathematicas constituit, quas
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This science is confined to the predicament

of quantity, which being of two kinds mag-

nitude and multitude, that is, quantity

continuous and quantity discrete, the first

bounded and defined by figure, the second

bounded and defined by number, is accord-

ingly divided by these different subjects

into two collateral correspondent branches

geometry and arithmetic \ And as they

are the simplest in their principles, the

clearest in their reasoning, and the most

convincing in their truth, the logic of both

will be properly introductory to that of the

other parts of learning, which are more com-

plicated in their nature, and more involved in

their construction.

medias esse dixit inter res sensibiles et inter ideas ; et differunt

a sensibilibus, quod sempiterna sunt et immobilia entia

mathematicae, sicut ideae quoque sunt ; a formis autem et

ideis distant, quod pleraque mathematicae similia sunt inter

se, hoc est, quod plura sint ejusdem speciei individua, ut

plures trianguli aequum laterum, plura quadrata, et sic

deinceps. Forma autem ipsa et idea unaquasque unum
quoddam sit tantum. Ita ut res mathematicae sint inter res

sensibiles et inter ideas, quia de utrisque aliquid commune
habent, ettamen ab utrisque rursus differunt. Joan. Ludov.

Havenruterius Comment, in locum.
^ Aristot. Categ. cap. vi.
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Sect. II.

Of Mathematical Fiinciples,

T7XTERNAL nature is the archetype and
-*-^ original of all our sensations and of

many of our ideas ; and the evidence of the

external senses, exercised upon the superficial

properties of innumerable bodies with which

they are familiarly and perpetually conver-

sant, viz. their length, breadth, and depth \

and other exterior qualities ; and again, as

familiarly and incessantly employed upon

many different objects, which they cannot

avoid distinguishing as individuals or mo-

nads, is undoubtedly the primary prin-

ciple of mathematical learning in both its

branches.

This is every where the doctrine of Aris-

* Kat yap CTrtTre^a Koi Ttpta 'iyei to. <j)V(7iKa cw/xara, koi /jLrjicrjf

KOL <riy/iae, irepl (ov anoTrti 6 fxa^rifxariKOQ.—aXX' ov^ tj (pvaiKu

awfiaroQ Tvipaq SKa^ov' ovhe to. crvfx^etiTjKOTa S'fwpet ^ tou^toiq

iffL avfx€,t€,riKE' Aio Koi ^^lopii^et' ^W|Ot<ra yap rrj voijcrei, Kivrjatug

£71* Kat ^^EP ^lacpipei, e'^£ ytVerat \pevho£ ^ojpt^ovTijJV.—Aristot.

Nat. Ausc. lib. ii. cap. 2.
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totle^ who as well as Plato has very phi-

losop ically remarked, that whereas many

of the properties of body are confined to

particular senses, those few which are the

subject of mathematics are common to all

the senses ^

These external and obvious properties of

natural body constitute the qualities of what

is called mathematical body, if we may be

allowed to give the name of body to that

which is ideal; for all the other qualities

and attributes of natural body being ab-

stracted and taken away by an act of the

mind, they are conceived to be left alone,

and to exist separate and independent of the

bodies from which they are originally taken,

constituting what are properly and logically

termed ideas. These separate and abstract

ideas are units or monads, points, lines,

angles, circles, superficies, solids, equality

and inequality^, and some others, which are

2 Metaph. lib. xi. cap. 1—3.
^ Koiya ^6, Kirr](riQ, yptfxia, apiB'fidg, (T')(fjij.a, fiiyt^oQ. ra

yap TOLCiiira (idemdg k^iv 'idta, aXXci KOiva TTaaaig.—Ai'istot.

De Anima, lib. ii. cap. 6.

* To fiey yap icepiTTOv t<rat Ka\ to cipriop, kul to ev^v koi to

KafjLTTvXoVy 'in de koI apL^fioQ, teal ypajx^ir]., Kal (T')(rj^a avtv

KLvriaEMQ.—Aristot. Nat. A use. lib. ii. cap. 2.
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likewise denominated universal forms. The

abstraction, by which they are collected

from the senses exercised upon many indi-

vidual objects, is performed in a way so

perfectly obvious and familiar, and with so

much ease and perspicuity, that they seem

to present themselves to the mind imme-

diately^, and without the application of in-

ductive reasoning^

Thus mathematical science may be con-

sidered as beginning its career with general

ideas or abstracted forms ^. This is a sin-

^ Aav^avHffL ^e t^to ttoisptec, koI 01 Tag Idiag Xeyoyreg. To.

ycijO (pvaiKa '^(cjpii^&aip i)ttov ovra -^lopi^h rdy ixa^rjfiariKwy.—
Aiistot. Nat. Ausc. lib. ii. cap. 2.

® 'EvravSa yap to jxev oti, twv al(T%TtK:u>y ellivaC to le

ZiOTL, Twv fxadrjfiaTiKwy' htol yap t'^ovat twv aWiwy Tag cnrodel^Eigj

Kat TToXXcLKig ^K 'iaaart to otC Ka^aTrep 01 to Ka^oXs S'stopSyTeg,

TToXXaKig evia tHov Kaff £'/ca<rov «/c laact ^l ave7ri(XK£\piau. "Ert ^£

TavTa, oaa, tTspov tl ovra t^p naiav, Ke-^^pi^Tai Tolg ei^effi. Ta
yap /xa%jj.aTa, irepl eIIt] k'^iv' » yap kaS"' vwoKELfxivH Tivog. el

yap Ka\ fca-^' viroKeifj-ira Tivog, to. yeiofiETpiica ctiv* aW a^ rf

yeiofiETpiKciy KaB^' vTroKEifiivii.—Aristot. Analyt. Post. lib. i.

cap. 13. See Barrow's Lectiones Mathematicae.
' Linearum rectarum et circulorum descriptiones, in

quibus geometria fundatur, ad mechanicam pertinet. Has
lineas describere geometria non docet. Postulat enim ut

tiro easdem accurate describere prius dediscerit quam limen

attingat geometriae; dein quomodo per has operationes

problemata solvuntur, docet; rectas et circulos describere

problemata sunt, sed non geometrica, ex mechanica postu-
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gular essential privilege, and in their further

consideration, we shall find this branch of

learning is possessed of many other eminent

and exclusive advantages.

One advantage is, that these general or

rather universal ideas are immediately capa-

ble of being ascertained with a logical pre-

cision, and conveyed by clear and adequate

definitions in a language which is the most

direct and obvious, and which cannot be

misunderstood. Geometry defines a point,

line, angle, triangle, circle, and any other

mode of continuous quantity, the less general

by the more general, in terms which are

appropriate, and possessed of all possible

accuracy and precision ; so that, if the terms

be once understood, the ideas they represent

cannot possibly be misconceived. Hence a

mathematical definition will not only carry

with it the utmost light and conviction, but

will produce exactly the same effect in one

mind as in another, without the smallest shade

of variation. And whatever number of units

latur horum solutio, in geometria docetur solutionum usus

:

at gloriatur geometria quod tain paucis principiis aliunde

petitis tam multa praestat.—Newtoni Praef. in Princip.
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or monads constitute any idea of quantity

discrete, (and these ideas are innumerable)

by the admirable dexterity and address of

the arithmetician in the arrangement of

numbers into stated classes and collections,

general and less general, formed out of each

other and distinguished by appropriate names,

as they rise into higher and more complex

orders, tens, hundreds, thousands, &c. (an

invention entitled to the gratitude of all

ages and countries), its language remains

definitive, and its ideas however complex

and collective when thus expressed, remain

incapable of misapprehension. Thus if of

thousands we take one, of hundreds seven,

of tens eight, and of units nine, we have at

once an adequate definition of the idea, or

collective number of the years of the Chris-

tian sera, 1789-

Another advantage similar to this and by

which it is heightened and completed, is

that its ideas thus adequately and easily de-

fined are capable of being exhibited and

presented to the eye in an obvious external

shape. The diagram of a square, circle, or

other figure, though it cannot be a complete
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representation of the idea, is sufficient to

convey the definition through the sight

directly into the understanding ; and the

signs of number which we call figures, with

the order in which they are set down 1789?

form a clear and exact representation which

puts the mind in immediate possession of the

full force of the definition—an invention

which we owe to our more modern inter-

course with the east, and which the ancient

mathematicians, though they had formed

some useful arrangements of numbers, did

not enjoy, and which though little regarded

is one of the first and most important, either

in the improvement of the useful and com-

mercial arts, or in the annals of science.

This artifice or mechanism of expression ad-

dressed to the sight, which forms the rea-

diest and most familiar interpreter to the

mind, or even to the touch (for the great

Sanderson is said to have been born blind),

gives a superior ease and perspicuity to ma-

thematics through all the stages and pro-

gressions of that luminous science.

Thus the mathematics possess an extraordi-

nary advantage in the clearness and precision
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both of their ideas and in their language, and

also in the facility they derive from being

capable of being brought before the sight,

the readiest and most perfect of our senses.

Into whatever extent or variety these ideas

may run, whether through all the forms and

constructions of figure, or through all the

classes and combinations of number, and

however complex and multiform they be-

come, they are only different modifications

of one and the same kind, or as Mr. Locke

chooses to express it of the same idea, with-

out the mixture or addition of any other;

on which account he has distinguished them

by the name of simple modes, a distinction

w^hich however expressed is very philoso-

phically made. They are formed by adding

unit to unit and line to line through all the

modifications of number and figure, without

the mixture of any thing else : from which

circumstance the science in question derives

this great and exclusive privilege, that its

ideas are totally separate and distinct from

those of every other kind.

And however numerous and various they

may be, it is another advantage to the pre-

H
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cision of the science to which they belong that

every one is absolute and unchangeable in

itself, that is, it cannot be either greater or

less^^ or any way different from what it

exactly is, by partaking or communicating

with any other even of the same kind.

Two numbers differing only by one unit, or

two angles by one degree, are as absolutely

different from each other as those which are

the most distant ^^ So that mathematical

ideas are individually distinct from one an-

other, as well as totally from those of other

kinds, and are incapable of having any con-

traries, which is another very great advan-

tage.

They have therefore only to do with

themselves, at the same time that they stand

perfectly independent of each other ; and it is

a further advantage by which they contribute

^^ Quantitas non recipit majus aut minus.— Aristot.

'Erirw TTOcw ov^ep ecrrip evavriov.—Ou donel^e to tzogov—eirt^e-

^e.-)(dat TO ^dWov /cat to rjTToy.—Categ. c, vii.

^^ Two is as different and distinct from one, as from a

thousand ; but ideas of good and evil, hot and cold, hard

and soft, and of the different colours, participate with each

other, and are more or less akin, varying into shades com-

pounded of their proximates, and having their difference

according to their distance.
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to the illumination of this science, that

all the differences between themselves are

most minutely and distinctly marked and

ascertained. It is the exclusive privilege of

both the kinds of quantity to supply a cer-

tain measure or standard, not only to them-

selves, but to every other subject in the uni-

verse capable of mensuration^*. Extension

or continuous quantity is measured by any

fixed part or division of itself, as by an inch,

a foot, and other stated lengths formed out

of each other ; and number, which is dis-

crete, is measured by stated portions or

classes of number, as by tens, hundreds, and

so on, as they rise in due order above each

other. So that any part, form, collection, or

relation of such ideas can be easily com-

pared with others, and pronounced to be

exactly equal or unequal, greater or less, or

in a certain ratio : whereas the subject of

other parts of knowledge, which are the

qualities of body, as hot and cold, hard and

'* Fundatur geometria in praxi mechanica, et est nihil

aliud quam mechanicae universalis pars ilia, quae artem men-

surandi accurate proponit ac demonstrat.—Praef. Newtoni

in Princip.
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soft, or the affections of mind, good and evil,

with innumerable others, have no certain

measure or criterion to determine the judg-

ment; and, after the best and most exact

comparisons that can be made, one quality

can only be pronounced to be more or less

than another, like or unlike, in different de-

grees, by a more vague and uncertain deter-

mination ^^

From such adequate definitions of these

general ideas thus artfully and mechanically

expressed, so different and distinct from all

^^ 'I^tov de fxaXi^a t5 ttocov, to laov re Koi aviaop XeyecrS'aL'

eKa<^op yap rwv eiprjfxivwv 'k6(T(s)v, laov re Koi ayiaov Xiyerai.

Oloy aCjixa, laov te koI aviaov Xiyerai, Ka\ api^nog, Kai

XpovoQ, iaoQ Ka\ aviffog Xeyerat. 'Qiffavro)^ he /cat sttI tCjv aXKiav

Tuiy prj^evrwy, eica'^ov luov re /cat aviaov Xiyerai. Tojv he

XoiTTuty, ocra fxi] e<7t Trocra, a' rravv av h6L,aizv iaov re /cat aviaov

Xiyerr^ai, oiov, r] dia^effig, lat] re Kai aviaog s Travv Xiyerai,

aXka fxdXXov bfxoia Ka\ aro^iota, fcai ro XevKoVy laov re kol

aviaov « Travv, aXXa /xdXXov Ofioiov. "i2<r£ r« iroaov juaXt^a av

ti7\ i^iov, TO laov re /cat aviaov Xiyea^ai,—Aristot. Categ.

cap. vi. Edit. Morel. Par. 1562.

Natural philosophers have indeed invented with acute

address and ingenuity various instruments for the mensu-

ration of the qualities of things. This is done by applying

them in some medium or other, in which they are differently

affected, to a graduated scale : and thus they have availed

themselves, as well as they can, of that exactness and pre-

cision which properly belong to quantity alone.
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Other kinds, so absolute and unchangeable in

themselves, and which admit of having their

equality, inequality, and proportion exactly

measured and ascertained, a few simple pro-

positions are formed, to which they apply,

w^hich are the most general that can be

made ; the truth and certainty of which,

upon comparing their ideas, strike so for-

cibly upon the understanding, and are so

strongly and palpably felt, that as soon as

pronounced they irresistibly compel convic-

tion.

Their truth is indeed so direct and ob-

vious, that some philosophers assert that it

results from an instinctive impulse of the

mind which they call intuition, without the

exercise of any act of reasoning at all

;

whilst others have perhaps more truly and

philosophically determined, that where there

is an act of comparison, there is an act of

judgment, and where there is an act ofjudg-

ment, there is an act of reasoning ^*^, although

^^ " Under the word reason, T comprehend the intuition of

the truth of axioms" (meaning- mathematical) :
" for cer-

tainly to discern the respect which one term bears to an-

other, and from these to conclude the proposition necessarily
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the truth results immediately and is therefore

properly self-evident, but not intuitive.

These general propositions so formed are

the axioms of mathematical science, which

easily and securely constitute the secondary

principles, from which reason derives all its

numerous and extensive operations and into

which they are ultimately to be resolved.

And now that we are upon the subject

of mathematical principles, I beg leave to

make a distinction, which however new,

may prove of great and general importance

to the more easy discovery, and more suc-

cessful cultivation of all the different kinds

of truth.

Intuitive and self-evident are terms used

promiscuously by philosophers and logicians

as perfectly synonymous, which has, I appre-

hend, been the cause of introducing much

error and obstruction into general science.

To mathematical axioms they have both

been attributed with the fullest confidence.

true, is an act of reason, though performed quick or perhaps

all at once."—Wollaston's Religion of Nature, sect. iii.

Note.
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because their truth is so direct and palpable,

that mathematicians think they cannot do

them more than sufficient honour by afford-

ing them so strong an appellative. And
as these axioms are so obvious in formation

and so easy in apprehension, no injury has

been derived to this science from the mistake.

But when philosophers and logicians assert

that all other axioms are likewise both in-

tuitive and self-evident, great evils arise from

this false idea ; as it precludes inquiry, and

secures them by an invincible bar against all

further examination and reasoning, which

from this false persuasion they fastidiously

reject and spurn.

So far however from being intuitive, the

axioms of all other kinds of knowledge are

the consequences and deductions of the most

attentive reasoning and laborious investiga-

tion, constituting the most useful and honour-

able part of human learning ; whereas if

they were intuitive, they would flash direct

conviction on the minds, as external objects

do on the senses, of all men.

But though self-evidence is very distinct

from intuition, all axioms though not intui-
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tive may be properly said to be self-evident

;

because in their formation reason judges by

single comparisons, without the help of a

third idea or middle term ^\ Thus they are

not indebted to any other for their evidence,

but have it in themselves ; and though in-

ductively framed they cannot be syllogisti-

cally proved. Till axioms are either legiti-

mately established or presumptively assumed,

the middle term is indeed no where to be

found; and, so far from deriving from thence

their evidence, it derives itself from them.

They are therefore properly and logically

said to be immediate ^^ It is in this sense

that all axioms are pronounced and should

be understood to be self-evident, because

immediate and incapable of syllogistic proof

by means of a middle term.

Intuition is therefore properly attributed

and should be carefully restricted, to those

instinctive faculties and impulses external

and internal, which act instantaneously and

" See page 46, 47.

'8 At yap a/i£crot TrpoTCKreig ap^ai.—Aristot. Analyt. Post,

lib. i. cap. 29.
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irresistibly ^^ which were given by nature as

the first inlets of all knowledge, and which

we have called the primary principles, whilst

self-evidence may be justly and properly

attributed to axioms or the secondary prin-

ciples of truth.

This distinction I am induced to make in

the sanguine hope, that if justly considered

and attended to, it will effectually contribute

to the improvement of all learning in the

act of constituting the principles, that is, of

distinguishing the evidences and establishing

the axioms of all the different parts of know-

ledge— a point which every philosopher will

acknowledge to be of the last importance to

general science. " I apprehend,"'' says one

in the conclusion of his remarks on the Or-

ganon of Aristotle, " it is a subject of such

consequence, that if inquisitive men can be

brought to the same unanimity in the first

principles of the other sciences, as in those

of mathematics and natural philosophy (and

why should we despair of a general agree-

See page 27,
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ment in things that are self-evident?) this

might be considered as the third grand era

in the progress of human reason^".

Sect. III.

Of Mathematical Reasoning,

THIS species of reasoning is employed in

investigating the relations of such ab-

stract and general ideas, as are possessed

of those other qualifications which have

been noticed in the preceding pages, by

reducing them under axioms or secondary

principles, which are universal propositions

;

and the method it pursues is consequently

the most perfectly and purely syllogistic ^

As mathematical science has a subject, so

2° Dr. Reid, in the Appendix to Lord Kaims's third volume

of Sketches.

' Aristotle says that all mathematical reasoning is reducible

to syllogisms in the first of the three figures which is the most

pure and perfect, and by which all other kinds of syllogisms

that are sound and legitimate are finally to be tried.—Analyt.

Post. lib. i. cap. 14.
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its reasoning has a language, peculiar and

appropriate to itself; but, when analyzed, it is

reducible to the following process.

The mathematician may be considered

from the beginning, as taking his ideas in

their general form. Every proposition com-

posed of such ideas is therefore general

;

and those which are theoretic are reducible

to two parts or terms, a predicate and a sub-

ject, with a copula affirmative or negative,

but generally the former. If the agreement

or the relation between the two terms be not

immediate and self-evident, he has recourse

to an axiom which is still more general, and

which supplies him with a third or middle

term . This he compares first with the pre-

dicate, and then with the subject, or vice

versa. These two comparisons when drawn

out in form make two propositions, which

are called the premises ; and if they happen

to be immediate and self-evident, the con-

clusion consisting of the terms of the question

proposed, is said, without further process, to

^ The middle term is the subject of a more general propo-

sition than that of the question, and the predicate the same
in both.— See page 47 of this volume.
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be demonstrated ^ Which method ofreason-

ing is conducted exactly in the syllogistic

form^ delivered by Aristotle with so much
labour and particularity in the first book of

his Analytics^.

' ^AvayKt] rrjv airodeiKTiKriv iirL-yjfxriP t^ uXt/S'wv t fTvat, Kal

irpojTwv, Kal aiJi(.(T(i)y, Kal yvwpifxcjrepujVy Kal TrpoTtpwy Kal a'lriojy

t5 avfjLTrepacTixaTog.—Aristot. Analyt. Post. lib. i.

* SvXXoyio"^oc Bt cVi XoyoQ, ev (o re^evrtjp tlvCjv, erepov tl

TU)v KeijjLEVUJP ei, avayKtjQ (TVfx€atveL rw ravra tivai.—Aristot.

Analyt. Prior, lib. i. cap. 2.

^ Every kind of syllogism is reducible to a categoric, and

every categorical syllogism to one of the first figure ; and in

the premises of a syllogism of the first figure this is done

—

In the major proposition, or the axiom, the predicate of the

question or conclusion (which is the same thing) is univer-

sally affirmed or denied of some general idea, which is the

middle term : in the minor proposition, the subject of the

question or conclusion is always affirmed or asserted to be a

part of that more general idea or middle term. And the

ground of this reasoning is this—Whatever may be affirmed

universally of any idea, may be affirmed of any species or

number of particulars comprehended under it, and vice

versa ; upon the great logical maxim, " Dictum de omni et

de nullo."

Fundamentum, quo nititur modorum omnium jam memo-
ratorum vis (unde probetur conclusivos esse), est postula-

tum illud quod dici solet "Dictum de omni et de nullo :"

quod tam per se evidens praesumitur, ut probatione non

indigeat. Nimirum, " Quicquid de subjecto quopiam uni-

versaliter affirmatur vel negatur, id similiter vel affirmatur

vel negatur de omni eo de quo hoc subjectum dicitur."

Ut puta, quicquid universaliter affirmatur aut negatur de

animali; similiter affirmatur vel negatur de quopiam ani-
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Thus to axioms he adds another class of

propositions called demonstrations, which

though less general are of equal force, and

which he applies, in the same way and by

the same process, to the proof of relations

which lie more distant and concealed. And
as it is the peculiar privilege of this science,

that all its ideas are general, and these

general ideas inexhaustible, in pursuing all

their various and multiplex relations, he can

produce many demonstrations ; which axioms

and demonstrations he can apply by the same

syllogistic process, to the proof of theorem

after theorem almost ad infinitum ^ ; and

mali, seu de omni eo quod est animal : puta de homine, de

bruto, de Alexandre, de Bucephalo, alioque quopiam ani-

mali.—^Wallis's Logic, book iii. chap. 5 : and, if the reader

would see at one short view the whole jet and force of all

syllogistic reasoning, he cannot do better than read this

chapter, " De fundamento Syllogismi, et Modis Figurae

Primae/'

" " The relations of quantity are so susceptible of exact

mensuration, that long trains of accurate reasoning on that

subject may be formed, and conclusions drawn very remote

from the first principles. It is in this science and those

which depend upon it, that the power of reasoning triumphs
;

in other matters its trophies are inconsiderable. If any man
doubt this, let him produce in any subject unconnected

with mathematics, a train of reasoning of some length,

leading to a conclusion, which without this train of reason-
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which syllogistic process is (to express it in

a few words), to reduce general truths under

more general, till they terminate in axioms,

which are the most general ^.

In all mathematical subjects, the art of

reasoning is from numbers and quantities

which are known, to find or compute those

which are unknown. This art in regard to

number, is performed by common figures,

and this is called arithmetic, or by letters of

ing would never have been brought within human sight.

Every man acquainted with mathematics can produce thou-

sands of such trains of reasoning. I do not say that none

such can be produced in other sciences."—Dr. Reid's Appen-
dix to Lord Kaims's Sketches, p. 281.

I think Dr. Reid might have pronounced that no such

lengthened trains of reasoning can be produced in other

sciences. And hence it is that syllogism, which is mathe-

matical and constitutes the Aristotelian logic, is of very

little use in other parts of learning. Upon this ground the

following observation of the same author is very just. " The
ancients seem to have had too high notions both of the

force of the reasoning power in man, and of the art of

syllogism as its guide. Mere reasoning [syllogistic] can

carry us but a very little way in most subjects. By obser-

vation and experiments properly conducted, the stock of

human knowledge may be enlarged without end ; but the

power of reasoning alone, applied with vigour through a

long life, would only carry a man round like a horse in a

mill, who labours hard but makes no progress.—Dr. Reid's

Appendix to Lord Kaims's Sketches, p. 381.

' See chap. iv. § 2 of this volume.
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the alphabet used as arbitrary symbols and

quantities, and then it is algebra. With

relation to quantity, it is performed by lines

and geometrical figures, as symbols of quan-

tities, and then it is known as geometry.

Such is the method of science or demon-

stration (belonging, I think, to quantity

alone ^), which has been justly celebrated

and admired through every age, in which

reason advances, by a sublime intellectual

motion, from the simplest axioms to the most

complicated speculations, and exhibits truth

springing out of its first and purest elements,

and rising from story to story in a most

elegant progressive way, into a luminous and

extensive fabric. The certaintv of self-evi-

dence attends it through every stage, and

every link of the mathematical chain is of

equal, that is, the utmost strength.

From the singular elegance and precision

^ Here I am under the necessity of differing in opinion

from Mr. Locke, who thinks that demonstration is not con-

fined to quantity.—See Essay, book iv. chap. ii. § 9, and

book iv. chap. iii. § 18. I shall have occasion to consider

the opinion of this great man in some future part of these

Lectures.
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of mathematical reasoning, and the amazing

feats which it has performed in its progressive

career, from the vast extent to which it can

be carried, and its wonderful effects in its

application to some parts of physical learning,

philosophers ancient and modern have not

only held it in a just respect and veneration,

but have been so enamoured of its beauty as

to embrace and adopt it as the praxis and

exemplar of universal logic ^. This is a mis-

3 " Thus we have taken a short view of the so much
celebrated method of the mathematicians ; which, to any one

who considers it with proper attention, must needs appear

universal, and equally applicable in other sciences. They

begin with definitions. From these they deduce their axioms

and postulates, which serve as principles of reasoning ; and

having thus laid a firm foundation advance to theorems and

problems, establishing all by the strictest rules of demonstra-

tion. The corollaries flow naturally and of themselves.

And if any particulars are still wanting, to illustrate a

subject, or complete the reader's information, these that the

series of reasoning may not be interrupted or broken are

generally thrown into scholia. In a system of knowledge

so uniform and well connected, no wonder if we meet with

certainty, and if those clouds and darkness which deface

other parts of human science and bring discredit even upon
reason itself are here scattered and disappear."—Duncan's

Logic, p. 188. See also p. 224. It was the great error of

Aristotle's logic, that on this sole foundation he laboured

to erect a universal instrument or organon for the investiga-

tion of truth in all other parts of learning, though springing

from foundations very different and distinct from mathe-

matical axioms.
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take, fatal to the success of all other parts of

knowledge, upon which I shall reserve myself

to remark more particularly in some future

stage of this work. For the present I shall

only observe, that in this demonstrative rea-

soning, not only the middle terms and propo-

sitions are general, but that all other terms

and propositions are also general. And
here likewise I beg leave to appeal to the

authority of Dr. Reid, who allows both the

ancient and modern logic to be defective as

an universal art, whether—" the ancients, who

attended only to categorical propositions

which have one subject and one predicate,

and of these, to such only as have a general

term for their subject^",''—were not misled in

their logic by the mathematics ? And also

whether—" the moderns, who have been led

to attend only to relative propositions, which

express a relation between two subjects, and

these subjects always general ideas ",'''—were

not likewise misled by the mathematics,

w^hen they founded the principle of their new

^^ Dr. Reid in the Appendix to Lord Kaims's third volume
of Sketches p. 328.

" Ibid.
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logic upon the axiom, " Things that agree

with one and the same, agree between them-

selves '^ ? '' Hence they have confined their

reasoning to general relations, and to the

agreement and disagreement of ideas of

quality as well as of quantity, measured by

a third, just as a carpenter measures a piece

of timber by the application of his rule".

'2 Nonnulli autem logici (nostri seculi, aut superioris)

posthabita veterum probatione per " Dictum de omni et de

nullo;" aliud substituunt illius loco postulatum, nimirum,
" Quse conveniunt in eodem tertio, conveniunt inter se."

Atque ad banc regulam exigentes singulos syllogismorum

modos, inde conclusum eunt justam eorum consecutionem.

Quique sic procedunt, negligere possunt earn distinctionem

modorum perfectorum et imperfectorum ; ut quae ortum

ducit ab ea methodo qua usi si sunt veteres, in probatione

sua ab illo dicto.—Wallis's Logic, book iii. chap. 5.

'^ Mr. Locke is the great advocate for the perception of

the agreement and disagreement of ideas being the criterion

of all truth, and in exemplifying this great logical maxim he

uses the following words :
" When a man has in his mind

the idea of two lines, viz. the side and diagonal of a square,

whereof the diagonal is an inch long, he may have the idea

also of the division of that line into a certain number of

equal parts; v. g. into five, ten, a hundred, a thousand, or

any other number ; and may have the idea of that inch line

being divisible or not divisible into such equal parts, as a

certain number of them wdll be equal to the side line. Now,
whenever he perceives, believes or supposes such a kind of

divisibility to agree or disagree to his idea of that line, he as

it were joins or separates those two ideas, viz. the idea of that

line, and the idea of that kind of divisibility, and so makes
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Of these two logics, both of which are

partial and imperfect, the former is entitled

to the preference ; because when the general

principles are once established, it is the guide

to truth in all parts of knowledge ; whereas,

out of mathematics pure or mixed the latter

can usefully apply to none. Hence the

Aristotelian logic, with all its defects, has

been rendered still more deficient by the

moderns, from its more extensive misappli-

cation ^^.

a mental proposition, which is true or false, according as

such a kind of divisibility, a divisibility into such aliquot

parts, does really agree to that line or no. When ideas are

so put together or separated in the mind, as they or the

things they stand for, do agree or not, that is as I may call

it, mental truth. But truth of words is something more, and

that is the affirming or denying of words one of another, as

the ideas they stand for agree or disagree."—Essay, book iv.

chap. V. sect. 6.

^* On the general subject of this chapter, consult Reid's

Analysis of Aristotle's Logic ; Brown's Philosophy of the

Human Mind, lect. 50 ; Stewart's Elements, vol. ii. chap. 3

;

Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric, &c.

—

Editor.
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Sect. IV.

Of Mathematical Truth,

WHEN such abstract and general ideas

as are appropriated to mathematics

in both its branches, which besides the

exclusive privileges that have been enume-

rated are permanent and eternal, are thus

syllogistically compared in their numerous

relations, and ultimately brought to the test

of a few simple axioms or universal proposi-

tions which are palpably and self-evidently

certain, the truths that result from such an

operation of reason must be eminently clear

and luminous, bearing down all possibility of

doubt, and carrying the most absolute and

irresistible conviction. The reason of this

greater certainty of mathematical truth is,

that all mathematical propositions are acts of

mind abstracted from the things themselves,

and that the abstract evidence is clearer

than that of things whose evidence depends

merely on the senses.
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This part of learning is therefore distin-

guished by the name of science, understood

in its special and appropriate signification

;

and it is awarded by Aristotle to the province

of the intellect or theoretic mind, as pro-

ducing abstract, unchangeable* and necessary

truths^, which exclude from the understanding

all kind of uncertainty, and also as con-

taining in themselves the end for which they

were contemplated ^

^ UepL TU)V fxi] kv^E-^ofXEViov aWojQ eyiLV.—Al'istot.

^ 'AW fVi Kol f} yiiaS'T^^ario/ •S'ewoT^rto). 'AXX' ti ciKLVriroJV

icai ^wptTfaJv tTt, rvp adrjXoy. "Ort fxey hv evia fiadrijiara, y
aiciyrjTa /cat ^ ^^pi'^d, ^eiope^i, dfjXor.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi.

cap. 1.

^ 'RTn<rriiirj fxtv hv ri k'^LV^ kvrev^ev (pavspoy, el ^el aicpi^oXo-

yftff^ai, Koi [jiri aKoXaS'eiy ralg ojjLOiOTriaL' iravreg yap v7roXa/x-

€dvofX£v, o iTTtTctjueS'a yu?) €V^£)(£(T-&at oWmq e'x^tv. Tct ^e

ev^eyoneva dXX(og, orav e'sw r« ^eiopEtP yeVr^rai, Xay^dvei ei

E'^iVf rj fXTj. E4 dmy/cr/c dpa gVi to ETTL'^rjToy. Aidiov dpa. Td

ydp E^ dvdyKTjg ovta dTrXG)g, didia Trdvra' Ta d dicia, dyiv-qra

KoX dcp^apra. "En ^idaKrrj Trdaa ETTLUTtiyir} ^okeI ttvai, koX to

eTn<TTr]Tov, fiadrjTEov.—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 3.

whence the science had the name Mathematics. Considered

in their simple state, this observation may be just; but

mathematics, when mixed with physics, or any subject

capable of mensuration, produce other important ends,

beyond what is contained in themselves. It is when consi-

dered in their simple state only, that the power of reason so

prominently triumphs, for in this simple state it is alone
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CHAP. 11.

PHYSICS.

Sect. I.

The Logic of Physics,

np^HOUGH truth does not appear in the

^ other departments of learning with that

bold and irresistible conviction with which she

presides in mathematical science, it shines

through all, if not interrupted by prejudice

or perverted by error, with a clear and

useful though inferior strength. And as it

is not necessary for his general safety or con-

venience that the traveller should always

enjoy the heat and splendour of the mid-day

that long trains of reasoning can be formed. Of these the

mathematician can produce thousands, which, though they
may end in themselves, produce this further advantage, that

they exercise the mind, strengthen the attention and
memory, and habituate the reason to close and continuous
efforts of patient investigation.
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sun, whilst he can pursue his journey with

more pleasure and convenience under the

weaker influence of the morning or evening

ray ; so it is not requisite for the various

concerns and purposes of life that men
should be led by truth of the most redundant

brightness.

On the contrary, it is in every view more

useful and expedient for us, situated and

circumstanced as we are, since Providence has

left us in the confines of much darkness, to

act and move under the shades of weaker

yet sufficient evidence. Both reason and

experience accordingly inform us, that the

use and value of truth in general, as it is

appointed in all its different divisions to

attend us with its light through our transitory

journey, does not bear any fixed proportion

to its clearness and conviction.

Much of the most useful part of our know-

ledge is derived from a source different from

that which has been just investigated ; not

from a few general ideas of two kinds of

quantity abstracted and separated from all

matter, but from the innumerable qualities
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of individual and particular things as they

are inherent and exist in matter—of all those

bodies with which we are by nature every

way surrounded, which are perpetually soli-

citing the external senses, and with whose

uses we are immediately and necessarily

concerned. To know their inherent powers

and properties, their qualities and attributes,

their motions and operations, their causes

and effects, is to cultivate the various and

extensive field of physics or natural philo-

sophy.

Yet this part of learning, however it may
differ from pure mathematics, is referred by

the Peripatetic philosopher to the same pro-

vince of mind, the speculative or theoretic

intellect ; because it derives its principles

from those external subjects which it contem-

plates, and not from the exercise of the will

respecting good or evil, nor from the internal

resources of the mind contemplating and

creating, as we shall hereafter find to be the

case with ethics and poetry^.

ETret ce /cat r/ (ftvciicr) ern'^rifxr] Tvyycivei tiaarrepi yevog tit»

ovTOQ {-n-epl yap rrjv roiavTrjv £<rir aaiav iv y, rj apxv TrJQ kivtj_
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Sect. II.

Of Physical Principles,

^T^HE evidence of the external senses is

^ obviously the primary principle from

which all physical knowledge is derived.

But whereas nature begins with causes,

which after a variety of changes produce

effects, the senses open upon the effects, and

from them, through the slow and painful

road of experiment and observation, ascend

to causes.

Man appears upon the stage of this

material system as on a visionary theatre,

in which he looks only upon the exterior of

things, as the eye upon a flower that is fuU-

(Teu)Q KoX Tcio-twc eV avri]) ^fjXov on are TrpaKTiKr] fViv are TtoirfrtKri.

TcDv ^ev yap iroirjriKoJv eV rai ttoiSvtl ?/ o.pxVy V ^^Q s'^lv, 77 ts^i't],

7} hvvafxiQ tlq' tCjv de irpaKTiKCJVj Iv rw TrparroPTL rj Trpoalpeffig.

To avTO yap to irpaKTOv icat TvpoatpETOv^ "li^e tl f] aitaaa Ciavoia

rj TrpaKTiicr}, rj TroirjTLKrj, rj S"£wpr/rt/C7/, 17 ^vffiKrj ^Eojprjriicrj rig ap

ELT),—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.
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blown, or on an insect in all the pride

and beauty of its colours ; without observing

immediately the different stages through

which they have passed, the different forms

they have assumed, the different changes

they have undergone, and without descend-

ing to the seeds and principles from which

they spring, and which upon examination

will be found totally different both in form

and colour. In like manner are the senses,

the ultimate criteria of all physical know-

ledge, liable to be imposed upon and deceived

in regard to the qualities and causes, the

powers and operations of physical body^

The senses are therefore to be assisted by

various observations taken with diligence and

circumspection, and to be undeceived by

different analyses, which divest Nature of her

external and compounded form, and lay open

^ ^dificium autem hujusuniversi, structura sua, intellec-

tui, humano contemplanti, instar labyrinth! est ; ubi tot

ambigua viarum, tarn fallaces rerum et signorum simili-

tudines, tarn obliquae et implexae naturarum spirge et nodi,

undequaque se ostendunt; iter autem, sub incerto sensus

lumine, interdum affulgente, interdum se condente, per ex-

perientiae et rerum particularium sylvas, perpetuo faciendum

est.—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef. See also Reid's Essays,

vol. ii. p. 22, 290, &c.
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her internal mechanism and construction.

Their errors and misconceptions are to be

corrected by the use of experiments of dif-

ferent kinds, which penetrate her inmost

recesses, and descend to her remotest causes.

By the apphcation of such assistance they

are enabled, not without difficulty^ to leave

behind the fallacious exterior, to pass from

one phenomenon to another, and as far as

human search can go, to judge ofthe elements

of nature.

" The information which the senses give

us,^^ as the great friend and father of philo-

sophers has observed ^ " is to be examined

and corrected by various methods ; for though

they deceive us on some occasions, they

themselves discover the errors into which they

lead. But whereas the errors lie imme-

^ Quin etiam duces itineris (ut dictum est) qui seofferunt,

et ipsi implicantur; atque errorum et errantium numerum
augent. In rebus tarn duris, de judicio hominum ex vi

propria, aut etiam de felicitate fortuita, desperandum est.

Neque enim ingeniorum quantacunque excellentia, neque

experiendi alea saepius repetita, ista vincere queat. Vestigia

filo regenda sunt : omnisque via usque a primis ipsis

sensuum perceptionibus, certa ratione munienda.—Ibid.

^ See liord Bacon on the Advancement of Learning,

Distrib. Op. p. 15.
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diately before us, the indications of them are

to be sought at a great distance.

" The senses are subject to a twofold de-

fect. They may either desert or deceive us.

Many subjects'* elude their cognizance, how-

ever well they may be disposed and free

from impediment, either from the tenuity of

the whole object or the extreme minuteness

of its parts, from the distance of its situation,

the slowness or the velocity of its motion, its

familiarity to the eye, and from many other

causes. And again, where they fully appre-

* Air and fire are bodies of the most universal extent and

operation in the material system. And the great Boerhaave,

speaking of the latter, makes the following observation :

—

" So great is the power, so extensive the action, and so

wonderful the manner wherein fire acts, that it was anciently

held and adored as the supreme God by a nation reputed the

wisest of all others. Thus some of the chemists, having

found its extraordinary force, took it for an uncreated being,

and many of the most eminent among them attributing all the

knowledge they had acquired to this instrument, called

themselves philosophers of fire, as thinking they could not

be dignified by a higher title. There is however nothing

more wonderful in the nature of fire, than that whilst it

is the chief cause and principle of almost all the eflfects

cognizable by our senses, itself is imperceptible by any

sense, being so incomprehensible, by reason of its extreme

minuteness, that it eludes our nicest research ; so that with

many it passes for a spirit rather than a body."—Boerhaave*s

Chemistry.
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hend their object, they are not to be securely

rehed upon ; for the testimony and informa-

tion of the senses depend on the analogy and

constitution of man, and not on those of the

universe ; so that to say that sense is the

adequate measure or competent judge of

things, is an assertion founded in mistake.

To obviate the imperfections of sense,

philosophers are under the necessity, by much
labour and attention, of calling in aid and

assistance from every quarter, in order to

supply the deficiency where the senses fail,

and also to regulate and rectify them

where they vary in themselves. This is

effected not so much by the use of instruments

as by the help of experiment. For experi-

ments are much more penetrating and subtle

than the senses, even when assisted by instru-

ments of the most exquisite contrivance

;

I mean such experiments as are ingeniously

invented, and applied with skill and address

to the elucidation of the very thing which is

the subject of inquiry. Philosophers do not

therefore rely on the perception of the senses

immediately applied, as in their natural and

common exercise ; but bring the matter of
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judging to this issue, that the senses may

judge of experiments, and experiments of

things. Thus experiments serve in fact as the

rehgious guardians of the senses, from which

every thing in sound philosophy is originally

derived, and become the skilful interpreters

of their oracles ; so that, whilst others only

pretend, the true philosopher in reality culti-

vates and supports the evidence of sense ^.

Sect. III.

Of Physical Reasoning.

BY such experiments and observations in

aid of the external senses skilfully

chosen, artfully conducted, and judiciously

applied, the philosopher advances from one

stage of inquiry to another*, by a slow but

steady pace, in the rational investigation of

the general causes of physical truth.

* Consult the Preliminary Discourse of Sir J. Herschel

on the study of Natural Philosophy ; Playfair's Dissertation

on Mathematical and Physical Science ; Whewell's Bridge-

water Treatise, &c.

—

Editor.

* Nonnulli qui experientiae undis se commisere, etfere me-
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The one great and universal Mind who

made all things by his power, and preserves

them by his providence, is the first and only

cause, operating at all times and in all places,

and producing, by an exertion of his will, all

the various phenomena ofthe material system.

This first and universal cause however in

the ordinary administration of his providence,

hath condescended to employ second causes

as the instruments of his will, by which he

acts. These secondary causes he hath also

appointed in his wisdom to operate through

every part of his creation by general laws.

To trace the hand of the Almighty through

all his works, to investigate these general

causes and erect them into the laws of physics,

is the sublime, the delightful, and honourable

employment of the natural philosopher^.

chanici facti sunt, tamen in ipsa experientia erraticam quan-

dam inquisitionem exercent, nee ei certa lege militant. Quin

et plerique pusilla quaedam pensa sibi proposuere, pro magno
ducentes, si unum aliquod inventum eruere possint; instituto

non minus tenui, quam imperito. Nemo enira rei alicujus

naturam, in ipsa re, recte aut feliciter perscrutatur ; verum
post laboriosam experimentorum variationem non acquiescit,

sed invenit quod ulterius quaerat.—Bacon. Nov. Org-. Praef.

^ Newtonus philosophis praecepit, ut a phasnominis et

experimentis ad eorum causas progrediatur; atque inde ad
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From different experiments and observa-

tions made on the same individual subject,

and from the same experiments and observa-

tions made on different subjects of the same

kind, by comparing and judging he discovers

some quahties, causes, or phenomena, which

after carefully distinguishing and rejecting all

contradictory instances that occur, he finds

common to many. And thus from many

collateral comparisons and judgments formed

upon particulars he ascends to generals

;

and, by a repetition of the same industrious

process and laborious investigation, he ad-

vances from general to more general, till at

last he is enabled to form a few of the most

general, with their attributes and operations,

into axioms'^ or secondary principles, which

are the established laws enacted and enforced

by the God of Nature \

causarum istarum causas, et sic deinceps, donee ad primam
causam perveniatur.—Horsley in Edit. Newt. Op. p. 495.

^ Secundum nos, axiomata continenter et gradatira exci-

tantur, ut nonnisi postremo loco ad generalissima veniatur.

Ea vero generalissima evadunt, non notionalia, sed bene

terminata, et talia quae natura ut revera sibi notiora agnos-

cat, quseque rebus haereant in medullis.—Bacon. Nov. Org.

Praef.

* See Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 104, 105.

Ad veram philosophiam pertinet rerum naturas ex causis
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This is what Sir Isaac Newton who re-

duced the philosophy of Bacon to physical

practice calls the analytic method :

" As in mathematics, so in natural philo-

sophy/' he remarks, " the investigation of dif-

ficult things by the method of analysis ought

ever to precede the method of composition.

This analysis consists in making experiments

and observations, and in drawing general con-

clusions from them by induction, and admit-

ting no objections against the conclusions, but

those which are taken from experiments or

other certain truths ; for hypotheses are not to

be regarded in experimental philosophy. And

although the arguing from experiments and

observations be no demonstration of general

conclusions, yet it is the best way of arguing

which the nature of things admits, and may

be looked upon as so much the stronger, in

as much as the induction is more general

;

and if no exception occur from phenomena,

the conclusion may be generally pronounced.

vere existentibus derivare: eas vero leges quaerere, quibus

voluit summus Opifex hunc mundi pulcherrimum ordinem

stabilire, non eas quibus potuit, si ita visum fuisset.—Cotes.

Praef. in Newt. Princip.

K
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But if at any time afterwards any exception

should occur from experiment, it may then

begin to be pronounced with such exceptions

as occur. By this way of analysis we may

proceed from compounds to ingredients, and

from motions to the forces producing them ;

and in general from effects to their causes,

and from particular to more general ones,

till the argument end in the most general.

Such is the method of analysis'
5 >»

This method of reasoning, founded on

experiment and observation, by which the

general ideas and forms^ of natural philo-

sophy are invented is purely and exclusively

inductive. The schools are not the theatre

in which this philosophical logic of physics

is displayed^. It does not delight in external

appearance and ostentatious formality. It

^ Newton, sub fin. Optic.

^ Inquisitio formarum sic procedit ; super naturam datum
primo facienda est comparentia ad intellectum omnium
instantiamm notarum, quae in eadem natura conveniunt,

per materias licet dissimillimas. Atque hujusmodi collectio

facienda est Iiistorice, absque contemplatione praefestina aut

subtilitate aliqua majore.—Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. ii.Aph. 11.

' Rejicimus igitur syllogismum ; neque id solum quoad
principia (ad qu£e nee adhibent), sed etiam quoad proposi-
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retires from the clamour of verbal disputa-

tion into the retreat of the laboratory or

observatory, where in silent investigation

and by laborious operations, it lays the

foundation of useful and substantial learning.

And as it mixes with experirnent and obser-

vation, and is incorporated with them, it is

incapable of being adequately displayed by

words and propositions, but is best seen and

understood by attending it in the act, and

pursuing it minutely through every stage of

its analytical progression.

Such is the true and proper logic of

physical science, not that which was em-

ployed by the ancient philosophers, the

disciples of Pythagoras and the Lycaeum.

These sages (to speak with all reverence of

such exalted characters, and to think of them

tiones medias : quas educit sane atque parturit, utcunque

syllogismus ; sed operum steriles et a practica remotas et

plane quoad partem activam scientiarum incompetentes.

Quamvis igitur relinquamus syllogismo et hujusraodi de-

monstrationibus famosis et jactatis, jurisdictionem in artes

populares et opinabiles (nil enim in hac parte movemus);

tamen ad naturam rerum, inductione per omnia et tarn

ad minores propositiones, quam ad majores, utimur.—Nov.

Org. Praef.
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with the gratitude due to their useful labours,

without being a slave to their authority^), in

haste to indulge in their national infirmity,

—that vain and ostentatious parade of terms

divorced from things and invented by them-

selves^—overlooked the true ground-work of

all sound philosophy, experience and induc-

tion^^, and erected their notions and hypothe-

ses into arbitrary principles'^. Around these,

their syllogisms which were no better than

sophisms, might revolve with ease, and enter-

tain them with a brood of false theories, which

^ Pro certo habeant homines non sectae nos alicujus aut

placiti, sed utilitatis et amplitudinis humanae fundamenta

moliri.—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef.

® Cum toti sint in rerum nominibus, non in ipsis rebus,

sermonem quendam philosopbicum censendi sunt adinve-

nisse, pbilosophiam tradidisse non sunt censendi.—Cotes.

Praef. in Newton. Princip.

'** De inductione vero dialectici vix serio cogitasse viden-

tur ; levi mentione eam transmittentes et ad disputandi

formulas properantes.—Nov. Org. Praef.

" Itaque ordo quoque demonstrandi plane invertitur.

Adhue enim res ita geri consuevit ; ut a sensu et particulari-

bus primo loco ad maxime generalia advoletur, tanquam ad

polos fixos, circa quos disputationes vertantur ; ab illis

caetera per media deriventur via certe compendiaria, sed

praecipiti, et ad naturam impervia, ad disputationes vero

proclivi et accommodata.—Nov. Org. Praef.
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they honoured and embraced as the most

substantial truths ^^.

The experimental and inductive process

philosophically conducted was too painful

for the lazy, and too silent for the loquacious

disposition of the Athenian schools. But what

was most its adversary, it was too humiliating

for that philosophic pride, unconscious of phi-

losophy, by which they held the human mind

in a kind of adoration. They thought, that

by its native powers and independent action

and reaction on itself, particularly when aided

by a logic which assumed to be a universal

'^ The physics of Aristotle are full of those very self-

creations which he so severely censures in the Pythagorean

school. Ot /z£v «v KaXf^jjiEPoi Uv^ayopeioij raig fxkv dp^aig kol

TOLQ ^OV)(EiOLQ EKTOWlOTtpiOQ '^pwVTaL T(x)V (pVGLoXoyiOV. To K

airioVy otl TrapeXoGov avrdg s/c e^ alcr^rjTQy. AiaXlyovraL

fievTOL Kol TrpayjxaTevovTaL Trept (l)vcretoQ iravra. Ttvpojai te yelp

Tov vpavoV KoX Trept rd Tiira ^epriy kol Trd^rj kul rd 'ipyUj

diarrjp^ai to avfitialvov' koX rdg dp^dc, kol rd airia elg ravra

KaTavaXiaKHCtLVj log ojioXoysreg toIq dXXoig (pvmoXoyoig, on

TO ye OP THT eViv, oaov ala^rjTov i'^i, kul TrepieiXtjcpep' o KaXsfxei'og

spayog. Tag 3' ahiag Kal Tag dpj(dgj dia-rrfp eiTrofiev, Uaydg

{(hg Xeyaai) KOL ETrava^rjvaL teal iirl ret dvojTepio twv ovTuVy Kal

fxdXXov rj Tolg Trtpi fpvcrtojg Xoyoig dpfioTTucrag.—Metaph. lib. i.

cap. 7, which self-creations one of his commentators treats

in these contemptuous words : Novis suis inventis, tanquam

simiae suis catulis, delectantur.—Joan. Ludov. Havenrut.
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and unerring guide, their faculties were able

to find out and comprehend universal truth ^*'.

The inductive logic has indeed much

humbler pretensions, but more efficient ope-

rations, stooping from the high presumption

of the mind thus raised upon the wings of an

imaginary perfection, to the manual and

ocular examination of the meanest particulars

in the universe, for the ground of its pro-

ceedings. So far from having advanced to

a state of perfection, it was in their day in

its tenderest infancy, and from the obstacles

thrown in its way by the syllogistic logic, it

remains at the present in a state of slow

progression. In the field of natural philo-

" Utcunque enim homines sibi placeant et in admirationem

mentis humanse ac fere adorationem ruant, illud certissimum

est; sicut speculum inaequale rerum radios ex figura et

sectione propria immutat; ita et mentem, cum a rebus per

sensum patitur, in notionibus suis expediendis et comminis-

cendis, baud optima fide rerum naturae suam naturam

inserere et immiscere.—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef,

Qui vera^ philosophise principia legesque rerum sola mentis

vi et interna rationis lumine fretum, invenire se posse

confidit ; hunc oportet vel statuere mundum ex necessitate

fuisse, legesque propositas ex eadem necessitate sequi ; vel,

si per voluntatem Dei constitus sit ordo naturae, se tamen

homuncionem misellum, quid optimum factu sit perspectum

habere.—Cotes. Praef. in Newt. Princip.
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sophy, it contemplates such a vast extent and

variety of ground, as is sufficient to employ

the joint and confederate labours of philo-

sophers of every age and country, as-

sisted by the largest collection and best

arrangement of natural history ^^, which is

the proper and legitimate basis of natu-

ral philosophy. On this foundation expe-

rience takes its slow but steady course. It

first lights the candle, and then by that

candle shows the way, beginning with regular

and well-conducted experiments, not such as

are vague and preposterous, from which it

derives axioms, and finally from axioms well

** Phaenomena universi, hoc est, omnigena experientia,

utque historia iiatu talis, ejus generis, quae possit esse ad

condendam philosophiam fundaraentalis. Neque enim
excellens aliqua demonstrandi via, sive naturam interpre-

tandi forma, ut men tern ab errore et lapsu defendere ac

sustinere, ita ei materiam ad sciendum praebere et subminis-

trare, possit. Verum iis, quibus non conjicere et hariolari,

sed invenire et scire propositum est
;
quique non simiolas et

fabulas mundorum comminisci, sed hujus ipsius veri mundi
naturam introspicere et velut dissecare in animo habent,

omnia a rebus ipsis petenda sunt. Neque huic labori et

inquisitioni ac mundanae perambulationi, ulla ingenii aut

meditationis aut argumentationis subslitutio, aut compen-

satio sufficere potest ; non si omnia omnium ingenia coierint.

—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef.
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established, it descends to new experi-

ments^^.

The more numerous and extensive are

the experiments and observations, from which

inductive reasoning draws the general con-

clusion, the more certain will be the axiom,

as standing upon a wider and firmer basis

;

but however numerous and extensive, they

must of necessity fall short of the number

and extent of nature, which in some cases

by its immensity wall defeat all possibility of

their co-extension, and in others, by its

distance lie out of the reach of their imme-

diate application. In order therefore to

make his law of general use, and stretch it

over the whole extent of nature, the philo-

sopher is obliged to have recourse to analogy

;

by which he can lengthen out his inductions,

which are properly confined to the number of

experiments and observations actually made,

to all other particulars of the same kind,

'^ Verus experientiae ordo primo lumen accendit, deinde

per lumen iter demonstrat, incipiendo ab experientia ordinata

et digesta, et minime praepostera et erratica, atque ex ea

educendo axiomata ; atque et axiomatis constitutis experi-

menta nova.—Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. i. Aph. 82.
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concluding the axiom to hold good of alP^,

and that, not only for the present, but also

for the future, till it either be further con-

firmed and rectified, or contradicted by

better experiments and a more extensive and

complete induction ^^.

Such is that just and philosophic method of

reasoning which sound logic prescribes in this,

as well as in other parts of learning, by

which, through the slow but certain road of

experiment and observation, the mind ascends

from appearances to qualities, from effects to

'® Regulae pbilosophandi.

Reg. 2. Effectuum naturalium ejusdem generis eaedem

assignandae sunt causae, quatenus fieri potest.

Reg. 3. Qualitates corporum quae intendi et remitti

nequeunt quaeque omnibus corporibus competunt in quibus

experimenta instituere licet, pro qualitatibus corporum

universorum babendae sunt.

Nam qualitates corporum non nisi per experimenta inno-

tescunt; ideoque generalia statuendae sunt quotquot cum
experimentis generaliter quadrant.—Non a naturae analogia

recedendum est, cum ea simplex esse soleat et sibi semper

consona.—Et hoc est fundamentum philosophiae totius.

*' Reg. 4. In philosopbia experimentali propositiones ex

pbaenomenis per inductionem collectae, non obstantibus

contrariis hypothesibus, pro veris aut accurate, aut quam
proxime haberi debent, donee alia occurrerint phaenomena

per quae aut accuratiores reddentur, aut exceptionibus ob-

noxiae.—Newton. Princip. Ub. iii.
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causes, whence by a fair induction from many

particular subjects extended by analogy, it

forms general propositions concerning the

powers and properties of physical body.

When the secondary principles, which

constitute the laws of physics, are thus in-

ductively and analogically established, the

proper use of syllogism in subjects of natu-

ral philosophy is very simple and confined

within a narrow circuit. This is only to

reduce the particular phenomena which occur

under the general propositions, for the truth

of which they will account by communicating

their own, and present us at once with new

and useful discoveries ^^ All this is indeed

properly and effectually done by a mere

superinduction of the principle, or by the

application of the general law to the par-

ticular instances to which it belongs ; and

'^ Axiomata recte inventa tota agmina operum secum

tralmnt; atqiie opera non sparsim seel confestim exhibent.

—

Bacon. De Aug-m. Scient. This Sir Isaac Newton calls the

synthetic method. " The synthesis consists in assuming

the general causes discovered, and established by analysis,

as principle, and by them explaining the phenomena pro-

ceeding from them and proving the explanations."—New-
ton, sub fin. Optic.
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that, without the formahty of a single syllo-

gism, which, in the opinion of the father of

philosophers, is not only useless, but injurious

in subjects of philosophic investigation^^.

After the general principles and propo-

sitions are thus constructed, men who are

born with definitions in their mouths, and

bred up in the formalities of mode and

figure, may indeed entertain themselves and

others by playing at sophisms and syllo-

gisms, as children do at hide and seek ; but

as from this play, we do not expect much

useful work, so from the former, we must

despair of receiving either additional princi-

ples or new discoveries. This idle game has

been uselessly played for many ages^^ The

^^ Nos demonstrationem per syllogismum rejicimus, quod
confusius agat et naturam emittit e manibus. Tametsi enim
nemini dubium esse possit, quin, quae in medio termino

conveniunt, ea et inter se conveniant (quod est mathema-
ticae cujusdam certitudinis) : nihilominus hoc subest fraudis,

quod syllogismus ex propositionibus constet, propositiones

ex verbis, verba autem notionem tesserae et signa sint.

Itaque, si notiones ipsae mentis (quae verborum quasi anima
sunt et totius hujusmodi structurae ac fabrieae basis) male
ac temere a rebus abstractae et vagae, nee satis definitae et

circumscriptae, denique multis modis vitiosae fuerint, omnia
ruunt.—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef.

^^ Si quis in omnem illam librorum varietatem, qua artes

et scientiae exultant, diligentius introspiciat, ubique inve-
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master of the Lycseum syllogized before them

to little purpose, besides that of promoting

perpetual disputation^^, and of checking

all useful and experimental inquiry, arro-

gating an implicit obedience to a false philo-

sophy by a species of tyranny unexampled

in the annals of mankind. And, if it would

not spoil their diversion by shocking their

devotion to the logic of that gratuitous and

hypothetical reasoner, I would venture to

lay before them what a true philosopher and

logician thought of their employment. " Let

men know this as a certain truth, that all

subtlety of disputation and discourse of rea-

son, if it be only applied after axioms are

invented, is too late and indeed prepos-

terous ; and that the true and proper time

for subtlety, or at least the principal time,

niet ejusdem rei repetitiones infinitas, tractandi modis di-

versas, invenlione praeoccupatas ; ut omnia primo intuitu

numerosa, facto examine, pauca reperiantur.—Nov. Org.

Praef.

2' Et de utilitate aperte dicendum est; sapientiam istam,

quam a Grsecis potissimum hausimus, pueritiam quandam
scientiae videri, atque habere quod proprium est puerorum

;

ut ad garriendum prompta, ad generandum invalida et im-

matura sit. Controversiarum enim ferax, operum effoeta est.

—Ibid.
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is that which is employed in making experi-

ments, and subsequently in forming axioms.

For the other subtlety only mocks and

catches at nature, but can never seize or lay

hold of her ^\'' When they dispute however

from principles, which are better founded

than the dreams and hypotheses of Aris-

totle, logicians would do well to recollect,

that in physical syllogisms the minor pro-

positions are not general but particular ; a

circumstance which, philosophically weighed,

might put a short period to their disputa-

tions, however tenacious men attached to

forms and disciplines may be of their an-

cient privileges, and however willing to wrest

every thing to them and them to every thing,

and thus to consider their use and application

as universal.

But though the common syllogistic logic

^ Hoc vero sciant homines pro certo, omnem subtilitatem

disputationum et cUscursuum mentis, si adhibeatur tantum

post axiomata inventa, seram esse et praeposteram ; et sub-

tilitatis tempus verum ac proprium, aut saltem praecipuum,

versari in pensitanda experientia, et inde constituendis

axiomatibus. Nam ilia altera subtilitas naturam prensat et

captat, sed nunquam apprehendit aut capit.—Nov. Org.

lib. i.Aph. 121.
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can lend no useful aid to physical science,

either in its advancement or communication,

as there is perhaps nothing in nature with-

out rule and measure, the mathesis is its

most useful friend and handmaid.

The subjects of pure mathematics are the

ideal forms of quantity separated from body

by an act of mind. The subject of physics

are the qualities, that is, the motions and

affections of things as they exist in body,

and produce by that existence various phe-

nomena and effects. To account for these

phenomena and effects as a science, by re-

ducing them under the general laws of na-

ture, physics derives its general forms from

experiments by induction, and from them

erects philosophical axioms. It is in the

application of the forms of quantity to the

forms of quality, wherever they are capable

of accurate mensuration, that the mathe-

matics so advantageously apply to the eluci-

dation and promotion of physical science.

In all these cases they are of most essen-

tial use, both in the act of deriving the

general laws and principles of physics from

experiments and phenomena ; and also after

they are established, they are equally useful
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in calculating their particular operations

and effects, which are the other phenomena,

and by adapting them, with the utmost ad-

dress and ingenuity to the use, as well as

elegance of civil, social, and domestic life.

So indispensable indeed are the mathe-

matics, as instruments to the success of our

advancement in physical knowledge, that in

their operations throughout the extended

field of natural philosophy, they are usually

denominated mixed mathematics.

Motion is a general form of great influ-

ence and extent in the wonderful mechanism

and economy of nature, to which the forms

of number and figure apply, as an affection

of various subjects, and capable of various

mensuration. They begin with the movang

power, considered as a second cause (for with

the first eternal cause natural philosophy has

no direct concern) ; or if the physical cause

cannot be properly ascertained from experi-

ment and observation, which too often hap-

pens, they take a general phenomenon ^^

^^ Naturae vires legesque virium simpliciores ex selectis

quibusdam phaenomenis per analysin deducunt, ex quibus

deinde per synthesin reliquorum constitutionem tradunt.

—

Cotes. Praef. in Newton. Princip.
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established on their authority, which by

analogy may sufficiently supply its place.

Upon this experimental or analogic founda-

tion, they calculate the force or the quantity

of motion produced^*; they account for the

different kinds of that motion ; they show

how they are mixed and compounded, what

direction and velocity they will consequently

possess, and they demonstrate the times and

periods in which they are respectively per-

formed.

From this application of geometry and

numbers to the motion of bodies on the sur-

face of the earth, we derive the philosophy

of mechanics. By their application to the

motion of the heavenly bodies, we rise to

the philosophy of astronomy. By their ap-

plication to the motion of various sounds, we

are indebted for the fundamental part of the

philosophy of music ^^: all which useful and

^* Mechanica rationalis erit scientia motuum quae ex

viribus quibuscumque resultant, et virium quae ad motus

quoscunque requiruntur, accurate proposita, et demonstrata.

—Newton. Praef. in Princip.

^ Tci oTTiKa irpoq yiu^erpiav, kul to. fitj-^aviKa irpog 'rspo-

fieTpiaVf Kat to. apfxoviKo. irpog dpidfxyjriKrjy, Kal to. (paivofxera

irpoq aTpoXoyiKijv,—Aristot. Analyt. Post. lib. i. cap. 13.
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liberal departments of learning, with some

others, so far as the forms of quantity are

concerned, may be allowed to partake of

the nature and precision of mathematical

science^^

Thus we see with what advantap-e these

two kindred sciences, of which both are ori-

ginally derived from body, can meet toge-

ther in a kind of connubial union ^'^, and

produce a philosophy which constitutes the

^^ Mixta habet pro subjecto axiomata et portiones phy-

sicas: quantitatem autem considerat, quatenus est ad ea

elucidanda, et demonstranda, et actuanda, auxiliaris. Multae

siquidem naturae partes, nee satis subtiliter comprehendi,

nee satis perspicue demonstrari, nee satis dextere et certo ad

usum accommodari possint, sine ope et interventu mathe-

maticse. Cujus generis sunt perspectiva, musica, astrono-

mia, cosgmographia, architectura, machinaria et nonnuUa?

aliae.—Bacon, de Augm. Scient. lib. iii. cap. 6.

^' A>;Xot ^£ Kal TCI (pvaiKojTepa rijjv luaOtjjuariKiov, olov

OTTTtKr], Kal apfxoyiKT], Kal d'rpoXoyia' dvaTraXiv yelp rpoirov

Tivd E'^ovaL T1J yeufXiTpiq.' dXKd i] fiev yEUfxerpLa Tcpl

ypafi/Lirjg (l>v<TiKrjg aKOirsi' aXX' 8^ 77 (pvcriKrj' /j ^t oirriKrj,

fxadyj/uaTiKrjv fxr^v ypa/n/UT^v, aXX' a^^ p juadtjjuariKr], o'XX'

tj (fivcnKij. 'ETTfi^ry Se rj (j)V(rig ^ti^wf, to, te ei^og kuI r) vXtj,

o)g dv el TTspl aifiOTrjTOg ti e^l (tkottoiixiv, htm dco)pt]TEOi'.

wVr' tiT dvEV vXr/c ra TOiavTa, i^TS /caret rrjv vXrjy. Kat

ydp ^r) Kal irepl tovtov ^i^ujg diropriaeiEv dv Tig, etteI Svo

at (j>v(T£ig, TTepl TOTepag th (pvcriKov, i) irepl ra e'l djU(j>ol

aXX' £1 irspl T« E^ d^(^Oiv, Kal irepl EKUTepag. TloTepo

Trjg avTTjg, 1] dXXtjg, tKaTtpav yycopii^eiyj—Aristot. Auscult

Natural, lib. ii. cap. 2.

L

V ovv
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richest and brightest gem in the crown of

human learning.

This friendly mixture and alliance of phy-

sics and mathematics, from which so much

honour and advantage have accrued to the

cause of physical truth, is an act of fine

philosophy ; which whether it was specu-

latively understood by the great Newton,

whose labours founded on that connexion

produced so many splendid discoveries, is

well explained by Aristotle ^^ whose physics

are little better than a heap of vain hypo-

theses—an illustrious proof that science is

never to be raised from its foundation to

perfection by the exertions of a single ge-

nius, however powerful and extensive ; but

must advance, through several stages of im-

provement, on the labours of many. It fur-

nishes also a pointed admonition to every

later philosopher, to avail himself of the dis-

coveries of his predecessors.

It is however a truth to be acknowledged

and lamented, that the genius of one philo-

^^ Nat. Auscult. lib. ii. cap. 2.
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sopher being either insensibly warped or

voluntarily enslaved by the authority of an-

other, is a circumstance which has often

thwarted the advancement of knowledge,

and always proved an insurmountable ob-

stacle to the progress and success of learning.

It is one of the most difficult and important

tasks under which every improver of science

has to labour, however independent in his

spirit and ingenuous in his views, to know

what of the works of his predecessors to

adopt, and what to reject. This is a question

of the highest importance, but which is of

most critical and important determination

;

in which judgment is often embarrassed,

and genius perplexed, and in which memory

and prejudice too often usurp their place-

As Newton put in execution the precepts

and followed the directions of the organum

of an abler logician, we may have cause to

rejoice upon the whole, that our great En-

glish philosopher was not more conversant

with the works of the Peripatetic.

It was neither from the principles or rea-

soning, from the logic or practice of Aris-
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totle (which seldom if ever coincided in

effect), that Newton astonished the w^orld

with such a brilhant train of astronomical

discoveries and calculations. These, in ad-

dition to the other philosophical inventions

and improvements of that extraordinary

genius, w^hilst they reflect the highest honour

on the country which gave him birth and

education, have immortalized his name and

memory. The logic which directed his phy-

sical researches pointed out to him a more

humble and laborious, but a more honour-

able and successful road to truth. From

the ingenious fictions and plausible inventions

of the Stagirite, and from the formal but

feeble disputations of his weaker followers,

it brought him down to the labour of experi-

ment and actual observation. Instead of the

wilds of imagination, it led him to cultivate

the field of nature ; from mental specu-

lation it drew down his attention to manual

operations.

By experiments, ingeniously made and

accurately observed, he took the true phe-

nomena of motion as generated by the powers

of gravity, elasticity, the resistance of fluids.
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and the like ; and analyzed the forces by

which it is produced, and of which it is com-

pounded ^l To these forces he applied his

sublime geometry, which science he advanced

far beyond the reach of all former mathe-

maticians, and by this he demonstrated the

phenomena of all the curves described, and

motions performed by projectiles in every

hypothesis that could be framed.

From the astronomical observations of

Copernicus and the rules and conjectures of

Kepler, two of the ablest astronomers before

him, he found the planets revolving round

their respective centres in curves and motions

exactly similar or the same ; and by a bold

and sublime analogy^", which made him the

^ All improvement in learning is progressive, and philo-

sophers are never dishonoured by availing themselves of the

inventions of their predecessors or contemporaries. Galileo

observed the velocity of falling bodies to increase in the

duplicate ratio of the time ; and that projectiles move in a

parabola : and Sir Christopher Wren found the equability

of motion by experiments on pendulums. See the Scholium

at the end of the sixth Corollary of Newton's Principia.

^° Non a naturae analogia recedendum est, cum ea sim-

plex esse soleat, et sibi consona,—et hoc est fundamentum

philosophise totius.—Newton. Reg. Philosoph. lib. iii.

Princip.

Conolusiones precedentes huic innituntur axiomati "effec-
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first astronomer in the world, from his theory

of projectiles, experimentally founded and

geometrically confirmed, he extended his phi-

losophy to the celestial bodies^', applying to

tuum scilicet ejusdem generis, quorum nempe quae cog-

uoscuntur proprietates esedem sunt, easdem esse causas et

easdem esse proprietates quae nondum cognoscuntur," &c.

—In hac regula fundatur omnis philosophia, quippe, qua

sublata, nihil affirmare possemus de universis.—Cotes.

Praef. in Newton. Princip.

^^ Eadem ratione qua projectile vi gravitatis in orbem

flecti posset et terram totam circumire, potest et luna vel vi

gravitatis, si modo gravis sit, vel alia quacunque vi qua in

terram urgeatur, retrahi semper a cursu rectilineo terram

versus et in orbem suum flecti : et absque tali vi luna in

orbe suo retineri non potest. Hsec vis, si justo minor esset,

non satis flecteret lunam a cursu rectilineo : si justo major,

plus satis flecteret, ac de orbe terram versus deduceret. Re-

quiritur quippe ut sit justae magnitudinis : et mathemati-

corum est invenire vim, qua corpus in dato quovis orbe data

cum velocitate accurate retineri possit; et vicissim invenire

viam curvilineam, in quam corpus e dato quovis loco dato

cum velocitate egressum data vi flectatur.—Newton. Princip.

Mathem. Def, v.

Without detracting from the merit of Sir Isaac Newton

as an astronomer, which is so great that nothing can diminish

it, truth and justice require it should be acknowledged, that

the application of projectile to celestial motion, which he

improved to such wonderful and important purposes, was

made by one before him.
*' Certissimum hoc est et ab omnibus concessum, motum

planetarum verum nee esse perfecte circularem, neque per-

fecte aequalem. Testantur enim observationes, idque ultra

omnem disputationem, figuram orbitae planetarise esse ellip-

ticara sive ovalem, et a circulo deficientem; motumque

ejus in hoc elliptico insequalem esse, et pro distantia sua a
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them the same forces and mathematical

calculations, for the phenomena of which

sole intend! ac remitti.—Ultro se offerunt causae physicse et

naturales, quag talem motum necessitate geometrica descri-

bunt.—Per causas physicas veritati satisfaciamus ; ut enim

planeta legibus magneticis moveatur, quid quaeso impedit,

cum idem in aliis exemplis aperte videamus?—Projiciatur

plumbum aliquod in altum, suigit primo velociter, deinde

tardius, dum tandem stationarium in terram recidat continue

velocitatis incremento, atque ita motum librationis describit.

—Oritur ea libratio in linea recta ex pugna virtutis illius

quam manus tua illi infudit, una cum virtute telluris mag-

netica, qua omnia gravia ad se attrahit, ut magnes ferrum.

Nibil hie opus est, ut circulos nescio quos in aere som-

niemus, ubi causam naturalem ante oculos habemus. Et

quaeso quid est quod in motu planetarum, ubi eadem com-

moditas non deest, causam veram a natura ipsa tot exemplis

confirmatum, fictitio circulorum somnio commutaremus."

—

Jeremiae Horroccii Liverpoliensis Opera Posthuma, Disp. vi.

cap. 1.

When we compare tliis extract with those above, and

indeed with the whole plan of his Principia, we cannot help

concluding that Sir Isaac Newton made these broad and

pointed hints of Mr. Horrox the basis of his astronomy.

He acknowledges this philosopher, who died about the year

that he was born, to have been the first who discovered the

moon's motion to be in an ellipse about the earth, with its

centre in the lower focus ; and that this invention was im-

proved by Plalley, who placed the centre of the ellipse in an

epicycle with its centre revolving uniformly about the earth,

from whence the inequality in the progress and regress of

the apogee, and in the quantity of eccentricity is deduced.

(See Princip. lib. iii. prop. 35 Schol.) The philosophical

tract alluded to by Sir Isaac is entitled Nova Theorea Lunae,

published after the author's death by Dr. Wallis ; and in

the same publication is that other tract De Motu Siderum,

from which the extract above is taken, and which our great
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they most exactly and wonderfully ac-

counted.

astronomer must undoubtedly have seen, as he was particu-

larly conversant with every thing that came from or through

the hands of Dr. Wallis.

This philosopher was the first who, in 1639, after detecting

the fallacies of the Lansbergian tables and correcting them,

by the use of Kepler's, which he improved, calculated and

took the observation of that rare and decisive phenomenon,

the transit of Venus, in which Kepler had failed. This im-

jiortant observation, by which the sun's parallax and dis-

tance from the earth are more justly ascertained, he pub-

lished in a work entitled De Venere in Sole Visa, a few

weeks before his death ; and he had a much greater work in

hand, in which he had made considerable progress. The
subject of this was, in the first part, to refute the hypothesis

of Lansberg, by which he had been misled ; which is the

work collected and published by Dr. Wallis : and the second

part was still more important, intending to found a new
philosophy upon the basis of sound experiment and accu-

rate observation, in which he adopted the Keplerian hypo-

thesis corrected and improved. But though he had made
such advances in this new philosophy, as from it to calculate

and construct an ephemeris, he had not so adjusted his

materials and committed them to paper, that they could be

collected and arranged for publication. An idea of his

general scope may however be collected from what is inci-

dentally said in the tract De Motu Siderum, inserted in the

publication mentioned above. " Causa vera est physica,

sol nempe conversione sui corporis reliquos planetas legibus

magneticis secum rapit in gyrum, non aliter quam terra

lunam, nubes, et reliqua in altum projecta, magnetica hac

virtute secum circumvehit, ut doctissime probat Keplerus.

Causam autem excentricitatis male (ut mihi videtur) tradit.

Illam ego fibris magneticis quas ille in corpore planetarum

fingit tribuendam non censeo, sed inertiae eorum corporali,

qua locum suum tueri conantur adversus fortiorem solis
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By this theory founded and estabhshed in

projectile motion, and thence by a vast ex-

virtutem. Philosophiam banc alio tempore fusius exponam,

ej usque ope sperare ausim, ipsum creationis momentum ex

motibus coelestibus (saltern probabilissime) demonstrare.

In presens hoc ago, ut stucliosiorum animos a vanis illis et

fictitiis circulorum somniis, ad naturalem et physicam magis

causarum disquisitionem revocarem.—Exempla multa dari

possunt eorum quae per leges naturales et magneticas in

circuitum rapiunlur. —Videmus terram magnetica sua vi

nubes et reliqua sursum projecta abripere in gyrum.—Docet

igitur hie nos experientia figuram circularem per leges

magneticas generari posse, cur illud de stellis dubitemus,

quod in aliis verum cernimus?—Ostendimus nos philoso-

phiae nostrae familiare exemplum.—Philosophiam nostram

ab ipsa natura ultro oblatam nos grati accepimus : frustra

illi ad causas fictitias, et pro lubitu commentas confugiunt."

That every philosopher has an absolute right to avail him-

self of the labours and discoveries of his predecessors, as a

legacy freely given him, is a privilege which philosophy

always claims. It is however a tribute justly due to the

memory of this extraordinary genius, whilst we regret the

loss of his more valuable works, to acknowledge from what

has been saved, that he was principally instrumental in

calling philosophy out of the regions of fictitious invention,

and putting her on the investigation of the physical causes

of things from experiments and observations ; that he not

only made the application of projectile motion to the analo-

gical illustration of celestial, but also assigned the forces

both projective and attractive on which all geometrical cal-

culations are founded; and that, without injuring the im-

mortal fame of his great successor, he may be fairly con-

sidered as the forerunner of Newton. He mentions the vis

inertiae of matter in totidem verbis; and as to the attractive

force, whether it be that of magnetism or gravitation, is

immaterial ; and indeed Sir Isaac himself, in the beginning

of his Principia, is quite indifferent both as to its name and
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ertion of mind translated to celestial, he

confirmed the observations of these philoso-

phers ; demonstrated their hypotheses and

conjectures^^ ; and enacted on a sound

nature: (vel vi gravitatis, si modo gravis sit luna, vel alia

quacunque vi, qua in lerram urgeatur).

That all bodies in reference to the earth as their centre, and

all bodies in reference to the sun as their centre and moving

in a sphere, are acted upon and varied in their motions and

spheres, according to their respective distance, by some
physical cause or causes from which their phenomena could

be geometrically demonstrated, was the general doctrine of

Horrox. Halley, observing the surfaces of the planetary

spheres to be as the squares of their radii, found the force at

several distances to act reciprocally as the squares. And
Newton demonstrated, that a planet must revolve in an

ellipsis about the centre of force in the lower focus acting

reciprocally as the square of the distance, and that with a

radius drawn to that centre, it must describe areas propor-

tionable to the times
;
particularizing and completing the

mathematical calculation, and carrying it through all the

celestial phenomena. All which might probably have been

done by Horrox, had he lived to execute his work; but

this admirable young man of illustrious genius though

humble birth died in the year 1641, at the age of twenty-

three !

^- It is Kepler's first rule, " That the same planets describe

equal areas in equal times ;" and Sir Isaac Newton demon-

strated from thence, " that the planets are attracted towards

the sun as their centre." Kepler's second rule is, " That the

squares of the periodical times are as the cubes of the trans-

verse axis of their orbits;" and Sir Isaac demonstrated
" that the force is reciprocally as the squares of the dis-

tance ;" from which duplicate ratio he demonstrated the

rule. It is Kepler's third rule, " That the orbits of the planets

are oval and probably elliptical, having the sun in the
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foundation the laws of the whole planetary

system, which, on finding their truth con-

firmed by repeated facts and continued

experience, he called the mathematical prin-

ciples of astronomy ^\

From these principles or general laws of

motion, by the same geometrical calcula-

tions, he deduced the stupendous theory of

the elliptical orbits of the planets both pri-

mary and secondary, of the spaces through

which they pass, of the different velocity

with which they move, both in respect of

each other and of themselves in the different

stages of their ethereal journey, of their re-

lative times and respective situations ; and

crowned this amazing system of the heavens,

by his new philosophy of the motion of the

comets, the moon and the tides.

For the mathematical foundation of his

astronomy, as the effects and motions were

the same or similar, he assigned the same or

focus;" and Sir Isaac demonstrated "that the orbits are

really elliptical, and that the sun is in the lower focus/'

^^ Principia tradidi a mathematicis recepta et experientia

multiplici confirmata.—Newton. Prsef. in Princip.
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similar forces existing in nature, as the effi-

cient causes both of mechanical and celestial

motion^. And truly whether in the act of

deriving his principles from the projectile

phenomena, or subsequently for the purpose

of applying them to the planetary, it was

necessary to analyze the elliptical motion of

the heavenly bodies into a compound of two

simple motions in right lines ^^ produced by

^* See his Regulae Philosophandi prefixed to the third

book of the Principia.

Having founded his astronomy on the analogy between

the phenomena of projectile and planetary motion, from the

phenomena he pushed the analogy to the forces as the efficient

causes of both. " Despiciamus/' says Mr. Cotes in his

preface, " qualis sit in terrestribus natura gravitatis, ut deinde

tutius progrediamur ubi ad corpora ccelestia longissime a

sedibus nostris remota perventum fuerit ;" which is more

fully explained in the following words :
" Videamus jam

comparatione instituta inter planetarum vires centripetas et

vim gravitatis, annon ejusdem forte sint generis. Ejusdem

vero generis erunt, si deprehendantur hinc et inde leges

eaedem, eaedemque affectiones."

^ The projective impulse given to a stone being the cause

of its ascent in the air, and its own weight that of its descent

to the earth, he adopted projection and gravitation or the

centrifugal and centripetal forces, in their compound opera-

tion both on the projectile and planet, as the causes of their

similar motions: and these forces he made the mechanical

foundation of his Principia. " Mechanica rationalis erit

scientia motuum qui a viribus quibuscunque resultant, accu-

rate proposita ac demonstrata.*' And, after his Principia

were formed, these and similar forces are the subjects upon
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the action of these different forces. This

might also be useful for the purposes of

teaching and demonstration ; just as we find

it necessary, in all parts of science, to sepa-

rate what in nature is inseparable, for the

convenience and assistance of the under-

standing. The planetary motions may how-

ever be simple and uncompounded, as they

most probably are (since no experiments can

be tried in these distant regions) ; and the

astronomy of Newton, which is only the

application of his mathematical principles to

which they were to operate in the demonstration of other

phenomena. " Nos ea tractamus quae ad gravitatem, levita-

tem, vim elasticam, resistentiam fluidorum et ejusmodi vires,

sen attractivas sen propulsivas, spectant ; et ea propter haec

nostra tanquam philosophise principia mathematica propo-

suimus. Omnis enim philosophise difficultas in eo versari

videtur, ut a phaenomenis motuum investigemus vires

naturae, deinde ab his viribus demonstremus phenomena
reliqua." This is professedly the design and conduct of his

great astronomical work. " Et hue spectant propositiones

generales quas libro primo el secundo pertractavimus. In

libro autem tertio exemplum hujus rei proposuimus per

explicationem systematis mundani. Ibi enim ex phaenome-

nis coelestibus, per propositiones in libris prioribus mathe-

matice demonstratas, derivantur vires gravitatis quibus cor-

pora ad solem et planetas singulas tendunt : deinde ex his

viribus, per propositiones etiam mathematicas deducuntur

motus planetarum, cometarum, lunae, et maris."—Newton.

Praef. in Princip.
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their mensuration from their analogy to

projectile motions, did not at all require

that the forces of projection and gravi-

tation, however useful their supposition,

should be assigned as their real existent

causes^^. It is sufficient for the analogy, on

^ Sir Isaac Newton was doubtless the first astronomer in

the world ; and his great merit consists in the application of

geometry to the phenomena of motion, which he resolved

into two general powers or causes, for the purpose of apply-

ing his mathematical calculations with effect to discover the

principles of motion in general, and by them to demonstrate

the phenomena of the solar system—a stupendous exertion

of the human mind. But men who have gone far, have

sometimes in the laudable zeal for knowledge and the

perfection of their science, been carried beyond the bounds

of truth in attempting to go farther. It was sufficient for

the purpose of astronomy (which differs from physics pro-

perly understood, inasmuch as it consists in the calculation

of effects, whatever the causes may be) to suppose the

existence of the forces assigned ; for whether a combination

of the two forces be the real cause of the celestial motions,

does not at all affect the truth and utility of the calculations

founded upon them, which would demonstrate the phenomena
equally as well upon the hypothesis, and be equally convinc-

ing when confirmed by experience, which would crown the

science.

Thus a geometrician can work with imaginary forces, as

well as with real ones; and, as an astronomer, in calculating

the celestial motions, he had nothing to do with investigating

the celestial cause ; for he himself declares that his principles

are mathematical, not physical (p. 356). And Dr. Berkeley

has well observed, that " what is said of forces, whether

attracting or repelling, is to be regarded only as a mathe-
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which the whole philosophy is founded, that

the phenomena of motion are known, from

experiments and observations, to be the same

in both instances ; that the principles or

general laws, mathematically established

from the forces of the one, are transferred to

matical hypothesis, and not any thing existing in nature"

—

(Siris). Though Sir Isaac may be totally wrong as to the

causes, he may be totally right as to the laws of celestial

motion, ascertained by figures and confirmed by facts. To
ascertain the laws was the end of his philosophy.

To the same phenomena as effects, his philosophy attributes

the same existent causes, by an axiom founded more on the

authority of antiquity, than on the truth of things. To
investigate and assign the true causes of things, is a much
more hazardous task than philosophers are willing to allow.

Because the curve described by a planet is of the same

species, and the motion similar to those of a projectile, to

infer that therefore the cause is actually the same, is a con-

clusion more than the analogy, on which his astronomy is

founded, either requires or warrants : for the curves of both

are the same with that produced by the simple act of

cutting a piece of wood of a certain shape in a certain

direction, but it cannot be therefore concluded that the causes

are the same.

That the First Cause of all motion, projectile or astro-

nomical, incessantly acting in his providential care according

to general laws, is one and the same, is most true. But
whether he may not move the grander wheels of his material

system by a more immediate act of his omnipotent mind,

whilst he produces the same apparent effects or similar

motions on this earth, by the operation of second causes
;

or, whether he does not produce the heavenly motions by

second causes either different in themselves, or compounded
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the phenomena of the other ; and that the

proofs and operations deduced from these

principles, in the latter case, are confirmed

by facts and experience, the first and final

test of truth. It is enough for his im-

mortal honour, that his astronomy, thus

founded on mechanics, has anticipated and

predicted all the stupendous revolutions of

the heavens ; that it has surmounted innu-

merable difficulties, and demonstrated what

was before beyond the reach of human

observation, and has erected on a mathe-

matical foundation all those celestial facts

and observations into a system at once

sublime and luminous.

differently, from those which act upon projectiles, as no

experiments can be instituted in these distant regions, are

points worthy the consideration of a philosopher.

But there are many motions upon the earth different from

that of projectiles, which may probably lay the foundation

of an analogy to the celestial motions ; as that of fire, which

is directly opposite to gravitation. We have heard of a

foreigner [Boscovich] projecting an astronomy on the prin-

ciple of repulsion : and our own countryman, the ingenious

Mr. Jones, has assigned a principle of planetary motion

grounded on experiment, totally different from the Newtonian

forces ; and which, if the actual causes are to be given, is

much more simple, and in many respects less objection-

able. (See his Essay on the Principles of Natural Philo-

sophy.)
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Had this great and good man been content

to rest his astronomy on the basis of this

analogy confirmed by repeated facts and

uniform experienced^; and left the causes of

the celestial motion to Him, many of whose

ways are above all human investigation, his

philosophy would have maintained the same

dignity and value, equally useful to all the

purposes of civil and social life, and equally

acceptable to the contemplative student

;

without being involved in those absurdities

and encumbered with those difficulties which

even the genius of a Newton was unable to

surmount ^^, and which his followers have

^ The analogy on which astronomy is founded concerns

properly the phenomena and apparent effects, and need

not, perhaps cannot, ever extend to the real causes. Dr.

Clarke, the learned advocate and defender of Newton,

in his contest with Leibnitz, after many a struggle, was

obliged to bring the matter at last to this issue; where he

says, that " attraction is not a cause, but a phenomenon or

effect discovered by experience, whatever be the cause of it,

to which mathematical calculations are usefully applied."

—

P. 355 and 356.

^ To establish his projection or centrifugal force, accord^

ing to his first axiom, he was obliged to invent a perfect

vacuum ; but then, for his gravitation or centripetal force a

vacuum would not do; and he was brought to great difficul-

ties, [see his Letter to Dr. Bentley], and at last, to the

M
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laboured in vain to evade or palliate ^^

;

without being so liable to be abused and

necessity of conjecturing a subtle ethereal fluid, as a medium,

to pervade the universe [see Opt. Quaest. 18, 19, 20, 21] :

" And thus," says Mr. Jones, " he solved the government of

the created world by a nostrum which hath never yet been

understood."
^^ In justice to the Newtonian Philosophy, I cannot avoid

transcribing the Apology, made in the Recension of the

Controversy with Leibnitz, from its last and ablest edition,

as it contains the substance of the defence adopted by the

followers of Newton

:

Philosophia porro, quam in Principiis suis atque Opticis

Newtonus excoluit, est experimentalis : ilia scilicet, quae

causas rerum non fi dentins docet, quam per experimenta

confirmari queant ; neque implenda est opinationibus, quae

per phaenomena nequeunt probari. Et idcirco in Opticis

suis, res experimentis firmatas ab illis, quae incertae adhuc

manent, distinxit Newtonus; et incerta aliquot ejusmodi,

sub finem Opticorum, ut quserenda proposuit. Eandemque
ob causam, in Principiorum praefatione cum memorasset

motus planetarum, cometarum, lunae ac maris, ceu in libro

illo de gravitatis theoria deductos, haec addidit :
" Utinam

caetera naturae phaenomena ex principiis mechanicis, eodem
argumentandi genere, derivare liceret. Nam multa me
movent, ut nonnihil suspicer, ea omnia ex viribus quibus-

dam pendere posse, quibus corporum particulse, per causas

nondum cognitas, vel in se mutuo impelluntur, et secundum
regulares figuras cohaerent, vel ab invicem fugantur, et

recedunt : quibus viribus ignotis, philosophi hactenus natu-

ram frustra tentarunt." Et sub finem ejus libri, in secunda

editione narrat, ut, praeinopia experimentorum tantonegotio

sufficientium, non aggressus sit leges actionum illius spiritus,

sive agentis, describere, per quem efficitur haec attractio.

Quin et eandem ob causam de gravitatis causa nihil pronun-

ciat
;
quod nulla experimenta, sive phaenomena, ad manum
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perverted, by the artful and evil inventions

of the human mind, to oblique and sinister

essent, quae causam illam certo indicare possent. Atque
hoc in Principiis suis, sub ipso initio, abunde declaraverat,

his verbis :
" Virium causas et sedes physicas jam non

expendo." Et paulo post, " Voces attractionis, impressus,

vel propensionis cujuscunque in centrum, indifferenter, et

pro se mutvio promiscue usurpo ; has vires, non physice,

sed mathematice tantum considerando. Unde caveat lector,

ne per hujusmodi voces cogitet me speciem vel modum
actionis, causamve aut rationem physicam alicubi definire

;

vel centris, quae sunt puncta mathematica, vires vere et

physice tribuere ; si forte aut centra trahere, aut vires centro-

rum esse dixero." Et sub finem Optices :
" Qua causa

efficiente hae attractiones [sc. gravitas, visque magnetica et

electrica] peragantur, hie non inquiro. Quam ego attrac-

tionem appello, fieri sane potest, ut ea efficiatur impulsu

;

vel alio aliquo modo nobis incognito. Hanc vocem attractionis

ita hie accipi velim, ut in universum solummodo vim aliquam

significare intelligalur, qua corpora ad se mutuo tendant;

cuicunque demum causae attribuenda sit ilia vis : nam ex

phaenomenis naturae illud nos prius edoctos esse oportet,

qusenam corpora se invicem attrahant, et quaenam sint leges

et proprietates istius attractionis, quam in id inquirere par

sit, quanam efficiente causa peragatur attractio." Pauloque

inferius, easdem attractiones tanquam vires considerat, quas

in rerum natura existentiam habere, licet causae earum
nondum sint cognitae, per phaenomena constat; distinguit-

que eas a qualitatibus occultis, quae a specificis rerum

formis fluere existimantur. Et in scholio sub extremum
Principiorum, cum gravitatis proprietates memorasset, haec

addidit :
" Rationem vero harum gravitatis proprietatum ex

phaenomenis nondum potui deducere; et hypotheses non
fingo. Quicquid enim ex phaenomenis non deducitur, hypo-

thesis vocanda est ; et hypotheses, seu metaphysicae, seu

physicae, seu qualitatum occultarum, seu mechanicae, in
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purposes ; and without being made objective,

however undeservedly, to the principles and

philosophia experimentali locum non habent.—Satis est,

quod gravitas revera existat et agat secundum leges a nobis

expositas, et ad corporum coelestium et maris nostri motus

omnes sufficiat." Jam vero post haec omnia, quae consulto

prsemonuerat Newtonus, quis non miretur, ideo eum a

quoquam sugillari, quod causas gravitatis aliarumque attrac-

tionum non per hypotheses explicet? quasi criminis loco

esset, certis esse contentum, incerta vero dimittere.—New-

toni Opera Edit. Horsley, vol. iv. p. 492—494.

The cause of Newton is here pleaded with all the candour

and ability becoming the very learned and ingenious editor

of his works. Of causes in the great chain of nature, there

are many kinds subordinate to each other; and, allowing

that Sir Isaac never intended to assign the physical cause of

his forces ; as he made these forces, whatever be their cause,

the basis of his astronomy, the question seems to be, whether

he considered them existent in the heavens and founded

on experiment and phenomena ; or whether he only supposed

them to be existent, for the purpose of applying his geome-

trical calculations? If he thought them really existent, he

assigned them as the physical causes of the celestial motions,

thouo-h he did not know their causes. And that he did

so is, I think, clear both from himself and from his editor.

Mr. Cotes says in his preface, " Constat planetas in orbibus

suis retineri per vim aliquam in ipsos, perpetuo agentem,

constat vim illam dirigi semper versus orbitarum centra,

3^c,—Ideone gravitatis occulta causa dicetur, eoque nomine

rejicietur a philosophia, quod causa ipsius gravitatis occulta

est et nondum inventa.—Etenim causae continuo nexu pro-

cedere solent a compositis ad simpliciora.—Causae simplissi-

mse nulla dari potest mechanica explicatio."

Sir Isaac Newton was certainly much perplexed about

his forces. They were indispensable to his astronomy either

as real or supposed ; and if he had rested the whole simply
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doctrines of that religion, of which he hved

in the behef and practice, and in which he

reposed his dying hope ^^.

upon the analogy between projectile and celestial motion,

according to the few plain words in his fifth Definition,

—" Eadem ratione qua projectile vi gravitatisin orbem flecti

posset, et totam terram circumire, posset et luna, si modo
gravis sit, vel alia quacunque vi,'*—without saying any more,

he would have saved himself and followers much difficulty

and trouble, and have fixed his astronomy upon a foundation

sufficiently strong, against which no fair objection could

have been brought. And this he might have done without

any hypothesis (which he so justly rejects in his Philosophy),

for he had found by observation and experiment, that the

celestial motions were exactly similar to projectile motions,

which was a sufficient foundation for an analogical con-

clusion.
**' Upon this part of the Newtonian Philosophy, some ma-

terialists have hinged, or endeavoured to hinge, their absurd

and preposterous system ; and it is a misfortune ever to be

lamented, in this dark and imperfect state of things, that the

errors of great and good men, however innocent or even

laudable in themselves (and this is one of the worst plagues

of error), lead weaker and less virtuous minds into a labyrinth

of fatal mischief.

And here I feel myself in duty bound, both to the memory
of the immortal Newton and to an able philosopher who
transmitted this defence in a private letter soon after the first

edition of this work, to insert the following remarks of

Dr. Reid.—See the Letter in the Appendix to the Memoir.

Two living authors, with a view of subverting this founda-

tion of materialism and all the absurdity and impiety which

it generates, have opposed this infirm part of the Philosophy

of Newton with arguments, which on both sides are, I think,

full and incontrovertible. But, after subverting the forces of

attraction and repulsion, in assigning what each supposes to
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But whilst from this mixture and connec-

tion of physics and mathematics, philosophers

be the true cause of celestial motion, they draw two ways
diametrically opposite to each other ; which may probably

be an omen that the true and proper cause is not to be

known.

The author of " Ancient Metaphysics" assigns a metaphy-
sical, Mr. Jones's Philosophy a physical cause; and, equally

zealous for the interests of religion, they are both the avowed
enemies of atheism. The former attempts to revive and

support the ancient doctrine of Mind or the Deity himself,

as the first cause, animating and moving every part of his

material creation by an immediate influence, and " perpetu-

ally operating upon it by incessant impulses." The latter

attributes all motion to the action of matter upon matter,

maintaining the agency of second causes, under the direction

of God the moral governor of the world, and the primary

cause of all things.

They perfectly agree in acknowledging God, or the Univer-

sal Mind, to be the first and universal cause of all things; so

that, upon either supposition, the cause of Theism is safe.

But the one represents him in the exercise of his providential

government, as acting according to fixed and general laws of

his own, and operating through every part of the natural

material system mediately and by the instrumentality of his

creatures, that is naturally ; whilst the other describes him

as acting upon all particular material subjects, in diflferent

ways, immediately and by the direct operation of his divine

power, supernaturally if not miraculously, according to

general laws. Which of the two hypotheses redounds

more to the honour of God and the interests of his religion,

as their supporters appear to be actuated by the purest

and most benevolent motives, is a question I would not

undertake positively to decide.

T must however observe, so great is the perverseness and
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are deriving a train of sublime and splendid

truths, by which the heavens are enlightened

obliquity of the human mind, that both, however opposite,

have at different periods been abused to the support of

atheism. The immediate operation of the Universal Mind
animating and actuating all matter with every kind of life

and motion, was by the Chaldaic and some old philosophers,

perverted into the doctrine of materialism ; in consequence

of which they taught whole nations to worship the element

of fire, as the subtlest and sublimest part of the soul of the

world. Under a similar persuasion, a Roman philoso-

pher of great moral reputation has the following question,

—

*' Quid est aliud natura, quam Deus, et divina ratio toti

mundo et partibus ejus insita?"—(Seneca cle Benef. lib. iv.

)

Nor need we wonder at this, when we read the following

lines in a poet of our own of only the last age

:

" All are but parts of one stupendous whole.

Whose body nature is, and God the soul."

But not so Newton,—" Deus omnia regit, non ut anima

mundi, sed ut universorum Dominus, et propter dominium

suum iravTOKpaT(i)p dici solet.^' On the other hand, some

more modern materialists have founded their doctrines on

the agency of second causes, on matter acting upon matter,

by virtue, as they suppose, of its organization or other inhe-

rent power, making the material world into an automaton,

moving itself independently of any other cause. And either

the reason of men or the reason of things is so totally

changed, that to defeat this impious and modern doctrine,,

the other and ancient is revived as the only antidote, making

God himself the sole agent, by whose immediate power,

exclusive of the operations and instrumentality of all material

agents, the meanest effects are every hour produced. By
these weapons we are taught we can alone obtain a complete

triumph over atheism. But whether this triumph will be
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from pole to pole, they should never in the

pride of science lose sight of the nature and

well founded in the event, may be left I think to be

decided by the judgment of Lord Bacon, supported by the

verdict of Plato.—" Eos, qui autumant nimiam scientiam

inclinare mentem in atheismum, ignorantiamque secunda-

rum causarum pietati erga primam obstetricari, libenter

compellarem Jobi quaestione :
* An oporteat mentiri pro

Deo, et ejus gratia dolum loqui conveniat, ut ipsi gratifice-

mur?' Liquet enim, Deum nihil operari ordinario in natura,

nisi per secundas causas, cujus diversum credi si vellent,

impostura mera esset, quasi in gratiam Dei, et nihil aliud

quam author! veritatis immundam mendacii hostiam immo-
lare. Quin potius certissimum est, atque experientia com-

probatum, leves gustus in philosophia movere fortasse ad

atheismum, sed pleniores haustus ad religionem reducere.

Namque in limine philosophise, cum secundae causae, tan-

quam sensibus proximae, ingerant se menti humanae, mens-

que ipsa in illis haereat atque commoretur, oblivio primae

causae obrepere possit. Sin quis ulterius pergat, causarum.

que dependentiam seriem et concatenationem, atque opera

providentiae intueatur, tunc secundum poetarum mythologiam
facile credet, summum naturalis catenae annulum pedi solii

Jovis affigi."—De Augm. Scient. lib. i.

TavT «v irayT i'^iv tCjv (Tvvairiwy, oig 6 Qeog Trjv re api'^ov

TCL^LV Kara to Zwarov cnroreXeJ.—Plato.

Between these two rocks of atheism is the middle way, in

which sound theism is always to be found, which was pointed

out both by Plato and Bacon, and in which Newton, even if

mistaken in his celestial forces securely trod in the exercise

of philosophy and religion :

" The main business of natural philosophy is to argue

from phenomena without feigning hypotheses, and to deduce

causes from effects, till we come to the very First Cause,

which certainly is not material."—Newton's Optics, p. 343.

In this middle way, the very learned author of ** Ancient
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extent of that mixture and connexion. Whilst

they join them in operation, they should be

Metaphysics" might rest secure of his theism ; and for the

improvement of sound learning-, he may safely join the

ingenious Mr. Jones, in the following sublime and truly

philosophical sentiment

—

" With him who is taught that the

true God is distant from, and above the world of matter,

though virtually present in it by a providential inspection

and superintendence, the mechanism of the natural world

will only serve to enlarge his ideas, by setting before him
the visible evidence of that divine Wisdom, which with such

exquisite contrivance and such simplicity of design, hath

adapted physical causes to the production of their respective

effects."—Jones's Philosophy, p. 8.

By overlooking the intermediate links in the great chain

of causes, and by resolving every effect into the immediate

and personal act of Deity, this learned writer should reflect,

that he not only injures the beauty and contrivance, the

connection and dependence so admirable in the economy of

nature, but puts a check upon the progress of natural

philosophy, which consists entirely of an inquiry into second

causes ; and also, that, by introducing a sort of " miraculous

interposition, he is confounding the established order of

natural things, and introducing a method of philosophizing,

which would give a sanction to every ridiculous hypothesis

that doth not quite come up to an impossibility."—Jones's

Philosophy, p. 115.

In allowing the Deity to act mediately by the instrumen-

tality of his own creation, we can be in no danger of sup-

posing that matter is possessed of thought and motion in

itself, or that it is able to make and support the world :

and " the wisdom of God will be infinitely magnified" in

our conception " if he be found to bring about those things

by the mechanism of second causes, to which philosophers

have determined the divine power itself to be absolutely

necessary. We may hence derive the only rational en-
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careful not to confound them in contempla-

tion, so as to mistake the principles of the

one for the principles of the other; which

will finally and inevitably lead to error.

That every particular science has princi-

ples of its ow^n, which are totally independent

of others, is that sound and wholesome

doctrine received from Aristotle (though

neglected in his logic), to exemplify and

illustrate which is a main object of these

Lectures ; as it leads to the due distinction.

couragement to a cheerful and diligent study of nature.

The causes employed are few and simjDle beyond expression
;

their effects are infinitely various and wonderful; and to

those who begin upon a right foundation, they will unfold

themselves every day more and more ; nor will the labour of

man be lost in the pursuit, till he has acquired as much
knowledge of this sort as will do him good in his present

state/^—Jones's Philosophy, p. 225.

Upon the whole, both these authors agree with our great

philosopher as to the who, the where, and the when. It

is God, in all places, and at all times. But they differ

as to the manner how. And though both may have sup-

planted the Newtonian forces, their hypotheses are opposite

to each other, and each may serve to prove that the other is

in the wrong. And however honourable the search, if

conducted with humility and prudence, the physical causes

of things may often be among those of " his ways which are

past finding out." Whether he dispense his blessings

through the world more immediately with his own hand, or

through the mediation of second causes, the real government

of the whole will terminate equally in himself If, " in his
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and facilitates the just apprehension of all the

kinds of truth. Physical principles, whether

general causes if they are to be found, or

phenomena, which for philosophical purposes

are equivalent to causes, are collected from

experiments which are particular matters of

fact, and cannot possibly originate in geome-

try, which consists in the speculation of

general ideas ; however useful geometry may
be in the art of deducing them in the first

place, and of applying them afterwards ^\

wisdom he made the worlds," He upholds them by his

power. If his snn replenish us with its light, and invigorate

us with its heat, it is He '' who maketh it to rise on the evil

and on the good." If the air yield nourishment and respi-

ration to the vegetable and animal creations, it is He " who
giveth life and breath and all things." If the clouds pour

down water to fertilize the earth, it is He " who sendeth his

rain on the just and on the unjust;" He is both " alpha and
omega," the beginning and the end, " in whom we live and
move, and have our being."

^^ Young mathematicians, who are smatterers in philo-

sophy, are apt to form very high and preposterous ideas of

the nature and perfection of physical science, betrayed

probably into a mistake, in regard to its principles, by Sir

Isaac Newton having called his Philosophy " Principia

Mathematica ;" and again by the following and similar

expressions, " Hactenus principia tradidi a mathematicis

recepta, et experientia multiplici confirmata."— Praef. ad

Princip. From which it would seem, as if he considered

mathematics as the subject matter, and experiments only

as the instruments, which is directly contrary to the truth.
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It is accordingly observed by a very able

and ingenious philosopher, that " g^O"

metry can be of little use till data are

collected to build upon^^/' These data are

furnished by experiments and inductions,

and lay the foundation of the philosophical

superstructure, which mathematics sometimes

lend most useful assistance in building up.

If the foundation be well and firmly laid,

the superstructure will be sound and strong

;

if otherwise, it will be infirm and weak : for,

however sure and invincible mathematical

reasoning may be, either considered in its

pure state, or in its operation on true mate-

rials ; when employed upon false and mis-

taken principles, it is as false and erroneous

as any other that is also misapplied ^^.

42 Maclaurin, p. 35.

^^ Geometriam atque arithmeticam, velut alas duas astro-

nomiae datas esse, scite quidem ac vere dixit Plato ; suum-

que adjecit calculum Lansbergius. Atqui non solum alas

habent volucres quibus in coelura subvehantur, sed additur

praeterea cauda, quae temonis instar, volatus earum regere

possit. Simili omnino ratione, quamvis geometria et arith-

metica astronomo summopere sint necessariae, adeo ut illis

nequaquam carere possit; per se tamen non sufficiunt ad

laborem hunc Herculeum perficiendum, nisi insuper accedat

ratio pbysica, quae, tanquam Nauclerus puppi insidens,

totius speculationis clavum teneat. Si quis igitur Palladem
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In their application to portions of natural

philosophy, mathematics are therefore not

to be considered as fundamental, but as

instrumental only : and however mixed in

operation, the judicious philosopher will dis-

tinguish the physical principles, whatever

they may be or wherever found, from the

mathematics operating upon them. The

motion of bodies on the surface of the earth

is the phenomenon, which from experiment

supplies the physical principle ; and geome-

try, by applying its mensurations to that

motion, erects this part of natural philosophy

hanc, difficilis licet vultus, comitem et ducem nolit; nil

mirum si, latentibus alicubi scopulis impingens, in erroris

pelago naufragium fecerit. Atque hanc ego rationem existi-

mo, quod tarn diu formosissima ilia divarum Urania tarn

difficilem petentibus praebuit aurem, quod scilicet hanc

philosophiae partem physicam a rebus astronomicis exclu-

dentes, mediatricem illam noluerunt. Exoranda est itaque

summoque studio excolendai intimahaec astronomiae famula,

illis qui suavissimo Uraniae gremio, votis tandem potiti,

conquiescere desiderant. Quae quidem ut mihi sit propitia,

summis studiorum praemiis ac meritis contendam, ut medi-

ante illius opera suavissimos dominae suae vultus perspiciam.

Meos amores enim celare non possum, nee tamen aemulos

metuo. Sponsam habeat illibatam illam virginem ( Astrorum

Scientiam) quicunque erit cui palmam ipsa concesserit,

mihi sat erit, si vel taedam maritalem nuptiis suis praeferre

me dignabatur.—Horrocii Opera Posthuma, Disp. i. cap. 2.
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into the science of mechanics. The similar

motion of bodies in the heavens is the phe-

nomenon estabhshed by observation, which

whether the cause of that motion can be

known or not, is the physical principle ; and

geometry, by the application of similar men-

surations, produces the science of astronomy :

and the same might be observed of music in

connexion with harmonics. All which de-

partments of philosophy, by such application

of mathematics, enjoy advantages different

and superior to some other parts of physics.

Whoever therefore would hope for success

in his philosophical researches, will not adapt

physics to mathematics, but mathematics to

physics, in obedience to the direction of the

author of the Novum Organum, who hath

observed, that " all natural inquiries succeed

the best, when a physical principle is made to

terminate in a mathematical operation ^.'^

And thus we have shown, according to the

rule prescribed by Lord Bacon, the friend

^* Optime cedit inquisitio naturalis, quando physicum

terminatur in mathematico.—Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. iii.
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and father of philosophers, and accordhig to

the practice of Sir Isaac Newton, who ex-

emphfied the precepts of his great master,

that all reasoning in natural philosophy is

ascendent and descendent—from experiments

to axioms, and from axioms to new dis-

coveries^^.

Sect. IV.

Of Physical Truth.

BUT since the best and most accurate ex-

periments that are instituted and con-

ducted by human skill, which are the basis

and support of all sound philosophy, cannot

penetrate into the real essence of things ; since

they can only inform the senses of some of

their apparent qualities, and of secondary,

which we call physical causes, and generally

only of the phenomena or effects themselves ;

*^ Neque enim in piano via sita est, sed ascendendo et

descendendo ; ascendendo primo ad axiomata, descendendo

ad opera.—Bacon. Nov. Org-, lib. i. apb. 104.

See De Augm. Scient. lib. iii. cap. 3.
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since the induction, by which the general

truths are collected from particular experi-

ments is only partial and confined, and ex-

tended by analogy, which is an indirect

species of reasoning, never absolutely con-

clusive ; since these general truths, which

become the laws and principles of philosophy,

do not possess the evidence of mathematical

axioms ; and lastly, since from these prin-

ciples, particular, not general, conclusions

are deduced,—physical truth must conse-

quently partake of the nature and inferiority

of their principles and mode of reasoning ^.

Though mathematics, by a friendly mixture

and communication, often facilitate their pro-

duction and elucidate their force, imparting

to them, in all subjects capable of mensura-

tion and where quantity can apply, the use

and similarity of scientific demonstration;

however certain, they are not to be pro-

nounced absolutely necessary ; and philoso-

phically considered, they are in nature and

^ AtOTTfyO (pavepov on ovk e'^iv cLTro^ei^ig ovaiag, ov^e th tl

e^iv Ik Trjg roiavrrjg eTrayuyr]Q, dWd riq dXKoq Tpoirog rrjg

^r)\io(r£(og,—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.
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evidence greatly inferior to mathematical

conclusions^.

Still the philosophy of nature is the field

of utility and beauty. It ministers to the

wants, and supplies many of the ornaments

of life. It opens one of the universal books

of God, in which his infinite power, his

stupendous wisdom, and unbounded good-

ness are written with his own finger in most

fair and convincing characters ; and thus the

material world is made the counterpart of

the immaterial mind, in which the latter

contemplates as in a glass the image of its

Author. Yet after all the improvements

which have honoured the labours of Boyle,

Newton, Halley and others, whose studies,

since the great Bacon founded the true, that

2 Zealous for the honour and perfection of their favourite

study, some of our modern philosophers strenuously contend

that almost every thing in physics is demonstrable. " The
ground and reason of which," observes one of better infor-

mation, " I apprehend to be, that many of our geometricians,

ambitious of dictating to us about the causes and first springs

of Nature, while they can reach only to the measure of

some of its effects, have not been careful to distinguish how
far a mathematical conclusion will extend, and how far not."

—Joneses Philosophy, p. 91.

N
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is, the inductive logic, have conferred upon

this nation the laurel of philosophy ; so vast

is its variety and extent, that our knowledge

of nature is still very partial and imperfect.

The more we know, the more we shall

acknowledge to remain unknown, and the

more readily subscribe to the verdict of that

illustrious child of Wisdom who hath sub-

limely observed,—" God hath planted the

world in man^s heart, yet cannot man find

out the work which he worketh from the

beginning unto the end^/'

We are still only in the infancy of know-

ledge, and, though not in the sense in which

the word was used by the old philosophers,

many qualities and causes are yet occult^

which may be brought to light by future

experiment and analysis. New inductions

may be instituted, new axioms established,

and new inventions discovered ; and thus

the great volume of nature is calculated, by

the omniscience of its Author, to afford scope

to this virtuous and honourable employment,

till its whole system shall dissolve and vanish,

^ Eccles. iii. 11.
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and be succeeded by another of superior order.

And then there shall be " a new heaven and

a new earth/' in which the First will himself

take place of all secondary causes ; when

the film which is spread over the carnal eye

shall be removed, new objects presented and

new scenes disclosed, under the aspect and

illumination of a brighter sun^

* Isaiah, Ix. 19, 20; and Luke, xvii, 2.

On the general subject of this chapter, consult Herschel's

Discourses on the Study of Natural Philosophy ; Playfair*s

Dissertations on the Progress of Mathematical and Physical

Science; Stewart's Philosophy of the Human Mind, vol. ii.

chap. 4 ; his First Dissertation, chap. 2 ; Maclaurin's

Account of Sir I. Newton's Discoveries, book iv. chap. 9

;

Reid's Essays, vol. ii. chap. 4; Browne's Lectures on the

Philosophy of Mind ; Adam Smith's History of Astronomy;

Whewell's Bridgewater Treatise, &c.

—

Editor,
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CHAP. III.

METAPHYSICS.

Sect. I.

The Logic of Metaphysics,

BOTH Aristotle and Bacon agree in styling

this " the Universal Science/^ having

universal being for its subject, but especially

mind, the highest and most universal, in as

much as it is the primary cause of nature,

and as furnishing the principles of all other

parts of learning. They likewise agree in

terming it " the First Philosophy
.^^

But what is first to nature is not the first

to man ; nature (i. e, the God of nature)

deals in universals, man deals with particu-

lars, from which he ascends by progressive

steps to generals, and from generals to

universals. Thus the course of human study
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is the inverse of the course of things in nature.

In this study or cultivation of physics, we

have seen, in the foregoing chapter, the

philosopher has always to deal with particu-

lar facts, from which he rises to generals.

This study of nature was, therefore, first in

respect of man to the study of universals

;

and hence, as we have observed, the science

of universals obtained the name of metaphy-

sics, literally pm to. (pvaixd, w^hich sufficiently

accounts for our present arrangement.

Metaphysical science, considered in its

widest extent, is the science of the principles

and cause of all things existing. But in its

more confined and ordinary acceptation, it is

the science of the human mind, as known to

us by consciousness and reflection. The

logic of metaphysics therefore consists in

the study of the human faculties, by turning

our thoughts inwardly upon our own mental

operations, and then arranging them accord-

ing to the phenomena which they exhibit;

in analyzing faculties which are compounded

into simple, and in tracing our mental opera-

tions. This logic is consequently based on

the principle of induction with respect to
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the phenomena of thought, in the same

manner that the logic of physics is directed

to the phenomena of external motion.

Sect. II.

Metaphysical Principles,

The science of metaphysics presents itself to

us with advantage as succeeding to that of

physics or natural philosophy, because it

has run nearly the same course in the history

of the world ; so that the progress and history

of the one, may serve to illustrate and ex-

emplify the fortunes and history of the other.

With Aristotle and the ancient philoso-

phers, they both laboured under the same

fundamental defect, through the want of

sound and solid principles for their legitimate

investigation. Cultivated in the same school

of factitious and assumptive logic, they began

both at the wrong end. With them, general

truths, i, e. propositions of their own suppo-

sition or invention, which they styled axi-

oms, formed the basis of all science, instead
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ofbeginning with particular facts, and ascend-

ing by a just induction to general principles.

And thus the metaphysical axioms of the

ancients were nothing better than gratuitous

assumptions, instead of being the result of

observations, accurately deduced from the

actual motions and operations of the mind,

through the medium of consciousness and

self-reflection. Nor it is to be wondered that

if their physical researches terminated in

theories, which had little relation to the real

laws of the external world, their researches

into the regions of mind should have been

still more distinguished by baseless fancies

and chimeras.

From the false principles on which this

science has so long been cultivated, it has

become the theme of ridicule with many
sensible men, and from the nature of the

abstract subjects on which it treats, many

philosophers have deemed it too abstruse and

barren to reward their labours. Some good

men, from the vast range of its subjects, and

the depth and sublimity of its researches,

have denounced its study altogether, as dan-

gerous, vain, and presumptuous.
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But, when brought down from the flights

of imagination to the calm and sober study

of our own faculties, what is more worthy of

man than the mind of man ? When built

on the sound principles of observation and

experience, no study can be more productive

of utility and honour to the philosophical

inquirer. But it should be pursued strictly on

the rules of the Baconian logic—" Homo
naturae minister et interpres tantum facit et

intelligit, quantum de ordine naturae opere,

vel mente observaverit ; nee amplius scit, aut

potest/^

What then are its genuine principles, and

what is the legitimate course of its study?

The mind, though invisible, is known to us

by its operations, as distinctly as external

objects are known to our outward senses.

Our consciousness is ever present, and by

turning itself on its own axis can become

the spectator and reviewer of all our mental

operations, just as things hard or soft, rough

or smooth, are known to the touch, or the

beauteous tints of the rainbow are recognised

by the eye.

Hence by an obvious analogy, as external
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sense is the primary principle of all physical

knowledge, so consciousness, or the internal

sense, is the primary principle of all meta-

physical science. This internal sense is

keen, penetrating, and acute, and becomes

wonderfully strengthened by thus concentrat-

ing its attention on the surrounding faculties.

As the external senses discover the various

qualities and affections of body, this interior

sense discovers the various acts and opera-

tions of mind, and when in a sound and

healthy state, it reports mental facts and

phenomena with sufficient truth and accu-

racy, for all the purposes of human know-

ledge ^.

* On the general subject of metaphysical science, consult

the works of Locke, Reid, Stewart, and Browne—Hobbes,

Berkeley, Baxter (Andrew), and Hume with some caution and

reserve. For the establishment of sound first principles, the

Editor would recommend the works of Dr. Reid as superior

to those of every metaphysical writer, ancient or modern,

with which he is acquainted.
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Sect. III.

Metaphysical Heasoning,

ACCORDING to our foregoing observa-

tions, reason begins her operations in

this science, as in physics, with particulars

;

but here, internal sense, or consciousness, is

the primary principle. By frequent obser-

vations on the acts and motions of the human

mind, closely and accurately pursued, reason,

on comparing them with each other, can

distinguish their difference or agreement,

and thus arrange them into their several

orders or classes. And by frequent repeti-

tion of the same analytical process, reason

can form the lower classes into more general

classes. By this analysis, she can also dis-

criminate one operation of mind from another,

and attribute them to separate and distinct

faculties,—the intellect, the will, and the

imagination. She can observe the laws of

association, the connexions of one faculty

with another, and the general union and

harmony of all.
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The secondary materials for this reasoning

is the history of the human mind, as recorded

by others, describing numerous and authentic

phenomena; but these should always be tested

by ourselves, and submitted, as far as possible,

to our individual scrutiny.

A fallacious estimate of the powers and

capacities of the human mind, particularly

that she enters on this stage of life furnished

with innate ideas and principles, by which

she is enabled to carry on her inquiries after

truth to an unbounded extent, was the fun-

damental error which formerly prevailed,

and which long prevented any real advance

in the science of metaphysic. It was the

honour of Mr. Locke to refute this absurd

and most pernicious theory. (See his Essay,

vol. i. book i. chap. 2, 3, 4.) But, in the

pursuit of this error, he has been led into

the contrary extreme, by referring all our

original ideas to the sole principle of sensa-

tion. By principles, Mr. Locke denotes

general truths, which we have called second-

ary principles, to distinguish them from the

sources from which they are derived, which

we have denominated primary principles.
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Of these sources of knowledge, Mr. Locke

allows but one, external sense, seconded by

reflection—whereas we contend also for ano-

ther, internal sense, or consciousness, which

may also be aided by reflection. It is this

difference which constitutes the great dis-

tinction between Mr. Locke and myself in

our metaphysical inquiries, and herein I have

the honour to be supported by Dr. Reid and

his followers.

Whether such principles were considered

as innate or acquired by Aristotle and his

disciples, they were always gratuitously

assumed, and not inductively formed by ex-

perience and observation. Hence the whole

science of metaphysics continued for ages to

rest on mere hypothesis and vague specula-

tion. Nor was it, till Locke performed for

this science the part of Bacon, that it could

properly be said to rest on scientific princi-

ples. The same injury which had been

inflicted on physics by gratuitous axioms,

was inflicted on metaphysics by the doctrine

of innate ideas.

And thus in this, as well as in the physi-

cal departments of learning, we have been
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brought out of the false, into the true method

of philosophising, by the patient efforts of

induction and experience. We have wit-

nessed with astonishment the brilliant dis-

coveries which science has made in physics,

by leaving the dreams of Aristotle, and

confining its attention to the known qua-

lities and phenomena of body. By a

patient attention to the acts, and a sober

investigation of the faculties and phenomena

of mind, we may hereafter anticipate cor-

responding success in the study of meta-

physics.

The process of reason is here therefore

strictly inductive, and when by this process,

secondary principles or general truths are

established, little if any advantage can be

derived from the use of syllogism.

As it is not the intention of this work, to

descend to the discussion of the particular

topics belonging to different sciences, but

merely to delineate the general field of each,

and to show how each may be cultivated

with success, I shall forbear any further

observations, with a single remark. I have

often wished that this queen of science would
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adopt a language of her own, peculiar and

appropriate to herself. This is the preroga-

tive and glory of the mathematics. Many

of the arts and sciences have also a specific

phraseology, at least for their official terms.

If this science had a specific language, with

terms so numerous and appropriate, that one

need never be used for another, and so de-

fined and determinate, that it might be clearly

and distinctly understood, it would greatly

contribute to its success. For want of such

an expedient, it is to be feared that much

doubt and diflficulty will long attend these

abstract researches^.

^ On the subject of this chapter, consult Locke, book iii.

;

Reid's Essays, vol. ii. Essay 5 ; Stewart's Elements, vol. i.

chap. 3, vol. ii. chap. 4 ; Browne's Lectures, 11, &c.; Adam
Smith's Sketches of the History of Ancient Logics and

Metaphysics, &c.

—

Editor.
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Sect. IV.

Metaphysical Truth.

nr^HE species of truth, which results from

-*- the philosophy of mind, must itself

relate immediately to mind, and must con-

sist in placing before us a faithful and exact

delineation of our intellectual and moral

faculties. The mind of man is found on

investigation to be a complex machine, com-

posed of various energies, and it is the busi-

ness of this first philosophy to distinguish these

energies from each other, and then to distin-

guish the truth which is appropriate to each.

But this truth cannot be discovered without

an insight into their several principles. Its

business, therefore, should be to establish, as

science, the principles of that truth which

belongs to each faculty. Hence it is justly

styled the Jirst philosophy^ because these

principles relate to all kinds of knowledge.

It is the parent, the mother of them all.

To investigate these different principles in
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their relation to the respective faculties and

departments of the human mind—the under-

standing (of which memory is part), the

will, and the imagination ; to point out the

supremacy of conscience, as the judge and

assessor of our moral conduct; to elucidate

the effects of our associations of ideas ; to

ascertain the right method of reasoning be-

longing to every science, and to distinguish

the kinds of truth resulting from each, with

their various degrees and modes of assent

—

this is the business of that general logic which

is the subject of my present undertaking.

But truth, in its relation to the proper use

and exercises of the mind, is that which

more peculiarly belongs to metaphysics

—

whence it conducts the faculties, duly dis-

ciplined and instructed, into the enjoyment

of universal truth ^.

* Consult Reid's Inquiry into the Human Mind, chap. i.

;

Browne's First Lecture on the Philosophy of the Human
Mind; Stewart's Elements, vol. i. part 1 and 2, &c.

—

Editor.
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CHAP. IV.

FACTS.

Sect. I.

The Logic of Facts,

XT^ROM physics, the plan chalked out for

^ the arrangement and execution of this

general Chart of Truth leads us to that ex-

tensive department comprehending all those

transactions, occurrences, and events which

are known by the name of facts, as belonging

to the same theoretic^ province of mind,

and entitled to the same distinction from

subjects whether of practical^ or poetical

design.

' Tr)q hk deuprjTiKrjg ^lavoiac, Kal /urj TrpaKTiKrjt;, jjtj^e

TroiriTiKr]^, to ev kqI tcaKioc, raXrjdtg fcVt kuI \pEvEog,—Aristot.

Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 2.

^ OvK £«rfc Be irpoaipsTdv sdev yeyov6(;, olov »6eU irpoaipEiTai

"\\iov TreTTopdtjKEvai. H^e yap (jsXevetui iTEpl rn yEyovoroc;,

O
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This is a kind of truth, which is so direct

and obvious in its nature, so open to the

apprehension, and so famiHar to the mind of

all men, that it seems to have escaped phi-

losophical inquiry and critical examination.

As it is, however, a species of truth of more

universal extent than any other, and of more

immediate importance in every stage and

sphere of life ; and especially, since by the

decree of Providence it has been made

a principal foundation of those supreme and

sublime truths, which are the main object

' of this analysis, it demands, in this place, a

logical consideration ^.

oWct inpl TH IffOfxtvHy Kal Iv^^^ofieva, to Se yeyovog «>c eV^£-

X^'''^^ /^^ y^veaQai. ^i6 opdcog 'Aya0wr,

MoVs yap avTs Kal dadg TEpLffKerai,

AyevjjTa iroitlv Itaa av rj Treirpayfxeva.

—Ibid.

^ On the evidence of facts, as regards our external senses,

the reader should study the original and profound " In-

quiry" of Dr. Reid. Also Campbell's Dissertation on

Miracles.

—

Editor.
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Sect. II.

The Principle of Facts.

TRACTS have a most intimate and insepa-

^ rable connexion with physical science.

As truths, they derive their existence from

the same first principle, the notices and

indications of the external senses ; and had

it not been for their close connexion with the

subject of the succeeding chapter, they would

have been entitled to the precedence in this

logical arrangement, as they supply the

foundation of all physical deductions ; for

without experiments, which are a species of

facts, there can be no sound philosophy of

nature.

But whereas physics quit the first impres-

sions made upon the senses by individual

objects, and from phenomena and effects

by the aid of experiment descend to the

investigation of qualities and causes, in order

to form general laws for the proof of particular
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truths^, which are permanent, and will ex-

tend to all times and places so long as nature

remains the same ; facts, as truths, result

immediately from the individual objects pre-

sented to the senses, from the phenomena

and effects themselves, and though certain,

are transient, and confined within the limits

of time and place.

They are all particular independent truths,

not deriving their proof from generals, as

those of physics ; but requiring for their

confirmation, that a particular event, or series

of events should occur to the ocular notice

of a person or persons at a certain time

and place ; that a particular phenomenon

appeared ; or that a particular thing was

heard, or seen, to be said or done. Thus

for the proof of facts, the coincidence of

a particular transaction, person, time, or

place is absolutely required ; and the evi-

dence of the external senses of those who

^ Philosophia individua dimittit, neque impressiones

primas individuorum, sed notiones ab illis abstractas com-

plectitur ; atque in iis componendis et dividendis, ex lege

naturae et rerum ipsarum evidentia, versatur. Atque hoc

prorsus officium est atque opificium rationis. Bacon. De
Augm. Scient. lib. ii. cap. 1.
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were the immediate witnesses is the first

and last credential.

—That on Friday the 13th day of March

1789? the university and city of Oxford

expressed their loyalty and affection to

our amiable and illustrious sovereign, the

father of his country, and the friend of all

men, and testified a universal and un-

bounded joy for his recovery from a long

and dangerous sickness, and his resumption

of the throne of these kingdoms, by a gene-

ral illumination,—this is a fact of which we,

who were present, were rejoiced to be con-

vinced ; and of which conviction the evidence

of sight, the most familiar of the senses, was

the adequate and sufficient cause.—Here

was a full coincidence of all the particulars

which are requisite to evince and establish

the truth of facts.
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Sect. III.

Of Heasoning on Facts,

FAR from being the consequences or

conclusions of any process of reason,

facts result immediately from the senses.

They convince the mind, without its con-

sidering or attending to their physical or

other causes, and become themselves, as first

principles of reasoning.

As truths, each of them stands on its

separate and independent basis, terminat-

ing and concluding in itself; so that all

direct comparisons and judgments between

one fact and another, or between a fact and

any other thing, is irrelevant to their truth,

and consequently all inductive reasoning is

excluded. For moral and political purposes

they are often indeed generalized and

arranged in classes ; but as truths, they want

no general propositions from which they are

to be deduced as consequences ; and as they

admit of no secondary principle, all reason-
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ing by syllogism or superinduction is of

course totally superseded.

But though reason has no proper or direct

concern with facts from their high privilege

as first principles, it is never better or more

essentially employed, than when it examines

and inquires respecting them. The method

which it pursues may indeed be very dif-

ferent from those we have been tracing whe-

ther in mathematics or physics (for give it

fair play, and reason will, some way or

other, adapt itself to every thing) ; it is not,

however, to be rejected or discarded here.

This useful office it performs, by examining

whether the external senses, the first and

final evidence of facts, are in a sound and

healthy state ; whether they are well and

suflficiently informed ; and whether they are

subject to any impediment from nature,

imposition from art, or fallacy from acci-

dent. In this exercise, she does not presume

to change or to correct the verdict of the

senses, by any preconceived notion or fac-

titious determination of her own. Sensible

of the supreme dignity and exclusive privi-
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lege of first principles, she forbears to com-

pare them with any thing else, or to judge

of them by any medium but themselves.

All that she presumes, is by indirect and

collateral comparisons, to rectify and ascer-

tain the evidence of sense by the evidence

of sense ; that is, to judge of it by its own

verdict.

Thus, if on viewing any object with care

and circumspection, what appears to our

eye, appears the same to others, who see it

at the same time and place ; or if what

appears to our eye at a certain time and

place, has uniformly appeared the same at

all other times and places ; we conclude,

from these comparisons and judgments,

(which is an indirect mode of reasoning and

a species of analogy) that the sense is suffi-

ciently perfect and well-informed. And

what contributes both to facilitate and en-

sure the conclusion is this—that facts are

truths in which we are bred and conversant

from infancy ; that hourly experience in

ourselves, confirmed by the express, and

perhaps still more by the tacit acknowledg-

ment of the same in others, would imme-
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diately detect and expose any impediment,

deception, or fallacy in the senses, and thus

effectually secure the judgment from mistake

or error.

And this we call a species of reasoning,

because, as Dr. Reid justly observes, " The

senses are all limited and imperfect, and

that we are liable to error and wrong

judgment in the use of all." They are

" to be corrected by more accurate attention

to their informations," by comparing and

judging of this more accurate intelligence ;

but wherever there is comparison and judg-

ment there is, according to our enlarged

idea of reasoning, some act of reason.

The mode in which philosophers, ancient

and modern, have affected to correct the

senses by reason, is very different. They pre-

tend to judge of the evidence of the senses

by some subtle notions of their own inven-

tion ; which is to judge of a first principle

of reasoning by no principle in nature. This

is the error in the use of reason so justly

condemned by Dr. Reid, Essay ii. chap. 22.
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Sect. IV.

The Truth of Facts.

rjp^HOUGH derived from the same first

-^ principle of knowledge with mathe-

matical and physical truth, that of facts,

logically viewed, is essentially different both

from the demonstrations of the one, and the

deductions of the other. It differs from

them, as well in its nature and constitution,

as in the mode of reasoning employed.

This species of truth enjoys the peculiar

and exclusive privilege of being both intui-

tive and self-evident. As soon as presented,

it is palpably and irresistibly felt at once

;

and it is so immediate, that it flashes convic-

tion upon the mind through the medium of

the senses, when sound and well-informed,

without an act of direct comparison. It is

so strong and invincible in operation, that it

defeats the powers of judgment. Thus fact

and truth, in common and vernacular lan-

guage, are synonymous words ; and the
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Strength of its evidence cannot be more

forcibly or pointedly expressed, than by

the vulgar phrase—" Seeing is believing/'

As these truths are not only the most

numerous, plain, and common of all others,

but of the most interesting and personal

concern to men ; in condescension to their

feelings and necessities. Providence hath

made them the most obvious, easy, and

familiar to the apprehension of all. By
their frequency and incessant occurrence in

the routine of human affairs, however various

and multiplex they may be, they are equally

obvious and familiar in their proximate and

efficient causes.

From these singular and superior advan-

tages by which facts are distinguished, in

the general scale of truth, above every other

kind, they have been singularly honoured, as

will be shown in the sequel of this work, in

their use and application, by the Author and

Finisher of all truth.
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CHAP. V.

HISTORY.

Sect. I.

The Logic of History,

^[^HOSE important and interesting truths

-^ comprehended under the general name

of facts, which determine the fortune of

individuals, involve the welfare of societies,

on which depend the fate of nations, and

which fill all the busy and variegated scenes

of life, are incessantly and unexpectedly

turning up in the tide of things, and again

as incessantly and irrecoverably buried in its

vortex. They are by nature transient and

irrevocable, confined and circumscribed

within the strictest limits of time and place.

So likewise from the constitution of hu-

manity are the persons of men. In all

cases, therefore, in which these do not hap-
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pen to coincide with them both in time and

place, this species of truth, taken in its

widest comprehension, including characters

and events as well as acts, cannot be per-

sonally and directly known.

This great chasm and defect, by which

our personal intercourse is cut off from the

largest and most valuable part of this useful

and interesting knowledge, is filled and

supplied by history,—that elegant retrospec-

tive mirror, which by its reflection opens

to us a view into ages never to return,

which gives facts an enlargement and ex-

tension to all times and places, and thus

becomes the guide and instructor of human

life\

* Historia, testis temporum, lux veritatis, vita memoriae,

magistra vitae, nuncia veritatis.—Cic. de Orat- lib. ii. cap.

36.
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Sect. II.

The Historical Principle.

ALL the actions, characters, and events

which have existed, or do exist, in

times or places, when and where we either

did or could not witness them ourselves, if

ever we may know them, (and these form

the greatest proportion of our knowledge), it

must be from the narration or testimony,

that is, the authority of others. By nar-

ration, I mean to express the communication

of facts, with which we are coincident in

point of time, but not of place. Testimony, I

apply, to the communication of those with

which we are coincident neither in time nor

place. These two are the necessary and

indispensable vehicles of historical truth.

—That on Tuesday the 10th day of March

1789? the cities of London and Westminster

exhibited similar tokens of their love and

loyalty to their king, by a general illumina-

tion on the same joyful occasion above-
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mentioned ^, is a fact of which we, who were

not there, rejoiced to hear ; of the truth of

which we are as fully and certainly, though

not so directly convinced, on the narration

of others public and private, as we were

of that which on the 13th we witnessed

ourselves at Oxford. In the case of this

fact, there was a coincidence of person and

transaction in point of time, but not of

place.

And both of these facts will be trans-

mitted, as they deserve, to future ages, and

received by them with almost the same

degree of certainty, on the authority of sound

and well authenticated testimony ; in which

case, all coincidence of person, transaction,

time, and place must be removed.

All historical facts, as truths, derive their

existence from narration and testimony,

which are therefore to be regarded as their

principles, agreeing in one, which is the

main point of consideration—that they are

both founded on the information and autho-

rity of others : and, as the short space of

' p. 197 S7ipra.
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man^s life, to which narration has a refer-

ence, bears so small a proportion to the

extent of time within the reach of human

tradition and record, testimony may be

used, as it often is, to express the whole,

—the general principle of all historical truth.

Sect. III.

Historical Jxeasoning,

AS in all parts of knowledge in which

general principles are concerned, so in

historical reasoning, we argue first to the

principle, and thence downwards from the

principle.

How then is the credit and authority of

testimony, on which all history depends,

established and confirmed ?

Historical facts are all particular and in-

dividual in their existence ; and by their

nature removed from the evidence of the

external senses ; and as all general prin-

ciples are formed by an induction of parti-

culars, there must be some other native
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evidence as a first principle, by which a

number of these particular facts are esti-

mated and their truth confirmed, suflficient

to ensure the authority and warrant the

general truth of the secondary principle of

testimony.

The senses are doubtless the first informers,

but memory is the register and storehouse of

the mind, in which all the facts which they

have witnessed, and all the truths which are

otherwise obtained, are lodged and recorded

with as much fidelity as is consistent with

the condition of imperfect creatures. So

far as relates to its retention, communica-

tion, and tradition, it is recognised and

acknowledged as a first principle of truth.

It is accordingly recognised by Lord Bacon,

as that important department of the intellect

to which history peculiarly belongs.

The memory of man does not profess to be

infallible. It is subject to similar infirmities

and defects with those of the external senses ;

and capable of being regulated and adjusted,

by an act of reason, in a similar manner.

After comparing it with its own exertions at

p
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different times and in different instances,

and after examining whether, in the instance

under consideration, it is uniform and con-

sistent with its other acts, reason confirms its

fidehty so far estabhshed, and ensures it still

further, by comparing it with other memories

acting collaterally with it in the same in-

stance. And here we may remark, that this

department of mind has its different species

and varieties. It is a fruitful field, but less

cultivated by metaphysicians than almost any

other, and as such we may earnestly com-

mend it to their future attention.

But memory, however faithful it may be

found, is not sufficient of itself to establish

and erect testimony into a general principle

of reasoning, since what it records is liable

to be betrayed, disguised, or falsified in

the act of utterance. It requires to be

guarded and secured by another native and

powerful dictate of the mind, the love of

truth, which, as a collateral principle, comes

in to the aid and support of memory.

Convinced of the existence of both these

principles from our own consciousness and
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internal feeling, presuming that all men
formed of the same materials are cast in the

same mould, and observing them to operate

in the minds of all to whom that observation

can extend ; we conclude, by a strong analogy

and induction, that they are universal. And
we are convinced from an experience that

does honour to human nature, that when-

ever interest, or any other evil and sinister

motive, influences an individual or combina-

tion of men to counteract these native dic-

tates, to reject the truth and espouse and

propagate a lie ; the lie is detested and con-

tradicted as soon as found, and the truth is

justified, vindicated, and avenged by the

public voice. That truth, in opposition to

the lie, strengthened and supported by self-

approbation and the native sense of right in

its assertor, will be sure to prevail at last.

Nay, it is experimentally known, that when

facts are duly attested by persons who are

competent judges and of sufficient credit,

men must and do believe them, and that

they find it impossible to withhold their

assent.

Upon the ground of these two first prin-
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ciples, the one a native faculty, and the

other a subhme affection of the mind, ope-

rating in conjunction, the credit of all history

is originally founded. From the particular

instances which are innumerable and inces-

santly occur, in which they are observed to

act together in strict and faithful union, we

derive, by a familiar and almost insensible

induction, the authority and truth of tes-

timony. This, as it is not only the general

vehicle or channel of all historical facts of

whatever kind, but the universal fountain

from which they flow, has a right to be

classed among the secondary principles of

truth. Testimony is indeed of such great

variety and extent, and of such frequent

occurrence and vast importance in all the

business and affairs of life, that (as is com-

mon in the use of many words), from the

frequency of its application, it has appro-

priated to itself the name of evidence, which

is a general term, equally applicable to the

principles of other kinds of truth with his-

torical.

This general principle is, however, very
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different in its nature and constitution from

mathematical, physical, and other axioms,

as it is of much larger operation and extent

;

and accordingly the method of reasoning

from testimony, in all particular instances,

is very different.

Axioms, logically speaking, are the sources

of truth, producing it in the minds of all who

can apply them in reasoning ; without respect

to persons, times, or place. They are,

therefore, general laws possessed of a certain

standard, which is fixed and determined in

itself, by which they impart the same degree

of certainty and conviction in all the cases to

which they are applied, namely, that which

they themselves possess. Testimony, on the

other hand, is not properly the source of

truth ; it is only the medium, however indis-

pensable, through which truths, already de-

duced from other causes are conveyed from

one mind to another. It is only the chan-

nel by M^hich actual truths are converted

into historical. This channel or instrument

has an immediate connexion with and de-

pendency on particular persons, times, and

places, by which their power and opera-
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tion are perpetually varied, become stronger

or weaker, more contracted or more en-

larged. It is not, therefore, a general law

possessing one common rule or standard, by

which is imparted in all cases the same de-

gree of certainty and conviction.

Historical learning is consequently the re-

verse of philosophical. Philosophy consists

in tracing generals, history in pursuing par-

ticulars. The testimony on which it is

founded varies with the circumstances, in

each particular instance to which it is ap-

plied^. Historical reasoning does not con-

clude by reducing particulars under general

propositions by syllogism or superinduction.

It has a more tedious and laborious process.

It descends to the investigation of every par-

ticular historical fact through all the wind-

ings of testimony, either by tracing it up to

its proper time, place, and the persons of its

primitive witnesses ; or by bringing it down

from thence. It consists in a minute

examination of particular witnesses, in a

candid estimate of collateral proofs, and in

^ Historia proprie individuorum est, quae circumscribun-

turlocoet tempore.—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. ii. cap. 1.
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a conclusion formed upon a full induction

and fair valuation of the whole ^

The knowledge which we derive through

the channel of history is consequently more

various and extensive, more interesting and

important, than perhaps the whole stock of

our other information. The investigation

of historical facts, which must be conducted

by a particular and separate process, consti-

tutes a very large proportion of the most

useful labours and valuable collections of

learned men. History involves in its com-

position many different and distinct objects,

and has many different ends in view\ In

the execution, it receives from the pen of

the historian many graces and embellish-

ments, and from the interest which man
always takes in the concerns of man, it be-

^ Probability wanting that intuitive evidence which infal-

libly determines the understanding, and produces certain

knowledge, the mind, if it would proceed rationally, ought

to examine all the grounds of probability, and see how they

make more or less for or against any proposition, before it

assents to or dissents from it, and, upon a due balancing the

whole, reject or receive it, with a more or less firm assent,

proportionably to the preponderancy of the greater grounds

of probability on one side or the other.—Locke, Hum. Und.

book iv. chap. 15, sect. 5.
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comes a species of writing the most instruc-

tive to the mind, and the most pleasing

to the imagination. Divested, however, of

these adventitious considerations, and logi-

cally viewed, it is the investigation of facts

through the channel of testimony. It is the

general rule by which this investigation is

conducted, in bringing them down from the

time of their actual existence ;—First, to

inquire whether the senses of the primitive

witnesses were duly informed of the facts

related, and they themselves competent to

judge of them. Secondly, to examine whe-

ther these witnesses were honest and faithful

relaters of these facts to others. Thirdly, as

testimony, from the nature and necessity of

things, is often committed to written record,

to trace the purity and authenticity of that

record through all the persons, times, and

places, through which it has descended, and

lastly, to strengthen and corroborate the

whole conclusion, by the examination and

adduction of collateral testimonies^.—In

this work of various learning, extensive

^ In the testimony of others is to be considered, 1 . The
number, 2. The integrity, 3. The skill of the witnesses.

4. The design of the author, where it is a testimony out of a
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inquiry, and attentive investigation, reason

will, I fear, derive little help from mood and

figured There is here accordingly very

slight occupation for syllogism.

Sect. IV.

Of Historical Truth,

HISTORICAL truth derived from the

principle of testimony, so different in

its nature from all others, and by a method

of reasoning which is peculiar to itself, differs

book cited. 5. The consistency of the parts and circum-

stances of the relation. 6. Contrary testimonies.—Locke

Hum. Und. book iv. chap. 15, sect. 4.

* But, however it be in knowledge, I think I may truly

say, it is of far less, or no use at all in probabilities. For

the assent there being to be determined by the preponde-

rancy, after a due weighing of all the proofs, with all circum-

stances on both sides, nothing is so unfit to assist the mind

in that, as syllogism ; which running away with one assumed

probability, or one topical argument, pursues that, till it has

led the mind quite out of sight of the thing under considera-

tion ; and, forcing it upon some remote difficulty, holds it

fast there, entangled, perhaps, and as it were manacled, in

the chain of syllogisms, without allowing it the liberty, much

less affording it the helps, requisite to show on which side,

all things considered, is the greater probability.—Ibid, book

iv. chap. 17, sect. 5.
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also from those which have been the subject

of our previous discussion, in its operation

and effect upon the understanding.

However certain and convincing it may

be, when possessed of its greatest strength, it

is indirect and secondary, amounting only to

the highest summit of probability. As the

testimony on which it depends, is in all

cases particularly circumstanced and to be

separately investigated, though all historical

truth be of the same species, it will vary with

these circumstances,—with the fidelity and

success of the investigation, or with the

clearness or obscurity of the media through

which it comes,—almost from the verge of

absolute certainty, through all the degrees

of probability, down to the faintest shade

of uncertainty and doubt. The assent with

which the mind embraces it, in all the de-

grees and shades which it assumes, is called

beliefs which is stronger or weaker in its im-

pression, in proportion to itself.

As it is only an enlargement of facts, and

those other truths which have been previously

considered, lengthened out and conveyed to

us by testimony, it may be ranked under the
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same common province. Being, however,

more general in its operation, more frequent

and familiar in its use, though inferior in

force, it has, in common language, appro-

priated to itself the name of truths as opposed

to falsehood ; just as the testimony, on which

it is founded, has obtained the name of

evidence.

But however different and inferior it may
be, historical truth is that on which the mind

of man with a peculiar satisfaction delights to

dwell. It hath therefore pleased that gracious

Providence, which benignly consults the

feelings of humanity in the promotion of

our good, to render it of the most interest-

ing and important concern to men. It

holds out some of the principal lights, by

which we are obliged, from the condition of

our nature, to steer our way through the

present dark and mysterious scene, in which

we are only allowed to walk as by the

glimmering of a distant twilight, and " to

see and to know in part.'' It is thus the

knowledge of the past becomes connected

with our present and future welfare.
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L

CHAP. VI.

ETHICS.

Sect. I.

The Logic of Ethics,

EAVING the theoretic division of this

general chart, we now enter upon the

practic, which is under the government and

direction of the will—in other words, it is

mind employed in moral action^.

Aristotle has divided the whole field of

knowledge into three grand provinces ; and

the line of distinction which he has drawn

as the general confine between that of the

rational theoretic mind, and those both of

the practic and poetic, is this—that the first is

productive of necessary, and the other two

of contingent truth ^.

* Aiavoia TzpaKTiKrj.—See p. 22.

* 'YTTOJCf/ff^w hvo TO. \6yov i-xoPTa' ev fiev ^5 $ea)p5jj.£y ra

Toiavra twv ovt(i)Vj mv at apyal fxrj kvlixovTai aXXiog t'x^tv, tv
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Thus truth is the staple produce, and

reason the common instrument of all.

—

But he descends to a more particular and

philosophical distinction of the three pro-

vinces, according to the different nature and

direction which truth assumes in each^ In

the theoretic province, he represents it as

originating with its subject*, as standing in-

^i ye J TO. EvZexofiiva, And he further distinguishes them
by calling the first eiriaTrjixoviicop, and that of the other two

XoyKTTiKoy.—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 1.

'Op^wc ^€ e'x^i i^cLi TO KoXiffaL rriv <l>i\o(TO(j>tay sTTL'^rjiJ.rjv ttjq

u\)]'}eiaQ' Sreiop7]TiKrje fxev yap tsXoq aXjj^eta, TrpaKrLKfjg de

ipyov, Kul yap lav to, ttojq f'x^t, ffKorrwaL. ov ro airior KaB^ avro,

aXXa irpoQ rl, /cat vvv Bewpovariv ol irpaKTiKoL—Aristot. Metaph.

lib. ii. cap. 1.

Etiamsi activa scientia etiam veritatem rerum agendarum

considerat, tamen a contemplativa duobus modis difFert.

Primum enim contemplativa veritatem per se considerat ut

ultimum finem ; activa autem veritatem per accidens con-

siderat quatenus accidit rebus agendis, ut etiam cognosci

queant et veritatem in sese habeant. Deinde contemplativa

scientia veritatem considerat sempiternam, quae semper et

omni tempore est Veritas : activa autem veritatem considerat

secundum relationem, et tempus prsesens atque certum,

relatione caeterarum circumstanliarum quae in actione con-

siderandae sunt, ubi aliquando quiddam verum et bonum
esse potest, alio autem tempore verum et bonum propter

circumstantias non est.—Joannes Ludov. Haven.
^ 'AjKporipoJV Si] tCjv porjTiKwy fxoplwv aXijB'eia to epyov.—

Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 2.

* 'Ev
rf

t] up^i] TfjQ Kiv})(T£(i}g Kal Tacewc, ev avrrj dijXov on
ovTE TrpaKTihci] E'^Lv ovTE TToirjTiKi].—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi.

cap. 1.
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dependent, and terminating in itself^. In the

practic, it originates in the mind of the

agent ^, joins itself to correct desire with

which it mixes and cooperates '^j and keeps in

prospect a moral end beyond itself. In the

poetic, it originates more in the inventive

mind^ of the artist, and through the instru-

mentality of different means, intends and

accomplishes a still farther end^, which is

properly termed effect.

This distinction of the Peripatetic, how-

* T^f ^e ^eojpriTLKrjg diavoiag, Kal fxrj TrpaKTtKiig, firj^e ttoiy}-

TiKrjQy TO tv Kal KaKWQ, TaXrj^'eQ e<?L Kal \pevdoQ' tsto yap e<rt

iravTOQ CLavor)TLKH epyov.—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi.

cap. 2.

^ Tu>v de 7rpaKTiK(ov, kv rw Trparrovrt >/ Trpoaipeffig' to avTO

yap TO TrpaKTov Kal irpoaipeTov.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi.

cap. 1.

' Tov ^£ TtpaKTiKov Kal diavoriTiKSy >/ aXijdeia ojuoXoywe k-)(OV(Ta

Trj opi^EL TT] op^ri. 7rpa^£wg fxkv hv ap')(r)y Trpoaipeffig, bdev 7]

Kivrjffig, dW «x § EveKa. TrpoaipiffEiog ^e, opEt,ig Kal \6yog 6

Et'EKO. TLVog' ^l6 ovt civEV VH Kal ^tavoiag, «r' iivEV ij^iKrjg k'^iv

t^Eiog 1] TrpoaipEffig. EVTTpa^a yap Kal to tvavTiov ev Trpa^ei

avEv diayoiag Kal ij^ovg «/c £Tt. ^tavoia 3' avT)) s^ev klveI, dXX

7] EVEKo. r», Kal TrpaKTiKT].—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi.

cap. 2.

^ liCJv fiEP yap TToirjTiKioy ev tvj TCOLtiVTai y cLpX^h V t'ovg etiVj

V TE^vHy V ^vpafjilg Tig.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. vi. cap. 1.

^ AvTT) yap Kal Tijg TroirjTiKijg cip-^Ei. EVEKa yap ts tvouI irdg

6 TTotwV Kal ov TiXog axXuig, aXka irpog Ti, Kal rivog to 7rot7/rov,

ctXX' oh to TrpaKToy. // yap EV7rpal,ia TEkog, ?/
^' opE^ig, tovtov.—

Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 2.
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ever philosophical, may be in some respects

too metaphysical and refined. As all the

parts of knowledge, which do not belong to

the practic and poetic provinces, must, ac-

cording to this division, be included in the

theoretic, he has not made the outline of that

sufficiently comprehensive. The object of

theoretical learning is not confined to mere

speculative truth, which terminates in itself

alone. It extends, as we have seen, to the

nature and properties of external things, and

takes account of what is done and doing in

the world, as truths adapted to all the uses

and purposes of life; whilst the object of

practical learning is the knowledge of good

and evil, with a view to the right and respon-

sible conduct of life. The end of the former

is utility ; the end of the latter is happi-

ness.

But before we advance to this practical

department, as the subject of rational inves-

tigation and productive of truth terminating

in moral action, another distinction or

subdivision must be drawn. No part of

learning has been more involved and com-
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plicated, in consequence of the vague and

indefinite mode in which it has been treated,

than moral philosophy ; whence much ob-

scurity and confusion have been brought

into that most interesting and extensive

science.

Before men can act in a moral capacity,

they must first know how to act. Thus

the ethical province, taken in its full extent,

consists of two parts—the knowledge, and

the practice ; which, however inseparable they

may be in the production of moral virtue,

are distinct considerations in the eye of

science and philosophy. It is with this

knowledge, as a species of truth deducible

from principles and propositions by an act

of reason, or what moralists have been

pleased to call practical intellect, indepen-

dently of the action, that its logic is properly

concerned ^^; and it is this part of ethics

to which the present chapter is confined.

But this specific truth, resulting from

right reason, and forming the basis of mo-

*° Nulla potestas aut imperium in voluntatem tribui debet

intellectui; cujus quippe munus solum est bonum atque

veruin cernere, deque eo judicare.
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rality, is like all other speculative truth

dead and inactive, till it be invigorated

and enlivened into action by the motions

and affections of the will^^, from which it is

denominated practical truth, and arranged

under that department of mind. Here there-

fore the other field of ethical cultivation

opens to our view, which consists in influ-

encing that will ; in exciting and stimulating

it to virtuous actions on the one hand, and

in soothing and restraining it from vicious

actions on the other. This part of morality

consists rather in persuasion than convic-

tion, and is properly the rhetoric of ethics.

It must, however, be acknowledged as the

crown and glory of the science ; as a phi-

losophy which confers the highest honour

on human nature. It descends to the first

springs and movements of the heart. It

penetrates the inmost recesses of the mind.

It both subdues and animates the passions,

and regulates all the motions and affections

of the will, by holding out to it the incentives

of hope and fear. Its labour is various and

" Velle autem eligere, aut imperare solius voluntatis est.

—^Ijang. Ethic, p. 13.

Q
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extensive. It attends to every character and

disposition. It consults the particular in-

clinations and seconds the natural propen-

sities of men. And by the application of

every expedient which reason and prudence

can suggest, it nourishes the seeds of virtue

into habits, and subdues and extirpates those

of vice. Its office however is not less dif-

ficult than honourable, and has been more

superficially attempted than successfully per-

formed.

Thus moral virtue is a compound of two

ingredients—right reason and well-directed

appetite, which blend and incorporate toge-

ther ^^
: and when ethical truth is, by a

virtuous determination of the will, reduced

to its just and proper action ; when it is em-

ployed to regulate the practice, to form the

habits, to influence the morals and purify

the lives of men, it flows in all the channels

^^ Eti ^' oirep tp Ziavoiq. Karacpaaig Kal cnro^aaig, tovt ev

Spinel diioliQ Kol (}>vy}i, a5<r' tTreidrj // j)^iKrj dperrif 'ilig TrpoaiperiKT]

,

7/ ^e TzpoaipeaiQ, bpeL,ig (juXevtikt^, Ci7 ^la ravra, top re \6yoy

dXrjOi] eivai, Kal rrjv ope^iv opBrjv^ el rrep rj Trpoaipe&ig ffTTudaia'

Kal TO. nvTci, tov fiev (pdrai, rrjv ^e diojKELV. avrrj fxiv bv /;

hicivoia Kal
}i

dXrjSrEia TrpaKriKi].—Aristot. Ethic. Nicom. lib.

vi. Ciip. 2.
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of love to God and good will towards each

other, and shines out in all the living por-

traits of active virtue, constituting that illus-

trious branch of wisdom, which has been

distinguished by the name of charity ^^

Having endeavoured, by these prelimi-

nary observations, to ascertain and define

the proper boundaries of this branch of

learning, which is of vast extent and com-

prehension, and which has been treated in

general in a desultory and promiscuous way,

by poets and orators, by moralists and

divines ; we shall descend with the greater

precision to what are properly called the

principles of ethics.

*^ See p. 4 supra.
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Sect. II.

The Ethical Trincipk,

^
I
^HAT native and original evidence, which

-*- is the first principle of all morality, forms

an instinct of our common nature, implanted

in the human breast by the hand which formed

it, interwoven in the very stamina of our

constitution, and given, as all instincts are,

to direct us to our good. This is another

first and universal inlet of knowledge to the

mind ; and some philosophers have very

properly given it the name of internal or

moral sense, in contradistinction to external

sense, the other great and universal inlet of

natural light ^ : which different evidences or

* Notandum tamen, lumen naturae duplici significatione

accipi. Primo, quatenus oritur ex sensu, inductione, ra-

tione, argumenlis, secundum leges coeli ac terrae : secundo,

quatenus animae humanae interno aflfulget instinctu, secun-

dum legem conscientiae, quae scintilla quaedam est, et

tanquam reliquiae, pristinae et primitivae puritatis. In quo
posteriore sensu praecipue particeps est anima lucis non-
nullae, ad perfectionem intuendam et discernendam legis

moralis. Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. ix. cap. I.
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first principles of knowledge, in their several

operations upon things, form indeed the

clearest and most philosophical distinction

between theoretical and practical truth.

This evidence of internal sense is the dictate

of conscience which reigns predominant in

the human breast, as a remaining spark of

its native light, and as an indelible witness

of that consummate purity and perfection,

in which it was originally designed. This

moral principle of conscience has, by some

philosophers, been justly represented as " God

within us.'' It derives its essential truth

immediately from the presence of God, the

moral governor, the beginning and end of

all truth ;—since the goodness of God, as it

could not create man to be imposed on and

deceived by his external senses, so neither

could it have given him this internal sense

to impose on or deceive his moral faculties.

Locke was however of a contrary opinion,

and this, we consider, the fundamental error

of his Essay on the Human Understand-

ing, in which he has been followed by

Hartley and Priestley, and other celebrated

writers. But if the authority of philosophers
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be any thing on such a question, we may

appeal to Bacon and Butler, as more than a

sufficient counterpoise.

This native and internal sense is the im-

mediate and involuntary criterion of a few

general truths, which in their joint opera-

tion upon the mind lay the foundation of

moral obligation, the source and spring of

moral action.

One truth recognised by this internal

sense is an essential difference in the quality

of all moral thoughts and actions, and the

general distinction of them into good and

evil. By this intuitive sense, men pass

a judgment both on their own thoughts and

on those of others. In doing this, it is per-

fectly analogous to the external senses, for

the discovery is made by the same imme-

diate and intuitive discernment, by which

they distinguish their respective objects

:

which analogy is strongly and pointedly

expressed in the language of holy writ.

As the carnal eye distinguishes " darkness

from light, and light from darkness f or

the taste " bitter from sweet, and sweet
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from bitter;'' so does the moral eye distin-

guish " evil from good, and good from evil/'

by a native faculty no less inherent and fami-

liar, than that of seeing colours, hearing

sounds, or distinguishing tastes are in their

proper and respective organs^.

By the same instinctive impulse of its

own, the mind is informed of another uni-

versal truth, the existence of the will, that

sublime and distinguishing prerogative of

man, by which he is enabled to choose the

good and avoid the evil. Long and subtle

are the disquisitions which have been spun

by the refinement of modern metaphysicians

on that favourite topic, the freedom of the

will. They might however in compassion to

their readers, and in mercy to themselves,

have saved much useless labour, only by

changing the question, and disputing (for

they are too ready to dispute every thing)

the existence of the will at once. That

the will is free, is an identical and converti-

ble proposition. Where there is will, there

2 See Bp. Butler's Dissertation " Of the Nature of Virtue,"

and his three admirable Sermons upon Human Nature.

—

Editor.
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is freedom ; and where there is freedom,

there is will. Dearly as the philosophers of

old loved disputation, they had more regard

for the honour of their logic, than to waste

their syllogisms on so absurd a question.

—All agency must be free to be moral,

consequently will and freedom are iden-

tical.

It is also the same conscious and internal

sense, which, on the voluntary commission

of evil, wounds the breast with pungent

involuntary pain ; or which, on the volun-

tary performance of good, expands the heart

with pure and involuntary pleasure. We
not only pass a discriminating judgment on

moral thoughts and actions, as right or

wrong, true or false ; but we condemn some as

deserving of punishment, and approve others

as worthy of reward. From these native

sentiments, springing out of our very frame,

another universal truth therefore results, by

immediate implication—that all good will be

succeeded by reward, and all evil by punish-

ment. " Wickedness,^' in the elegant and

pointed language of Solomon, " condemned
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by her own witness, and being pressed by con-

science, always forecasteth grievous things^/'

These great and universal truths operating

upon the mind of man,—that superior and

diviner part of his existence,—by a necessary

and incessant impulse, imply with the aid

of a little reason the existence of a superior

law, to which we are necessarily obliged, and

consequently the existence of a moral go-

vernor. As the author of that law, he is the

rewarder of all voluntary good, as consistent

with his nature, and conformable to his will,

the unchangeable standards of all moral

truth, and he is the punisher of all volun-

tary evil, as adverse to both. These senti-

ments and convictions, not only evince the

mind and will of the Moral Governor of the

universe, and thus evidence his law ; but

they also declare that he is disposed to

reward those who obey, and punish those

who disobey that law. Thus we arrive at

the ultimate foundation of all moral govern-

ment and obligation, immovably fixed in

^ Wisdom, xvii. 11.
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the attributes and will of God% erected in

his goodness, established in his justice, and

sanctioned by his power.

From this foundation all religion springs.

It is the obedience of man, the moral agent,

to the will and law of God, the moral

governor. Hence we see the light of nature

taking its origin, as a part of the law un-

created and eternal, as a glimpse of the

divine and immaculate light, shining though

dimly in the breast of man. Hence we

see that every man has the " law of God

written in his heart,''' and is made amenable

to a tribunal which is spiritual and invisible.

And hence the apostle argues, that they,

who, deprived of the advantage of a fuller

and clearer light, by the dictates of con-

* As it is the nature of the independent first Cause of

all things, to be obliged by his own wisdom ; so it seems

to be the nature of all dependent intelligent beings, to be

obliged only by the will of the first Cause.

"All things therefore (says Hooker, the great master of

reason, Eccl. Pol. book i. sect. 2) do work after a sort

according to a law, whereof some superior, to whom they

are subject, is author; only the works and operations of God
have him both for the worker, and for the law, whereby

they are wrought. The Being of God is a kind of law to his

workings; for that perfection which God is, giveth per-

fection to what he doeth."—Warb. Div. Leg^. book i. sect. 4.
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science and the guide of reason, conform

their actions to the will of God, " are a law

unto themselves^/'

All truth is therefore born of God. That

which is natural springs every where from

his works, and that which is moral results

every where from his will, reflected on us

by the medium of conscience or internal

sense. This is God within,—that clear and

invincible evidence of his Being, shining in

the human mind, as a ray of the divine, and

discovering to men in part his will, and by

the performance of that will, through the

merits of another, their way to happiness.

Thus, even on the authority of this natural

evidence, we may exclaim, with the royal

psalmist—" Verily there is a reward for the

righteous, doubtless there is a God that

judgeth the earth ^.''

As the external senses are the ultimate

criteria of all material objects, this internal

sense is the ultimate criterion of all moral

actions ; and though in its acts and opera-

5 Rom. ii. 14, 15. « Psalm Iviii. 10.
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tions as a guide to truth, it may be subse-

quent to them, it is prior both in use and

dignity. In the analogy which subsists

between these two great inlets of all human

knowledge in their exercise and effects, we

cannot but observe with admiration, that

uniformity of design, which marks all the

works of Him, who is unchangeable and the

same, and that consistency of operation

which pervades the universe. We know from

too frequent experience, that as the former

are liable, through ill habit or distemper, to

be vitiated and even lost ; so the other from

corresponding causes is subject to correspond-

ing effects. The eye, the most perfect of the

senses, is liable to great injuries and dis-

qualifications, and is often rendered incapable

of its proper functions. The taste, from cor-

responding causes, is liable to corresponding

defects and perversions. By long habit and

abuse, the taste of some is known to relish

that which is abhorrent to others. We are

thus informed by an experience, which none

can controvert, that the external senses, which

are the inlets of our natural knowledge, and

common to all men, are in some cases pro-
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ductive of different and even contradictory

sensations.—And because we find the same

to be the case with conscience, why should

Locke, or other philosophers, discard it as the

native principle of moral truth ? Though

this sublime principle of morals, which is

the theme of our present consideration, may
sometimes have been so far weakened in its

evidence, or perverted in its use, as even

to persuade that great philosopher of its non-

existence^ ; it is an authority so supreme and

permanent in the jurisdiction of the human

mind, and so properly innate, that its power

can never be entirely banished or dis-

charged, till the mind itself is totally changed

or annihilated.

' See Mr. Locke's first book on Innate Practical Principles,

chap. iii. sect. 8. " If conscience be a proof of innate prin-

ciples, contraries may be innate,'^ &c.

The principles however, both speculative and practical,

which Mr. Locke is in this book proving not to be innate,

are maxims and general propositions ; not evidences, but

axioms; not primary but secondary principles: which

indeed so far from being innate are generally the conclu-

sions of much reasoning and investigation. Yet, that many
of these maxims are implanted in the mind by nature, as

the foundations and principles of all its knowledge, never to

be questioned, but always to be assumed and granted, was

a fundamental and most inveterate error, which this great

man combated with success.
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Sect. II.

Of Ethical Reasoning,

UPON these congenial and collateral

truths,—the distinction between good

and evil, the existence of the will, reward

and punishment,—implicitly resulting from

the same first principle, and acting, as they

always do, in perfect conjunction and unison,

all moral reasoning is ultimately founded.

Convinced by experience of their uniform

operation on ourselves in particular in-

stances perpetually occurring, and beholding

that uniform operation still more confirmed

by the experience and observation of all

others, in every stage and sphere of life, and

by the records of all ages,—we are obliged,

by a kind of tacit induction, to admit the

truth of two moral propositions corresponding

to each other, which are universal in their

operation and extent :

—
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" All voluntary good will have reward/'

" All voluntary evil will have punish-

ment/'

—

Such are the two cardinal axioms, or second-

ary principles, from which the authority of

all ethical deductions is derived, and on which

they ultimately depend.

But all morality consists of particular ac-

tions, deriving their specific character and

complexion from different relations. These

moral actions are varied and multiplied by

the triple relation in which men are placed

—

first, to God their moral governor ; secondly,

to men their fellow-subjects in their different

stations and connexions ; and thirdly, to the

purity and propriety of their own personal

characters. Hence they swell into such num-

ber and complexity, that reason can neither

distinguish the precise nature of their good

or evil, nor apportion with sufficient dis-

crimination their reward or punishment, by

reducing them under one or the other of

these universal axioms directly, or by any

single effort, so as to define and ascertain

their moral truth.

From a view of these relations therefore
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moralists are under the necessity of arranging

actions in different kinds and classes, of

ascertaining in each its specific good or

evil, and apportioning to every class its just

degree of reward or punishment. Under

each relation, they form propositions less

general than others, as mediate principles

or middle axioms subordinate to them. To

these all particular actions, as they occur

in the different departments of moral govern-

ment, are referred, in order to derive from

them their specific truth.

It is in the formation of these axioms or

secondary principles, in every branch of

moral science, that the force of ethical

reasoning is principally exerted. The method

which it employs is consequently induc-

tive. Morality in all its parts consists of

individual or particular cases ^, and it is

on the observation of a number of these

individuals or particulars, possessing the same

qualities and determinations, adduced and

* "E'Tt ^£ Tioy Kad' €fca<ra Kal tuiv Iffy^drup, airavra ret

irpaKTCL' Kal yap roy ^povifiov ^ei yivojaKuv avrd,—Aristot.

Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 11.
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collected, that general propositions are esta-

blished.

On the foundation of these inductive

aggregates are erected all the systems of

moral science, differing from each other,

according to the relations. From the rela-

tion in which men stand to the Deity and

his different attributes exercised towards

them, results a train of numerous correlative

obligations, which considered as general laws

form the system of theology. As the great

society of mankind is divided into communi-

ties and states, from the relations subsisting

between them, spring those reciprocal duties

which form the system of the law of nations.

As these communities and states split and

divide into smaller bodies, collective and

individual, more numerous and complex re-

lations arise, productive of more numerous

offices, forming the system of civil law

;

of which many parts for public utility are

enacted and sanctioned by public authority.

As these larger bodies are again broken into

families, the duties which arise from do-

mestic relation become more personal and

confined, and form the system of econo-

R
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mical prudence. And as each individual in

every station and situation of life owes an

obligation to his neighbour and himself, and

to the value of his character, as a free and

moral agent, possessed of many privileges

and distinctions ; from the discharge of these

obligations many personal and most im-

portant duties result, which constitute the

system of ethics in its more appropriate

sense.

From this short view of man in his several

relations, how different, how various, and

numerous are the species of moral action

in which he is capable of being employed !

And it is no mean honour which is due to

the science in contemplation, and to the

logic which it employs, that, when they are

well-adjusted and arranged in general and

subordinate classes, with their appropriate

names and characters, as those of particular

duties and sins, virtues and vices, the nature

of each particular action, with the corres-

pondent proportion of praise or blame, reward

or punishment, may be determined with some

competent measure of philosophic exactness

and precision.
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After the axioms are once founded in the

several divisions of moral science, it only

remains to apply particular actions to them,

as general rules, the truth of which they

will in general easily determine. This is

however sometimes an act of nice judgment

and acute discrimination. The difficulty

arises, partly in selecting the right rule to

which the action belongs, out of many others

similar and nearly akin ; but chiefly in accu-

rately distinguishing the action, which varies

its moral feature with the circumstances

attending it, insomuch that cases occasionally

occur so singular and special, that no rule

has yet been formed to which they can be

reduced.

When the general propositions happen to

lie at a considerable distance from the par-

ticular cases to be proved by them, so that

the reasoner has to ascend through a range

of mediate propositions, syllogistic reasoning

may have its use. But if the discovery of

truth be his only object, he will find it in

the course of a very few syllogisms, and

without the parade of a protracted disputa-
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tion. For their private amusement indeed

men may syllogize as much as they please,

if they do not annoy the public ; but they

should do inductive reasoning the justice to

allow, that till general ideas are formed,

there can be no definition^, and consequently

no syllogism ; and when they are formed,

whether the definitions be good, or the syllo-

gisms conclusive, does not so much depend

on themselves, as on the soundness of the

induction by which they are generalized.

Between inductive and syllogistic reasoning

therefore on ethical as well as on physical sub-

jects, and indeed on all others^, excepting

^ Opiff/LLog EK yivaq Ka\ ^id^epuv eVtv.—Aristot. Top. lib. i.

cap. 8.

^ Etiam dubitabit quispiam potius quam objiciet ; utrum
nos de natural! tantum pbilosophia, an etiam de scientiis

reliquis, logicis, politicis, secundum viam nostram perfi-

ciendis, loquamur. At nos certe de universis haec, quae

dicta sunt, intelligimus : atque quemadmodum vulgaris

logica, quae regit res per syllogismum, non tantum ad

naturales, sed ad omnes scientias pertinet ; ita et nostra,

quae procedit per inductionem, omnia complectitur. Tarn

enim historiam et tabulas inveniendi conficimus de ira,

metu et verecundia, et similibus ; ac etiam de exemplis

rerum civilium : nee minus de motibus mentalibus memoriae,

compositionis et divisionis, judicii, et reliquorum
;
quam de

calido et frigido, aut luce, aut vegetatione, aut similibus.
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mathematics, how shght is the comparison

in respect of logical value ! Induction pro-

ceeding on experience and practice, how-

ever slow in operation, is sure in its effect.

Syllogism proceeding generally on specu-

lative, vague, and ill founded axioms, how-

ever ready, is fallacious ; and has produced

no other effect, than that of filling many a

useless and unwieldy volume with loads of

learned lumber^. " The moral treatises,''

says our great reformer, " which are not

seasoned with experience, but drawn only

from a general and scholastic notion of

things, are, as touching such matters, com-

monly idle and fruitless discourses.—For

Sed tamen cum nostra ratio interpretandi, post historiam

praeparatam et ordinatam, non mentis tantum motus et

discursus (ut logica vulgaris), sed et rerum naturam intuea-

tur ; ita mentem regimus, ut ad rerum naturam se, aptis per

omnia modis, applicare possit. Atque propterea multa et

diversa in doctrina interpretationis prsecipimus, quae ad

subjecti, de quo inquirimus, qualitatem et conditionem, mo-
dum inveniendi nonnulla ex parte applicent.—Bacon. Nov.

Org. lib. i. aph. 127.

^ Eximie hoc atque verissime Afranius poeta de gignenda

comparandaque sapientia opinatus est, quod eam filiam

esse Usus et Memoriae dixit. Eo namque argumento demon-

strat, qui sapiens esse rerum humanarum velit, non libris

solis, neque disciplinis rhetoricis dialecticisque opus esse

;

sed oportere eum versari quoque exercerique in rebus comi-
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the labours of speculative men in active

matters, do seem to men of experience little

better than the discourses of Phormio ap-

peared to Hannibal, who esteemed them only

as dreams and dotage *^/^

We have here attempted a compendious

sketch of the general office of reason in

the province of morality. From the interest

which the human mind must naturally and

necessarily take in questions of moral

action as the criterion of happiness, this

nus noscendis periclitandisque : eaque omnia acta et eventa

firmiter meminisse; et proinde sapere ac consulere ex his,

quae pericula ipsa rerum docuerint, non quae libri tantum

aut magistri per quasdam inanitates verborura et imaginum,

tanquam in mimo aut somnio dictitaverint. Versus Afranii

sunt in Togata, cui Sellae nomen est

:

Usus me genuit, mater peperit Memoria.

^o(()iav vocant me Graii, vos Sapientiam.

Item versus est in eandem ferme sententiam Pacuvii, quern

Macedo Philosophus, vir bonus, familiaris meus, scribi debere

censebat pro foribus omnium templorum:

Ego odi homines, ignava opera, et philosopha sententia.

—Nihil enim fieri posse indignius neque intolerantius dicebat,

quam quod homines ignavi ac desides, operti barba et

pallio, mores et emolumenta philosophiae in linguae verbo-

rumque artes converterent ; et vitia facundissime accusarent

intercutibus ipsi vitiis madentes.—A. Gellius, lib. xiii. cap. 8.

^ Tractatus autem, qui experientiam non sapiunt, sed ex
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science has been the subject of more general

investigation in every age, than any other.

The old philosophers honoured it with espe-

cial regard. Socrates, the father of the

ancient moralists, was said on that account

to have brought philosophy down from hea-

ven, and to have introduced her into the

society of men^. He enhanced his worth

and dignity as a philosopher, in the estima-

tion of the Roman orator, by relinquishing

physical studies, of which the ancients, from

a wrong method of pursuit were mainly

ignorant, that he might devote his attention

notitia rerum generali et scholastica tantummodo deprompti

sunt, de rebus hujusmodi inanes plerumque evadunt et

inutiles. Quamvis enim aliquando contingat, spectatorem

ea animadvertere, quae lusorem fugiant ; atque jactetur pro-

verbium quoddam magis audaculum, quam sanum, de cen-

sura vulgi circa actiones principum, stantem in valle optime

perlustrare montem ; optandum tamen imprimis esset, ut

non nisi expertissimus et versatissimus quisque se hujus-

modi argumentis immisceret. Hominum enim speculativo-

rum, in materiis activis, lucubrationes, iis, qui in agendo

fuerint exercitati, nihilo meliores videntur, quam disser-

tationes Phormionis de bellis sestimatae sunt ab Hannibale,

qui eas habuit pro somniis et deliriis.—Bacon. De Augm.
Scient. lib, vii. cap. 2.

® Primus philosopbiam devocavit e coelo, et in urbibus

coUocavit, et in domos etiam introduxit.—Cic. Tusc. Quaest.

lib. V.
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to morality alone ^. Xenophon and Plato have

recorded the precepts of their divine master

in a familiar and instructive manner, charac-

teristic of the dignity and simplicity of his

exalted mind. Aristotle, the disciple of

the last, has collected the ethics of antiquity,

and arranged them in a clear and lucid

system. He did this apart from all lo-

gical modes and figures. He has drawn

all the virtues with great exactness of truth

and nicety of distinction, and has treated

the whole subject of ethics in a concise,

elegant, didactic style. When we consider

the extent and variety of his studies, the

relative disadvantages under which he la-

boured, and the age in which he lived ; when

we view this great moralist, as unacquainted

with that evangelical truth, by whose divine

maxims future moralists have profited, but

which did not appear on this terrestrial stage,

till two centuries after his departure ; we

cannot contemplate his system of morality,

' Socrates mihi videtur primus, a rebus occultis et ab ipsa

natura involutis, in quibus omnes ante eum philosophi

occupati fuerunt, avocavisse philosophiam, et ad vitam com-
munem adduxisse, ut de virtutibus et vitiis, omninoque de
bonis rebus et malis qusereret.—Ibid. Acad. lib. i. cap. 4.
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whether for the purity of its general maxims,

the value of its collection, or the justness of

its arrangement, without sentiments of the

profoundest love and admiration.

Many and valuable are the precepts of

the sages of antiquity, and though some-

times defective in their matter, on account

of the false or partial principle of moral

obligation from which they sprung, both

the method and style in which they are

delivered, form admirable models of all future

imitation. Their defects are owing to the

separation which they made of the three

great and fundamental truths^, on the invio-

lable union of which all moral reasoning

should be grounded,—Plato having been ex-

clusively the patron of the one, Aristotle of

the other, and Zeno of the third—above all

;

in not paying a just attention to the true

origin and end of all moral action,—the

will and attributes of God.

Some of our modern philosophers have

not only neglected their virtues, but have

^ " On these three principles,—the moral sense, the essen-

tial difference in human actions, and the will of God,—is built

the whole edifice of practical morality/^—Warburton.
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imitated and outraged their faults, although

a far more perfect exemplar of morality

has been received from heaven. In their

eternal squabbles about the true foundation

of morality, and the obligation to its prac-

tice, they have sacrilegiously untwisted this

threefold cord ; and each running away with

the part he esteemed strongest, hath affixed

that to the throne of God, as the golden

chain that is to unite and draw all to it^^

—

" Thus a spirit of dispute and refinement hath

so entangled and confounded all our conclu-

sions on a subject, in itself very clear and

intelligible, that were morality herself, of

which the ancients made a goddess, to appear

in person among men and be questioned

concerning her birth, she would be tempted

to answer as Homer does in Lucian, that

her commentators had so learnedly embar-

rassed the dispute, that she was now as much

at a loss as they to account for her original/^

" Thus have men, borne away by a fond-

ness to their own idle systems, presumptu-

ously broken in upon that triple barrier,

with which God has been graciously pleased

to cover and secure virtue, and given advan-
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tage to the cavils of libertines and infidels

;

who, on each ofthese principles thus advanced

on the ruins ofthe other two, have reciprocally

forged a scheme of religion independent of

morality, and a scheme of morality inde-

pendent of religion ; who, how different

soever their employments may appear, are

indeed but twisting the same cord at differ-

ent ends, the plain design of both being to

overthrow rehgion^/^

^ This quotation is made up of several distinct sentences

in Warburton's Legation, book i. chap. 4, and can scarcely

be understood, without referrinof to the oris^inal.

On the general subject of this chapter, consult Sir J. Mack-
intosh's Dissertation on Ethical Philosophy, Bishop Butler's

Sermons on Human Nature, Blakey's History of Moral
Science, Stewart's Elements of Moral Philosophy, Reid on

the Active Powers, &c. &c.

—

Editor.
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Sect. III.

Of Ethical Truth.

TN spite of all the difficulties thrown
-*" in the way of ethical science by the

enemies of virtue, and the darkness which

hath been drawn over the scene of moral

action by many of its mistaken friends, moral

truth is still able, by her native energy, to

force her way through all the obstruction

and obscurity in which she has been in-

volved by art or ignorance.

" The divine Author,'' says an able moral-

ist and theologian, " hath so wonderfully

contrived human nature, that there needs

little more in moral matters, than plainly

and clearly to represent any instruction to

the mind, in order to procure its assent.

Whatever be the instruction, whether it

affirm this conduct to be virtuous, or that

vicious, if the mind be in a natural state, it

more than sees,—it feels the truth or false-

hood. The appeal is directly made to cer-
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tain correspondent sentiments of right and

wrong instantly excited by the moral propo-

sition .

However vitiated and corrupted, the moral

sense will never be extinguished ; and though

the middle axioms and subordinate propo-

sitions, which are the means of ethical reason-

ing, may be multiplied by relations and

varied by circumstances, and carried to a

considerable extent. Ethical conclusions, as

they are all ultimately founded on one or

other of the universal principles of good and

evil evinced by this predominant criterion,

which carries its light down the whole of

the moral scale, will always be accompanied

with a clear and strong conviction.

Mr. Locke has indeed thrown out a con-

jecture in different parts of his celebrated

Essay, that as ethical ideas are what he is

pleased to call real essences, and archetypes

of the mind's own making, complete and

adequate in themselves, as well as mathe-

matical ; and as demonstration in his mind

* Bp. Hurd, Serm. vol. ii. xi.
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was nothing but the perception of the agree-

ment or disagreement of such ideas, by

the proof or intervention of other ideas or

mediums,—that morahty is capable of de-

monstration as well as mathematics^.

As parents are often so fond of their chil-

dren, as frequently to suffer them to embar-

rass and bring them into difficulties ; so has

this philosopher been more than once led

astray by his favourite ideas.

Had he considered the different origin

and nature of these two sciences, he would

have been delivered at once from this conjec-

ture, with which he seems so much to have

laboured. Mathematical ideas are purely

speculative in their origin, and totally ab-

stracted in their nature from every thing in

the world. Morality originates in practice,

and has its existence grounded in the actual

nature of things, as they exist in the moral

government of the universe. A circle or a

triangle is professedly a creature of the mind,

and whether either of them be actually found

^ See book iii. chap. 11, § 16: and book iv. chap. 3, § 18;

chap. 4, § 7; chap. 12, § 8.
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in nature, (there are few if any strictly

mathematical,) can make no difference in

the truths of that speculative science. But

whatever number of ethical ideas may be

formed of the mind's own invention, unless

they have a real and actual existence or

correspondence in the moral relations and

actions of men, they may be archetypes : yet

instead of affording any kind or degree of

ethical certainty, all they can produce in

our most sanguine expectation, will be a

train of demonstrations, which however they

may suit the ethical constitution of imagi-

nary agents or inhabitants of another world,

can never be adapted to the moral practice

of the present inhabitants of our earth.

But this wild and romantic expectation,

by which he has outdone the arbitrary inven-

tions and some notions of Aristotle and other

sages of antiquity, is not only inconsistent

with the origin and nature of morality, but

defeated by the whole process of reason in

both the sciences. However strong and clear

ethical conviction may be in general, it is

totally different from mathematical, both in
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the principle from which it springs, in the

method of proof by which it is evinced, and

consequently, in the nature of its truth ^'^.

The mathematician takes his ideas at

first from the external senses, and assumes

them at once in their general form, with

little if any labour of inductive reasoning.

The moralist, on the other hand, has his

materials (for they are not properly ideas till

generalized), from the evidence of internal

sense, which is the direct counterpart of the

other, and he meets all moral actions in

their particular state.

Mathematical ideas, however numerous

and extensive, are what this philosopher him-

self calls simple modes of quantity. Moral

actions, on the contrary, are all complex

modes of quality. In consequence of this

distinction, which is quite philosophical, the

former are capable of being univocally and

mechanically expressed, of being precisely

distinguished from each other, or from those

of other kinds, and exactly measured. They

are ready, at first, to be defined, and syllo-

^ See Dr. Reid's Essays, vol. ii. Essay 7 ; Stewart's Ele-

ments of the Philosophy of the Mind, vol. ii. chap. 2.
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gistically compared. But the latter can

never be so univocally and artfully ex-

pressed ; nor distinguished with such pre-

cision, nor exactly measured (defects which

no expedients can remedy^) ; neither can

they be logically defined at all or compared

syllogistically, till their general ideas are

formed by previous induction and general

propositions.

Thus in mathematics the method of rea-

soning begins where it ends in ethics, and is

contrary throughout. In the one, it begins

with definitions and general propositions,

and advances from syllogism to syllogism,

in which the minor as well as the major

propositions are always general truths ; which

generality is indispensable to demonstration.

In the other, the chief labour of reasoning,

—by which many personal observations are

taken, accurate investigations pursued, fine

distinctions drawn, and so many particular

comparisons are formed,—necessarily pre-

cedes the logical definition. When the

general office or duty, with its correspon-

* Mr. Locke's Attempt, book iv. chap. iii. § 26.
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dent quality, has been inductively estab-

lished in a general proposition, definition,

by reducing particular actions under their

general head, will itself terminate the logical

process. Or if syllogism must be used,

the minor propositions will be particular,

so that there can be no demonstration : and

to the mortification of disputants, one or

at the most a very few syllogisms will be

sufficient.

Ethical truth is therefore totally different

from mathematical. When logically con-

sidered, and placed in a comparative point of

view, it bears a nearer resemblance to phy-

sical truth, and physical to mathematical^.

Locke was that bold and adventurous

philosopher, who led on by candid impar-

^ Physics and mathematics have the same first principle,

the external senses; and when physical forms are gene-

ralized, mathematic can lend its reasoning, and they both

terminate in speculative, not practical use. Ethics differ

from both, in its first principle, the internal sense ; and from

mathematics, in the method of reasoning: but in this they

agree with physics, that their subjects are individuals. They
differ from both in their end, which is practical, not specu-

lative.—Thus ethics and mathematics diflfer in toto.
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tiality and reverence for truth, with a strong

and hberal mind, left the beaten track of

science, and took a new and untrodden path,

in which he walked with great honour to

himself and much advantage to the learned.

To subvert doctrines of philosophy sanctioned

by authority, to break through systems of

education made venerable by time, and re-

move habits and prejudices by which the

mind has been long enslaved, is a task which

has ever been reserved for those few cham-

pions of philosophy, who are blessed with

superior talent. His Essay produced a

useful revolution in the republic of learning,

and he may fairly be considered, as the second

to Bacon, in improving the pursuit, and pro-

moting the interests of general knowledge.

When the navigator of an unknown sea, for

the purpose of new discoveries, involves him-

self in difficulty, and perplexes himself in

error, it is what we readily pardon, because

it is what we naturally expect. The student

and philosopher who embark in the spirit of

improvement, in order to correct what was

before erroneously adopted or imperfectly
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known, will not only commend, but honour

the same spirit in others, by which they

themselves are corrected and improved.

The opinion however which he enter-

tained in his Essay, of the demonstrability of

ethics, he himself doubted of afterwards,

and in part retracted in his Familiar Letters^.

Philosophers, as well as navigators, derive

great advantage from being well informed

of the works and observations of those, who

have gone before them. He would have

neither entertained the opinion in the first

instance, nor have doubted of it after-

wards, had he not been unacquainted with

the philosophy of demonstrative and syllo-

gistic reasoning, for want of having studied

with attention the Analytics of Aristotle, in

which that deep philosophy is so particularly

investigated. Nor was he less palpably mis-

taken in regard both to the principles and

reasoning of morality ; of which the book of

Topics, however defective that part of the

* Though by the view of moral ideas, whilst I was con-

sidering that subject, I thought I saw that morality might be

demonstrably made out
;
yet whether I am able to make it

out is another question.- Locke's Fam. Let. p. 10.
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Organon may be, would have sufiiciently

informed him ; by distinguishing those sub-

jects which are capable of probability, from

those which admit of demonstration^ Above
all, the metaphysics of Aristotle, which, how-

ever defective, should be attentively studied

by every future metaphysician, would have

taught him, that not to know what is demon-

strable and what is not, constitutes a promi-

nent mark of ignorance ^.

Upon the whole, Locke like many other

philosophers, has been more at a loss on

moral subjects, than in any other part of

learning. Too anxious for the simplicity

' The attempt which Mr. Locke has shown, in different

parts of his Essay, to make morality demonstrable like

mathematics, is a sufficient proof that he was unacquainted

with the old logic derived originally from Aristotle. The
method by which he hoped to make the attempt succeed,

viz. by proving the agreement or disagreement of ethical

ideas by the application and mensuration of a third or

medium, forms an additional proof, that the logic he espoused

was the new one, founded on the first axiom of Euclid, which

is more partial and imperfect than the old. And this is

indeed strongly apparent in every part of his Essay.

* 'AstStrt ^e KOi tsto CLTrodeiKVVvaL tlveq di cnraidevariay, £ti

yap airai^Evaia ro ^rj ytvwcr/cftv riviov ^ei ^tireiv aTro^ei^iy, koI

TLVMv « ^£t.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. iv. c. 4.
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and uniformity of this new analysis of the

human understanding, he derives all our

knowledge originally from one and the same

source, that of external sense, to the exclu-

sion of internal sense, the first inlet of all

moral truth, which is of equal authority,

co-extensive and essential in its use^. Hav-

^ To make way for his new philosophy, he employed the

fust book of his Essay to prove, that there are no innate

principles, either speculative or practical : and, as by prin-

ciples he means general propositions, most of which are

neither known nor assented to without the exercise of many
previous judgments, nor often without a great maturity

and progress of reasoning, he had no great difficulty in

overturning an absurd dc ctiine, though it had been received

for ages. In the second book, he proceeds to trace all

ideas, by which he means whatever is the object of thinking,

to their original in the external senses alone, as the inlet of

all knowledge, both speculative and practical : so that

neither are they innate. Still this word is not to be ex-

cluded from the philosophy of mind.—That the eye distin-

guishes black, white, red, yellow, is a faculty innate in that

organ, or whence is it derived? But to apprehend love

and hatred, good and evil, is not at all in the power of that

external organ. No: we feel that it belongs to a faculty

within the breast, which is likewise innate ; and which we,

therefore, call consciousness. These innate faculties are,

therefore, different, and independent of each other; from

which we, accordingly, receive the different materials of all

our knowledge, speculative from the one, and practical from

the other: they are, therefore, first principles of knowledge.

And, as the one is properly called natural or external sense;

the other, by its correspondent analogy, is as properly called

moral or internal sense.
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ing thus lost one of the eyes of truth in the

outset of his journey, which should have

been his guide through some of the most

abstruse and difficult passages ; we cannot

be surprised that his moral philosophy should

form the glaring and conspicuous defect of

this invaluable Essay.

Sect. IV.

The Perfection of Moral Virtue.

npHE inferior but more useful parts of

-^ ethical wisdom, which are necessary to

ensure the peace and existence of society,

to direct the conduct of individuals to their

necessary well-being, and to enforce the

ordinary duties of human life, are im-

pressed on the minds of all men with a

clear and obvious conviction. But, when

we reflect, that the whole moral law is a

transcript of the unsearchable will of the

great Governor of the universe, we may

easily suspect, that but a small and partial

glimpse of this celestial light illumines the

human intellect. Though from just observa-
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tions on the ways of his providence, and by

the due exercise of reason, men may hope

to develop some of his less obvious dispen-

sations ; yet we may suspend our wonder, if

philosophers ancient and modern, who have

attempted (and the attempt conducted by

humility and discretion does honour to human

nature), to look with a more searching eye

into the deeper counsels of the Almighty,

to scan the secrets of his will, and reduce

them to the formalities of system, have been

disappointed in their object, and that in

subjects of morality, error has frequently

assumed the face of truth. They have failed

in their researches from an inadequate know-

ledge of God, as the foundation of morals,

and from a misconception of man, as the

subject of morals,—above all,—from their

ignorance of the doctrine of the fall, and of

that inestimable remedy, which has been

provided by the gospel for our sins and

infirmities.

Though the Deity has never been wanting

in the discovery of himself to the meanest of

his rational creatures, the sublimer parts of

his divine economy are reserved as mys-
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teries too exalted for the natural faculties of

the highest to investigate, and even for their

largest capacities to comprehend^, however

competent to embrace some parts when dis-

covered, or to acquiesce in others^. Our

great philosopher and reformer of all learn-

ing human and divine, has therefore referred

reason in respect of the whole of the divine

law, moral as well as positive, to revelation,

as affording that clear and certain light, on

which it can firmly and securely rely^

Besides the stupendous mysteries it unveils,

which are positive and doctrinal, it delivers a

new and more perfect system of moral duties,

founded on their true and proper principle,

as the directory of our lives and actions—

a

divine philosophy unconscious of all error,

and free from imperfection, and which is

carried to that height of purity and sublimity

' Nee illud dubitandum est, magnam partem legis moralis

sublimiorem esse, quam quo lumen naturae ascendere possit.

—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. ix.

^ Particeps est anima lucis nonnullae ad perfectionem

intuendam et discernendam legis moralis; quae tamen lux

non prorsus clara sit, sed ejusmodi ut potius vitia quodate-

nus redarguat, quam de officiis plane infbrmet.—Ibid.

^ Quare religio, sive mysteria sive mores spectes, pendet

de revelatione divina.—Ibid.
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of which reason is lost in admiration. No

code of ethics, ancient or modern, is so full or

precise, none so clear or consistent, none so

practical, none so practicable, and above all

none so authoritative, as the morality of the

eternal gospel. This is the new law, as dis-

tinguished from the old, or the law of nature,

not only as being more perfect than any

other moral system ; but as conveyed to

man by a new and living way.—Thus the

new law constitutes the perfection of moral

virtue.

To this code of evangelical ethics the

philosopher should look up, as the polar

star, whether to direct his studies or regulate

his conduct. And here he will receive an

admonition from the mouth of One, who was

far wiser than all philosophers—" If ye know

these things, happy are ye if ye do them^''

—

which instructive benediction, with clear and

elegant precision, divides moral science into

its two distinct and general parts—the know-

ledge and the practice^.

* John, xiii. 17.

^ Partiemur igitur ethicam in doctrinas principales duas

;

alteram de exemplar! sive imagine boni ; alteram de regi-
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The former, under the luminous precepts

of the Gospel, being a work of more ob-

vious and easy execution, and admitting

of a more florid and popular display, has

been cultivated by moralists and divines with

competent success^. The latter, which gives

to it operation and effect, and which con-

stitutes the life of all morality, requiring a

deeper investigation into particulars and a

more philosophical research, has been at all

times too much neglected^. The necessity of

this part was felt and acknowledged by the

mine et cultura animi, quam etiam partem georgica animi

appellare consuevimus : ilia naturam boni describit, haec

regulas de animo ad illam conformando praescribit.—Bacon.

De Augm. Scient. lib. vii. cap. 1.

Hanc igitur partem (quando pi*gestantiam ejus in animo

recolo) in corpus doctrinae nondum redactam, non possum

non vehementer mirari. Earn igitur, ex more nostro, cum
inter desiderata coUocemus, aliqua ex parte adumbrabimus.

—Ibid. lib. vii. cap. 3.

See this part of morality opened by Lord Bacon.

* Proposuerunt nobis exemplaria bella et luculenta atque

descriptiones sive imagines accuratas, boni, virtutis, officio-

rum, felicitatis, tanquam vera objecta, et scopos voluntatis

et appetitus humani : verum quomodo quis possit optime ad

hos scopos (excellentes sane et bene ab illis positos) colli-

mare ; hoc est, quibus rationibus et institutis animus ad ilia

assequenda subigi et componi possit, aut nihil praecipiunt,

aut perfunctorie et minus utiliter.—Ibid. lib. vii. cap. 1.

' Delegerunt sibi philosophi in ethica massam quandam
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Peripatetic, whose large and comprehensive

mind embraced the confines and marked the

dependencies of all learning, and who gave a

promise to descend to the execution of this

interesting work^. This promise however

does not appear to have been performed,

unless very incidentally in his book of rhe-

toric, in any of those works which have

descended to us^

This is the philosophy of the human heart,

which, by a nice and judicious search in-

quires into its secret springs and motions,

discovering the latent seeds of all those

passions and affections which are the issues

and elements of moral life. This philosophy

materiae splendidam et nitentem, in qua potissimum vel

ingenii acumen, vel eloquentise vigorem venditare possint

:

quae vero practicam maxime instruunt, quandoquidem tarn

belle ornari non possint, maxima ex parte omiserunt.

—

Ibid.

® Act ccjoa wg toiKE Trpwrop vwep aperfJQ elTreiP, tl re £<rt, Kal

eK rivuiv yirerai. ov^ev yap "irriog 6(f)e\oQ eldivat fxev r>}v aperijy,

ttCjq ^£ ay, /cat ek tlvu)v^ firj lirauLy, ov yap fxovoy ottojq eldrj-

ffOfitv Tt i'7t, (TKOTrtla^aL ZeI, dXXa Ka\ ek riyioy etI, (TKEXpacr^ai.

afxa yap Elhriaai (jovXofiE^a, Kal avTol Eiyal tolstol* tsto ^e ov

ZvvriaofXE^a, kay firl ElhCjfjiEy Kal ek riyujy, /cat ttu/q ay. ayayKalov

fxey ovy El^rjtrai ri k'^iyapErrj. ov yap paZioy Eldiyai to ek riyojy av,

Kal TTwc ay, ayyoovvra ro ri E'7l, wairsp «'3' ettI rojy ETn'^r]^Cjy.—
Aristot. Mag. Mor. lib. i. cap. 1.

- ' We have some good ground to believe that he reserved
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does not rest in general speculation, but de-

scends to particular experiment and obser-

vation. It consults the native bent of every

disposition, marks the different tempers and

characters of men, whether cast by nature

or formed by art, descending to all the

propensities of sex, age, country, and con-

dition of life. Thus every disorder of the

mind can be traced to its distinct and

proper cause with the remedy to be applied,

if any remedy can prevail. Thus by a due

correction and proper culture of the mind

some affections can be promoted, whilst

others are suppressed, which may gradually

extirpate the seeds of vice and cherish those

this important topic of moral investigation to form the crown

and conclusion of his poetics. " Tres cle Poetica libros con-

scripscisse Aristotelem memorat Laertius—tertium (cujus

interitum delemus maxime) irepl Ka^apaeiogj sive Karop^wcreojg

disceptasse crediderim, h. e. de Animorum Purgatione a

Pravis Affectibus, deque Emendatione Morum. Quem
quidem apud veteres, Poeticse Imitationis probe constitutae

praecipuum ac proprium fuisse finem, nil dubium est. Sed

quia, propter multiplices vitiorum formas, complura fca^ap-

(T£(OQ illius capita fusiorem tractatum desiderarint, obiter

illam sane nee nisi verbo tetigit Philosophus in Poeticis

(cap. 8 in fine) ejusque rationum ad hoc opus, tanquam ad

latiorem campum fusius ac sigillatim explicandam retulit.'*

—Goulst. in Synop. Aristot. Poet.

See pp. 220, 221 of this volume.
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of virtue ; as the physician consults ahke the

constitution of his patient and the cause of

the disease, to correct the habit or apply a

successful cure.

Still however clear the conviction and

captivating the charms of moral truth, men
will often resist her evidence and disgrace

her beauty. They may embrace and honour

virtue in idea, as leading to the greatest

good, whilst they reject and dishonour it

in practice ; for passion, which is of a con-

trary interest, too often proves an overmatch

for reason, and prevails upon the will to cul-

tivate apparent happiness at the shrine of

pleasure. And " this is the true cause of all

that disorder and inconsistency in the life of

man, which the philosopher affects to ad-

mire, which the divine laments, and for

which the moralist could never find a

cure^^.''—But these great defects of natural

reason, it hath pleased the Moral Governor

to supply by revelation, to which we are now

directed to apply for more full and perfect

*" Warb. Divine Legation.
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information on all subjects of morals. For

clear and decisive as are the great princi-

ples of natural religion and moral obli-

gation, and however successfully human

reason may have combated the errors of the

atheist and materialist, yet the truths re-

sulting from the natural and unassisted

faculties of man, have always been, both in

knowledge and practice, most deplorably

erroneous and defective. This has arisen

from the want of a more perfect knowledge

of the will of God, which is the universal

law, and from a want of sufficient evidence

of those rewards and punishments, which are

the sanctions of that law. But as these do

not take place in the present life, they formed

the strongest proof to natural reason for the

expectation of another. Yet even this was

not sufficient for popular conviction, till the

doctrine " of life and immortality was

brought to light by the Gospel.''

The power of doing, as well as the opportu-

nity of knowing, we owe especially to Him,

who not only gave the instruction, but

seconded and illustrated that instruction by
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his own example, which he has promised to

aid with the Holy Spirit.—Such is the supe-

riority of Christian ethics.

Moral virtue never appeared on earth with

that native brightness or with those powerful

charms, by which she is enabled at once to

convince the understanding and captivate

the heart, till brought down from heaven by

one, who " knew what is man;^' who has

displayed her in himself in all perfection, and

can invest her with all power ; who " opened

his mouth in parables,'' and introduced her

with beauty, authority, and effect into this

lower world.—Till that halcyon era, human

nature had lain buried in " the works

of darkness'' and " the shadow of death."

It was then invited into " light and life" by

the call of that prophetic and evangelic voice

—" Awake thou that sleepest, and arise

from the dead, and Christ shall give thee

light^\"

*' Isaiah, Ixii. 1, and Eph. v. 14.
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CHAP. VII.

POETRY.

Sect. I.

The Logic of Poetry.

XT^ROM the ethical, we are led by our

^ general plan to the poetical province,

which is subject to the faculty of imagina-

tion, or mind employed in producing some

inventive or imitative effect^.

After distinguishing the theoretical divi-

sion both from the practical and poetical, by

observing that the truth of the first originates

in its proper subject and terminates in itself,

whilst that of the other two ori urinates in

the mind of the agent moral or poetical, and

respects some further end ^ ; Aristotle has

* Atcu'om TToirjTiKTi). See p 222.

2 Seep. 220,221.
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drawn the line between morality and poetry,

according to the different ends they have in

view—actions and arts^. By arts, he means

the elegant, as distinguished from the manual

or mechanical arts, which form the various

inventions of men reduced to rules and sys-

tem for the production of the various needs

and accommodations of human society.

To place this general distinction in a still

fuller point of light, we may observe, that as

the object of ethics is the knowledge of the

different species of moral good and evil, with

a view to the right conduct of life ; so the

objects of poetry, taken in its greatest latitude

^ Tw ^£ kv^t'^op.ivH aWiog ex^f-^ t'^'i ri Kal Troir^TOV, Kal

TrpaKTOf. ETEpoy ^e £Tt Troi-qaig, kox Trpa^LQ' wte kui t] fiETCi

Xoyov e^iQ TrpaKTin), erepov in rfjg fiera Xoys TroiririKfJQ e^eiog.

Kot ov^e TTEpiixeTai vir aXKifKwv. ovte yap r; 7rpa^tc> T^oinaiQ,

ovTE ?/ 7roir](nQ^ Trpd^ig k'^iv. etteX ^' r; olKodofxiKrj, TE')(i^r] rig e^t,

Kal OTTEp EL,ig Tig fiEra \6yov ttoltjtlk}), Kal ovlEfiia hte te^vt} e'^lv,

iJTig oh fiETCL Xoyov ttoitjtik^ E^ig E'sIv, ste roiavTrj, f] « rix^Vt

ravTuv ay e'ltj ri-yvrj Kal t^ig fiETO. Xoya aXrjOig ttoitjtiki]. e'^l ^e

TExyr] Trdcra TTEpl yEVEcriy, Kal to TExyai^ELv, Kal ^ewpE~iVj oizojg

av yEvrjTai tl tCjv iy^EXPfJiErioy Kal Eiyai, Kal fxrj elrai* Kal <5y

V ^PX^ ^^ ^V '^oi5yTi, aXXa jir] iy tS TroiHfxivto. hte yap Tioy e^

ayayKr)g ovTioy, r] yiyofiEyojy, r/ TEX^yt] eViv, ste tCjv KaTci (j)vaiy'

Ey avTolg yap Exsfft raura Trjy dpxw' f'^^f^ ^f Troi-qaig Kal Trpd^ig

ETEpoy, dyciyKT] Trjy TE^yW T^oujaEiog, aW e Trpa^Ewg E^yai. ij jxEy

sy TEX^Vi w'cTrep E'iprjTai^EL.ig Tig jjetci Xoya ctXij^^gTroajTiK}) i'^iy.

—Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 4.
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of meaning, are the elegant arts, and their

proper end is pleasure, accompanied with

useful instruction—" prodesse delectando^
/'

the excellence and perfection of which de-

pend on their correspondence to truth, under

the conduct of reason^. Such is the theory ;

but it must be admitted that imagination

by its native vigour often produces the

highest poetical effect, without the art of

reasoning. But this arises, as it were, from

* Hoc enim maxime videtur interesse inter philosophum

et poetam, quod cum utriusque idem sit consilium, alia

tamen alii id quod velit consequendi sit ratio. Uterque

docentis personam sustinet : quam quidem alter ita optime

tueri censetur, si clare doceat, si subtiliter, si enucleate;

alter, si jucunde, ornate, suaviter, eleganter. Ille ab affec-

tibus ad rationem unice provocat; hie ita rationem appellat,

ut affectus etiam in suas partes studeat pertrahere. Ille ad

virtutem et veritatem proximaet compendiaria semita utitur;

hie per itinerum flexiones quasdam et diverticula, sed amce-

niore via, eodem ducit. Illius denique est utramque ita

exponere et nudare, ut necessario eas agnoscamus ; hujus

ita easdem ornare et vestire, ut amemus ultro et amplecta-

mur.—Lowth Poet. Prael. i. p. 4.

* Ars est secunda virtus intellectualis practica, quae defi-

nitur, habitus cum recta ratione effectivus.

Objectum ejus sunt omnia ilia, ex quibus tanquam materia

aliquid potest effici.

Artificis officium in tribus consistit : primo, in speculando :

secundo, in fabricando : tertio, in perficiendo, ut opus pro-

ducat.—Langb. Ethic, p. 77.
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chance, through the force of unassisted

genius^.

In both the theoretical and practical de-

partments, the mind in the production of truth

acts and judges within itself; in the arts, it

passes to some external operation, by which

it produces an effect from which the truth

results. The arts are, therefore, the energies

of mind, producing effects in different ways

and by different means ; but no energy of

the human mind can actually create. It can

only imitate the works of nature material or

mental, and by variously joining and com-

bining them together form new images of

things, which in nature have no real exist-

ence. Hence the faculty by which these

energies are exercised is called imagination.

This is the proper office of poetic art in

general, which consists in various imitations

formed by the imagination, that prolific

faculty of the mind which gives a kind of

® Kat rpoTToy tlvcl Trepi to. ahru iaTiv y Tv\r} koL >/ Tt^rri,

KaOcLTrep kuI Ayadiov (pyjai^

—Aristot. T'.tliic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 4.
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second creation to all the works of nature,

which generalizes and enlarges their com-

prehension, heightens their beauty, and im-

proves their charms^. This peculiarly pertains

to poetic genius, and is termed Invention.

Art is the power in man, improved by habit

and exercise, of becoming the cause by va-

rious means or instruments of producing

some effect, according to a system of pre-

cepts formed by judicious experiment. Art

in general, divides itself into specific kinds,

according to the means or instruments em-

ployed, and in every kind, its effect must

be either a production whose parts are coex-

istent, as that of a statue, painting, or poem,

' YloXv iv ToiQTE'yvaiQ ^Lfxa^ivaiQ tijv (phaiv, koX to TrapaXenr-

ofikvov vTT avrrjg ayaTrXrjpovcTaig.—Simplicius in Aristot. Praed.

Etenim nimium angustis finibus continetur historiu,

iiimium severas habet operis sui leges. Res gestas tradit,

eventorum vestigiis insistit; quod contigit, non quod con-

tigisse potuit aut oportuit, narraiidum ; nee quo documenti

opportunitas, vel probabilitatis ratio vocat, sed quo facti

necessitas cogit, eundum. Historia res et personas certas et

consdtutas tractat, infinitas et universales poesis: altera

rerum causas incertis conjecturis consectatur ; altera evi-

denter certeque demonstrat: altera fortuito elucentem veri-

tatis imaginem capiat; altera simplicem ejus formam in-

tuetur: ilia praiscriptum iter certa via conficit; hsec liberis

naturae spatiis fruitur: ilia demum argumento suo inservit;

haec dominatur.—Lowtb Poet. Prael. i. p. 10.
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which may be called a work ; or whose parts

exist in succession, as that of music, which

may be called an energy. Where the effect

is a work, its perfections cannot be perceived,

till the work is finished ; after which it may

continue for many ages, when the artist is

no more. Where the effect is only an energy,

its perfection must be perceived during its

execution, and it is only contemporary with

the agent or artist^.

All the elegant arts are imitations, by

which they are principally distinguished from

the manual, and they differ from each other

according to the means or materials which

they respectively employ. Marble is gene-

rally the material of the statuary, and his

instrument the chisel. The painter depends

on colours, his instrument is the pencil. The

musician employs the different sounds, and

instruments of various kinds. The poet em-

bodies his imagination in words, and his

instrument is poetical diction^.

« See Harris's Treatise on Art, and on Music, Painting-,

and Poetry.

^ See Stewart's Elements of the Philosophy of Mind,
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Sect. II.

The Poetical Principle,

nnHE source from which the imitative arts

-^ originally derive their energy is ima-

gination—that internal feeling or sensibility,

which by a spontaneous operation recog-

nises a wonderful variety of different senti-

ments, emotions, passions, and affections,

according to all the modes and diversities of

pleasure and pain, excited in the mind by

the different objects, actions, passions, and

events which occur in all the various scenes

and circumstances of human life.

This native sensibility is therefore the first

principle of poetic art, without which, genius

could neither have the power to imitate in

order to produce the effect designed, nor

would the mind be enabled to recognise

that effect, when it was produced.

vol. i. chap. 7 ; Du Bos on Poetry, Paintings, and Music

;

Knight and Alison on Taste ; Burke on the Sublime and

Beautiful ; Tyrwhitt on Aristotle's Poetic, &c.

—

Editor.
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However different from the external and

moral senses these internal sensibilities may
be, we can observe a general analogy sub-

sisting between them. As the different kinds

of good and evil, when distinguished by the

moral principle, form all the different classes

and varieties of moral action ; so the different

modes of pleasure and pain, as recognised by

the poetical principle, give all their distinc-

tive colours and varieties to the elegant arts.

Nay, such is the general consistency and

uniformity of things, that as we observe the

external senses more perfect and the moral

more acute, from their natural formation in

some persons, than in others ; so we remark

this other principle to prevail in different

minds with greater or less degrees of deli-

cacy and refinement. And as the former are

liable to be injured in their exercise and

perverted in their use by habit or accident,

and capable of being corrected by an act of

reason ; so is this poetical sense subject to be

corrupted by habit, and corrected by good

taste and sound criticism.

The higher degrees of this poetic feeling
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are the rare and peculiar gift of nature

;

when signahzed with the highest imitative

talent, the happy combination is distinguished

by the name of genius ; and, when conducted

by sound judgment, the result is taste.

These endowments are more partially and

capriciously bestow ed than the other mental

faculties. It is necessary there should be

many moralists and philosophers, whilst a

few poets will suffice for all the purposes of

life, provided they are the best.

Sect. III.

Poetical Reasoning.

BUT what has reasoning, it may be asked,

to do with the productions of genius and

taste? What has a dry and sombrous logic

to do in the wild and luxuriant fields of

imagination ?—An able philosopher" and phi-

lologist shall give the answer :
" Every thing

really elegant or sublime in composition is

ultimately referable to the principles of sound

logic ; those principles, when readers little
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think of them, have still a latent force, and

may be traced, if sought after, even in the

politest of writers. By reasoning of this

kind, an important union is established, the

union between taste and truth. This is

that splendid union which produced the

classics of pure antiquity ; which produced,

in times less remote, the classics of modern

days ; and which those who now write, ought

to cultivate with attention, if they wish to

survive in the estimation of posterity. Taste

is in fact but a species of inferior truth. It is

the truth of elegance, of decoration, and of

grace ; which, as all truth is similar and

congenial, coincides as it were spontaneously

with the more severe and logical ; but which,

whenever destitute of that more solid support,

resembles some fair but languid body ; a

body, specious in feature, but deficient in

nerve ; a body, where we seek in vain for

that natural and just perfection, which arises

from the pleasing harmony of strength and

beauty associated ^.'^ Though the power of

imagination by which the imitative or elegant

' Harris's Philosophical Arrangements, p. 458.
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arts are produced, called poetic genius, is the

gift of nature, and falls to the lot of few, it

is governed by general principles and laws

which are founded also in nature, and are

common to the whole species; and though

delicacy of feeling, called taste, which

perceives and relishes these beauties, is also

in its highest degrees confined to few, it is

corrected and improved by reasoning on such

general laws or principles. The fine arts, as

well as the sciences, are founded on general

principles, and it is this which constitutes

their truth. The poet who invents, or the

critic who judges of these arts, can only

carry them to perfection, by conforming to

those fundamental principles. Thus the logic

of poetry, as well as of philosophy, is of nice

and difficult investigation, and they who

succeed in it must be possessed of taste and

genius as well as of learning. On these

subjects both Plato and Aristotle laboured,

and the sculptors, and statuaries, and painters

of antiquity were doubtless guided by such

general rules, though we have not many of

such critical works of the ancients. But

amongst the moderns we have abundance.

—
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See Hutcheson on Beauty; Gerard and Burke

on Taste ; Lord Kaims, Knight, Alison, &c.

Aristotle defines poetic art in general to be

" a habit conducted by reason to the produc-

tion of a true effect^ ; and wherever truth is

concerned, reason is concerned ; particularly

where certain causes, whatever they may be,

are employed to produce certain effects, and

where certain means are adapted to certain

ends. Thus there is no part of learning in

which reason andjudgment have more various

employment, or in which they perform a

more difficult and delicate task, than in their

application to the imitative arts.

When effects are produced upon the in-

ternal feeling by objects or events, as they

^ "E^i^ fjLeTci Xoyn aXT^S^Hf TroirjriKf]. t^i Be Ti-)(vr} ndcra irepl

yeveaiy, kol to rt^vai^eiv^ Kcii ^eojpeiy, oirojg av yivr]Tai tl tmv

lvde')(oiierti)v kol eiyat, koL fxrj elvaC koX lov ij (tpyr} ev rw Tzornvrty

aXKa firj ev rw Troisfievu). 'are yap rcov el, avayKr]Q ovriov, rj

yivofJiivMV, ij riyvr] k'^lv^ hte tCjv Kara (f)vaLV' kv avrdlc, yap tyHtTL

ravTa rrjv apyj]v. knei hk Troirjarig /cat Trpd^iQ erepov, avayKr]

Ttjy Tiyvr]v TroirjatcoQ, aXX' a Trpa^ewg elrai.— // fxky tiv rk^vri,

ioairep eipr]Tai, kL,iQ rig ixera Xoya aXri^Hg TroirfTiKfj k'^iv' //
3'

cLTE^via THvavTiov fXETO. \6y» \p£vB5g 7roLr]TiK'q e^ig, irepl to

kvleyoiiEvov ciWiog e^elv.—Ethic. Nicom. lib. vi. cap. 4.
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occur in the ordinary course of nature, which

is the foundation of poetic imitation, we may

perhaps be either too deeply interested in

them, or too much involved in their contem-

plation to speculate on their causes. Yet

there are causes, and these rational and

intelligent, which are uniform and consistent

in their operation, as long as the present

system of nature and constitution of the

human mind continue permanent. In con-

sequence of this inattention, and other con-

current circumstances,—their frequency, their

variety, and complexity, and above all their

familiarity—they are not perhaps so distinctly

to be ascertained, or so easily generalized, as

those which are productive of truth in the

province of the will or intellect. They

have however in nature a permanent exis-

tence, and are more or less recognised and

responded to by all, though in a higher degree

by sensitive and ingenious minds. The poet

or artist remarks these causes as they affect

his own feelings, and as he observes their"

operation on others ; and thus from sen-

timent and observation, he is supplied

with a large and various stock of poetical
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ideas ^. These are the secondary principles of

the poetic art. From this valuable treasury,

he unconsciously draws the resources of his

genius, to be employed in all the different

acts of imitation. This operation, however

logical it may appear, he does in fact,

though it is generally performed by the silent

and almost insensible operation of his mind,

without the phlegmatic process of a formal

logic,—-just as many can reason well without

knowing the process of reasoning.

But, however insensibly performed, the

reasoning may be clearly analyzed ; and

from thence the truth produced may be

critically ascertained

^

The truth both of facts and history results

^ riyvETai d' Ik Ti)Q p.vi]firiq Einreipia roig ar^pajTroiQ. at yap

TToWal iJ.pfjiJ.at ra avra Trpayjuaroe, fJ-io-Q efiTreipiag ^vvajjiy

cLTTOTekHaC Ka\ cokeI (T'^ehov iwL'^{]jjr} teal Ti')(vr} ouoiov elvai y
£[j.XEipia. cLTTO^aiyEL 3' ETri'^ijfjr) Kal ri^yrf Sia rfjg EUTreipiag rolg

ay^pojiroLg. rj ^ev yap EfXTTEipia TE')(vr)v EiroirfffEV, dig <pr)(TL JlCjKog,

op^wg \iyo)v' ?/
^' cnrEipia, rifx/jy. yivErai di TE')(vr]j orav ek

TToXXwv Trig E/JirEiplag EvvorjfxaTioy KaOoXov fjia yivtjrai TTEpi roy

Tiov bfJOLioy V7r6\r)\pig.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 1.

* See Lovvth's Praelect. Academ. v. Omnis natura,

immensa haec rerum universitas, humanae inenlis contem-

plationi offertur atque objicitur, siippeditatque infinitam

notionum varietatem, confusam quandam materiam atque

sylvam ; imag-ines, veluti quaedam poetica suppellex, colli-

guntur, &c.
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from the apprehension or investigation of

particulars, independently of their causes

;

whereas that of poetry springs from the

application of general or universal causes^.

The first act of reasoning is therefore, from a

number of particulars, by collateral judg-

ments of effects produced by them upon the

internal feeling, to collect these general

causes; and the second, to apply them by

the different modes of imitation, in order to

produce the poetic effect. Hence poetry is

said by Aristotle to be more philosophical

than history^. Experience forms the founda-

tion, induction is the first act, and a judicious

application of generals is the second. And
if such general causes of poetic genius be

originally well constituted, and afterwards

well applied, the poetic truth will display

itself in the effect, by a proportionable influ-

ence on our sensibility.

Thus poetry stands high in the eye of

philosophy. It is founded in abstraction,

Ka^oXov.—Aristot. Metaph. lib. i. cap. 1.

* Si6 Kal (piXoao(j)(ji)Tepoy ical cnrovCaiorepov iroirjaiQ I'^opiac,

tTtV. 'H ^tv yap TToiyaiQ jiaXkov ra ku^oXu, >/ h' I'^opia ra

Kci^' EKa^oy Xf'yci.—Ibid De Poet. cap. 9.
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which is the subUmest operation of the mind,

by which its ideas are not only generahzed,

but corrected and improved by an act of

intellect, and rendered more perfect and

complete than the archetypes themselves.

These are the materials with which the

imagination works, and which it moulds into

forms of beauty superior to any which

appear on the face of nature. And hence it

is the imitative arts derive that excel-

lence and superiority in which they glory.

As by this power of abstraction the mathe-

matician conceives the idea of a perfect circle

or a perfect sphere, and the moralist that of

a faultless character, which in nature have

no external existence ; thus from archetypes

which exist in nature, the imitative artist

derives ideas so correct and sublime, that

they become transcendent, that is, above,

though not contrary to natural productions^.

Particulars and individuals, with all their

deformities and imperfections are indeed

often applied by imitation to the production

of poetical effect ; but to arrive at the summit

' See Bacon. De Augm. Scieiit. lib. ii. ca]). 13.
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of his profession, the artist should employ

none but general ideas, with all the advan-

tages which arrangement, disposition, and

situation can give them. Thus acted the

intelligent statuary, to whose poetical genius

the world is indebted for the Venus de

Medicis, or the Apollo Belvidere.

But the imitation, by which these poetical

ideas are employed in art, according to good

taste (which is only another word for correct

judgment), is of different kinds, and the just

distinction of them forms an act of rational

and judicious criticism.

The arts differ according to the different

materials and instruments employed, and so

does the imitation, which is either direct and

proper, or indirect and improper. To discri-

minate its nature and extent in each of the

elegant arts, as well as in the different

provinces of the same, is an effort of the

most refined philosophy.

In sculpture and in painting, the imitation

from the nature of the means and materials

they employ is direct and proper, and the

resemblance between the statue or picture
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and what they represent, is both immediate

and obvious. In architecture, the imitation,

though of a similar kind, is less direct and

proper, and is originally taken from such

objects in nature as correspond with its

effect. Words are the means or materials

of poetry ; but words, though as sounds they

may sometimes directly resemble sounds, are

not the natural representatives of ideas, in

which poetry consists ; they are only their

arbitrary signs, and do not consequently

admit of any imitation so proper and direct.

That part of poetry, in which the poet

personates another, and employs his very

words and speeches, is, as far as that per-

sonification goes, directly imitative. But with

regard to the effects which it produces,

poetical imitation is indirect in a greater

or less degree. The simplest and least

indirect mode of this imitation is that repre-

sentation of sensible objects which is called

poetical description. From this first imita-

tion, poetry advances to a sublimer operation

in the representation of mental objects, of

the passions, emotions, movements and
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sensations of the mincP. This it performs

in two different ways—either by representing

these mental emotions, as they are internally

felt, and succeed each other in the mind

—

or by representing them, as they appear in

their sensible and external effects. These

less direct modes constitute poetical expres-

sion. In all which mental imitations, the

•

^ Porro, lit vehementioribus animae affectibus orimnemo
suam debet poesis, ita in affectibus exprimendis vim suam
praecipue exerit, et affectus concitando finem suum optime
consequitur.

Imitatione constaredicitur poesis; qiiicquid humana mens
cogitatione complectitur, id omne imitatur: res, loca, ima-

gines vel naturae vel artis, actiones, mores, affectus : et cum
omni imitatione magnopere delectatur mens humana, fieri

vix potest, quin illam et delectet maxime et percellat ea

imitatio, quae ei suam ipsius imaginem exhibet, omnesque
eos impulsus, flexiones, perturbationes, motusque secretos

exprimit, quos in se agnoscit sentitque. Commendat im-

primis banc imitationem ipsius rei subtilitas et difficultas:

habet magnam admirationem, cum cernimus id effectum

dari, quod omnino vix effici posse judicamus. Caeterarum

rerum descriptiones accuratas esse et naturae congruere,

memoriae subsidio ac veluti per medium quoddam, mens
tardius intelligit : cum exprimitur affectus aliquis, rem ipsam

quasi nude intuetur ; ipsa per se conscia est et sui et suorum
motuum, nee rem perspicit solum, sed et vel idem vel simile

quiddam statim patitur. Hinc fit, quod ea sublimitatis

species, quae ex vehementi affectuum impulsu eorumque

imitatione oritur, apud animum humanum multo maximam
vim habet; quicquid ei extrinsecus exhibetur, utcunque
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effect is often extended and enlarged by

association of ideas, and wonderfully height-

ened by sympathy, that lovely and sublime

affection, which gives poetry such a powerful

ascendant over the heart of man.

Another mode of poetical imitation is that

of fiction, which represents facts, characters,

actions, manners, and events, in feigned and

general story, as history does in real and par-

ticular narrative^, by adding to the fiction,

representation. These more indirect imita-

tions constitute epic and dramatic poetry,

into which every other species is intro-

duced.

And to these is to be added another kind

of imitation, still more indirect, which conveys

the thoughts and ideas of the mind through

grande et magnificum, minus eum, nt par est, commovet,

quam quod intus percipit, cujus magnitudinem et irapetum

et vehementiam, ipse apud se persentit.

Ulque imitatioaffectuum poeseos perfectissimum est opus,

ita per eorundem concitationera maxime ad finem suum et

effectum perducitur.—Lovvth Poet. Prasl. xvii.

^ 'H fisy yap Troirjcrig fxaXXoy to. ica^roXa, 7j
3' I'^opia ra Ka^'

tVaTOv Xiyei.
—

"E<ri ^e. KaS^oXn fxtv, rw tto/w to. ttol arra

avixt>a'LveL XiyeiVj rj Trparreiv Kara to sIkoc, Tj to avaytcalov, 8

TO)(a<f£rot 7) TToirjarig, oyofxara iTnTL^Efjiivr}' to. he KaB'' EKatTTOVy

Ti 'AXKi^uthrjg ETTpalev, rj ri ETra^ey.—Aristot. Poet. cap. 9.
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the external objects of sense. Such is para-

boHcal and fabulous poetry ^^.

But although the imitations of poetry be

less direct and proper than those of the other

arts, for this very reason, it surpasses them

greatly in its extent and operation on the

mind. Poetry, which from this superiority

has appropriated the general name, is the

mirror of all truth, by which every part of

nature, corporeal and mental, is reflected

and improved. It is physics, facts, actions,

and history feigned at pleasure ^^, and repre-

sented, by the different modes of its imitation,

in a language exalted above the common use,

and which is peculiarly belonging to itself ^^.

And thus, whilst it exhibits a beautiful

portrait of every species of truth, it softens

the labour which attends their acquisition,

*^ At poesis parabolica, inter reliquas eminet, et tanquam

res sacra videtur et augusta ; cum praesertim religio ipsa

ejus opera plerunque utatur, et per earn commercia divinorum

cum humanis exerceat.—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. ii.

cap. 13.

" Cum nihil aliud sit, quam historiae imitatio ad placitum.

—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. ii. cap. 13.

'^ Poesis est genus doctrinae verbis plerumque adstrictum,

rebus solutum et licentiosum.—Ibid.

Ea est omnis poeseos indoles ut a vulgari sermonis usu
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by affording the mind that refined and

elegant recreation, which the most rigid

philosopher need not blush to enjoy ^^

Thus poetry, by its imitative and energetic

power, presents us with a new creation,

every where representative of the old world,

springing out of imagination, that sublime

inventive faculty which is a compound of will

and memory, the former exercising a kind of

plastic and creative power on the treasures of

the latter. Though imagination can add

nothing to the original stock of ideas, with

which the mind is furnished by the external

and internal senses, or change any of the

materials of the old creation ; it assumes an

absolute command and authority over them,

to join, to combine, to mix, to vary, to

maxime abhorreat, atque verborum non solum delectu, sed

et constructione proprium quoddam et exquisitius dicendi

genus affectet.—^Lowth Poet. Prael. iv.

" Equidem praeclare nobis consuluisse videtur natura,

quae cum nos ad veri cognitionem longe a nobis remotam,

nee sine magnis laboribus assequendam, vehementer impel-

leret, ha^c nobis invenit et paravit oblectamenta, ut haberet

mens nostra, quo defatigata identidem confugeret ; ubi

conquiescere, omnemque ilium languorem et molestiam

deponeret.—Lowth Poet. Prael. 1.
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compound, or dispose them, in every dif-

ferent form and representation of description,

fiction, personification, vision, or allusion.

And if the wild and inventive genius of our

own countryman were not instructed in the

cold philosophy of poetry, his warm and

inventive fancy was susceptible of its finest

influence. From the following animated

picture, which he has given of his profession,

one might suppose that he was not entirely

unacquainted with the rationale of the art

:

The poet's eye in a fine frenzy rollino^,

Doth glance from heav'n to earth, from earth to heav'n

;

And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shape, and gives to airy nothing,

A local habitation and a name*"*.

In the higher departments of the muse,

poetry feigns actions and events succeeding

each other in due order, giving them the life

and animation of persons of the first distinc-

tion, with the consistencies of time and place,

and every other circumstance of probable

history, consulting the gratification of all the

" Shakspeare's Midsum. Night's Dream, Act i. Sc. I.
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sublimer sentiments and affections of the

mind, and perfecting the whole plan into the

resemblance of a more complete, more beau-

tiful, more engaging, and more instructive

truth ^^. Such is the power of imitation, the

universal instrument which genius employs,

though generally unconsciously, in producing

those marvellous effects, which from the days

of Homer to the present times have instructed

and delighted mankind.

In the choice and adoption of the means

^^ Ea a fundamento prorsus nobili excitata videtur, quod
ad dignitatem humanae naturge imprimis spectat. Cum
enimmundus sensibilis sit anima rationali dignitate inferior,

videtur poesis haec humanae naturae largiri, quae historia

denegat; atque animo umbris rerum utcunque satisfacere,

cum solida haberi non possint. Si quis enim rem acutius

inlrospiciat, firmum ex poesi sumitur argumentum, magni-

tudinem rerum magis illustrem, ordinem magis perfectum,

et varietatem magis pulchram, animae humanae complacere,

quam in natura ipsa post lapsum, reperire ullo modo possit.

Quapropter, cum res gestae et eventus, qui verae historiae

subjiciuntur, non sint ejus amplitudinis, in qua anima

bumana sibi satisfaciat, praesto est Poesis, quae facta magis

heroica confingat. Cum historia vera successus rerum, minime
pro meritis virtutum et scelerum, narret ; corrigiteam poesis,

et exitus et fortunas, secundum merita et ex lege Nemeseos,

exhibet. Cum historia vera, obvia rerum satietate et similitu-

dine, animae humanae fastidio sit; reficit eam poesis inexpec-

tata, et varia, et vicissitudinum plena canens.—Bacon. De
Augm. Scient. lib. ii. cap. 13.
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requisite to the accomplishment of so com-

plete an end, in their poetical execution, and

in conducting the whole to the best effect,

the judgment performs a very delicate and

difficult task. Fancy may be luxuriant, and

genius prolific ; but reason, however silently

and imperceptibly she may work, has to

prepare and correct the natural fertility of

the soil, and to assist in nourishing the

production, till it ripens into its full maturity.

It has to adjust the propriety of the inven-

tions, to rectify the falsities of taste, to

arrange the order and succession of the parts,

and unite them into one consistent whole :

an exercise of philosophy which forms a very

deep and recondite branch of learning, pre-

eminently called criticism, or the philosophy

ofjudgment.

This part of philosophy did not escape

the inquisitive attention of Aristotle, whose

strong and comprehensive mind was not only

the repository of all the learning of his age,

but the author and improver of many of its

departments. His penetrating eye could not

view those admirable models of poetic art.
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exhibited in the drama of Sophocles, or in

the epos of Homer, and contemplate the

effects which they produced on the mind and

the different affections of pleasure and pain,

without inquiring into the causes which con-

spired, in such exact and admirable com-

bination to their production. In this arduous

investigation, he analyzed these compositions,

and reduced them to their simplest parts and

principles. By this method he discovered

their artifice and machinery, how every part

was formed, how one operated on another,

and how they all co-operated in the forma-

tion of a perfect whole. Thus the inventive

and poetical genius of Homer and Sophocles

or Euripides produced the most admirable

specimens of the art, whilst the analytic and

philosophical genius of Aristotle discovered

the logic or rationale of the originals.

In this philosophical analysis, all the parts

and connexions, the beauties and proprieties,

the unities and consistencies, which are

assembled, combined, and executed by the

exertion of the sublimest and most judicious

imagination, are explained in the clearest

and most didactic manner, and with so much
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soundness and discrimination of judgment,

that the criticism itself became a model on

which to form the plan of the future poet, as

well as the standard to direct the decision of

the future critic.

But though many important advantages

have been derived both to the works of the

poet and the judgment of the critic, from

this incomparable production of Aristotle

;

yet, in many instances, the genius of the one

has been checked in its native vigour, and

the judgment of the other warped and con-

tracted, by an application too severe and

unqualified of what at best can form only

a partial rule.—The materials of nature are

extensive as the universe.

Genius is the produce of every soil, the

growth of every age and country. In its

boundless application to poetry, it catches

facts, characters, and manners as they rise

;

and by a just and lively imitation, produces

the effect upon the minds of those who were

witnesses of the scenes, and who are best

qualified to recognise and respond to its

poetical creation. If these facts, characters,

and manners, which form the genuine re-
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sources of the muse, are known to change

with the change of time and place ; if from

the temperature of chmate, the influence of

pohtics, the prevalence of civil and religious

opinions, or the dominion of fashion ; if

from some causes which we know, and far

more we do not know, the scene of human

life and manners be shifted with every age

and country—the poetical model, formed by

Aristotle from the works of Sophocles and

Homer, however perfect as far as it extends,

is constructed on a scale too narrow and

confined to form the universal law of poetical

composition. However adapted to the man-

ners and sentiments of ancient Greece, how-

ever admirable in itself, as holding out a

picture of the dignity and simplicity of the

classic ages, and though incomparable as a

specimen of the most refined and polished

taste,—the Poetics of Aristotle, or the Art of

Poetry of Horace, should be considered, only

as a general and imperfect guide, to be

applied with much caution and reserve, and

with particular attention to the changes in

the circumstances of time and place.

Poetical imitations are always the most
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perfect, the most proper, the most effec-

tive, when they are taken directly from

things that are ; when the poet's feehngs are

themselves excited, his genius enlivened, and

his imagination warmed by present objects

whatever they may be : and not when they

are imitations of things that were, as present-

ed to the feelings, and represented by the

imagination of Sophocles or Homer, and

copied from their works. This is but the

imitation of an imitation, and can at best be

only like an excellent copy of a Titian or

Vandyck. However perfect the model, there

is a coldness and languor inseparable from

this secondary imitation, which must ever

repress the native fire of the poet, and sink

him into a disgraceful inferiority.

True poetic genius in these later ages

has never glowed with such force and bril-

liancy, as in the works of Spenser and

Shakspeare, Dante and Ariosto, who were

unacquainted with the ancient rules ; or as in

that of Milton, whose immortal poem did not

admit oftheir application. And could another

Aristotle arise to analyze the works of these

more modern bards, we should receive a new
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code of poetical laws, superior in some re-

spects, however inferior in others.

Thus instead of improving the judgment

and correcting the taste, too implicit a

devotion for the critique of Aristotle, and too

partial a reverence for the specimens of

antiquity, have tended to cramp the poet's

genius, to pervert the judgment of the critic,

and abridge the privilege of the art.

From the same narrow prejudice and

superstitious veneration of antiquity, archi-

tecture has run the same or similar fortune.

The Grecian orders are most inimitable in

their proportions, unequalled in their orna-

ments, and unparalleled in the richness and

beauty of their sculpture. The models of

the ancient temples are among the most

splendid monuments of human genius. But

these orders, however excellent, are not

adapted to all countries, to all climates, or to

all materials ; nor are these models accom-

modated to many of the uses and purposes of

modern life. Whilst we reverence these

remains of classical antiquity, we should not

so far suffer ourselves to be blinded by that

reverence, as to neglect and disregard that
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other species of architecture, of which we

have many admirable specimens pecuhar to

our country, which, however inferior in its

materials and ornaments, is more various and

extensive in its expression, more adapted to

the climate, and better calculated for many

purposes of the country in which we live^^.

Thus the regions of imagination, however

fertile and luxuriant, require the aid of rea-

son to improve their various soils, and to

cultivate them to the best advantage, that

the fruits which they severally produce, may

neither be so exuberant in their growth, as

never to reach perfection, nor so hasty in

their progress, as to ripen prematurely ; but

that duly and regularly matured by their

native strength and vigour, assisted by the

friendly visitation of the elements, they

may become nutritious to the moral consti-

tution, as well as pleasant and delicious to

the taste.

'^ One loss, out of many, which has been sustained by the

death of Mr. Thomas Waiton, is that of his intended History

of Gothic Architecture, which is much to be regretted, as a

great desideratum.
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Sect. IV.

Poetical Tinith,

IF we compare the truth resulting from

poetical imitation, with the several kinds

which have been the subject of the preceding

pages, we shall find, that in several of its de-

partments, and those the most sublime and

perfect, as belonging to the highest genius

under the guidance of the purest taste and

judgment, it must be acknowledged to be alto-

gether fictitious. Poets enjoy the privilege,

with the consent of their father-critic, to be

egregious falsifiers^ : and their images are

called, by one who was himself the first of

poets, " airy nothings/^ But, however airy

and unsubstantial the art may be, considered

in its inventions, fictions, and allusions, it

may be true in its imitations of nature ; and

^ Kara r/)j' Trapot^/av, TroXXa -ij^evdovrai aoi^oL—Aristot.

Metaph. lib. i. cap. 2.
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if the imitation be true or the resemblance

which it exhibits just, it will produce a cer-

tain and uniform effect (it can scarce be

called conviction) on the human mind. It is

this effect which constitutes poetical truth,

and this truth, in all its variety, and M^hich

forms the most delicious food, and has been

ever found the most useful and agreeable

medium through which many other kinds of

truth may be insinuated and conveyed.

When descriptive poetry exhibits merely

a picture of external objects, or internal

emotions, either as immediately felt, or in

their sensible effects, it is a representa-

tion of things as they really are. It is then

but a short remove from historical truth, and

we know that historians frequently enliven

the narrative of real facts, with all the em-

bellishment of poetical description. But

poetry, as an art, neglects in its higher ex-

ercise the reality of such representations ;

considering the effect they are able to pro-

duce on the imagination, rather than the

conviction they work on the understanding.

It therefore exhibits things as they might be,

not as they really are, and evermore delights

X
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in fiction''^. It feigns characters, circum-

stances, situations, and actions, and often

heightens the fiction by personification, and

improves the whole picture by exhibiting it

under the veil of a wild and metaphorical

diction. If the characters be such as are

capable of a real existence, if the sentiments

would naturally arise in the circumstances

described, if the actions are those which

might be expected in real life, and the lan-

guage attributed to the characters such as if

they had really existed ; the whole may be

a grand and interesting fiction and illusion

on the understanding, but such an illusion

as the mind willingly indulges for the sake

of the effect. In this effect, consists that

poetical truth in which Apollo and the Muses

delight to converse.

Poetry is therefore, first, descriptive, or a

picturesque imitation of material and mental

objects. Secondly, narrative or epic, which

presents an imitation of facts and actions in

^ Ov TO TO. yivofiava Xeyeiv, rsro ttoltjt^ epyoy £<?tv, aW' oia

av yivoLTO^ teal tu IvvaTo. Kara to ELKOQy rj to avayKoioy.—
Aristot. De Poet. cap. ix.
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historical succession. Thirdly, dramatic,

which gives to portions of feigned history

the addition of personal representation ; and,

fourthly, parabolical, which couches mental

objects under types, emblems, fables, and

actions^ ; and which, through the most ele-

gant vehicle of instruction, conveys theoretic,

moral, or theologic truth ^.

Mind, the universal cause of all things, is

the energy of God, exerted in the creation of

the various and stupendous works material

and mental, which replenish and adorn the

universe. Mind, operating in poetic art, and

imitating in its sublimer acts all external

^ Partitio poeseos verissima, atque maxime ex proprietate,

praeter illas divisiones, quae sunt ei cum historia communes
(sunt enim ficta chronica, vitae fictae, fictae etiam relationes),

ea est, ut sit aut narrativa, aut dramatica, aut parabolica.

Narrativa prorsus historiam imitatur, ut fere fallat, nisi quod

res extollat saepius supra fidem. Dramatica est veluti his-

toria spectabilis ; nam constituit imaginem rerum tanquam

praesentium ; historia autem tanquam praeteritarum. Para-

bolica vero est historia cum typo, quae intellectualia deducit

ad sensum.—Bacon. De Augm. lib. ii. cap. 13,

* Alter est usus poeseos parabolicae, priori quasi contra-

rius, qui facit (ut diximus) ad involucrum; earum nempe

rerura, quarum dignitas tanquam velo quodam discreta

esse mereatur : hoc est, cum occulta et mysteria religionis,

politicae, et philosophiae, fabulis et parabolis vestiuntur.

—

Ibid. lib. ii. cap. 13.
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productions and mental operations, and

giving them a more general, more perfect,

and instructive form, is the energy of man.

Whilst other parts of learning are usefully

and honourably employed in exploring the

works, or searching into the will of God, it

is the high privilege of poetry to emulate his

acts, and thus to raise and sublime the affec-

tions towards the imitation of his goodness, the

adoration of his wisdom, and the admiration

of his power. It is the end of poetry, not

merely to delight and entertain the ima-

gination, but to enlarge the understanding,

to raise the genius, and purify the heart.

Thus it may be truly said, as its votaries have

often supposed, to partake in some measure

of divinity. It raises the mind above its

natural condition, by accommodating its

images to its desires ; and not like philo-

sophy and history, by submitting the mind

to the present fallen nature of things ''.

* Adeo ut poesis, non solum ad delectationem, sed etiam

ad animi magnitudinem, et ad mores conferat. Quare et

merito etiam divinitatis cujuspiam particeps videri possit;

quia animum erigit et in sublime rapit; rerum simulacra

ad animi desideria accommodando, non animum rebus

(quod ratio facit, et historia) submittendo.—Ibid. lib. ii.

cap. 13.
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Should we pursue this subject, I might

enlarge upon the various and interesting

effects of poetry or poetic truth, and relieve

the dryness which is inseparable from philo-

sophic discussion, by a more pleasing and

popular mode of writing. But the plan which

I have proposed calls my attention to other

topics.—" Let none, however, from the vicious

and profane example of some, who pervert

the best of things to the worst of uses, vilify

and degrade this most honourable art. Let

none despise as futde, condemn as insignifi-

cant, or impeach as impious, a faculty be-

stowed on man for the most sublime and

sacred purposes, consecrated to the most

august offices of religion, and sanctioned by

the authority and example of God himself^.

^ Desinant itaque ex quorundam hominum vitio, qui

rebus optimis pessime abutuntur, honestissimae facultati in-

vidiam conflare; desinant earn artem, ut in se levem futi-

lemque contemnere, ut profanam atque etiam impiam cri-

minari, quamin sanctimos ususDeiipsius munere hominibus

concessam fuisse videmus, Deique ipsius auctoritate atque

exemplo augustissimis ministeriis consecratam.— Lowth.

Poet. Prael. ii.
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CHAP. VIII.

MUSIC.

ALTHOUGH much criticism and philo-

sophy have been employed on this

most elegant and fascinating art since the

age of Aristotle, yet are these criticisms, for

the most part, unphilosophic and superficial.

The rationale of music seems to be more com-

plicated and involved in mystery, and more

difficult to be analysed^, than that of almost

any other art or science.

Music is akin to poetry, and has accord-

ingly been its faithful and constant com-

panion in every age and country. It is a

compound of motion and sound, and so far

as the mensuration and proportion of the

former is concerned in producing its effect,

^ OvT£ yap Tiva 'I'^el hvyafiiv p^dtov Trepi avTfjg dieXuVy ttre

Tivog del x"?^*^ ^^T^X^f^"^ avTrjQ.—Aiistot. De Repub. lib. viii.

cap. 5.
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it may be considered a geometrical science,

and allied to mechanics and astronomy^.

Its melodies and harmonies may thus, indeed,

be scientifically measured and constructed

by mathematics ; yet all the mathematics in

the world will never make a good musician.

Besides the mensuration of motion, which

is called time^ all the varieties of sound or

different tones, with their simple succes-

sions, called melody^ and their complex

successions, called harmony^ constitute the

other part of the compound of which music

consists. But these, however they may be

measured or regulated by time or motion,

are in themselves essentially distinct from

both.

Music, however compounded, terminates,

therefore, neither in speculation or action,

but in effect and expression. Like poetry

and all other elegant arts, it derives its

energy from the principle of imitation^, and

represents the different passions and emo-

* S^e^ov ^£ avvu)Vv^oi elcrt tovtiov tCjv €7rt<?r/yuwv eviai, oior,

a<r|OoXoyta, rj te ixa^rjfxaTiK^, Kal >/ vavriKrj, Kai apfioyiKrjj f} re

fxa^rifxaTiKY]^ Ka\ r] Kara rijy ciKorjv.—Ibid. Analyt. Post. lib. i.

cap. 13.

^ See De Poet. cap. i.
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tions of mind^, by means of its rythms and

the order and succession of its sounds^. It

may be considered as a species of inarticulate

poetry, addressed to the ear, and operating

by tones and vibrations on our passions and

affections. Hence the term ?niisical expression.

As its organ is the ear, the means and

materials of its imitation must essentially

differ from those of figure or colour. It differs

more from sculpture, painting, or architec-

ture, both in its composition and effect, than

either of these from each other. Though the

means or materials of music be confined to

sound and motion, yet so various and inde-

finite are the degrees and varieties of their

combination, that the capabilities of musical

imitation are inexhaustible, and its effect on

the mind indefinite and ever varying.

And this it is, I apprehend, which causes

the difficulty of philosophically analysing

* "Eti 3' bjxonjjfiara fxaXi'^a Trapti rag aX-q^ipcig (pvarsig ev toIq

pvQfxoiQ KoX Toig jiiXeair opyfjg kuI Trp^orrjrog' 'Itl 3' avhpiag koL

au)(j)po(rvvrjc, Koi iravriov rCjy ivavTiu)V Tf^roig, koI twv aXXiov

^^iKiov.—Ibid. De Repub. lib. viii. cap. 6.

See the latter end of the chapter
—

'E/c /xt/v ^p thVwv 0a-

vepov, on hvvaraL ttoIov tl to rrjg d/v)(r}g i)3^og // fiovcriKyj irapa-

(TKeva^etv

.

^ 'Ev ^£ rolg pv^fxolg. koX ev ry riov (j)%yyojy ra'^Ei.—Aristot.

De Musica, sect. xix. prob. 27.
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musical composition. The musical com-

poser, who is possessed of native sensibility,

discovers involuntarily what strain of sound

and motion will affect that sensibility, and

varies his notes accordingly, and will always

excel in that particular style which accords

with the bent of his genius and specific sen-

sibility. The value of his compositions must

depend on the dignity of the style, and the

effect it is calculated to produce, combined

with the excellence of the execution. But

one great injury to which this fascinating art

is exposed, arises from the performers, whe-

ther vocal or instrumental, overacting their

parts in the execution, by which the effect on

the passions and affections is much dimi-

nished and obstructed.

Music claims the privilege of being at once

a science and an art. It is a science, as being

founded on the principles of geometrical pro-

portion—and it is then styled Harmonics. As

an art, it is allied to poetry, and its effects

on the passions and affections are extremely

similar. The fascinations of its art are derived

from the powers of imagination, corrected by

good taste and judgment.

Music is therefore a compound of sound
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and motion. Sounds are either voices or

tones, and these divide music into vocal and

instrumental. Vocal sounds, as the elements

of music, are simple and compound, long

or short, articulate or inarticulate. Tones

and instrumental sounds admit of the same

division, but are never articulate. Music is

divided generally into melody and harmony.

The former consists of single sounds following

each other in regular succession, called mo-

dulation. When they rise to combinations,

well proportioned, they constitute harmony.

Motion in music admits of as many divisions

and subdivisions as sound.

The effect of music on the human frame

is truly wonderful, and in its philosophical

analysis, it should, I think, be considered as

a compound of art and science ; which

complex view might probably facilitate the

knowledge of the rationale of its powers and

mode of operation, and help us to ascertain

with precision the specific nature of its imi-

tation, which varies in every art, being more

immediate or distant, more direct or indirect,

according to the different means which they

respectively employ.
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With these few hints to the student of

music, should he think them worth his ob-

servation, we conclude this general allusion

to this most fascinating art and curious

science^.

^ Consult Du Bos on Poetry, Painting, and Music ; Har-

ris's Three Treatises ; Avison on Musical Expression, &c.

&c. For the theory of harmonics, the reader is referred to

Dr. Smith, Rameau, Burney's History of Music, Rousseau's

Musical Dictionary, the article Music in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, &c. For the ancients, he may consult the col-

lection Antiquae Musicae Scriptores, published by Mei-

bomius, 1652 ; and Ptolemy's Harmonics, edited by Wallis,

Oxon, 16S2.—Editor.
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RECAPITULATION.

TN this volume, I have attempted to draw

-^ a compendious analytical Chart or gra-

phical delineation of Mathematics, Physics,

Metaphysics, Facts, History, Morality, Poe-

try, and Music, according to the relation

which they respectively bear to the three

general faculties of the human mind,—the

Intellect, the Will, and the Imagination.

From their connexion with each other, and

the synopsis of the whole, we have endea-

voured to form a kind of general scale, by

which the truth of each may be compared

and graduated.

As a ray of the sun, that sublime and sig-

nificant emblem of truth, passing through a

prism, is divided into a beautiful variety of

shades and colours ; so that ray of truth,

which is shed down from heaven on the

human mind, as it passes through these

different channels of knowledge, differs in
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strength and degree, exhibiting an illus-

trious specimen of that beauty and variety of

appearance and effect, which, in every part of

creation, distinguish the works of God.

Upon this philosophical view of man, a

question may arise in the minds of some

—

Why does that truth, which in the Divine

Mind is equally clear in all its parts, and

which is given by his omniscient will for the

guide and conduct of life, shine upon the

human, with such different degrees of force?

—

Ask of thy mother earth, why oaks are made
Taller and stronger than the weeds they shade ?

Or ask of yonder argent fields above.

Why Jove's satellites are less than Jove ?

—

Pope's Essay on Man.

As all things were created in the purest

goodness, they are appointed in the pro-

foundest wisdom. Whilst the bulk and

majesty of the oak may command our im-

mediate notice and admiration, the humble

vegetable under its shade, though difficult to

be found and despicable to the eye, may

possess those superior qualities, which, for

food or medicine, may contribute more
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essentially to the use and happiness of man.

It is enough for the benefit of the receiver

or the honour of the giver, that truth is

dispensed in that exact proportion, and with

those especial qualifications, which are best

adapted to our use and happiness ; and

though man, as he travels along his sub-

lunary way, may be permitted only to see

some of its sublimer parts, as " through a

glass darkly
,^^—yet if he labours to find it out

with diligence and desire, he may still lift

up his voice in praise—" Thy truth, most

mighty Lord, is on every side V

In the execution of the plan proposed, we

now proceed to the logical delineation of

theologic truth, which will form the subject

of the ensuing volume.
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APPENDIX I.

THE ARISTOTELIAN L0GIC\

TT has been already observed, that the two
-^ highest species of poetry, the dramatic and

the epic, particularly the former, were analysed

by Aristotle in his treatise of Poetics, in a minute

and philosophical investigation of their parts and

principles, and the causes of their effect on the

imagination. This treatise and that of his Rhetoric

are generally and justly allowed to be two of the

ablest works of that deep philosopher ; which, by

the originality and critical acumen they discover,

have conferred upon him the title of the father of

critics, as Homer is called the father of poets, and

Demosthenes the prince of orators.

Those who have best understood and most

ardently admired the works of the Peripatetic,

seem unanimously to agree, that these two admi-

rable works of criticism could not have originated

abstractedly, that they could not spring from any

On this general subject, consult Dugald Stewart's Ele-

ments, vol. ii. chap. 3, 4 ; Reid's Analysis of Aristotle's

liOgic; Brown's Philosophy of the Human Mind, lecture 50,

&c. ; Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric, &c. &c.

—

Editor.

Y
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effort of his own judgment or invention pre-

viously exercised, independently of the produc-

tions of the orator or poet ; but that the one is the

analysis or dissection of the drama of Sophocles

or Euripides, and of the immortal and unrivalled

Iliad of Homer, w^hilst the other is the analysis or

dissection of the orations of Demosthenes and the

most celebrated Grecian orators. They accordingly

both consist of a philosophical investigation of the

causes which conspire to the various and won-

derful effects, produced on the mind and feelings,

by these splendid monuments of genius and in-

vention.

To suppose that to have been originally and

necessarily produced by art and philosophy, on

which, when produced, art and philosophy have

been successfully employed, is an error in the his-

tory of learning, which has been too commonly

entertained. These admirable productions first

sprang from the spontaneous operation of the

genius, or from the native strength of the judg-

ment of the orator or the poet. From this ana-

lysis, art and philosophy extracted rules to direct

the genius of future poets or orators, and to

assist the judgment of future critics. ''' Aristotle,

we know," says the author of Philosophical In-

quiries, " did not form Homer, Sophocles, and

Euripides; it was rather Homer, Sophocles, and

Euripides which formed Aristotle."^ And this

» Harris's Phil. Inq. p. 231.
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strenuous admirer and interpreter of the philoso-

pher who first exhibited the mechanism and con-

struction of poetry and oratory, has with much
ingenuity developed the mechanism and construc-

tion of his original criticism. " As the great

events of nature led mankind to admiration, so

curiosity to learn the cause whence such events

should rise, was that, which by due degrees formed

natural philosophy. What happened in the natu-

ral world, happened also in the literary. Exqui-

site productions, both in prose and verse, induced

men here likewise to seek the cause ; and such

inquiries, often repeated, gave birth to philology.

Those who can imagine, that the rules of writing

w^ere first established, and that men wrote in con-

formity to them, as they make conserves and com-

fits by receipt books, know nothing of criticism,

either as to its origin or progress. The truth is,

they were authors who made the first good critics,

and not critics who made good authors, however

writers may have profited by critical precepts.

Ancient Greece, in its happier days, was the seat

of liberty, of sciences, and of arts. In this fair

region, fertile of wit, the epic writers came first

;

then the lyric, then the tragic ; and lastly the his-

torians, the comic writers, and the orators, each in

their turns delighting whole multitudes, and com-

manding the attention and admiration of all.

Now, when wise and thinking men, the subtle

investigators of principles and causes, observed

the wonderful efi'ect of these works upon the
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human mind, they were prompted to inquire,

whence this should proceed ; for that it should

happen merely by chance, they could not well be-

lieve. Here therefore we have the rise and origin

of criticism, which, in its beginning, was a deep

and philosophical search into the primary laws

and elements of good writing, as far as they could

be collected from the most approved performances.

Much of this kind may be found in the different

parts of Plato ; but Aristotle his disciple, who may

be called the systematizer of his master's doctrines,

has in his two treatises of Poetry and Rhetoric,

with such wonderful penetration, developed every

part of the subject, that he may be justly called

the father of criticism, both from the age when he

lived, and from his truly transcendent genius. The

criticism which this capital writer taught, has so

intimate a correspondence with philosophy, that

we can call it by no other name than that of Phi-

losophical criticism^."

This acute reasoning of our late philologist, by

which he so philosophically accounts for the origin

of the Poetics and Rhetoric of the Stagirite, I

would now extend to his books of Interpretation,

and the Analytics. We assert they contain a

deep and philosophical search into the primary

laws and elements of demonstrative reasoning, as

far as they could be collected from the most ap-

proved performances in his time. That this is in

3 Harris's Phil. Inq. p. 2—9.
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fact the case, no one who is sufficiently acquainted

with these works will, I think, deny. In support

however of this position, I shall avail myself of the

opinion and authority of another of the Peripa-

tetic's ardent admirers, who has informed us, ^* that

the discovery of the nature of truth does not seem

to have been made, at least by the philosophers of

Greece, till Aristotle wrote his book of Analytics,

the professed design of which is to show what

science and demonstrative truth is''."

This is the inference then, which I have to draw

from the comparative view of the works of Aris-

totle—that as the Poetics contain the philosophy or

rationale of two species of poetry, or the Rhetoric

the philosophy or rationale of oratory, and record

the laws and rules by which the most successful

productions in both these departments were con-

structed ; so may we conclude, by strict analogy,

that the Analytics of the same author is the philo-

sophy or rationale of demonstration, investigating

its principles, and delivering the laws and rules by

which it has been conducted, or may be advan-

tageously continued. And thus, if what is ad-

vanced' in these lectures in reference to the kinds

of truth, their different principles, reasoning, and

constitution, be at all well founded, this part of

his Organon is no more calculated to supply the

rule or art, by which reason can push on her in-

* Anc. Metaph. vol. i. p. 374.
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quiries in physics, ethics, or any other branch of

learning from which demonstration is excluded,

than his Rhetoric is the rule or art of writing a

poem, or his Poetic the rule or art of composing an

oration ; or than the plan of a bridge can exhibit

the rule or art of building a church, or any other

study in nature become the rule or art of pro-

ducing an effect to which it does not properly

belong.

Syllogism forms professedly the whole scope and

burden of this celebrated work ; which, as may be

expected from this view of its origin, is peculiarly

adapted, if not almost exclusively confined, to that

species of reasoning which is properly demonstra-

tive^. Though the Prior Analytics affect to treat

^ See chap. iv. sect. 2, and chap. vii. sect. 2.

In his First Analytics, where he delivers the doctrine of

syllogism in general, Aristotle divides it into three classes,

which he calls figures, according to the predication and sub-

jection of the middle term. Each of these figures he sub-

divides into a certain number of legitimate modes, according

to the quantity and quality of the premises. And this forms

the whole plan of his logic. The first of these figures is how-

ever not only the first, but the most important, and involves

all the value of the other two ; for all their legitimate modes,

as well as those of a fourth, invented afterwards by Galen,

are reducible to some of the modes of the first figure, and

derive their proof and authority from that reduction. See

Analyt. Prior, cap. 23, 24. Now, the reasoning in the first

figure is absolutely demonstrative, and Aristotle observes,

that all mathematical reasoning is reducible to syllogisms of

the first figure. Twv ^e ay^rjfjLarojv e7n<^r]iJ,optK6y yuaXt<ra to

TTjjoirov i^iy. At -e yap fiaB))ixuTiual rojy tTTi<^qjxG)V dta tovtov
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of probable and sophistical, as well as of necessary

or demonstrative syllogisms ; it is the last only

whose principles are accurately and successfully

analyzed. These are exhibited in the Posterior Ana-

lytics, with such force of genius and labour of inves-

tigation, as spring from an indestructible founda-

tion, and erect an immense system of abstract and

general truth, fortified by demonstration, and rising,

from story to story into a most luminous and lofty

fabric.

But although his Poetics, whatever might be

the expectation of the Stagirite, were never able

{pEpovffL rag air6^d^EiQ, olov api^firiTLKr}, koI yeiOfxerpla, hxu

OTTTLKri, KOL (Tyjthov [wg Elrrttv] oaaL re diori iroLSvraL rrjv aKexpir.

Tj yap oXojg, ?) we CTrt to ttoXv, kuI iv toIq TrXelroLg, ^la tovtov

t5 ar'^rifxaroQ 6 ts diort yivirai (rvWoyio-fiog.

"i2i<r£ Kav dia tht eirj fxdXi'^a lirL'^'qfioviKov. Kvpiojrarov yap

ra elZivai, to Zlotl ^Eojpelp. EZra ttjv t» tl e'^tv ETVi'^i]iir]v, ^lcl

TSTOv fj-ova ^ripEvaai ZvvaTov. ev jiev yap t(o fiiao) (T^Z/juari »

yivETat KaTtjyopiKOQ (TvXXoyLafioQ' >; Be t5 tl e'^iv EiriTijfxrjf KaTa-

<l>a(TE(DQ. EV ds. tS E(TyaT(p yh'ETUt fiEy, a.XX « Ka^oXa' to ^e ti

i'^i, tCjv Ka^oXa E'^ip' h yap Trrj etl ^ioov ^ittovp 6 ap^pcjTroc.

"Eriraro jiep eke'lpojp ov^ep Tcpoa^BLTaC ekeIpu ^e dia tovts /cara-

TrvKpSrai, kul av^ETaij eioq clp eIq to. a^Ecxa E.XB'rj. <l>aPEpdp oip,

OTL KvpiojTaTOV T« ETTi^aa^aL TO TrpwTOP in (r')(rjiia.—Analyt.

Post. lib. i.

We can here plainly discover the intimate and indeed neces-

sary connexion between syllogism and demonstration, both

of which he had extracted from mathematics. This is still

further evident from the third chapter of the sixth book of the

Nichomachian Ethics, where he introduces the syllogism,

after speaking of mathematical science. See also his exam-

ples in the two subsequent chapters.
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to make a poet, or his Rhetoric, however excellent

its criticism, an orator, without that native force

of genius and vigour of imagination, the first and

indispensable ingredients, which they may doubt-

less correct and improve, but never can supply—he

resolved, with a bold and enterprising mind,

though on weaker grounds of expectation, that

the syllogism, which he had constructed with so

much labour on so firm a basis, should form a

universal reasoner, and conduct him with facility

and success, in the search and illustration of pro-

bable truth, throughout all parts of science^.

His sagacity soon discovered, that axioms or

maxims, which are general propositions from

which the media or argurrients are to be drawn,

must in the first place be formed as they are in

mathematics, before syllogistic reasoning could be

applied, as the guide to truth, in any of the depart-

ments of probable knowledge. In the analysis of

demonstrative reasoning, he had beheld the won-

derful and immediate effect, which the universal

form or category of quantity possessed in the pro-

duction of axioms or self-evident truths, as the

principles of syllogistic argument; and he che-

rished the hope, (and when great minds are too

sanguine, whilst their labours are entitled to our

gratitude, their mistaken zeal bespeaks our pardon),

that the other nine would furnish axioms with

® 'H i^ev Trpo^icrig rT]Q ttpayfxardciQ, ^e^o^ov Evpetv, acf i]q

^vvrjaofxeSra crvWoyil^ea^aL Tvepl TravroQ th Trpore^ivTOQ irpo-

^XfjI^iciTUQ, I'i hco^ojy.—Aristot. Top. HI), i. cap. 1.
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almost equal ease, from which men might reason

syllogistically on every possible question, and

which they might apply in proof and elucidation

of every kind of knowledge '^.

He therefore took the ten categories, or universal

forms, from the Pythagorean school, where they

had been held almost in adoration as the grand

umpires of all knowledge, and prefixed them to

his Organon, that they might supply axioms of

every kind, as the laws and principles of all pro-

bable or dialectic, as well as of demonstrative rea-

soning. And to complete this great design, at the

end of the Analytics, he added his book of Topics,

wherein he delivers the methods, in which these

general propositions are to be formed at pleasure

from the categories, enumerating and distributing

them into certain heads, according to the five pre-

dicables, and assigning them as the general prin-

ciples of argumentation on every subject^. To

these general principles thus easily procured, he

applied the dialectic syllogism, which included, in

his idea, every species of reasoning, according to

' Ardua est et gravis doctrina categorianim, magnique

usus et momenti, non ad logicam tantum, sed et metaphy-

sicam, omnesque philosophise partes, quae de ente universim,

vel de partibus entis disserunt ; sunt enim categoriae veluti

quEedam familise, classes et ordines entis, seu compendia

rerum omnium, certa ratione dispositarum, unde disserendi

amplissima materies petitur et ipsa scientiarum objecta tan-

quam e locupletissimo penu depromuntur.—Du Val. Synop.

in Aristot. p. 58.

8 See Aristot. Top. lib. i. cap. 9, 10.
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all the modes and figures, in which in his Ana-

lytics, he had with so much labour and ingenuity

displayed the demonstrative.

Thus by a lofty and magnanimous flight of

genius, at an early period of the world and in the

infancy of science, Aristotle erected a fabric of

universal reasoning ; and as its governor, enacted

the laws of disputation^, according to which all

its various artillery was to be levelled and dis-

charged. By the addition of his book of So-

phisms, he rounded the whole into a system of

logic ^^, or rather disputation, which stood for many

ages the arbiter of all learning, and became the

boast and idol of the schools. Of such ancient

and illustrious seminaries it still continues to rule

the discipline.

^ See Aristot. Top. lib. viii.

^° ** To attempt, in so early a period, a methodical delinea-

tion of the vast region of human knowledge, actual and

possible ; and to point out the limits of every district, was
indeed magnanimous in a high degree, and deserves our

admiration, while we lament that the human powers are

unequal to so bold a flight.'^—Dr. Reid App, to Ld. Kaims's

3d vol. of Sketches, p. 330.

In the conclusion of his book of Sophistical Elenchs, in

which he finishes the whole Organon, which taken together

must be allowed, notwithstanding its defects, to form one of

the greatest monuments of human reason produced by one

man, Aristotle apologizes for the errors of such an under-

taking, which was entirely new and unattempted by any
before himself. "Although the art of categorical syllogism,"

says Dr. Reid, "is better fitted for scholastic litigation, than for

real improvement in knowledge, it is a venerable piece of

antiquity and a mighty eflfort of human genius. We admire
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As in exploring the depths and recesses of the

earth for those treasures which are buried under

its surface, and producing them to the use of man

;

so in discovering those truths which are hidden in

similar obscurity on every side, and conveying

them to our information, much depends upon the

method and direction—that is, the kind of logic

which we pursue.

It was fatal to the discipline of the schools,

whose main object should have been the discovery

and communication of universal truth, and which

should train up the mind in the right method of

science,—that the topical part of the Organon of

Aristotle (which affects to be of more importance

and extent than the analytical, as establishing the

principles of all the parts of learning excepting

the demonstrative", enacting the laws of all

the pyramids of Egypt, and the wall of China, though useless

burdens upon the earth. We can bear the most minute

description of them, and travel hundreds of leagues to see

them. If any person should with sacrilegious hands destroy

or deface them, his memory would be held in abhorrence.

The predicaments and predicables, the rules of syllogism,

and the topics, have a like title to our veneration, as an-

tiquities ; they are uncommon efforts, not of human power,

but of human genius ; and they form a remarkable era in

the progress of human reason/'—Ibid. p. 420.

'* XpyjaijuLog irpog tu Trputra tCjv tteqI eKu<^r)y iiri'^iijj.rjy

apyCJv.—THTO ^' "i^LOV rj juaXiTa oiKelov rrjg ^laXeKTiKrjg E'^lv.

E^ETa'^iKrj yap aca, Trpog rag cnraawp raty ^E^odior ap-^ag o^oy

t'xfi'—Top. lib. i. cap. 2.
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probable reasoning'^, and guarding that rea-

soning from all possible error ^^), is weak in its

foundation, and consequently, defective in all its

parts. Here, we behold the great Peripatetic,

falling, from the strength and dignity of the phi-

losopher, displayed in his Analytics, into all the

weakness and credulity of a sophist. Instead of

analyzing the several subjects of inquiry, as they

present themselves before him, and investigating

the secret causes of their truth ; he rests, without

examination, on the bare authority of others, and

erects the principles of his reasoning on their

opinions^*, or on what was merely analogous ^^ to

their opinions. On comparing this, with the former

part of the Organon, and with some of his other

works, were it not written in the manner and

style of Aristotle, and authenticated by the same

evidence, we could hardly believe that this book

»2 See the 8th book of Topics.

" See the book on Sophistical Elenchs.
*** ALCiXtKriKog de (TvXXoyiariidc, 6 II, iv^OL^u)^ (rvXkoyL'L,6jieroQ.

—'V^vt)OL,a ce, TCI ^oKHvra iraaiv, i) rolg TrXetVoic, rj toiq crotpolQ'

KOI Tsroig, 7] toIq TTciffLP, rj Tolg ttXe/toig, r] toiq fxaXiTU yraypifxoig,

Kol evdo^oig.—Top. lib. i. cap. 1.

"E<rt de irpoTaarig fxev ^laXeiCTiKr] epu)Tr](ng £ydoL,og rj iraaiVy

rj Toig irXehotg, rj Tolg (Tocpdlg' kul TOVTOig, rj iraaiy, ^ Tolg

TrXel'TOig, r] Toig fiaXi^a yviopijjioig, jjirj 7rapacoL,og' ^eirj yap ay Tig

TO doKovv TO~ic ao(()0~ig, tav firj evavTiov Tolg twv iroXXiJjy ^o^atg ?'/.

—Ibid. lib. i. cap. 1 0.

*^ Eict ^£ TtpoTaatig ^laXeKTLKal, Kal to. Tolg iyd6L,oig oixoia.—
Ibid.

See the 14th chapter of the first book De Propositionibus

Sumendis.
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came from the pen of that profound philosopher.

The general propositions constituting the basis of

a logic which the schools have so exclusively

espoused, are by the method which it prescribes

most superficially and illogically formed ^^
; and the

syllogisms which are constructed from them, in-

stead of advancing, or even communicating truth,

either conclude in falsehood, or only serve, as they

have too long served, to protract useless dispu-

tation in noise and nonsense.

The cause of this great defect in the Organonof

Aristotle may be traced to his blind and extrava-

gant love of syllogism, that favourite child, which

he begot in the Analytics, and which he resolved to

enlarge in its possessions, and qualify with every

accomplishment, as the instrument of all kinds of

truth. To this should be added his ignorance, or

rather neglect of induction, that sound and funda-

mental logic, by which alone those principles and

general propositions, the sole support of useful

syllogism in probable reasoning, can be firmly and

philosophically established.

He mentions induction, no doubt, in different

parts of his works, and gives a just, though general,

description of its office ^^
; but its particular opera-

tions he neither employed nor understood. He

'^ See the 9th and 10th books, in which the method is

delivered of forming dialectical propositions.

•' 'ETTaywyj), i] airo rujy (caS't'/caTa lirl ra KadoXs 'i^o^OQ.-—

•

Top. lib. i. cap. 12. See Analyt. Prior, lib. xi. cap. 23, et

Post. lib. ii. cap. 19.
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acknowledges the immense importance of prin-

ciples, by which he always means general proposi-

tions, in the discovery of truth ^\ But, to the

investigation of these principles or general laws, by

which the Maker of the world governs the world,

he has made, both in his natural and moral dis-

pensations, it was totally insufficient to mention, in

a general and incidental way, the sole instrument

by which the latent seeds of truth of every kind,

so widely scattered or dispersed through all the

individuals in nature, can be collected and arranged.

Had this profound master of the philosophy of

demonstration pursued the right method of forming

by induction the principles of probable and con-

tingent truth, according to the nature and genius

of every subject which constitutes the circle of

human learning: he would have chosen a more

honourable and successful road to the temple of

science. And then his logic, instead of bewilder-

ing and entangling reason in the trammels of

partial and imperfect rules, would have afforded

her a fair and liberal, though more laborious

exercise, in the promotion and advancement of

universal truth.

al de i3ri(T/bLo) riyl, Kcil aXXai de aWcog. MerteVat ^e Treipareoy

eKci'^ag ^ Tre^v/cafft, koI (XTTiiha^iov oVo;*,- opia^uxri KaXiog.

M-syaXriv yap exsai po-Ky/v Trpog ra eTrofxeva, Aokei hv irktiov

rj TO r]fiL(TV Tov TravTOQ eivai ?y "P^V* '^^t^ TruXXa eficpavfj

ylvEadai ^l avrijg tu)v ^tjTafxtviov.—Ethic. Nicom. lib. i.

cap. 7.
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From tliis great imperfection of his dialectic, as

the instrument of knowledge, confirmed by the ill

success of many of his own philosophical investi-

gations for want of sound and legitimate induction,

we may venture to conclude that, if the master of

theLycoeum knew their particular use and operation

in forming the principles of good reasoning, his

time was either too much engaged in collecting

and arranging the learning of his age, or his

enlarged and scientific mind was too deeply im-

mersed in metaphysical and abstract speculations,

to cultivate a mode of reasoning, which is so active

and operative, so laborious in its process, and so

much occupied in particular experiments.

Instead of descending to the canvass and exa-

mination of those individuals which constitute

each branch of science, or ascending from them

to generals, by successive and laborious steps ; he

pursued and dictated the more easy, but more

fallacious method, of raising topics or common

axioms, as the basis of dialectic reasoning. He
applied immediately to the categories'^, those great

and illustrious families possessed of all prerogative,

and invested with all power to decide upon the

truth or falsehood of every subject ^^ From these,

he drew definitions and propositions, as from a mine

unexhausted and inexhaustible ; but which, being

'9 See Top. lib. i. c. 9.

2° Sunt categoriae quaedam familiEe, classes, et ordines

entis, seu compendia rerum omnium certa ratione disposi-

tarum, unde disseiendi amplissinia materies petitur, et ipsa
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bare assumptions unfounded in the real nature and

qualities of things, had their resources only in

imagination or ingenuity of invention. These

became prolific of a verbose and artificial, but

ineflficient logic, and productive of a pompous,

formal, but useless and phlegmatic discipline,—

a

discipline which instead of the advancement, has

proved the obstacle and impediment of all real

knowledge ^^

The categories are consequently universal forms

;

but between them and the individual and particular

cases which solicit our immediate attention, exist

a number and subordination of genera, through

every one of which the logician should pass with

the utmost care. Legitimate induction does not

rise, by a hasty abstraction or superficial enumera-

tion to the highest generals. Before it presumes

to ascend, it descends by a practical and experi-

mental examination of subordinate facts ; and

from many particular observations on the powers

and properties, the actions and passions, the affec-

tions and qualities, the causes and effects of things,

scientiarum objecta tanquam e locupletissima penu depro-

muntur. Du Val. Synops. Doct. Peripat.

Decern prceclicamenta principia sunt et omnis scientise et

omnis raliocinationis.—Ibid.

2^ Ad principia scientiarum constituenda praepropere

festinarunt, circa quae omnis disputationum varietas verte-

retur: nescientes profectum eum, qui certa nimis propere

captaverit, in dubiis finiturum: qui autem judicium tem-

pestive cohibuerit, ad certa perventurum.—Bacon. De Augm.
Scient. lib. v. cap. 4.
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after dividing, excluding and rejecting all special

matter, it rises to general truths, and thence to more

general, till it reaches the most general which can

be known ^^ The great defect therefore of the Aris-

totelian logic (a defect by which the use and value

of the dialectical part are totally destroyed) is the

neglect of this primary experimental scrutiny, the

omission of these necessary intermediate stages,

^^ In constituendo autem axiomate, forma inductionis alia,

quam adhuc in usu fuit, excogitanda est : eaque non ad

principia tantum (quae vocant) probanda et invenienda, sed

etiam ad axiomata minora et media, denique omnia. In-

ductio enim, quae procedit per enumerationem simplicem,

res puerilis est, et precario concludit, et periculo exponitur

ab instantia contradictoria, et plerumque secundum pauciora

quam par est, et ex his tantummodo quae praesto sunt,

pronunciat. At inductio, quae ad inventionem et demon-
strationem scientiarum et artium erit utilis, naturam separare

debet, per rejectiones et exclusiones debitas; ac deinde post

negativas tot quot sufficiunt, super affirmativas concludere;

quod adhuc factum non est, nee tentatum certe, nisi tantum

—

modo aPlatone, c^ui ad excutiendasdefinitiones et ideas, hac

certe forma inductionis aliquatenus utitur. Verum ad hujus

inductionis sive demonstrationis instructionem bonam et

legitimam, quamplurima adhibenda sunt, quae adhuc nullius

mortalium cogitationem subiere; adeo ut in ea major sit

consumenda opera, quam adhuc consumpta est in syllogismo

;

atque hujus inductionis auxilio, non solum ad axiomata

invenienda, verum etiam ad notiones terminandas, utendum
est. Atque in hac certe inductione, spes maxima sita est.

—

Ibid. Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 105.

De scientiis turn demum bene sperandum est, quando per

scalam veram et per gradus continuos, et non intermissos

aut hiulcos, a particularibus ascendeturad axiomata minora,

et deinde ad media, alia aliis superiora, et postremo demum
ad oreneralissima. Etenim axiomata infima non multum ab
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and the deduction of its arguments too hastily and

superficially from the highest forms ^^. This is an

error into which its author appears to have been

partly betrayed by his love of metaphysics, the

science of universals ; and partly by forming his

method of universal reasoning, from that of the

mathematical or demonstrative science, which is

conversant only in general truth.

Thus the theory of syllogism delivered in the

Organon remains a splendid monument of human

invention, a superb and stately fabric raised from

the ablest specimens and examples of mathematical

and demonstrative science, by the analytical acumen

and mental philosophy of its author ; but which,

like the temples of the heathen divinities, on the

ruins of which we may look with admiration, was

never employed to any useful or honourable

purpose. To devise another Organon of a dif-

ferent origin and construction, was an honour

reserved for a future philosopher of an age and

experientia nuda discrepant. Suprema vero ilia et gene-

ralissima (quae habentur), notionalia sunt et abstracta

et nil habent solidi. At media sunt axiomata ilia vera et

solida et viva, in quibus humanae res et fortunae sitae sunt

;

et supra haec quoque tandem ipsa ilia generalissima ; talia

scilicet quae non abstracta sint, sed per hsec media vere

limitantur.—Ibid. lib. i. aph. 104.

'^ In notionibus nil sani est, nee in logicis, nee in physicis
;

non substantia, non qnalitas, agere, pati, ipsum esse, bonae

notiones sunt,—sedomnes phantasticae et male term inatae.

—

Ibid. lib. i. aph. 15.
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country remote from the Stagirite. This, instead

of puzzling learning with artificial forms and per-

plexing knowledge with disputation, has put truth

and nature to the torture by a thousand tests, and

forced them to confess those secrets, which in spite

of syllogism, had hitherto lain concealed, by

which arts and sciences have been improved, to

the great honour of learning and advantage of

society. And, whereas Aristotle constructed or

rather extracted the rules of his Poetics, his

Rhetoric and Logic, after poets, orators, and philo-

sophers had brought their respective professions to

considerable perfection, by their natural sagacity

and strength of mind ; it is the peculiar honour of

Bacon, that he delineated the rules of his inductive

logic with great amplitude and precision, before

the world had beheld any philosophical example

of its truth. This argues an effort and strength of

mind which eclipses even the merit and fame of

Aristotle :

Him for the studious shade

Kind Nature form'd, deep, comprehensive, clear.

Exact, and elegant : in one rich soul,

Plato, the Stagirite, and Tully joinM.

The great deliverer he ! who from the gloom

Of cloister'd monks, and jargon-teaching schools.

Led forth the true Philosophy, there long

Held in the magic chain of words and forms.

And definitions void : he led her forth.

Daughter of Heaven ! that slow-ascending still.

Investigating sure the chain of things.

With radiant finger pointing to the skies.

THOMSON.
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On the appearance of this luminary in the firma-

ment ofscience, after they had laboured in the search

of truth for near two thousand years with a dark

and imperfect guide, the Novum Organum of

Bacon gave a new turn to the labours and studies

of philosophers. They learned gradually to hold all

vain hypotheses and mental fabrications in just

contempt, and to respect nothing but propositions

established upon facts, sufficiently tried and critically

examined, and conclusions drawn from them by a

fair and philosophical interpretation. The good

sense of our sister university, enlightened by the

genius of this her favourite son, burst asunder to

her immortal honour the bonds of logical disputa-

tion by which she had been long enslaved, and

vindicated the liberties of truth, by cultivating all

its branches, according to the rules of this inductive

logic. Sir Isaac Newton, if not the first, was

at any rate, the most distinguished philosopher,

who pursued and exemplified this better logic, in

various branches of natural philosophy. Its value

may be best appreciated from the wonderful effects

it has produced in the hands of that exalted genius,

both in his Principia and Optics. From these

immortal labours, the Organum of Lord Bacon, the

product of his own great and unassisted mind,

might, by a kind of reflection, be still further

improved and perfected.

It was in the ardent hope and expectation of the

well-appointed study and cultivation of this New
Organ, and of its application to all other parts of
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learning, this great philosopher so earnestly and

respectfully addressed our two celebrated English

universities. The one has long since, as we have

remarked, responded to this earnest and respectful

appeal ; and it now remains for the other to prove,

that however late, she can still vindicate her rights

against the ancient despotism of the Stagirite.

The Organon of Aristotle, on the contrary,

instead of being, as he vainly hoped, the instru-

ment of all truth, has been the instrument of

ignorance and error ^^
; thus that great philosopher

has proved in the event the greatest tyrant in the

universe. He not only subverted, with a bold and

licentious hand, all the systems of the philosophers

who went before him (not sparing even that of his

master Plato, as his pupil Alexander spared all the

empires of the east), but by that instrument, he

manacled the philosophy of all future times.

Though the dominion of that great prince and

conqueror has vanished for many ages, and is now

as though it never had existed, the chain of the

^* Qui summas clialecticae partes tribuerunt, atque inde

fidissima scientiis praesidia comparari putarunt, verissime

et optime viderunt, intellectum humanum sibi permissum,

merito suspectum esse debere. Verum infirmior omnino est

malo medicina; nee ipsa mali expers: siquidem dialectica,

quae recepta est, licet ad civilia et artes, quae in sermone

et opinione positae sunt, rectissime adhibeatur; naturae

tamen subtilitatem longo intervallo non atting^it ; et pren-

sando quod non capit, ad errores potius stabiliendos et

quasi figendos, quam ad viam veritati aperiendam valuit.

—

De Augm. Scient. Praef.
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philosopher is felt at this day by many learned

bodies and societies, through some of the most

civilized and enlightened parts of Europe^^. His

logic rendered more imperfect by ignorant and

barbarous commentators, extolled as completely

equipped to attend reason in the search and com-

munication of all truth, infallible as a guide and

incapable of improvement^^, has long superseded

every other ; keeping learning and science in a dark

and gloomy prison, and drawing a cloud over the

disk of the literary sun, by w^hich it was for

centuries eclipsed.

Whilst commentators, especially the Latin and

Arabian, were obscuring this dark system by their

illustrations, and the schoolmen were contending

with great subtlety and little sense, and growing

warm in disputation,—truth and learning were left

to starve, cramped in their growth, and blasted in

their prospects, in consequence of being deprived

of their natural support and succour^^. Instead of

^* Caeterum de viro tarn eximio certe, et ob acumen in-

genii mirabili, Aristotele, crediderim facile banc ambitionem

eum a discipulo suo accepisse, quern fortasse aemulatus

est ; ut si ille omnes nationes, hie omnes opiniones subigeret,

et monarchiam quandam in contemplationibus sibi conderet.

—Ibid. De Augm. Scient. lib. iii. cap. 4.

•26 Primus mortalium Aristoteles certum logicae finem

constituit, precepta in ordinem redegit, singulari artificio

integrae artis methodum contexuit. Quam invenit logicam,

tam feliciter perfecit, ut in hunc usque diem, per annos

circiter bis mille, perpetuis clarissimorum virorum studiis

exculta, nihil prorsus acceperit incrementi.—Aid rich.

^ ** The slow progress of useful knowledge, during the many
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extracting the pure and genuine ore, by an experi-

mental and inductive process, these champions of

syllogism were employed in raking together heaps

of sophisticated dross, which they valued as the

purest gold. Instead of pursuing Nature through

her hidden stores, and connecting truth with truth,

by a gradual operation into a useful and well-

compacted chain, they fabricated their boasted

systems of base materials, with all the subtlety of

their art, into a useless and cumbrous yoke. Instead

of connecting science with science, according to

their natural order and relation, and erecting them

into one great edifice of truth, they filled the

schools with heaps of indigested rubbish, which

however worthless and despised by some, adds

to its inutility this disgrace,—that it still remains,

in a great measure, to be removed by ourselves, or

our posterity.

That even the Christian religion,— the most

sublime and important of all truth,—was enabled

to emerge from those errors and superstitions in

which it was involved for ages, disguised and

patronised, as they were, by the artifice and subtle-

ages, in which the syllogistic art was most highly cultivated*

as the only guide to science, and its quick progress since

that art was disused, suggest a presumption against it ; and

the presumption is strengthened by the puerility of the

examples which have been always brought to illustrate its

rules."—Dr. Reid's Appendix to vol. iii. of Lord Kaims's

Sketches.
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ties of such a logic ^^ is a profound and solemn

mystery, which can be explained only by referring

the emancipation of this pure offspring of heaven,

to the special interposition of its Divine Author,

who became in his appointed time, the vindicator

of his own honour, and the assertor of its awful

and stupendous doctrines.

28 "'W'hat is more sacred among sciences than divinity?

—

You have profaned it, by bringing in of that which you
term scholastic, gathered out of Lombard, master of the

Sentences, which has engendered unto us the race of the

Thomists, Scotists, Albertists, Occamists, Realists, Nomi-
nalists, and such others, whose foundation is laid upon the

subtleties of Aristotle. Let any man remark the themes of

your sermons, the disputations of your schools, together

with those great and huge volumes of commentaries upon
the four books of the Sentences. Oracles are received every

where from the Tripus of this philosopher, and the univer-

sities, that ought to be instituted after a Christian manner,

are changed into the academies of that heathenish Athens.

You spend more time in clearing that which seemeth am-
biguous and doubtful in the doctrine of that ingrate disciple

toward Plato, than in teaching your flocks the law of the

gospel. The oaths which the universities do exact of their

initiates and bachelors, that they shall not control him, are

witnesses of the truth of what I speak."—De Croy's First

Conformity, cap. 3.

[This quotation is taken from a work very scarce and
little known, entitled, " The Three Conformities, or the Har-
mony of the Romish Church with Gentilism, Judaism, and
Ancient Ceremonies, by W. Hart; London, 1620," 4to. It

is a translation from the French, and the only copy I have
met with is in the library of Sion College.—Editor.]
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APPENDIX II.

\

THE author's apology.

AN attack levelled thus openly and directly

against a system of universal logic,—sanc-

tioned by the authority of Aristotle and made vene-

rable by its antiquity,' which has led the discipline

of this seat of learning for many ages, and which

maintains a kind of perfection in the opinion of

some, holds a doubtful sway in the minds of

others, and is totally discarded by few,—may, I

suspect, offend the ears of most of those who hear

me, and sound from this place, as the voice of

blasphemy and rebellion. It may be fairly ex-

pected, that a charge, so solemn and unqualified,

should be substantiated by some further evidence,

or else relinquished, or—at least,—that some

apology should be offered.

My apology is (if the love of truth need any

apology—a love which, as it thinks, it fears, no

ill), that I could not pursue the plan of these

lectures, ofwhich the different methods of reasoning

form the most essential part, without incurring the

displeasure of the school-logic by noticing its

defects. I confess myself unwilling to relinquish
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the charge, because I am persuaded, in my own

mind, that it is just, till otherwise convinced,—yet

am I open to fair conviction. And, that my apology

may be something more than mere form and

ceremony, at which my mind revolts as much as it

loves the truth, I will endeavour to substantiate it,

by bringing forward a proof or example of the

falsehood and absurdity ofthe Aristotelian Dialectic,

on which the school discipline has been formed in

every part of scientific learning.

It is the criterion of all sound logic, that it leads

to truth ; and the great exception which I have

taken to the topical or dialectic reasoning of the

Stagirite, results from the very hasty and unphilo-

sophical method which he prescribes of forming the

general propositions, axioms, or maxims, as the

principles, from which all contingent and probable

conclusions, moral as well as physical, are to be

drawn. If they be infirmly and illogically framed,

all syllogism, however formally and logically

deduced, will either conclude falsely, or, at best,

unphilosophically, owing its triumph to accident,

conjecture, or sophistry, and not to sound argument,

should the conclusion even happen to prove true.

One of the universal sources, among others,

from which Aristotle, by this wonderful invention,

directs these dialectical propositions to be formed

into the principles of probable reasoning, and

that one of the least exceptionable, is the '* rule of
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contraries or opposites\" This he has exemplified

and illustrated by a favourite instance; and the

point to which I would now direct your attention,

is the example of a proposition formed from this

rule, which he intends to be universal in its

operation (for he has directed that all these pro-

positions should be as universal as possible^), and

which affects, in its operation, an interesting and

important branch ofmoral science—"For example,"

says he, " if it be a duty to wish well, and do good

to our friends, it is equally a duty to wish ill, and

do evil to our enemies^."

* "Evho^ov de Kol kv Trapu^oky (paveirai to ivavriov irepl rov

EvavTLov.—Top. lib. i. cap. 10.

This rule is triumphantly brought forward by his great

modern champion to overset a principle of the Newtonian

philosophy. " It was in this way the ancients argued

concerning opposite things; and particularly that great

master of the reasoning art, Aristotle, who in his book of

Topics has taught us that, if two things be opposite, opposite

things will follow from them. Aristotle expresses the rule

of reasoning in his short way thus:* Et 7-0 kvavriov epavrlo),

Kal TO ivavriov ivavTio).—Ancient Metaphysics, vol. ii.

p. 338.

See chap. 10, lib. 1. Topic. De Proposit. Dialectic.

^ AtjTTTeov ^£, OTi ^aXt<ra Ka^oXa Trdcrag Tag TtporaaeiQ, Kal

Tijv fiiav, TToXXag Troirjrtov, olov, on tu)v avTiicei[iiv(i)V avr))

eTn^rjfjLTj.—Ibid. Top. lib. i. cap. 14.

' Olov, ei Tsg (piXovg dsT ev TroielVy ical rat t^'^pae ^ti Katciog'

(f)av£Lr} ^' av Kal kvavriov to Tovg ipiXovg ev ivoieiv rw Tag

f-X^p^Q KUKiog.—Ibid. lib. i. cap. 10.

See this favourite rule of contraries further illustrated by

the same example.—Top. lib. ii. cap. 7.
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The proposition which forms the first part of the

opposition— '' It is a duty to wish well, and do

good to our friends," is indeed universally true

;

but the second, which from this great rule of

contraries Aristotle determined to be equally

true—" It is also a duty to wish ill, and do evil to

our enemies,"—unfortunately for his dialectic rea-

soning upon this important subject, happens to be

universally false, in every moral sense; and, by

its application, has introduced many mischievous

and fatal errors in practical ethics. One might

indeed be induced to conclude, from a principle

and mode of reasoning more probable than those

which are delivered in his Dialectics, that One, who
despised such vain philosophy, had this false and

pernicious axiom, which had made such havoc in

the moral system, in his omniscient mind, when he

pronounced to his auditors on the mount the

following divine instruction,— '^ Ye have heard

that it hath been said [by them of old time*], Thou
shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy

;

but I say unto you, love your enemies ; bless them

that curse you ; do good to them that hate you
;

and pray for them that despitefully use you, and

persecute you^" For the truth of this divine

aphorism, our Lord does not appeal to any of the

* Matt. V. 21, 27, 33.

* 'Hk'ttVarc oTi ippiByj' 'AyaTrtjaetg tov TrXrjcrioy as, kcu

fxi(T}]a£ig TOV E'^^pov ffa. 'Eyw ^e Xiyco vfxlv' 'AyaTrcirf tsq

^X^P^^ v/uwv, tvXoyelre rug Karapio^ivug vfidg, kuXwq iroiure
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topics and factitious principles of Aristotle : but

through a sublime analogy, to a more certain and

infallible rule—the will and example of his

heavenly Father, the final and immutable criterion

of all moral truth— '^ That ye may be the children

of your Father which is in heaven; for he maketh

his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and

sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust—that ye

may be perfect, even as your Father which is in

heaven is perfect^."

In the preceding pages, having paid a just

respect to the moral philosophy of the Stagirite, I

cannot help adverting in this place to its great, I

had almost said, its sole defect—the imperfect and

inadequate principle on which it is founded. Had
he known the genuine foundation of moral virtue,

which nothing but revelation could adequately

discover, the ethics of Aristotle would have

exhibited a monument of that perfection, to which

it is so seldom the lot of mortals to attain.

But to take an exception to the whole Dialectic

from the failure of one rule, though in a most

important point, may be thought partial and

unfair ; let us therefore take a more general view

of the design and scope of the whole, as they are

THQ ixL(THvTaQ vfidg, Kcil TzpoffEv^Ecr^e vTTfp Tu)t' £7r>?pfo^oVrwj'

vixcic, Kot dtioKovTiov vficKj.—Matt. V. 43, 44.

Mrjhvl KaKov uyri /caKH, &C. See Rom. xii. 17—21.

6 Matt. V. 45, 48.
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proposed in the book of Topics, and also of the

effect it has produced on the other parts of his

works.

The general design is given in the first sentence

of the first book ; and is so extensive and enlarged,

as to embrace every subject of probable or con-

tinofent reasonino:^

In the second chapter, the general scope is

divided into three specific objects—exercise, con-

versation, and philosophical sciences^. With regard

to the first object, that of exercise, it professes

to furnish a method of disputing on either side in

every possible question^. In reference to conversa-

tion, it professes to qualify men to weigh and to

examine the opinions of many and to refute them,

if they do not appear to be well founded '^ And
in respect of the third object,—the philosophical

sciences, which is the most important,—it professes

wonders,—not only to enable men to doubt on

' 'H HEV Trpo^taig rrjg Trpay/uaTeiaQ fj.eS'odoi' evpelv, a(f riQ

^vyrjarofie^a avWoyii^err^ai irepi iravroq th irpore^ivTog irpotXi]-

jjaroQ i^ £yd6^u)v.—Aristot. Top. lib. i. cap. 1.

® 'E<?i h) irpoQ Tpia ')(^pr](Tip.0Q, irpog yv/jLvaaiav, irpog rag

ivTEv^eigf irpog rag Kara (pi\o(To(f>iav eTTLari^^ag.—Ibid. lib. i.

cap. 2.

^ 'Ort p,EV ovy Trpog yvfxvacriav ^(^prjffi/Liog, e^ avrwp Kara(paveg

tTL' juiOodov yap tyoi'Teg, pq.ov inpl Tzavrog r« irpore^ivTog

tTnyeLpeiv Zvvr)a6p.£^a.—Ibid,

'° Jlpog le. rag ivrev^eig' ^tori rag rwv iroWcJp KUTtjpL^ixrjfjiivoi

^o^ag, »K EK tCjv aX\0Tpi(0Vf aW eV rujy oitceiojv ^oyjxaTU)v

ofxiXrjffOfxev Trpog avroTg, fiETa^i^di^oyreg, 6, tc ay fxq KaXwg

(paivioyrai Xiyeiy rjplv.—Ibid.
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both sides of every question, but to determine

what is true or what is false, with the greatest

facility". In addition to this, it makes it the

proper and peculiar business of dialectic logic, to

investigate and establish the principles of all the

sciences ^^.

How far, with such flattering promise, it has

answered the lofty hope and expectation of its

inventor, facts and experience will best decide. Its

utility and value will be the most clearly ascertained

by the fruits and effects which it has produced.

" Fruits and inventions are the proper sponsors

and sureties for the truth of different philoso-

phies ^l"

Of its operation and effect in the mouth of

Aristotle, whether in disputation or conversation,

which terminate in a viva voce practice seldom

committed to writing, we cannot perhaps form any

clear and decisive judgment. It may however be

here observed once for all, that in those of his

" TlpoQ ^£ TciQ Kara <l>L\oGO(^Lav ETnaTrifiaQ, on dwafxeroi

Trpog a^cpoTEpa ^laTTopfjaai, f)q.ov tv EKci'^oig KaT0\p6fieBa raXrj^ig

re Kai to \pevdog.—Ibid.

'^ "Ert ^e Trpog to. irpuira tGjv Trept kKci-rjv tTn'^y]fir]v ap-^wv.

T«ro K 'idioVf r) fxaXi'^a oIkuov rfjg ^laXeicriKfjg s'^tv. l^erct'^itiTj

yap ovffa, irpog rag aicaaijjv rojv ^eBo^ojv ap)(^ag o^op f'x^t-

—Tbid.
'^ Inter signa nullum magis certum aut nobile est, quam

quod ex fructibus. Fructus enim el opera inventa, pro

veritate philosophiarum velut sponsores et fidejussores sunt.

—Bacon. Nov. Org\ lib. i. aph, 73.
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works which have come down to us, he never uses

the formal syllogism, but conveys his meaning in

a style pure, concise, nervous, and elegant, though

often obscure. And thus the practice of its author

is so far a contradiction, and no inconsiderable

objection to the logic which he prescribed.

In the philosophical sciences, which he has so

largely treated, we may however fairly judge of

the value and utility of this universal art, from the

effects which it has therein produced.

One striking specimen of its ill success has been

exhibited in his ethical philosophy. Let us now
advert to the fruits it has produced under the culti-

vation of Aristotle in the field of natural philo-

sophy. Not one of his warmest advocates,

however sanguine in his cause, though he may
have taught them to dispute every thing and to

prove nothing, will, I think, be so hardy as to

dispute his ability of doing all possible justice to

his own invention. By principles, he always

means general propositions, and it is the boast of

his Dialectic to investigate the principles of every

science terminating in probability, and to decide

on truth and falsehood in each. Beginning how-

ever at the wrong end of the inquiry, and pursuing

a false method in its progress, his logic was never

able to produce one sound axiom in physics.

Indeed his idea of the philosophical sciences in

general was very hastily and superficially formed,

as he supposed that in them, truth was a thing very

easily to be found; which misconception of the
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difficulty of science might prejudice liis under-

standing, and form a principal cause of his

erroneous method of physical investigation. But

logic was his favourite offspring, destined to rule

and domineer over every other branch of his literary

family, to v^^hose despotic sway every other part of

learning was to be made a sacrifice. It is the

result of the whole, that his physics, which from the

hands of such a luminary of knowledge one might

expect to be all light, originating in a weak and

presumptive logic, which dealt in notions and

hypotheses instead ofexperiments and observations,

terminate in the darkest ignorance. If we except

the sublime devotion of the few last chapters, this

book of the Peripatetic is fitted for no other use,

than to furnish factitious materials for idle dis-

putation ^*.

And what is here observed of his physics will

hold equally good of his metaphysics, which,

instead of building solid truth on an inductive

foundation, by the painful process of self-observa-

tion, leap at once into abstractions of his own

invention, from which ready made materials

nothing is erected but visionary castles in the air.

The cause of this fundamental error, from which

^* Atque ex philosophiis istis Graecorum, et derivationibus

earum per particulares scientias, jam per tot annorum spatia,

vix unum experimentum adduci potest, quod ad hominum
statum levandum et juvandum spectet, et philosophise specu-

lationibus ac dogmatibus vere acceptum refeiii possit.

—

Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 73.

A A
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many others are derived, is expressed by himself

in his first book of Topics

—

-E^ EvSo£wv'^—
that is, the arguments of syllogism were to be

drawn, not from such general truths and proposi-

tions as are inductively and experimentally proved,

but from such as might only appear to be true.

The labours of other philosophers have been

attended in their application of this logic to the

sciences with similar success, from this cause,

that, by this method of inquiry, the true forms

of things, from which sound axioms are* made,

can never be obtained. And the root of the

evil is this, that men draw their attention too

soon and too far from experience and particulars,

and give themselves up to reveries and disputa-

tions'^." The slow progress of science and phi-

losophy, during the many ages in which the

syllogistic method was employed in the culti-

vation of learning, is a proof founded in experience,

which evinces its falsity and futility. Though

it has espoused many an error and given birth

to many more, with regard to the advancement

cap. 1.

'^ Quia illo inquirendi modo, qui hucusque in usum
venit, nunquam in saeculum comparebnnt rerum formae.

Radix autem mali hujus, ut et omnium, ea est
;

quod
homines et propere nimis et nimis longe, ab experientia et

rebus particularibus, cogitationes suas divellere et abstrahere

consueverunt, et suis meditationibus etargumentationibus se

totos dedere.—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. lib. iii. cap. 4.
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and propagation of truth, it will die at last a

vestal, without bringing into the world one new
discovery.

How far the Dialectics of the Stagirite have con-

tributed, amongst the disciples of his school, to

the ease and advantage of conversation, or to the

clearness and elegance of that intercourse which

prevails in the higher and more literate departments

of society, is a point which may be said to be very

problematical. But that his third expectation, that

of exercise (which, as he places it the first in

order, seems to have been the chief in his intention),

has been fully answered, is a truth confirmed by

the fatal experience of many ages. The exercise

of disputation, not the advancement of learning,

appears to hav^ been his great and leading object.

His logic is indeed admirably calculated for this

favourite end. Its principles and axioms are all

so loosely and indiscriminately formed, and are in

themselves so vague and indistinct, that they will

apply to one question equally with another. By
an artful manageaient of terms and propositions in

the diflferent forms of syllogisms, they can often be

adapted to either side of the debate. By this

syllogistic dexterity and sophistic art, so much

darkness and confusion can be introduced into

every subject, that the disputation, after many

a round, in which the combatants on both sides

are elated with ideal conquest, terminates in an

unedifying logomachy, or contest of artificial words.

Instead of useful and sober truth, in which both

might equally rejoice and mutually partake, the
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result is furious contention, proud animosity, and

personal resentment ^^ Instead of being- finally

determined and decided (by which they would

be finally lost), the same questions which were

disputed still remained to be disputed, and were

preserved with a jealous care, for the advancement

of this favourite exercise, to become the theme

of future contests, victories, and triumphs. And
to complete this syllogistic exercise, with every

necessary equipment for its honour and exten-

sion, its founder has delivered the precepts for

the assailant to make his attack so as to ensure

the victory, or for the respondent to keep him at

such a distance, as never to be forced to yield

—

that each may descend from the well-fought field

with the pride of an able warrior, and with some-

thing like conquest on his brow'^

The natural effect of exercise in this doubtful

disputation was suspicion and uncertainty in the

minds of its ablest practitioners, instead of pro-

moting clearness and conviction or the advance-

ment of truth ^^. For the sake of this exercise, the

'^ St Paul has given us an admirable picture drawn
by his expressive pencil from his observation on a disputant

in theology: Tervcpojrai, fjLrfhtv kin'^ajUiroQ, dXXa voctmv Trepl

^r)Tri(TEig Koi Xoyo^u^iaQ' iE, toy yiverai (pdovog, epiQy tXa(T(f>r]ixiai,

vTToroiai TTOvrjpcd, Trapadiarpi^at die(pdapiJ.iv(ov avQpu)Triov top

VHV, Koi a.TTE'^eprifiivMV riiQ aXtjBeiag.— 1 Tim. vi. 4, 5.

" See the second book of the First Analytics, and the last

book of the Topics.

'^ Chilling-worth was a man of great ability of under-

standing, and of a rare temper in debate. He had passed all
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schoolmen embraced a logic devoid of every other

use or qualification, which they erected into the

standard of their discipline and the director of

all their studies, and which, together with the other

works of Aristotle, they cherished by a weak and

ignorant, though unanimous assent '^ It indulged

their indolence and flattered their vanity. And
whilst they devoted their whole attention to his

works, they idolized their author. Hence all

improvement in science was checked at once, the

progress of learning obstructed ; every attempt to

advance in knowledge defeated and disgraced
;

and the road to learning was stopped with Aristotle,

who became at once the umpire of reasoning and

standard of truth ^\

bis younger time in disputation, and had arrived at so great a

mastery as to be inferior to no man in these skirmishes. But

he bad, with this notable perfection in this exercise, con-

tracted such an irresolution and habit of doubting, that

by degrees he grew confident of nothing, and a sceptic at

heart in the greatest mysteries of faith.—Lord Clarendon's

Life, p. 55.

—

Author.

Perhaps the best modern examples of the use of formal

syllogisms, may be found, in some of his disputes with the

Jesuits of his day. See particularly his argument against

Romish infallibilities, from their contradictions on transub-

stantiation, in the "additional discourses" at the close of his

works, edit. 1719.—Editor.
'^ Quod vero putant homines, in philosophia Aristotelis,

magnum utique consensum esse—illud de consensu fallit

homines, si acutius rem introspiciant. Verus enim consensus

is est, qui ex libertate judicii, re prius explorata, in idem

conveniente, consistit.—Bacon. Nov. Org. lib, i. aph. 77.

-° Si hujusmodi scientise plane res mortua non essent, id

minime videtur eventurum fuisse, ouod per multajam ssecula
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And here we may look for one, if not the main

cause of the darkness of the middle ages, which

affected indiscriminately the arts, the sciences,

and the Christian religion. This darkness, the

universities of Europe, which should have been

the lights of the world, contributed to increase and

continue, by their bigoted use of this false and

artificial logic. Under this obscurity, increased

by such a study, the tyrant of the Romish hierarchy

practised his tyranny over the minds and bodies

of princes as well as people. Amidst this dark-

ness, and supported by this logic, he introduced

all the absurd and impious assemblage of cere-

monies and innovations, to the great corruption of

the purity, and the greater scandal of the piety

and simplicity of the primitive church. Under

its auspices, he introduced feigned traditions, to-

gether with the doctrines of transubstantiation,

image-worship, and invocation of saints, and sale of

usu venit, ut illae suis immotae fere haereant vestig-iis, nee

incrementa genere humano digna sumant : eo usque ut

saepenumero non solum assertio maneat assertio, sed etiam

quaestio maneat quaestio, et per disputationes non solvatur,

sed figatur et alatur; omnisque traditio et successio disci-

plinarum repraesentet et exhibeat personas magistii et audi-

toris, non inventoris, et ejus qui inventis aliquid eximium
adjiciat. In artibus autem mechanicis, contrarium evenire

videmus. Quae, acsi aurae cujusdam vitalis forent participes,

quotidie crescunt et perficiuntur; et in primis auctoribus

rudes plerumque et fereonerosae et informes apparent, postea

vero novas virlutes, et commoditatem quandam adipiscuntur,

eo usque, utcitius studia hominum et cupiditates deficiant et

mutentur, quam illae ad culmen et perfectionem suam per-
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indulgences, by which he enriched his coffers from

the pockets of his spiritual slaves in all the

nations of Europe. To this infamous and de-

plorable state of things, the universities, under the

dominion of Aristotle, in those ages powerfully

contributed, affecting amidst all their ignorance,

the pride and ambition of the master whom they

so implicitly obeyed.—See Cave. Hist. Lit. vol. i.

Prolegom. pp. 1, 2.

And thus, after levelling the systems of all

preceding philosophers and producing others of

his own invention, bequeathing some vague and

general hypotheses, as a legacy to his disciples,

with a fund to raise more at pleasure, that they

might do immortal honour to his logic ^^ by afford-

ing it perpetual exercise in the schools of Athens

or elsewhere,—Aristotle locked up the temple of

knowledge and threw away the key, which, in the

absurd and superstitious veneration of his authority,

venerint. Philosophia contra, et scientise intellectuales,

statuarum more, adorantur et celebrantur, sed non promo-

ventur: quin etiam in primo nonnunquam auctore maxime

vigent, et deinceps deg-enerant.—Bacon. Nov. Org. Praef.

='' Adamant homines scientias et contemplationes parti-

culares; aut quia auctores et inventores se earum credunt;

nut quia plurimum in illis operae posuerunt, iisque maxime

assueverunt. Hujusmodi vero homines, si ad philosophiam

et contemplationes universales se contulerint, illas ex priori-

bus phantasiis detorquent et corrumpunt ; id quod maxime

conspicuum cernitur in Aristotele, qui naturalem suam

philosophiam, logicae suae prorsus mancipavit, ut eam fere

inutilem et contentiosam reddiderit.—Id. Nov. Org. lib. i.

aph. 54.
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was lost for many ages. It was found at last by a

native of our own country, whose name as a philo-

sopher, and particularly as a logician ^^, does more

honour to England than his to Stagira; who
threw open the prison in which science had been

held captive, and once more set her free; who,

with a bold and virtuous sacrilege, tore the laurel

from the brow of that dark and deified philo-

sopher, which he had so long and so injuriously

worn.

That the Aristotelian loofic was introduced in

the universities of Europe, that it was admitted as

the guide to truth and the vehicle of instruction,

and was erected as the standard of their gene-

ral discipline, cannot be a subject of surprise,

when we reflect, that as the sciences and arts were

spread from Athens over the provinces of Europe,

the merit of all learning consisted, for many ages, in

studying the languages, reading the authors, and

retaining and retailing whatever they contained.

And since the matter of various kinds, collected by

Aristotle from all the philosophers of antiquity, and

digested and improved by him, was embraced with

implicit confidence, the syllogistic method, of

which he claimed the sole invention, was held

in the highest veneration and esteem, and adopted

as the instrument of universal science. The wonder

^2 Illud vero monendum, nos, in hoc nostro organo, tractare

logicam, non philosophiam.—Nov. Org. lib. ii. aph. 52.
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is,—that after the authors of antiquity had been

well read and understood, and their subjects of

information sufficiently exhausted, that when phi-

losophers and divines dared to advance in the

detection of their errors, as well as in the search

and discovery of solid truth,—the scholastic disci-

pline did not incur the same fortune with the im-

provement of philosophy, or the reformation of

religion ; that it was not canvassed and examined

at that era; exploded, if false, or corrected, if

erroneous.

But the dialectic logic, which, on the blind

authority of Aristotle, first took possession of the

schools, held that possession too strongly fortified

and secured by the warm prejudice and bigoted

prepossession of its votaries ; supported on the one

hand by the ignorance which it promoted, and

cherished on the other by the indolence which

it indulged. The vanity of the schoolmen em-

braced it with rapture and fostered it with ambi-

tion, offering to its inventor, not merely the over-

flowings of their gratitude, but the first fruits of

their devotion ^^, thus furnishing them with a

^ The zeal of one of these devotees may probably entertain

the reader :
" Est ergo ars^ sive scientia, bene disserendi, ante

alias omnes philosophiae partes accersenda, sine cujus

auspiciis nihil certo sciri recteque intelligi possit. Hinc

enim ars artium, scientia scientiarum dicta est; non quasi sit

scientiarum princeps, et praestantissima (hie enim titulus

uni theologiae, id est, metaphysicae, debetur), sed, quod ad

omnes sit necessaria, ideo accommodatius dicitur organum

organorum, inslrumentum instrumentorum, ancilla, clavis.
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happy expedient, by which their pregnant fancy

could raise notions and hypotheses, fair structures

of their own (''E$ EvSo^wv), as the principles of

argumentation, without any of the pains of per-

sonal experiment, or labour of inductive investiga-

tion^^. These supplied them, at the same

time, with all its modes and figures, in which

they could show their ingenuity, by casting the

fruitful offspring of that fancy into various shapes,

and display theirnumerous syllogisms and sophisms

before ignorant admirers, in all the pride of formal

disputation. And thus, in the darkness of the

schools, this weak and antiquated discipline has

continued to triumph from age to age over the

improvement of science. In these strong-holds, as

an enchanted castle, by brandishing its rusty

armour, it has held out against a much stronger and

better claimant, maintaining its authority by keeping

up an external, but insignificant formality, with no

inconsiderable degree of parade and ostentation.

But as truth and knowledge are never at a stand.

janua, spes, testa, murus philosopliae, docendi vero discendi-

que magistra, veri falsique disceptatrix et judex; arbitra etiam

methodomm, definitionum, divisionum, syllogismorum, Pe-

gasi ungula, Silenus Alcibiadis, plus habens in recessu, quam
in fore, lima ingeniorum, cos veritatis, ars disputandi,

scientia rationis oratione conclusae, denique rationalis, sive

logica, dissertatrix, sive dialectica."—Du Val.Synops. Analyt.

Doct. Peripat.

'* De inductione vero dialectici vix serio cogitasse viden-

tur, levi mentione earn transmittentes, et ad disputandi

formulas properantes.—Bacon. De Augm. Scient. Distr. Op.
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SO neither are ignorance and error. The syllogism

of Aristotle, the chief defect of which results from

the imperfection of the principles it adopts, has in

these latter ages been supplanted, or rather mixed

and confounded with a thing of modern invention ^•'^,

—more like the decision of a carpenter, than the

conclusion of a philosopher ; insomuch that the

present scholastic syllogism is so compounded and

metamorphosed, that the schoolmen would be now
unable to determine either what it is, or of what it

is composed ^^.

'' Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself^',"—is

the character given by an ancient prophet to the

Author of all truth ; and to " search him out^^" in

his mysterious dispensations of nature and of

grace, constitutes in the judgment of another

sacred writer, " the honour of the first of men.''

That all human knowledge, at any time or in any

period of the world, however favoured by circum-

stances, should remain subject to the law, or deter-

mined by the standard of one man or class of men,

where inspiration is not concerned, is an affront to

the human understanding. It supposes, that since

the days of Aristotle, our faculties are impaired by

time or injured by abuse, and that after the labours of

near two thousand years no advancement has been

made in the discovery of truth. It is, at the same

25 Seep. 114.

2^ See Wallis's Logic, cited Ibid.

2' Isaiah, xlv. 15. ^^ Proverbs, xxv. 2.
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time, an affront to the majesty of the Deity,

who is unsearchable in his counsels and inscrutable

in all his ways, as it presumes that the depths of

his power and wisdom are completely fathomed.

This was a prejudice, which however weak and

impious, took and retained possession of the minds

of men for many ages ; and which, growing into a

confirmed and inveterate bigotry, prohibited further

researches, under the pretence of avoiding hurtful

innovations. The genuine love of truth, which

should burn with a free and ardent flame, was

smothered by this prohibition, and the exercise of

the understanding shackled and confined in its pur-

suit. The merit of the student was made to con-

sist, not in advancing knowledge by adding to its

stock, or by rectifying and correcting what was

false and imperfect ; but in remembering and pre-

serving what was already only supposed to be

known, or confirmed by an implicit and ignorant

consent. Learned men, instead of roaming at

large through the field of knowledge, in the quest

and acquisition of truth from every quarter, were

like a flock of sheep following each other in the

same beaten track of ignorance and error^^.

Under the cloud of this prejudice and intolerant

bigotry, the public discipline of the schools was

erected upon the model of Aristotle and sanc-

tioned by his authority, which was made absolute

^ Numeius longe maximus eorum, qui in Aristotelis phi-

losopbiam consenserunt, ex piaejudicio et auctoritate aliorum,

se illi mancipavit ; ut sequacitas sit potius et coitio, quam
consensus.—Bacon. Nov. Org. lib. i. aph. 77.
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and unchangeable, in a dark and superstitious age,

long before the birth of our English philosopher

and reformer of science. And though both our

universities were invited by that great legal, poli-

tical, and literary character, in terms of the purest

friendship and condescension, to change and im-

prove their discipline, and to pursue a method of

study less contracted and more liberal, less verbose

and contentious, and more rational and philo-

sophicaP'^ ; it is a truth we have at this day to

lament, that this false and feeble plan of study and

education has not been publicly expelled, and sup-

planted by a better : that Aristotle, who exploded

'° Almae Matri Inclytae Acad. Cantabrigiensi. S.

Debita tilii, qualia possum, persolvo
;
quod vero facio,

idem et vos hortor, ut augmentis scientiarum strenue incum-

batis, et in animi modestia libertatem ing-enii retineatis,

neque talentum a veteribus concreditum in sudario repo-

natis. AfFuerit proculdubio et affulserit divini luminis

gratia, si humiliata et submissa religioni philosophia, cla-

vibus sens us legitime et dextre utamini ; et amoto omni

contradictionis studio, quisque cum alio, ac si ipse secum,

disputet. Valele.

Inclytae Academiae Oxoniensi. S.

Cum, alma? matri meae inclytae academiae Cantabrigiensi,

scripserim, deessem sane officio, si simile amoris pignus

sorori ejusnon deferrem. Sicut autem eos hortatussum, ita

et vos bortor, ut scientiarum augmentis strenue incumbatis,

et veterum labores, neque nihil, neque omnia esse putetis
;

sed vires etiam proprias modeste perpendentes, subinde

tamen experiamini, omnia cedent quam optime; si arma,

non alii in alios vertatis, sed, junctis copiis, in naturam rerum

impressionem faciatis ; sufficit quippe ilia honori et victoriae.

Valete. Fr. Baconus Verulam.

[To this letter, the University returned a very handsome

answer.—See Lord Bacon's Remains, p. 204.

—

Editor.']
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all the philosophers before him, is not made to

submit, in his turn, to the vicissitude of times and

things, and removed from the high seat of penal

authority ^\ which he has so long and unjustly

held in our universities.

Yet absurd and imperfect as is the ancient

discipline, it has still its advocates. To remove

prejudices w^hich have been early imbibed, and

dispossess inveterate prepossessions, has always

been found a task of difficulty. Some appear to

think, that to change a constitution literary no

less than civil, may be a work of danger. It is the

greatest impediment to reform however, that the

few who are convinced of its propriety, are not

willing to advance, and that what should be the

work of all, is the business of none. Hence in

the midst of an enlightened and improving age,

this dark discipline remains in use, revered by

some, contemned by many, and neglected by all.

The useless and unwieldy fabric is left to stand an

antiquated pile dishonoured and disgraced ; over

which, as a venerable ruin, it becomes us rather to

lament than triumph, and to conceal its particular

defects, by quietly removing it, rather than by

exposing them to public view.

The consequence is, that the University disci-

pline, in every branch of learning, is forced

out of the public, into more private channels. In

these every part of a learned and liberal educa-

tion is cultivated with advantage and inculcated

3' Vide Stat. Univ. Oxon. Tit. vi. sect. ii. § 9.
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with success. Since the schools were neglected,

the colleges have improved. Although the main-

spring of the great literary machine be worn

out by time, and not yet replaced, there are

other wheels in action of far better mechanism im-

proving and to be improved, which move to the

honour and advancement of general learning. Still

truth obliges us to confess, there is a great defect.

The private discipline can never be made to ope-

rate with full spirit and effect, unless animated

and supported by the public ; nor can the other

wheels, however excellent in their construction,

act with the same harmony and exactness as when

kept in motion by one great and central spring.

Truth is the fairest and best apology. The

account which I have given of the present state of

academical discipline is strictly just, so far as my
observations have extended, which have been made

with the utmost care and accuracy.

To revise and reform the public discipline of

this ancient university is an important task, not

less difficult in the execution, than desirable, if well

performed ; to be undertaken with earnestness,

conducted with ability, and pursued with per-

severance. That from the joint assistance of

scholars and philosophers, not sciolists and pe-

dants, men divested of prejudice on the one hand,

and on the other inspired with the love of learning,

it may undergo a speedy and effectual renovation
;

that, under the conduct and direction of the pub-
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lie, the private discipline of every college and

society may improve and flourish ; and that all

places of public institution, both here and every

where, devoted to narrow-minded and mercenary

views, and which delight in sloth and ignorance,

may decay and perish ;—this is an event, which

in an enlightened age may be reasonably ex-

pected, and the hope which every friend to church

and state may ardently entertain.

[The editor feels it due to the public and the university, no
less than to himself to state, that he regrets the republication

of some part of this " Apology." It was originally intended,

that it should have been altogether withdrawn from this

edition ; but he has since felt, that it would be exercising too

great a discretionary power on the w orks of a deceased author

to carry this design into effect. The characteristic energy

of Dr. Tatham often led him to use somewhat stronger

expressions than the occasion would justify ; and both in his

censures on the university, and his reply to the late Dr. Knox,
we must make considerable allowance for this constitutional

zeal and ardour. The animadversions on Dr. Knox are

omitted, as they were cancelled in the copy left by the

author.]

END OF VOL. I.

London: charles whittingham, tooks court, chancf.ry lane.
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